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Preface 

The first part of this study was completed and translated into English in 1959; 

whereas, the second part was completed in the winter of 1961-62, and was trans- 

lated into English a short time before the manuscript went to press. The study 

was submitted to The Theological Faculty at the University of Copenhagen on 

May 10, 1962. It has not been possible to take books or papers into account 

which have appeared, or have reached me, while the manuscript was in press. 

My warm thanks are due to Professor J. Munck, Dr. Theol., who has followed 

my work with interest, in particularly my occupation with the text discussed here. 

I thank him for much encouragement and for the many discussions which have 

been of great value to me in the course of my work on this dissertation. My work 

with the texts from Nag Hammadi was initiated owing to suggestions and as- 

sistance from Professor Hal Koch, Dr. Theol., to whom I am also very much 

indebted. 

I owe a debt of gratitude to my teachers in Coptic, Professor C. E. Sander-Han- 

sen, Professor W. Erichsen, Professor M. Malinine and Professor W. C. Till and 

to Professor W. Hengstenberg, Miinchen, with whom I studied Coptic dialects. 

I appreciate the interest with which they have guided my studies. I also wish 

to thank E. Richter Mirae, M. A., my teacher in Egyptian. Professor C. E. San- 

der-Hansen and E. Kerrn Lillesg, M.A., have kindly assisted me with much 

good advice during my studies which have taken place in close connection with 

the Institute of Egyptology of the University of Copenhagen. I am very much 

indebted to Mrs. Herdis Lessee who has translated the introduction in part I 

and the whole part II into English. 

In 1955-56, I had the privilege of following Professor Henri-Charles Puech’s 

lectures on the Apocryphon of John at the cole des Hautes Etudes, and in 

1956 I had the opportunity to read the Berlin text of the Apocryphon of John 

with Professor Walter C. Till, its editor. I wish to thank both of these scholars, 

and I am grateful, also, for the benefit which I have derived from their publica- 

tions; nor should I omit acknowledging my indebtedness to other authors who 

have previously dealt with my subject, but cannot all be named here. I specifi- 

cally wish to acknowledge my appreciation for the advantage I have had in being 

able to consult Professor Till’s edition of Papyrus Berolinensis 8502, including 

the parallels in the Cairo-collection. 

I wish to acknowledge my debt to the late Carl Schmidt’s interpretation of 
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the Berlin Gnostic Papyrus. I gratefully acknowledge my indebtedness to Pro- 

fessors G. Quispel, W. Erichsen, K. Grobel, K. H. Kuhn, W. C. van Unnik and 

R. McL. Wilson for advice and encouragement. 

It was not until my visit to Egypt in 1957-58 that I was able to read the 

original text of the Apocryphon of John in Codex II, on which the present 

study is concentrated. With the support of Lasson’s Travel Grant, I was to 

study the texts from Nag Hammadi in the Coptic Museum and, subsequently, 

travel to Nag Hammadi. My work on the original papyri from Nag Hammadi, 

now in the Coptic Museum, was inaugurated on the 7th November, 1957, and 

lasted until the 29th January, 1958. During this time I copied by hand the 

Coptic texts, made palaeographical observations, and examined the scope and 

character of the Codex. 

The present study rests on these copies and investigations, but constant reference 
has been made to the photographic edition prepared by Dr. Pahor Labib (1956). 
On the 30th January, 1958, I obtained the permission of the Director, Dr. 
Labib, to publish studies on the texts, and I wish to thank Dr. Labib warmly 
for this permission as well as for generously allowing me to study the original 
papyri. 

On the 28th December, 1957, the Director of the Museum permitted me to 
photograph the collection of Nag Hammadi papyri with photographic equipment 
acquired for the Institute of Egyptology at the University of Copenhagen by 
means of a grant from the Rask-Orsted Foundation, and this photographic 
recording of part of the collection was undertaken on the Ith, 4th, and 9th 
January, 1958. It had been intended to produce and distribute the necessary 
number of copies in Copenhagen, but in compliance with the wish of the Coptic 
Museum the negative was submitted to the Museum together with four positive 
copies of each microfilm, one of which was intended for the Museum, one for 
its Director, and two for members of the Committee which at the time was 
dealing with the publication of the papyri. Two copies were with the permission 
of the Museum delivered to the Institute of Egyptology, Copenhagen. The purpose 
of the microfilming was to ensure that copies of the original manuscripts existed 
and to make it possible for the Coptic Museum to produce microfilms with 
positive copies to facilitate the study and publication of the texts. The Coptic 
Museum, through its good offices, took charge of the copies which were submitted. 

For much assistance rendered to me during my stay in Cairo, I thank H. E. 
C. D. Holten Eggert, then Danish Ambassador to Cairo, and Mr. R. Thorning- 
Petersen, Chargé d’affaires a. i. 

To the University of Copenhagen, I tender my sincere thanks for the travel 
grants awarded me, and for the favorable conditions during my studies, which 
made it possible for me to prepare this dissertation. 

Soren Giversen 
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Introduction 

Apocryphon Johannis cannot be expected to elicit as much spontaneous interest 

as, e.g., The Gospel according to Thomas, The Gospel according to Philip, 

The Book of Thomas, or other texts from Nag Hammadi, which contain agrapha 

with a certain New Testament character. A cursory reading of some pages of the 

papyrus text containing the Apocryphon of John can easily give the reader an 

impression that he is faced with an imaginative, mystic composition, the relevance 

of which scarcely becomes even moderately clear. 

Nevertheless, the Apocryphon of John is a composition of the greatest signifi- 

cance to those who occupy themselves with the study of such religious movements 

in Antiquity which, with the modern term, have been called Gnosticism. Its 

significance is connected partly with the fact that the Apocryphon of John conveys 

a reasonably coherent presentation of the teaching current among those who 

used the Apocryphon of John as a holy scripture; but its significance is due, 

primarily, to the circumstance that it has been handed down in more than one 

version, so that it is possible, by a closer comparison of the not entirely identical 

traditions of the different versions, to form an opinion of the relationship between 

the different traditions and of what is meant by different terms in the text. In this 

respect, the text has an advantage over others, e.g. the Gospel according to 

Thomas, which hardly provide a basis for an interpretation of the text, owing 

to their largely one-sided tradition. At the same time, however, the different 

versions of the Apocryphon of John will, naturally, require an evaluation of the 

sources of the different versions. 

Several learned contributions towards an attempt at solving the riddles con- 

nected with the history of what is called Gnosticism have been made. Attempts 

at presenting complete accounts of the substance of Gnosticism have been frequent 

enough. At the beginning of the century, Wilhelm Bousset made such an attempt 

with his Hauptprobleme der Gnosis (Gottingen 1907). 

It is, however, a question whether it is not too early to make such attempts at 

a complete presentation of Gnosticism at the present stage of research, and it may 

be well to retain some scepticism with regard to the possibility 
of giving a complete 

account of Gnosticism at all, when one remembers the heterogeneous line of sects 

and movements which have been classified under Gnosticism by those who 
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operate with this vague and indeterminate designation as a common nomer in 

connection with such attempts. 

The great discovery of about 50 Gnostic texts, which was made in Upper 

Egypt round 1945-47, has naturally given rise to great expectations, particularly 

because, so far, the sources at our disposal have been very limited. Thus, the 

Dutch scholar, Gilles Quispel, in 1951, wrote with regard to the importance of 

the new discoveries: ‘Eine Weltreligion ist neu entdeckt. So darf man vielleicht 

schon jetzt die Bedeutung der neuen Funde gnostischer Manuskripte zusammen- 

fassen. Bisher bestand in der Schatzung und Einreihung dieser merkwiirdigen 

Strémung eine gewisse Unsicherheit und Verlegenheit, die sich aus der Diirftig- 

keit des Materials und der Schwierigkeit der Deutung erklaren lasst. Jetzt sehen 

wir klar, und die Zeit is nicht fern, dass wir die ganze Gnosis von der Quelle bis 

zur Miindung tberblicken, ihre phanomenologische Physiognomie zusammen- 

fassend darstellen und ihre phychologischen Wurzeln herausarbeiten kénnen”’?. 

In Hauptprobleme der Gnosis W. Bousset pronounced that the purpose was 

to present the Gnostic concepts basic to the majority of the (Gnostic) systems, 

rather than to deal with the individual views”. But,in principle, it cannot be 

right to proceed in this way even if one were of the opinion that we are dea- 

ling with a unity; on the contrary, one must undertake individual investigations 

before being able to say anything about concepts which may or may not be 

basic to the majority. Incidentally, it is a question whether much of what has 

been said with regard to Gnosticism as a puzzling entity, and which one 

encounters time after time in papers on this topic, is not, to some extent, due to 

an attempt at combining too many Gnostic systems under one common nomer 

for which there is no basis in reality. It would undoubtedly be less confusing, 

if one tried to consider the material on its own merits instead of trying to combine 

it into a unity. 

It is important, however, not only to concentrate on individual investigations, 

but to carry the investigations as far back as to an examination of the source 
material from a literary point of view. A critical evaluation of the sources, and 
the establishing of a reliable basis consisting of an evaluation of the mutual 
relation of the sources, as well as new sources being made available—where 

sufficient texts are not at our disposal—in reliable editions, must be among the 
first tasks in this respect. The principles of method on which research must build, 
if we wish to hope for progress, have been stated clearly first and foremost by 
Eugene de Faye, Johannes Munck and Henri-Charles Puech. E. de Faye, in his 
Gnostiques et Gnosticisme*, emphasized the value of the critical study of the 
sources in these words: ‘‘L’examen critique préalable des sources s’impose. C’est 
d’aprés les résultats de la critique littéraire et documentaire qu’il convient de 

1 Gilles Quispel, Gnosis als Weltreligion, Ziirich 1951, p.l. 

* Wilhelm Bousset, Hauptprobleme der Gnosis, Géttingen 1907, Dace 
3 Eugéne de Faye, Gnostiques et Gnosticism, étude critique des documents du gnosticisme 

chrétien aux IT® et ITI® siécles, 2, ed. augm. Paris 1925, p. 499—500. 
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tenter l’explication historique du gnosticisme’’!. J. Munck, in Untersuchungen 

uber Klemens von Alexandria, stressed that point of view as follows: ‘‘Anstatt 

neuer Biicher tiber den Gnostizismus, aus Lieblingsgedanken neuer Moderichtun- 

gen hvervorgegangen, brauchen wir Monographien tber die einzelnen Quellen 

und Lehreinzelheiten zur Geschichte des Gnostizismus. Ohne Vorarbeiten, ohne 

dass man die oft tbel lohnende Arbeit aufnimmt, unsere wenigen und unklaren 

Quellen zu drehen und zu wenden und sie um ihre Inhalts willen bis zum letz- 

ten Tropfen auszupressen, wird die Erforschung des Gnostizismus dauernd 

zwischen der einen und der anderen Moderichtung hin- und hertreiben.”? H.-Ch. 

Puech, in his ““Ou en est le probléme du Gnosticisme?”’, has also made himself a 

spokesman for such considerations of principles, and has rightly stated that the 

problems connected with the study of Gnosticism are of a two-fold character: 

there is a literary problem; which value can be attributed to the sources which are 

available to us for our knowledge of Gnosticism; and there is an historical problem, 

to define the origin of Gnosticism and to describe the history of its evolution®. 

These considerations must form the basis for research with regard to the Gno- 

stic movements. Here, if anywhere, it is imperative that the student has obtained 

a clear picture of the relationship between the sources on which he plants to build. 

The scarcity of the sources, and the frequently uncertain tradition imply that 

this work must be comprehensive, and that, in itself, it will place considerable 

demands on the scholar. An account of the teaching and the concepts which may 

be derived from the sources at our disposal must wait until the critical study of 

the literary material has provided a safe foundation for an account of this nature, 

by presenting the source material in a reliable form, and by evaluating the relation 

between the different sources. 

When the present investigation, the subject of which is material from the 

finds at Nag Hammadi, is concentrated on a dual task, it is to no small degree 

owing to the wish to establish a solid basis for later attempts at giving a presenta- 

tion of the didactic contents of the material. The two tasks are: to submit a new 

source, and to evaluate the relation between this source and previously known 

sources; in addition to this, to present a new evaluation of source material already 

known. 

In the following, therefore, we shall bring a critical edition, with a translation 

and a glossary, of one of the texts found at Nag Hammadi round 1945-47, viz., the 

version of the Apocryphon of John contained in Codex II, which so far has been 

published in a photographic edition only. An attempt will be made to determine 

the age and origin of the Coptic papyrus text involved on the basis of codical, 

palaeographical and linguistic criteria. Finally, we shall in the second part of 

our study attempt to arrive at an understanding of the text by studying details of 

this version, and with these details, a comparison will be made with the other 

1 Cf. also E. de Faye, Introduction a l’étude du Gnosticisme, Paris 1903. 

2 Johannes Munck, Untersuchungen iiber Klemens von Alexandria, Stuttgart 1933, p. 2. 

3 Henri-Charles Puech, Ou en est le probléme du gnosticisme ?, Bruxelles 1934, p. 12. 
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two available versions of the Apocryphon of John, as well as an evaluation of the 

relationship of these three partly parallel sources. 

The discovery of the Coptic-Gnostic papyri at Nag Hammadi will not be 

discussed here!. Literature on these texts has grown rapidly’ 

Dr. Pahor Labib performed a great service by publishing a photographic 

edition of parts of the Coptic-Gnostic papyri in the Coptic Museum in Old 

Cairo®. This publication has enabled scholars to acquire a first-hand knowledge 

of the contents of the texts. In the photographic edition, there are also plates 

showing the version of the Apocryphon of John, a critical edition of which will 

be found in the course of this study. The photographic renderings, however, 

are not always easily legible, owing to the quality of the blocks. In my text edi- 

tion, I have aimed at rendering the text of the papyrus as faithfully as possible; 

whilst lacunae in the text have been restored whereever this is considered 

justifiable, emendations of the preserved text—be it suggestions of omissions 

from, or additions to, the text handed down by the scribe— have been relegated 

to footnotes and do not appear in the text itself. The purpose is that the reader 

should obtain an impression of the text as I believe it ran when completed by the 

scribe, before the papyrus became damaged. In this way it becomes easier to 

evaluate proposals made in my notes with regard to corrections and additions to, 

or omissions from, the scribe’s text, and the feasibility of a fruitful discussion of 

these proposals is increased. 

Page by page and line by line, the text follows that of the original papyrus as it 

appeared when I was studying it in Cairo, during the winter of 1957-1958. As the 

pages of the papyrus are not numbered, the numbering of the plates used in Dr. 

Pahor Labib’s photographic edition has been used to identify the pages of the 

manuscript. In the glossary, which aims at being a complete concordance, reference 

is made to the plate number, and also to the place in the text of the word involved 

by reference to the number of the line in which the word occurs. In so far as a 

reasonable consideration to the normal sequence of words in English allows, the 

translation follows the Coptic text line by line. As customary in translations of 

Coptic texts into European languages, Greek loanwords are indicated in paren- 

theses in the translation, following the word which renders them; without 

considering the context or the form attested in Coptic, the Greek words are 

quoted in the parentheses in the form in which they are normally registered (sub- 

stantives in the nominative case, etc.), and the reader will be able to find them in 

1 J have previously discussed this in detail in my books Sandhedens Evangelium, Kebenhavn 

1957, p. 21-36, and Thomasevangeliet, Kobenhavn 1959, p. 9-16. 

2 A bibliography will be found in my Bibliography on the Nag-Hammadi manuscripts. 

Acta Orientalia XXIV, p. 189-198 (Hauniae 1959). 

3 Pahor Labib: Coptic Gnostic Papyri in the Coptic Museum at Old Cairo. Volume I. 

Government Press, Cairo 1956.—Reproduces Codex I (Plate 1-46) and Codex II, part a (Plate 

47-158). 
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this form in the glossary together with forms which may deviate from the one 

quoted. 

The present version of the Apocryphon of John is not the first version of this 

text which has come to our knowledge. The version which became known first 

is that which was acquired in 1896, by The Royal Library in Berlin‘; for a 

variety of reasons, this was not published until 1955?. The editor of this manu- 

script, Walter C. Till, in his edition of the text, quoted the wording of yet 

another version of the Apocryphon of John, wherever the latter was at variance 

with or added to the Berlin manuscript. The source which Till quoted in his 

notes (under the designation CG J), is also a text hailing from the Nag Hammadi 

discovery. The two texts, of which we shall refer to that in Berlin with the ab- 

breviation BG, and to the other with the designation used by The Coptic Museum: 

C III (= Codex III), are parallel to a considerable extent, but not, however, 

without mutual deviations. They represent a shorter form of the Apocryphon of 

John than the version which we are publishing here from the codex which we 

shall quote as C II, following the numbering of The Coptic Museum. In addi- 

tion to these three versions, two of which are from Nag Hammadi, fragments of a 

fourth version of the Apocryphon of John were excavated at Nag Hammadi. The 

fragments of this version had not received preservative laboratory treatment when 

the present study was composed, and were not, therefore, available for a closer 

investigation; hence, it has not been possible to include these fragments. An 

advertised edition with photographical reproductions has until now (spring 1962) 

—more than a year after the advertising—not yet been published. 

As already mentioned, a comprehensive literature concerning the manu- 

scripts from Nag Hammadi has rapidly come into existence. However, this litera- 

ture has devoted no great interest to the Apocryphon of John, and literature 

dealing with the version of the Apocryphon of John contained in the Berlin papyrus 

is also very scarce. 

The most important of these is Carl Schmidt, Irenaus und seine Quelle in Adv. 

haer. I, 29 (Philotesia Paul Kleinert, Berlin, 1907), in which he analyzed the AJ 

of the Berlin papyrus and showed that Irenaeus must have known a Greek proto- 

type of this text and excerpted it in his Adversus haereses. 

Beyond this, the bibliography comprises only a few numbers, nearly all of which 

deal with the Berlin text. W. C. Till, The Gnostic Apocryphon of John (The Jo
urnal 

of Ecclesiastical History, Vol. III, No. 1, p. 14-22, London 1952) gives a summary 

of ideas of the Apocryphon of John in BG; a similar summary is given by Werner 

Foerster, Das Apokryphon des Johannes (Gott und die Gotter, Festgabe fiir Eric 

1 Cf. Carl Schmidt, Irendéus und seine Quelle in adv. haer. I, 29.—Philotesia, Paul Kleinert 

zum LXX. Geburtstag dargebracht, Berlin 1907, p. 315-336. 

2 Die gnostischen Schriften des koptischen Papyrus Berolinensis 8502, herausgegeben, tiber- 

setzt und bearbeitet von Walter C. Till. Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der alt- 

christlichen Literatur, 60. Band, V. Reihe, Bd. 5. Berlin 1955. 

Giversen — 2 
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Fascher, Berlin 1958, p. 134-141). H.-Ch. Puech, in his Fragments retrouvés de 

l’Apocalypse d’Allogéne (Mélanges Franz Cumont, Brussels 1936, p. 937-962), 

thought that it could be established that the Apocryphon of John was identical 

with the Revelation of John mentioned by Theodore bar Konai, at the end of the 

eighth century. W.C. van Unnik, in his Die Gotteslehre bei Aristides und in 

gnostischen Schriften (Theologische Zeitschrift, 17. Jahrg. Basel 1961, p. 166- 

174), tried to prove the close connection between the use of Hellenistic thinking 

in Christian apology and in the Apocryphon of John, and the relation of the text 

to Genesis has been discussed by me in Johannes’ apokryfon og Genesis (Dansk 

Teologisk Tidsskrift, 20. arg. p. 65-80, Kobenhavn 1957). Finally, the texts under 

this title have been dealt with, but as a rule very briefly, in a great number of 

articles in various journals and works of reference concerning the discoveries at 

Nag Hammadi, and a few comprehensive publications have considered the 

Apocryphon of John while discussing a variety of topics (e.g., J. Jervell, Imago 

Dei, 1960; H.-Ch. Puech in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, Neutest. Apocryphen I, 
1959 p. 229-244). 

Until now (spring 1962), however, no text of the Apocryphon of John, with the 
exception of the photographic edition, has been published, nor has any deeper 
investigation of the different versions appeared. 



The manuscript 

The papyrus which contains the manuscript the present work is about—The 

Apocryphon of John—is a codex in the possession of the Coptic Museum at 

Old Cairo. In the first photographic edition to be published of the Coptic Gnostic 

papyri in this collection it was given the name Codex IT. 

Up to the present the museum has published 112 plates of the codex in this 

photographic edition, under the title Codex II, part a, the plates being numbered 

47-158}, 

In the following description of the manuscript, based on a personal study 

of the original papyrus as it was in the winter of 1957-58, three different number- 

ings have been used: 1. The numbering carried out by the museum, with Arabic 

numbers written on the pages of papyrus which contain writing”. In referring 

to these numbers I have also used Arabic figures. 2. The numbering used in 

the photographic edition, that is plates 47-158, all those published up to the 

present. To this numbering I have referred with P/--the figure or with C II+ 

the figure. 3. Four pages not numbered by the museum are here numbered with 

Roman numerals I-IV.—Where we later on in our study refer to the text in 

Codex II we use for practical reasons meanwhile (e.g. in headlines, footnotes, 

indices, enumerations etc.) only the number of the plate and the line in question 

without mentioning CII or PI. 

The Codex 

Codex II is a papyrus codex. A more detailed description and placing of the 

codex demands first and foremost an estimation of the original size of the codex: 

how many pages it contained, how many pages of text, and how large these 

pages were. 

1 Coptic Gnostic Papyri in The Coptic Museum at Old Cairo by Dr. Pahor Labib, Director 

of The Coptic Museum. Volume I. Antiquities Department. Government Press. Cairo 1956. 

3 pages text + 158 plates. 

2 These numbers are written directly on the papyrus above the column of writing. This 

was done by the museum in the process of opening and preservation the papyrus. They are 

in themselves very distinct, as can be seen from the papyrus, but can only be partly seen in 

the photografic edition which does not reproduce the pages of the papyrus in full size. 
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The number of pages this codex contained has hitherto been estimated by 

both Jean Doresse and H.-Ch. Puech in their descriptions of the codex and 

other papyri found at the same time. 

Jean Doresse stated in his first report after the discovery of the codex that 

it comprised 175 pages!. He writes that this codex was “‘remarquable par ses 

175 pages et sa reliure décorée” and repeats this figure later in the same article 

““Le premier recueil, dans ses 175 pages, compte sept textes différents”. That 

it is the present Codex II which Doresse is describing is clear from the classified 

list which he gives later of the single codices, and also from the fact that later 

in the same article he says that the codex contains ‘‘Livre Sécret de Jean... 

Evangiles de Thomas et de Philippe . .. L’hypostase des archontes ... . Exégese 

sur l’ Ame... Livre de Thomas”. In 1958 Doresse still maintained that the codex 

in question contained 175 pages. In volume I of his Les livres sécrets des gnosti- 

ques d’Egypte, on page 167 he gave it following description: “Le plus beau et 

le plus volumineux des manuscrits. Reliure décorée (croix ansée)? avec rabats 
en hauteur et aux extrémités; format 21 x 27 cm.; 175 pages, d’environ 37 lignes 
chaqune’’. But in the second volume which appeared in 1959 he has changed 
his opinion and says that the codex should only contain 168 pages?. He gives 
no reasons for this. 
The other scholar who has described this codex and the other papyri found 

at the same time is Henri-Charles Puech. He described it for the first time in 
his paper in the festschrift in honour of W. E. Crum’, where he called it Codex 
III. He writes of the codex that it is “Le plus volumineux et le plus magnifique 
des recueils découverts. La pagination n’y est pas indiquée, mais, sauf qu’il 
manque ses premiers feuillets, il apparait & peu prés complet et intact. Sa reliure 
décorée recouvre 157 page, d’environ 35 lignes chaqune”. 
A closer examination of Codex II in the Coptic Museum has however convinced 

me that neither of these three estimates, the two of Doresse and that of Puech, 
can be correct. The reasons for this opinion will emerge from the following. 

The codex was a single large quire of papyrus. The fibers of the papyrus, 
which is of extremely good quality, are very distinct and show clearly how the 
sheets have been put together, and that it is a single quire we have to do with. 
To determine the original size of such a codex would be easy enough if the 
codex was paginated, provided one could first establish which were the middle 
pages of the codex. But Codex II has never had any pagination’. As the codex 

1 Jean Doresse, Nouveaux textes gnostiques coptes découverts en Haute-Egypte. La biblio- 
theque de Chénoboskion. Vigiliae Christianae, III, 1949, p. 131 and 133. In the numbering 
then used by Jean Doresse the codex was called Codex I. 

® Les livres sécrets des gnostiques d’Egypte, II, Plon Paris 1959, p. 23. 
° H.-Ch. Puech, Les nouveaux écrits gnostiques découverts en Haute-Egypte (Premier 

inventaire et essai d’identification). Coptic Studies in Honor of Walter Ewing Crum. Boston 
1950, p. 104. 

* Naturally except the numbering carried out by the museum. Other codices in the same 
collection have pagination. 
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appears today however all the sheets are cut down the back, this. operation 

being necessary for conserving them under plexiglass. Nevertheless both the 

quality of the papyrus and the method of conservation are so excellent that it 

is still possible to find where the middle of the book has been..It should be possible 

to place together the two folios which once made up a sheet, on the page where 

the fibres are horizontal, that is provided the inner edge of both have been 

preserved. This being done the text should then continue clearly from the bottom 

of the first of these two folies verso to the top line of the following recto. Both 

these requirements are fulfilled in the case of the two folios which the Coptic 

Museum has marked yy and yy (The pages correspond to Pl. 117-118 and 

119-120). That this really is the middle of the book is clearly indicated by the 

fact that at the inner edge of both folios it is possible to see quite plainly two 

pairs of holes, the edges surrounded by a brown discoloration, which have been 

made at regular intervals from each other. These were the holes made by the 

thread which bound the codex together. ial 

Having thus established the middle it should be possible, provided the one 

half of the codex is complete, to estimate the original size of the codex. This 

would seem to be the case with the second half, where the text continues unbroken 

from page to page. The Coptic Museum has numbered the pages of this last 

half vr to) £v (Pl. 119 ff); and 1£v’s verso page which is blank and therefore not 

numbered would seem to have been the last page of the codex. Thus there are 

no pages missing between vr and 1év verso and there are 76 pages in all (38 

folios). 

If the second half of the codex numbered 76 pages and no more then the first 

half should also have contained 76 pages, since we are concerned with a single 

quire codex where the double sheets of papyrus—in this case originally 38— 

were placed in a pile one on top of the other and finally folded in the middle. 

The codex must then have contained 38 double sheets, which when folded in 

the middle made up a volume of 152 pages. The first half must therefore once 

have contained 76 pages or 38 folios. It does not however today. The first half 

can in its present state be described thus: first there is a fragmentary sheet (two 

pages) the first page of which is blank and the second page bearing faint traces 

of lettering. This sheet has not been numbered by the Museum but here we 

can call these two pages I and II. After these two pages, according to the Museum, 

we come to pages !-vY (PI. 47-118) 72 numbers in all which together with the 

first two make 74. Next comes. another sheet, which is blank, and which was 

found in the codex between pages °- and ©) (Pl. 96 and 97), but which has 

not however been numbered by the Museum or included in the photographic 

edition. In our description here we call it p. IJI-IV. That this sheet not 

only was found in the position mentioned but also belonged there when the 

codex was intact will be clearly understood from the following: 1. The two 

lacunae to be seen in III-IV ‘from their shape correspond clearly with those 

on the pages up to and including Pl. 96 and from Pl. 97 inclusive. The 
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lacuna which stretches like a tear from the edge of the papyrus to the middle 
of the page, shows clearly when compared with the pages around °¢- and °o} 
(Pl. 96 and 97), that this is the top edge of the page, and the lacuna 
which cuts into one corner similarly indicates, when compared with the 
corresponding lacunae on the pages mentioned, that here we have the bottom 
free corner of the sheet. Thus we have determined which is top and which 
bottom of the blank sheet. These lacunae could, however, have been caused 
after the loose sheet had been inserted in its proper place. 2. The final proof, 
however, that this is the correct position of this sheet lies in the fact that there 
is a clear continuation of the fibres of this sheet on to that sheet which it would 
have lain next to this position, namely: qo-45 (Pl. 141-142), as the horizontal 
fibres of IV correspond exactly with those on Pl. 141. 

But why does the first half of Codex II contain this sheet with two blank 
pages? The explanation is probably to be found in the fact that when copying 
out the second half of the codex the copyist happened to leave out a couple of 
pages. When he later discovered his error he inserted an extra sheet. The first 
two pages of this sheet remained of course blank while the copyist added what 
he had ommitted on the last two pages. A copyist who dozed over his work 
might well read from the bottom of Pl. 140 to the top of Pl. 143 without being 
aware that he had skipped part of the text?. 

Having thus established that these two blank pages also belong to the first 
half of the codex, and moreover having determined their correct position, we 
now find that with the first two fragmentary pages, I and II, the 72 pages 
numbered 1 to vr by the museum and finally the two blank pages, (III-IV) 
we have in all 76 pages. 

This however is only apparently true. As shown elsewhere in this book, namely 
in the textual edition there is a mistake in the numbering carried out by the 
museum. The 72 pages numbered by them should in fact be only 70. The two 
fragmentary pages which the museum has numbered r and £ (Pl. 49-50), 
are not an independent sheet but a fragment of the sheet reproduced in 
Pl. 51-52. 

On all the recto pages up to and including Pl. 95 the fibres run vertically 
(therefore on the verso pages horizontally) but Pl. 49 which according to the 
usual method of counting in the photographic edition should be a recto page 
has nevertheless horizontal fibres, while on Pl. 50, which should be the corre- 
sponding verso page the fibres run vertically. This immediately makes one 

1 The text in the last line of Pl. 140 and the first line of Pl. 143 runs as follows in translation: “(140) She cried loudly to the holy, the God of the universe, (143) a greatness without limits. But he thought only ..” It is very easy to read this as one continous text. In the manuscript from which the Codex II was copied the two texts respectively have been the last part of a recto page and the first part of a verso page. The copyist who made the copy in Codex II has been a very well acquainted copyist who had no difficulties in filling out the added two pages with the skipped part of the text. 
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suspect that the two pages—or rather fragments of pages—have been assigned 

to the wrong positions. This is, in fact, the case. Pl. 49 should come after Pl. 

50, and Pl. 50 be recto and Pl. 49 verso of the same sheet. It is also possible 

to place this fragment in the correct position from the context which shows 

that it is part of the sheet which is reproduced in Pl. 51-52. Thus Pl. 50 is the 

upper right hand corner of Pl. 51 while Pl. 49 is the upper left hand corner 

of Pl. 52). 

Thus the number of pages in the first half of the present Codex is thereby 

reduced to 74, while the second half comprises 76 pages. Consequently one 

sheet (two pages) would seem to be missing in the first half. However the text in 

the first half of the Codex can, from comparisons with parallels to the most 

damaged part of it, nevertheless be proved to be intact, in so far as all the pages— 

even though fragmentary—of the text have been preserved. The pages that are 

lacking must therefore have preceeded these pages of text. This theory fits in, 

too, with what Victor Girgis, the curator of the Coptic Museum told me, when 

I studied the codex—that in the process of preservation one blank sheet 

had been found at the beginning of the codex and another blank sheet in 

the codex itself, (IIJ-IV, between Pl. 96-7. The first blank sheet has so 

far not been accessible. 

After this detailed description of the codex, necessitated by the fact that 

previous reports of the extent of the codex have not been sufficiently accurate, 

we can sum up the final results of our investigation: Codex II comprises today 

150 pages, though it originally comprised 152 pages, 76 folios or 38 double 

sheets. 

Of these 150 pages 145 contain text, 4 pages are blank and 1 page bears faint 

traces of lettering. The blank pages are I, ,¢y verso, III and IV while the 

page bearing faint traces of lettering is II. 

As mentioned above the codex was a single quire codex. It originally contained 

38 double sheets. These 38 double sheets were placed in a pile one on top of 

the other, then folded in the middle, thus forming the codex. 

The 38 double sheets are made of papyrus, which like all papyri consists of 

two layers of fibres places at right angles on top of each other, so that on the 

one side fibres run horizontally and on the other side vertically. 

In the middle pages of the codex vr-vr (Pl. 118-119), the fibres are ver- 

tical, vy is a verso page, Vv’ a recto page. But the sheets of the codex are not 

placed systematically together so that the vertical page of the double sheet 

always faces upwards and the horizontal page downwards. The table below will 

show quite simply how the double sheets have been placed together to form 

the codex. V stands for vertical, H horizontal fibres. 

1 See p. 159-160. 
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In I-II recto fibres V, verso fibres H 
i Giaae Pl. 47- 96 ee eee 
z III-IV 5 sees fe a i 
3 ON-Vr Pl. 97-118 » .erliiot ga) eee 
> VY—9e Pl.. 119-140 an ssa bes oe ce PEL 
»5 79-1 &¥ verso Pl. 141-158 ff. ae oes f rr pw 

Or in other words—when the codex was complete, including the inserted 
sheet (see above), the first half of it comprised 76 pages, of which the first 54 
pages had recto V, verso H, the next 22 pages recto H, verso V. Of the second 
half 22 pages had recto V, verso H, and the last 54 pages recto H and verso V. 
The 38 double sheets of the codex have thus originally, when the book was 
lying flat and before they were folded in the middle, lain thus (still including 
the inserted sheet): first, at the bottom, 27 double sheets with the vertical fibres 
facing downwards, the horizontal upwards; on top of these sheets 11 double 
sheets with the horizontal fibres facing downwards and the vertical fibres upwards 
Before the extra double sheet was inserted there were 26 and 11 double sheets 
respectively, 

The Size of the Pages 

In a codex of this size there must be, since it was a single quire codex, a con- 
siderable difference between the width of the outside pages (that is the first and 
the last) and the inside (or centre pages). Likewise there is also inevitably a 
considerable difference between the width of the column of text on the outside 
and inside pages. From the following table it will be seen how much this varies 
from page to page in the case of Codex II. In the two descriptions of the Codex 
mentioned above, those of Doresse and Puech, the size of the pages has been 
given variously as about 27 cm x15 cm and as 27 cm x 21 cm. Doresse wrote 
1949: “Chaque page, mesurant environ 27 cm sur 15 cM... *, ARG an 1950 
H.-Ch. Puech likewise wrote “Le format est 27 centimetres de hauteur sur 15 
centimetres de largeur’’?. However in 1958 and 1959 Doresse gave quite another 
figure for the width in that he wrote: “format 2127 cm’”3. It is therefore 
only right and proper that in the following table more exact measurements of 
the papyrus should be given ; 

1 Jean Doresse, Nouveaux textes gnostiques coptes découverts en Haute-Egypte. La biblio- théque de Chénoboskion. Vigiliae Christianae, III, 1949, p. 131-132. 
* H.-Ch. Puech, Les nouveaux écrits gnostiques découverts en Haute-Egypte (Premier inventaire et essai d’identification). Coptic Studies in Honor of Walter Ewing Crum. Boston 1950, p. 104. 
° This was the case in Jean Doresse, Les livres sécrets des gnostiques d’Egypte, vol. I, 1958, p. 167, and vol. II, 1959, p. 23. 
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Height 
x 

width 

283 283 
138 138 
283, 283 
139 139 
284 284 
140 140 
283-283 
140 140 
284 284 
14] * 141 
284 284 
142 142 
283 283 
1427143, 
284 284 
143. 143 
284 284 
142. * 143 
284 284 
142 144 
283 283 
144 144 
284 284 
144 144 
283 283 
144 144 
284 284 
145 146 
284 284 
146 146 
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oe 
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284 
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283 
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x 
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283 

148 
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284 
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220 

110 

220 
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114 
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Where the page or the column of text is so damaged that no measurement 
is posible the column has been left blank. 

It will be noticed from this table that the height of the pages is fairly constant, 
as might be expected. It lies between 283 and 284 mm. But there is a consider- 
able difference in width between the outside and the centre pages. The centre 

page is only 138 mm wide and the column of text measures 100 mm, while one 

of the outside pages (v) which it has been possible to measure properly is 155 

mm wide and has a column of text 110 mm wide. If one considers the width 

of the double sheet this difference is even more noticeable. The double sheet 

at the centre of the codex measures 138+138=276 mm in width and has a 

column of writing 100+100 mm=200 mm, while one of the outside double 

sheets (A—11'9) which is still intact measures as much as 155+ 155=310 mm and 

has a column of writing 120+114 mm=234 mm, that is a difference of 34 mm 

and 34 mm respectively. 

The height of the pages varies then between 28,3 and 28,4 cm. The width 

of the pages between 15,5 and 13,8 cm. 

Thus the difference we might expect to find in the width of the outside and 

inside pages of a single quire codex such as Codex II is in fact present, likewise 

the difference between the width of the column of text on the outer and inner 

pages. 

The fact that the copyist, even though by the centre of the codex had become 

used to writing a narrower column of text, did not retain this throughout the 

codex but increased the width gradually again bears out the impression we have 

of a skilled and expert hand. 

The copyist has on the last page he wrote on in the Codex II finished his 

work with this colophon: .. ‘“‘Athletes writes this for the perfect, my brethren, 

remember me [in your] prayers, peace with the holy, the pneumatics”. The 

colophon is not dated and the scribe not identified. 

The Stitching 

The two middle pages of Codex II, vr-vr have in their right and left edges 

respectively obvious traces of holes which were made when the codex was stitched 

together. There are four holes, two in the upper half of the page and two below. 

The sketch below will show their position in the papyrus. 

The height of the pages, that is the distance between A and B is 283 mm. 

The distance between A and the first hole 1 is 58 mm and between 1 and 2, 

the two upper holes the distance is 25 mm. The distance between the lower 

of the two upper holes and the upper of the two lower, that is 2 and 3, is 115 

mm. The distance between the two lower holes, 3 and 4, is 37 mm, while from 

the lowest hole 4 to the bottom edge of the page B, is 47 mm. These two sets 

of holes, 1-2 and 3~4, have been made by the thread which originally bound 
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the papyrus together. There are also traces of holes in the adjacent pages of 

the papyrus, namely 1v—"A and 14-v-, and ve—v1 and vv—-va. 

It will thus be seen that the papyrus was not stitched together horizontally, 

as in the case of other. codices known! to us, but vertically: The remains of the 

thread which was used still exist”: three pieces of brown thread, about 1 mm 

thick. One of these pieces still contains the knot which tied together the two 

ends of the thread. 

Other Single Quire Codices 

Before we describe the binding of Codex II it may be useful, with a view to 

a later attempt at dating Codex II, to give a brief survey of the other Coptic 

codies of a similar type which exist, that is, those which consist of a single quire, 

and nota bene a single quire of papyrus. There are not many such codices, so 

our list is a short one. 

1) An Achmimic version of the Gospel of John (London), thought to date 

from about 350-375 A.D.* 100 pages, 25 double sheets, placed together in the 

1 As for example the Subachmimic Gospel of John, published by Sir Herbert Thompson, 
The Gospel of John according to the earliest Coptic Manuscript London 1924 (p. XII, where 
incidentally it is noted that this same method of stitching is known, too, from mosaics almost 

contemporary with Codex II—the third quarter of the Fourth Century.—Sir Herbert Thomp- 
son refers to J. Wilpert, Die romischen Mosaiken und Malereien, 1916, pl. 47, 85, 89 etc.). 

2 T came across these pieces of thread quite accidentally while working in the Salle de Travaille 
of the Coptic Museum in 1957. They must have become separated from the codex in the 
process of conservation, though Victor Girgis, the curator, immediately recognized them as 
belonging to Codex II. 

8 Sir Frederic Kenyon in Sir Herbert Thompson, The Gospel of John (1924), p. XIII. 
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same order with the vertical fibres facing downwards and the horizontal upwards’. 

Paginated. 

2) An Achmimic version of the First Epistle of Clement (Berlin)..Dated to 

the end of the fourth century. 88 pages, 21 double sheets each with 4 pages, 

and 2 half sheets each with 2 pages. Each sheet about 25 cm high and 12 cm 

wide”. Paginated. 

3) Achmimic version of proverbs (Berlin)? 166 pages, 40 double sheets each 

with 4 pages, and 3 single sheets each with 2 pages. Paginated (The pages cut). 

Dated to the third or fourth century by P. E. Kahle (Bala’izah p. 197). 

4) Subachmimic version of Acta Pauli (Heidelberg). Dated to the sixth century 

or earlier. Number of pages uncertain, probably originally about 180. Each sheet 

27 cm high, 19 cm wide. Double sheets placed together with the vertical fibres 

downwards, the horizontal upwards. Paginated?. 

5) Achmimic version of Epistola Apostolorum. (Cairo). C. Schmidt dates it 

to the end of the fourth or the beginning of the fifth century. Originally seems 

to have contained about 72 pages. Each sheet 15 cm high, 14 cm wide’. 

6) Sahidic Pap. Berol. 8502. V. Stegemann dates this to early fifth century. 

Originally 36 double sheets, 144 pages. Each sheet on an average 13,5 cm high, 

10,5 cm wide. Paginated®. 

7) Sapientia Salomonis, Achmimic’. Not yet published. Berlin. 

8) Codex III in the Coptic Museum’s collection of manuscripts from Nag 

Hammadi (with other manuscripts found in the same place). Not published. 

Originally seems to have comprised about 148 pages 37 double sheets®. Sheets 

are about 25,5 cm high and from 14,1 to 15,8 cm wide. 

1 Sir Herbert Thompson, The Gospel of John, p. XI. 

2 Carl Schmidt, Der erste Clemensbrief in altkoptischer Ubersetzung. Leipzig 1908, p. 6-7. 

The manuscript is Berl. Ms. orient. Fol. 3065. 

3 Alexander Béhlig, Studien zur Erforschung des christlichen Aegyptens, Heft 3, Teil 1, 

Miinchen 1958. 

4 Carl Schmidt, Acta Pauli aus der Heidelberger Koptischen Papyrushandschrift Nr. 1. 

Leipzig 1905, p. 3-13. 

5 Carl Schmidt, Gespriche Jesu mit seinen Jungern nach der Auferstehung. Texte und 

Untersuchungen, 43, Leipzig 1919, p. 4-6. 

6 Dated to the early fifth century by V. Stegemann in Koptische Palaéographie, 2. Bd. 1936, 

p. 4.—Carl Schmidt dated first this papyrus to the fourth and fifth century, but later on he 

went higher up; cf. W. C. Till, Die gnostischen Schriften des koptischen Papyrus Berolinensis 

8502, Berlin 1955 (Texte und Untersuchungen, 60. Bd.) p. 6-73 cf. Carl Schmidt, Die alten 

Petrusakten, Leipzig 1903 (Texte und:Untersuchungen, Bd. 24). 

7 Not mentioned by Sir Herbert Thompson in his list of ‘‘single-quire books” in The Gospel 

of John, p. XII, and not mentioned by Schubart in his Das Buch bei den Griechen und Rémern, 

1921, although Carl Schmidt has mentioned it several times, e.g. in Die Gesprache Jesu .. 

1919. 

8 The information of Togo Mina in Le papyrus gnostique du Musée Copte, Vigiliae Chri- 

stianae, II, 1948, p. 130, that the codex in question was made of 19 quires with 152 pages 

in is not right; the codex has been one single quire. 
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The Binding 

When it was found Codex II was in its original binu.ng. Now the pages of the 

Codex are either mounted between sheets of plexiglass or are in the process of 

being so, and the binding is preserved separately. 

The binding is of leather, a thin and supple piece of goatskin. This is also 

the case with other of the manuscripts from Nag-Hammadi!, but while one of 

these is sewn from two pieces of leather the binding of Codex II is made from 

a single piece of leather. An Egyptian goat is not large enough to provide leather 

for more than one binding of this size if the quality is to be consistently good. 
The sketch below will give the size and shape of the binding together with 

the most important measurements. 

This sketch shows the binding seen from the inside. The codex was placed 
on the base of the binding or wrapper, the rectangle marked 2, which measures 
290 mm x 150 mm. The wrapper is then placed round the volume by folding 
the rectangle marked 1, 285x157 mm, over the codex thus forming the front 

1 See Berthe van Regemorter, La reliure des manuscrits grecs, Scriptorium Tome VIII, 
Bruxelles 1954, p. 17-18, where Mlle van Regemorter gives a description of Codex III in 
this collection (Ms. No 4851). This codex is by Mlle van Regemorter (p. 17) called ‘‘probable- 
ment ... la plus ancienne reliure en cuir venue jusqu’a nous; elle recouvrait un ms gnostique 
du IV® s ...”.—As we shall see in the following we have every reason to believe that Codex II 
is still younger; Mlle van Regemorter who first after the appearance of her article in question 
has had opportunity to study also Codex II has been so kind to give me oral information about 
this view, 
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of the volume. In order to hold in place the codex the triangular flap, 4, the 

height which measures 90 mm, is then folded across 1, and fastened by tying 

the thin strip of leather which the flap ends in to a similar strip of leather at 

the top of 2. The flap marked 3, which measures 192 mm where it joins the 

right edge side of 2, is then folded across the codex. There was originally a 

strip of leather at the tip of 3 which was wound round the codex as a final measure 

of protection. Smaller strips of leather are attached to the upper and lower edges 

of 1 in order to hold the codex firmly in place between 1 and 2. 

It will be seen from the above that the binding is more in the nature of what 

we would call a wrapper, since the codex never seems to have been bound or 

sewn to the back of this piece of leather. The binding was primarily intended 

to protect the codex when not in use, but it also offered some protection against 

wear and tear, particularly of the outer pages, when the volume was actually 

in use. 
The binding or wrapper of Codex II is ornamented. The outside of the wrapper 

is coloured red and this colouring must once have been stronger than it is today. 

The inside of the wrapper shows no traces of colouring. The red colour of the 

wrapper is in itself ornamental, but in addition the two rectangular surfaces 

and the two triangular flaps are further decorated. 1 is covered with a number 

of diagonal lines, the intervals between them being decorated with symbolical 

and perhaps somewhat stylised heart shaped leaves, and what seem to be diamonds 

or pearls and furled leaves?. 

The binding is in three places decorated with a crux ansata. The largest and 

most carefully executed of these is to be found on the flap marked 3 in our 

sketch. A smaller crux ansata is to be found on that part of the binding which 

covered the back of the codex, i.e. 2, and the beginning of one or perhaps only 

a sketchily drawn small crux ansata is also found on 2. 

The ornamentation has been done by impressing the outline on to the leather 

—presumably when damp—and in most cases the outline was later drawn in 

with a stronger colour. 

Both the form of binding and its decoration may be of some help in dating 

the codex, therefore it will be useful to indicate a few details and the conclusions 

we can draw from them. 

Berthe van Regemorter in her description of Codex III describes the binding 

as having an extra strip of leather on the spine (“une bande de cuir préservant 

le dos ...”2). This would seem to indicate a more developed form of binding 

than we have in the case of Codex II. Codex III bears obvious traces of the 

fact that the codex and its binding were originally really bound together, true 

1 A good impression of the ornamentation gives a photograph of the binding published by 

Jean Doresse in Les livres sécrets des gnostiques d’Egypte, II, 1959, between page 14 and 15. 

2 Berthe van Regemorter, Le codex relié depuis son origine jusqu’au Haut Moyen-Age 

(Le Moyen Age, t. 61, Bruxelles 1955), p. 5.—See also Berthe van Regemorter, La reliure 

souple des manuscrits carolingiens de Fulda, Scriptorium, t. 11, 1957, p. 251. 
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enough in a primitive way but nevertheless with a more elaborate form of binding 

than Codex II. Other volumes found at Nag Hammadi show an even greater 

development in the art of binding. One might presume therefore, as indicated 

above, that Codex II belongs to a period when the art of binding was only at a 

earlier stage?. There is however a great general similarity between the various 

volumes in the collection, both in the type with flaps which were folded over 

the volumes, thus giving them a uniform appearance, and also the system of 

closing the volume by means of narrow leather strips, uniformity being attained 

by the choice of material. In view of all this it is better to content ourselves 

with saying that Codex II’s binding is approximately contemporary with the 

others. Its more primitive appearance may be due either to the fact that the 

craftsman responsible only fully developed his talents later, or that it was made 

by a bookbinder less skilled than the craftsman, or craftsmen, who bound the 

other volumes. On the other hand it must be remembered that this basic type 

of binding—the envelope-like wrapper—no doubt like other types of binding, 

remained current for some time, while the finer subtleties of the binding soon 

underwent improvements. One cannot ignore the possibility that the binding 

of Codex II may have been used as a model for later bindings several years 

afterwards. If we then can on other grounds date Codex II to a period before 
that of Codex HI then there is good reason therefore to date Codex II’s binding 
as earlier than that of Codex III. We shall look at the evidence for this later. 

One thing however seems clear, that the binding of Codex II, like that of 
the other volumes in the collection, would seem to belong to a very early period 
in the art of binding in leather. This opinion is supported by the studies made 

1 Just this question about the development of the art of bookbinding is in these years the 
subject of detailed research from many sides. The different kinds of binding which are found 
in the Chester Beatty Papyri and in Papyrus Bodmer II have provided new material, but 
after all is the problem connected with the problem about the relations between the codex 
itself, the diptychon and the polyptychon. Berthe van Regemorter has in Le codex relié depuis 
son origine jusqu’au Haut Moyen-Age (Le Moyen Age, t. 61, 1955) p. 1 quoted a literary 
testimony to a prechristian example of codices with the words of Martial (Lib. XIV, Epigr. 
84): 

“‘Ne toga barbatos faciat vel penula libros 

Haec abies chartis tempora longa dabit’’. 

Berthe van Regemorter’s example is to a certain extent supported by that discovery— 
approximately from the same time as Martial—which Giovanni Pugliese Carratelli communi- 
cates from Herculanum in L’instrumentum scriptorium nei monumenti pompeiani ed ercolanesi 
(Pompeiana, Napoli 1950, p. 266-278). However it seems to me that the concise meaning of 
the word “codex” must not be forgotten; the term is used as well about the papyrus- 
or parchment-codices as about wooden tablets etc. Cf. Berthe van Regemorter, Le codex relié 
a Pépoque néo-Hittite (Scriptorium, t. 12, 1958); p. 177; here is referred to codices 
from the eighth century B. C.—Opposite Berthe van Regemorter Sir Frederic Kenyon suggested 
that the codex came with the Christian church (Books and Readers in Ancient Greece and 
Rome, Oxford, 1932, p. 95-99); cf. C. H. Roberts, The Codex, Proceedings of the British 
Academy, vol. XL. p. 185 (London 1953), 
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by Berthe van Regemorter into the development of bookbinding technique’. 

The conclusion which van Regemorter reaches in her studies of the binding of 

Papyrus Bodmer II would seem to be decisive. She dates it to about the same 

period as the binding of Codex III by establishing that the same technique was 

used. Another binding which she considers used the same technique was that 

of British Museum, Add. Ms. 33797. This last case she regards as proving that 

it was a technique “‘probablement celle a laquelle on était habitué au IITe siécle’’’. 

When we bear in mind that the binding of Codex II seems to be older than 

that of Codex III we may also consider it to be from the same period as Papyrus 

Bodmer II, and thus we have a relative dating. From a palaeographic point of 

view, according to the editor, experts date Papyrus Bodmer II to “le début du 

IIIé siécle ou si l’on préfére a environ l’an 200 de notre ére’’’. 

As mentioned above the binding is decorated with a crux ansata in three 

places. Because of this, Jean Doresse in vol. 2 of his work on gnostic texts, is 

of the opinion that the binding must date from after the destruction of the 

Serapeum in 391. Jean Doresse refers to what he wrote in vol. I4, that the Church 

fathers Rufinus, Sozomenus and Socrates tell in their histories of the church 

that it was after the destruction of the Serapeum in Alexandria that the Anch 

sign became the sign of Coptic Christendom instead of Egyptian paganism. On 

these grounds the binding must therefore date from after 391. 

Jean Doresse has however overlooked an important discrepancy between 

Rufinus’s, Sozomenus’ and Socrates’ accounts and entirely neglected to consider 

their value as sources by merely referring to the three texts (which in vol. I 

p. 168 are only called “un peu différentes”). But there is in fact a most vital 

difference between Rufinus’s account on the one hand and Sozomenus’ and 

Socrates on the other. It is an irrefutable fact that Rufinus’s account, in relation 

to the two others, is the primary. Socrates made use of Rufinus’s work when 

writing his church history and Sozomenus drew liberally upon Socrates in his 

turn. Rufinus’s work is from about 403 while Socrates’ is at least a generation 

later, that is after 439, and Sozomenus’ later still. The main point is that on 

reading these three accounts one notes that Rufinus makes no mention that the 

Christians took over the Anch sign after the destruction of the Serapeum. He 

only says that in Alexandria the sign of Serapis was superseded by the sign of 

the cross which symbolized the life to come, and that the sign of the cross was 

taken from the hieroglyphs (namely the Anch sign). Socrates and Sozomenus a 

1 Berthe van Regemorter, La reliure des manuscrits grecs, Scriptorium 8, 1954, p. 17.— 

Codex III can—and with that also Codex II—be dated to a period in any case not after Coptic 

Codex 3-3a in the Chester Beatty collection, see B. van Regemorter, Le Codex relié ... 

p. 5-6. 

2 Papyrus Bodmer II, Evangile de Jean, chap. 1-14, Genéve 1956, p. 13. 

3 Victor Martin, Papyrus Bodmer II, Evangile de Jean, p. 17. 

4 Jean Doresse, Les livres sécrets des gnostiques d’Egypte, II, 1959, p. 24 and p. 79 note 2 

(—the note refers to vol. I, p. 62 probably a misprint for p. 162). 

Giversen — 3 
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generation later on the other hand are able to tell of the dramatic episode which 

took place when the Anch sign was found during the destruction of the Serapeum 

and the prophecies known about it in advance!. Rufinus’s account is the simplest? 

and therefore probably the most trustworthy. But in addition one must also 

remember that Rufinus had a much better knowledge of Egypt and Alexandria 

as he had not only been a monk in Sketis* but had also lived for a considerable 

time in Alexandria as a pupil of Didymus the Blind, just before the fall of the 

Serapeum. He must therefore have had considerable knowledge of the conditions at 

the time. If the episode had really taken place he could hardly have described 

the transition from the pagan to the Christian use of the Anch sign as he does. 

And while in Jerusalem he was in such close contact with Alexandria, both 

during and after the fall of the Serapeum, that he must have heard about the 

incident if it had in fact taken place?. 

If we then sum up this problem of sources we must reject Sozomenus’s and 

Socrates’s theory that the fall of the Serapeum was the actual turning point for 

the pagan to the Christian use of the crux ansata. It is impossible to establish 

any exact date when this transition took place, and at all events the date 391 

must be rejected. Consequently we must also reject the theory, based upon the 

use of the Anch sign on the binding, that the binding of Codex II is from after 391. 

At this point we will not commit ourselves to any definive date for the binding 
of Codex II. To sum up: the binding bears several primitive traits, it is of the 
same type as the oldest known bindings, and it would seem possible to date it 
relatively, in that it has features in common with bindings from the third and 
fourth centuries. 

A more reliable attempt at dating can however be made upon palaeographical 
grounds and that we shall endeavour to establish in the following. 

Palaeographical Evidence of the Hand 

As mentioned above, 145 pages of the 150 which Codex II at present contains 
bear writing, one page has faint traces of lettering upon it and four pages are blank. 

1 The texts are: Rufinus, Historia Ecclesiastica, II, 26, Migne Patr. Lat. 21, 537; also in 
Die Griechischen-Christlichen Schrifsteller. 9,2 (Eusebius), XI, 29. Socrates Scholastichus, 
Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 17, Migne Gr. Lat. 67, p. 608. Sozomenus, Historia Ecclesiastica, 
VII, 15, Migne Gr. Lat. 67, p. 1458. 

2 As emphasized by Maria Cramer, Das altaégyptische Lebenszeichen, Wien 1943, p. 57, 
which deals with the relations between the texts of Rufinus, Socrates and Sozomenus; cf. 
Jean Simon, Orientalia, N. S. vol. 12, Roma 1943, fasc. 3, p. 268 ff. 

3 Cf. Palladius, Historia Lausiaca, XLVI. 

4 If not before then when Isidore, the delegate from Theophilus, the patriarch of Alexandria, 
in 396 came to Jerusalem where he should reconcile bishop Johannes and Rufinus with Hiero- 
nymus and Epiphanius. Even if P. Heseler (Hagiographica, Byzantinisch-Neugriechische Jahr- 
biicher, IX, 1932, 113-128 and 320-337) was right in his thesis that Rufinus’ church history 
depends on Gelasius’ church history it would not be possible to maintain that Rufinus con- 
sciously was silent about the episode. 
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Up to and including page 114 the pages bear from 33-37 lines of text, 36 being 

the average number. But after page \£- inclusive the letters of the text become 

considerably smaller so that all these pages (with the exception of the last page 

of the codex where the text ends in the middle of the page) manage to contain 

42 lines of text, even in one case 43. The hand however is the same! and the 

reason for the smaller letters used would seem to be that the copyist, who knew 

his job, wanted to be sure that he could get all the text which begins on this 

very page 1&- into the Codex. At this point he had only a few pages left at his 

disposal and they would not have been enough if he had continued in the same 

size hand as hitherto. Taking into consideration the fact that it is indubitably 

the same copyist who wrote the large and the small hand in the same Codex 

it would seem to me likely that we have here and example of what is hinted at 

in the Symphonius’ text in Zoega’s catalogue, namely that there existed side 

by side a large and a small hand, a TKOYI N6IX and a TNOG NoIX. Zoéga thought 

that this referred to a minuscule and a majuscule script”. Viktor Stegemann on 

the other hand, in his palaeography®, thought it referred to the small writing of 

the 4th century and to the larger cursives. This theory would not however seem 

to hold good in the present instance since there are no cursives in our Codex. 

Here we have no doubt an example of the small hand and the large hand of the 

Symphonius’ text, two sizes of writing which a skilled copyist could master and 

use as he found necessary. 

The writing in Codex II may be described as an extremely regular, calligraphi- 

cally written uncial, in the style Schubart has called the “bible style”. We know 

it from both Coptic and Greek manuscripts which we shall compare with Codex 

II below, both in order to describe it more fully and in order to date it more 

exactly. 

Doresse dates our codex to the same period as Codex Jung, about which 

he writes that it “date au plus tot des derniéres années du IV® siécle ..’’*. 

1 Jean Doresse suggests (Le livres sécrets des gnostiques d’Egypte, II, 1959, p. 24-25) that 

the irregular handwriting in Codex II, Pl. 95 (above) was written by the same hand as the 

regular, beautiful handwriting which generally runs through the whole codex. In this J. Doresse 

is right, but it is not necessary to explain the irregular handwriting with physical weakness 

or age; such an irregularity is often found in several calligraphically written uncials and this 

must be explained thus that the scribe for a moment wrote more freely without the model of the 

ideal handwriting in mind.—The same irregularity is also found in the first 11-12 lines of 

Pl. 146. J. Doresse’s suggestion that the irregular hand Pl. 95 could show that it in reality 

was the same scribe who copied our Codex II and parts of Codex Jung or parts of the same 

codex in the Coptic Museum, Codex I must be denied. A comparison of different letters in 

Codex II, Pl. 95 and Codex I, Pl. 12 shows that it is not possible to derive Pl. 95’s M, 2, X,; 

y and 6 from the same hand as the equivalent letters on Pl. 12. 

2 G. Zoéga, Catalogus codicum copticorum manuscriptorum qui in Museo Borgiano velitris 

adservantur, Roma 1810 (Leipzig 1903), p. 549. 

3 Victor Stegemann, Koptische Paldographie, 1, Heidelberg 1936, p. 7. 

4 J. Doresse, Les livres sécrets des gnostiques d’Egypte, II, 1959, p. 24. but in his Nouveaux 

textes gnostiques coptes découverts en Haute-Egypte, Vigiliae Christianae, III, 1949, p. 132 
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Johannes Leipoldt dates it to about the year 5001, while H.-Ch. Puech dates it 

to the middle of the third century at the latest?. 

Before we make any attempt to date the Codex it will not be out of place to 

consider a few principles. 

Any one who has had anything to do with Coptic palaeography will know 

what uncertainty has prevailed and still does prevail in this field. The firm 

foundations upon which Greek palaeography now seems to be based are completely 

lacking in Coptic palaeography. One has only to recall the fact that even such 

a much studied manuscript as the Pistis Sophia has been dated to many very 
different periods by experts. Hyvernat* dated it to the sixth century, while Carl 
Schmidt* dated it first to the fifth century and later to the second half of the 
fourth century. Victor Stegemann® was of the opinion that it was from the third 
century or about the beginning of the fourth century while other experts have 
dated it much later, William Wright® for example from the seventh century and 
Emile Amélineau’ from as late as the ninth or tenth century. This example is 
enough to show how vague and uncertain the dating of Coptic manuscripts has been. 

It would above all have helped if only we possessed ancient Coptic texts with 
the date plainly stated in the colophon. But the oldest such literary text we have 
is from the beginning of the ninth century and the oldest document from the 
end of the sixth century’. Though we know for sure of manuscripts as early as 
from the third century, for example the great Parisian magic papyrus. 
Two main principles must form the basis of any attempt to date a Coptic 

manuscript from a palaeographical point of view. As emphasized by V. Stege- 
mann*® the first is its close connection with Greek palaeography?®. The second 
point is that any attempt at dating a Coptic manuscript must first of all be a 
relative dating, i.e. not primarily an attempt to decide from what century or 

Doresse stated, ‘‘.. nous n’oserons pas méme assigner nos deux documents coptes au second 
siécle. Nous nous contenterons d’affirmer que leur écriture et leur langue les situe vers le 
milieu du IIIe siécle au plus tard ..” 

1 Johannes Leipoldt, Ein neues Evangelium, Theologische Literaturzeitung, Berlin 1958, 
col. 481. 

* H.-Ch. Puech, Les nouveaux écrits gnostiques découverts en Haute-Egypte, Coptic Studies 
in honor of W. E. Crum, Boston 1950, p. 104, ““Le volume doit dater du milieu du III° siécle, 
au plus tard; peut-étre méme remonte-t-il a époche encore plus haute’’. 

3 Henri Hyvernat, Album de paléographie copte pour servir a Pintroduction paléographique 
des actes martyrs de l’Egypte, Paris et Rome 1888, pl. II. 

4 Carl Schmidt, Pistis Sophia, Hauniae 1925, p. XVIII. 
5 Victor Stegemann, Koptische Palaographie, 1, 1936, p. 12. 
° W. Wright, The Paleographical Society, Facsimiles of. manuscripts and Inscriptions, 

Oriental Series, London 1875-1883, pl. XLII. 
’ Emile Amélineau, Pistis Sophia, Paris 1895, p. IX ff. 
8 Victor Stegemann, Koptische Paldographie, 1, p. 8. 
® Victor Stegemann, Koptische Paldographie, 1, p. 3. 

10 About the relations between palaeography and codicology see Pavel Spunar, Définition 
de paléographie, Scriptorium, 12, p. 109-110 (Bruxelles 1958). 
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decade the manuscript dates but an attempt to discover what other manuscripts 

it would seem to be contemporary with, or earlier or later than. These two 

principles form the basis of what follows below. 

In order to be able to place Codex II relatively in the chronology a brief 

summary of the other single quire Coptic codices will be useful. This type of 

codex may all be reckoned as belonging to the earliest group of Coptic codices. 

All the examples we possess of the single quire codex have been dated to the 

fourth and fifth centuries. V. Stegemann! even went so far as to date the Sub- 

achmimic Gospel of John as early as the third century. This does not mean 

that we do not possess codices consisting of more than one quire wich are equally 

old but this later type would seem to have outlasted the single quire type. From 

a bibliographical point of view what seems to have happened is that the single 

quire codex was the first to be developed, and that afterwards for a time both 

the primitive single quire form and the more developed form—codices consisting 

of more than a single quire—existed side by side, and eventually the developed 

form ousted the single quire type. This seems to me what must have happened 

when one makes a survey of the more definitely dated codices of both types. 

It would be reasonable to assume that development took place from the more 

primitive form to the more complicated. However no codices exist today from 

the first stage of this development, that is the period when only single quire 

codices were known. 

If we apply these considerations to Codex II we can immediately assign it to 

the same period of the other single quire codices, which, as mentioned above, 

experts have established as the fourth or fifth century, perhaps slightly earlier. 

Since Codex II, unlike the other codices, is not paginated we may confidently 

assume that it is among the very earliest codices of that period. Lack of pagination, 

particularly in such a carefully copied manuscript, is a sign of primitiveness 

and age. 

Having for these reasons placed Codex II in its approximate period we can 

now proceed, and on palaeographical grounds attempt to place it in relation to 

other codices. 

The simplest method will be to mention at once the manuscripts which Codex 

II seems to be most closely related to palaeographically. These are: 

K6nigl. Bibliothek, Berlin. Ms. orient. Fol. 3065 (First Clement) Achmimic’. 

British Museum. Ms. Oriental 7594 (Deuteron., Jonas, Acta) Sahidic’. 

Bibliothéque de l'Université de Louvain, 9 (Ecclesiasticus, VII). Sahidic*. 

1 Victor Stegemann, Koptische Paldographie, 1, p. 11. 

2 Edition: Carl Schmidt, Der erste Clemensbrief in altkoptischer Ubersetzung, Leipzig 

1908. With facsimiles. 

8 Edition: E. A. Wallis Budge, Coptic Biblical Texts in the Dialect of Upper Egypt, London 

1912. With 9 reproductions of pages in Ms. Oriental 7594. 

4 Edition L. Th. Lefort, Les manuscrits coptes de Université de Louvain, Louvain 1940, 

I. With photographical reproduction of a fragment of the Ecclesiasticus-text on pl. V. 
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Of these three texts Carl Schmidt! assigned the First Epistle of Clement to 
the second half or the end of the fourth century, while L. Th. Lefort? dated 
the Ecclesiasticus text to “la fin du III¢ ou le début du IV® siécle”. Thanks to a 
definite dating of fragments of Greek papyrus which have been used in its 
binding* and the cursive conclusion of Acta‘, E. A. Wallis Budge and Fr. Kenyon® 
have dated British Museum Ms. Oriental 7594 with a large degree of certainty 
to not later than the middle of the fourth century. 

If we compare these three manuscripts with Codex II of the Nag Hammadi 
collection we find that they have much in common with Codex II but also some 
divergencies which may be helpful in dating it more exactly. 

The handwriting of Codex II is, as mentioned above, uncial. The text is 
beautifully and competently written, obviously by a skilled hand. Apart from 
certain characters—e.g. P, ©, w and +—he letters are quadratic in their basic 
form. The hand is very similar to that of the Ecclesiasticus manuscript mentioned 
above, though the P, #, w and + of Codex II seem to have undergone some 
further development than the corresponding characters in the Ecclesiasticus 
manuscript. They curve slightly more to the left at the base and this feature became 
even more pronounced later. This tendency is even more pronounced in the First 
Epistle of Clement, which otherwise has many characteristics in common with 
Codex II. In both these texts both a and y are almost quadratic in shape and 
the same size as the other letters, not as in earlier texts very small and above 
the line. 

In Ecclesiasticus, as in First Epistle of Clement, and Codex II, both € and c 
are formed as a half circle, as we also find them in Br. M. Ms. Or. 7594 and in 
Vaticanus. The € of Codex II, however, resembles rather that of Ecclesiasticus 
than that of First Clement or Br. M. Ms. Or. 7594, as the cross piece of the € is 
extended further but not as in the two last manuscripts ended in a point. In 
this respect both First Clement and Br. M. Ms. Or. 7594 would seem to have 
undergone further development since all three arms of the € bear points as in 
later manuscripts. In Ecclesiasticus as in Codex II and Br. M. Ms. Or. 7594 2 
is kept within the line while in the First Clement and in later texts it has begun 
to extend below it. A still more obvious difference however can be seen in the 
letters Y and . In both Ecclesiasticus and in Codex II these two letters are 

1 Carl Schmidt in the edition p. 10. Dealing with this from a philological point of view very interesting text Schmidt discussed both the palaeography and the Achmimic pecularities of the text. 

2 L. Th. Lefort in his edition p. 59 where he refers to Pap. Ox. No 1179 as the hand which comes closest to that in the Ecclesiasticus-text. 
° E. A. Wallis Budge in his edition p. XIV ff, where H.I. Bell gives a description of the mentioned fragments of Greek papyrus. 
** E. A. Wallis Budge, Coptic Biblical Texts.. p. LV ff. and p. LXIII ff. where Wallis Budge and Kenyon from the dated Greek Papyri were able to establish that the cursive after Acta was from about the middle of the fourth century A. D. This gives a terminus ante quem for the rest of the codex. 
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only small in size but in First Clement and Br. M. Ms. Or. 7594 they have a 

tendency to get larger as in later texts. This is particularly obvious in the case 

of Y both in the First Clement and Br. M. Ms. Or. 7594 and even more so in 

texts from the fifth century, such as Alexandrinus. There is no trace of it in 

the Ecclesiasticus text nor in Codex II to any appreciable extent. 

The characteristic ¢ of Ecclesiasticus has become more rounded in Codex II 

with the general square features of the rest of the writing, like that found in the 

slightly more developed “bible” hand. 

Another characteristic feature of Codex II is the common use of the apostrophe, 

particularly after consonants. It is not however possible to give any hard and 

fast rule for its use. 

If we attempt to sum up these observations we reach the following conclu- 

sions: 

Codex II would seem to date from an earlier period than both the Br. M. Ms. 

Oriental 7594 and the First Clement in Berlin. But it is later than the fragment 

of Ecclesiasticus in Louvain. 

Of these three texts the Br. M. Ms. is the one which can be dated with the 

most certainty (from the Greek fragments in the binding and the cursive after 

Acta). It has been assigned to not later than the middle of the fourth century 

and probably from about 340—50?. 

Taking this date as a starting point we can from the palaeographical evidence 

date the Ecclesiasticus text somewhat earlier and agree with L. Th. Lefort in 

assigning it to the end of the third or the beginning of the fourth century’. 

From a chronological point of view Codex II can be placed somewhere between 

these two texts. 

We can probably check this dating by comparing Codex II with some other 

old Coptic texts which it has been possible to date with some accuracy. These 

are the three letters in Coptic which W. E. Crum published in H. I. Bell’s Jews 

and Christians in Egypt®. These three letters are closely connected with a Greek 

correspondance concerning preparations for the Council of Caesarea in 334. The 

Coptic letters are Br. M. Pap. 1920, 1921 and 1922; the Greek letters Br. M. Pap. 

1913 and 1914. The Coptic letters can be dated to about 330-40. However it 

must be remembered when making comparisons that these are letters not literary 

scripts. One of them, however, No. 1920 comes very close to literary script and 

can be used for a basis of comparison. 

It appears then that Codex II is written in a script not too remote from that 

of Br. M. Pap. 1920. Pap. 1920 has the same characteristic € with the long cross 

piece without point which we have noticed in Codex II and a Y which does not 

1 See above. 

2 See above. 

3 H. Idris Bell, Jews and Christians in Egypt. London 1924, p. 91-99, cf. the same work 

p. 45-71 and plate III. 
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differ from that used in Codex II, and some of the P and + in both papyri show 

the same slight curve to the left at the base. 

In conclusion we can therefore reach this thesis that a relative dating of Codex 

II will place it after Ecclesiasticus (Louvain) and before Br. M. Ms. Or. 7594. 

An absolute dating places it as comtemporary with Br. M. Pap. 1920 and there- 

fore from 330-340, or more loosely from the first half of the fourth century. 

The Language of the Apocryphon of fohn in Codex II 

The observations made above about the structure of Codex II from a purely 

technical point of view, its binding and its palaeography, have concerned the 

codex as a whole and had necessarily to do so in order that our examination 

should be as exhaustive as possible. If however we consider the language alone 

it is obvious that our remarks concern first and foremost the text as it is published 
in the following pages and that for principle reasons they must only concern 
that text. The reason for this is above all that it is not the intention of the present 
essay to discuss all the widely differing texts to be found in Codex II, but only 
a single one. Secondly, there is not necessarily any linguistic unity in the collection 
of texts contained in Codex II. As so often the case in Coptic codices they have 
been copied from a variety of mss from widely different milieu, a fact which 
should be remembered in any linguistic study of the codex. The external appear- 
ance of the manuscript on the other hand, the size of the codex, the writing 
materials used and the palaeography are clearly a unity and can be treated as 
such. A linguistic study must concern each single text in the codex separately 
and consequently belongs rightly to a critical edition of the single texts. 

Therefore the following observations concern only the text which is translated 
and textually criticised below, i. e. the Apocryphon of John. This text runs from 
the top of Pl. 47 to line 9 of Pl. 80 in the photographic edition published by 
the Coptic Museum. The question of whether the text is a translation from the 
Greek and the problem of the many Greek loan words it contains will be dealt with 
in a later section of this study, where the relation between this version of the 
Apocryphon of John and other versions of the same text will be discussed. 

The language of the Apocryphon of John is Sahidic. It is, however, a Sahidic 
which differs considerably from classical Sahidic, or pure Sahidic, and shows 
signs of connection with other dialects as well as having a number of linguistic 
forms hitherto unknown. Before giving any definite opinion on this question it 
will be most useful to list these divergences. A list is given below, with references 
to those dialects to which the divergences would seem to belong. These references 
may appear summary, but this is unavoidable if they are to be of any practical 
use*: 

1 We use in the following the same abbreviations for the dialects as W.E. Crum’s A Coptic 
Dictionary, Oxford 1929-1939. This work is also consulted as the main source for the dialectal 
determination of the words. 
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A- prep A A; O (for S €-): 55,27 57,6 57,19 58,4 58,17 59,6 60,10 61,30 61,33 62,1 

62,10 62,111 62,32 62,34 67,9 67,15 (67,30?) 68,8 68,32 70,7 bis 70,9 

70,18 70,30 71,4 71,13 71,32 72,4 72,26 73,3 75,3 75,8 75,13 76,13(?) 

76,14 76,17 76,20 76,35 77,7 77,11 77,20 77,25 77,24 79,15 79,26.— 

Achmimic APA? is not used in this text; it uses only the Sahidic €Po- 

or PO-. 

AMEINE 2d pl imper A (for S AMHEITN) 63,2. 

APé€- NA pref 2 fut, nom. subj. A B (for S A, €Pe€- NA) 63,4. 

ATTEKO A A, S8 (for S ATTAKO) 48,28.—MNTETTEKO 54,7.—NTEKO 70,14.—TEKO 

78,31. 

A2- perf pref A, (for S A-) 54,20(?) 55,3?.—€ENTA2- 60,35 75,22. NTA2- 69,13 

79,15 (see €TA2). 

AXN- prep (without) S A (for S €XN-) 57,29 58,5.—AXNT= 74,14. 

AXN- prep (above) S S8 A A, (for S EXN-) 55,24 56,35 57,12 57,15 59,6 66,10 

68,11 70,21 70,26 72,34 74,13 76,32. (—€XN- 56,10 56,13 56,17 59,5 

6720 708,13 72,22 772.230 12133075;20010,53 71,1) 77,15 (78,28), AXQ= 

60,5 (€Exa- 59,7 74,10 74,21 77,29). 

€MNTE nn m, A A, (for S AMNTE) 78,26 79,1 (S AMNTE 70,1). 

EMA2TE vb, A, (for S AMA2TE 58,24 73,33 76,11 (S AMA2TE 76,8). 

€TA- rel pref 1 perf B A F (S A,) (for S NTA-) 58,23. 

€TA2- rel pref 1 perf? A (for S NTA-) 55,3 58,20 68,4 68,31 70,36 71,21 77,24 

(see A2-). 

ewne conj (if) A,, (for S EwXe) 67,8. 

€leBE nn m, probably A A, (for S €l€1B) 64,11 (S El€lB 65,6). 

Keec nn m S A (for S KAC) 64,19 (S KAC 63,15 ;—KAAC 71,10). 

Mo part A (for S MMAY) 76,21 (S ETMMAY 71,5). 

MMe vb AA, (for S €IME) 52,16 68,26 72,13.—MME A 55,27 61,1 61,33 71,32 

72,35 78,3.—MME € 67,9.—MME XE (know that) 61,34 62,18 67,27 68,5 

70,15 71,35. 74,33 75,5. 

MMAN negation A A, (for S MMON) 61,21. 

MAPE- neg pref pres cons A A, (for S MePe) 74,18. 

MAIT nn m (path) F, cf. MAeIT S? A A, (for S MoEIT) 68,23 68,24 78,24. 

MA2- pref of ordinals S (archaic)* A A, B F (for S Mé2) 56,12 56,16 57,12 57,13 

57,14 57,16 62,12 78,32 (S Mé2 passim). 

NAY pref impf A B (for S A, NE4-) 61,28. 

NMMAz- prep (dat) A (for S NMMO~) 68,20—MMA- 68,22. 

NNoOY- neg 3 fut A, (for S NNEY-)* 68,26 70,27 bis 73,8. 

NTAY 3d sg pron pers A A, F (for S NTO4) 61,2 (S passim). 

1 Cf, W. C. Till, Koptische Grammatik, Leipzig 1955, § 337. 

2 Cf. Zeitschrift fiir Agyptische Sprache, 52, p. 112 f. 

3 W.E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary. Oxford 1929-1939, p. 210 a. 

4 A, (Gospel of John); NOY-3 A (Acta Pauli) ENOY-; S B NNEY-; B NNOY-; cf. W. C. 

Till, Achmimisch-Koptische Grammatik. Leipzig 1928, p. 158. 
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NAY2z- vb stat pron refl. A S@ (for S NA2z) 57,8 75,13. 

NA2Pé- prep A (for S NA2PA-) 60,2. 

PIN nn m (name) S (for usual S PAN, passim) 59,26. 

CMAT nn f A A, F (for S cmoT) 48,4 61,1 71,27 75,35 (S CMOT 52,22 58,4). 

CNO num A (for S CNAY) 57,13 (S CNAY passim). 

C2IAME nn f pl A A, (for S C210mMe) 78,7. 

TAGA- vb stat pron A A, (for S TAAGO2) 73,14. 

TNNA? vb stat pron A A, (for S TNNOYT) 73,3. 

TCEBO vb S*A (for S TCABO): TCEBO MMAY 68,22 (S TCABO MMOY 68,23).—A A, 

TCEBA, 71,30.—TCeBe- 70,11 (cf. BG 87,14 og 123,10)—TCABQ=- 69,26. 

OYOYBE vb A (for S A, OYnyB) 73,18. 

OY2A- vb stat pron A (for S OYA22) 79,15 (S OYA22 55,9 75,18 78,1). 

aeBe nn m A (for S O6BEC) 66,10. 

ynon nn m A (S not testified) 69,24. 

2nqgze nn f (fear) A (for S 20T€) 66,18; 66,30: NQZE.—P 2NQ2E 72,41. 

2PTe nn f (fear) S@ A, (only testified in S@ A,)? 76,26. 

2€T€ nn pl (hearts) A A; (for S 2HT) 70,27 78,9. 

2A4 nnm A A, F (for S 204) 70,10 (S 204 70,12). 

GBOYP adj A, (for S 2BOYP) 63,33 63,35 64,6 64,7 64,8 64,9 64,11 64,13 64,14 

64,17 64,29 64,32 64,34 64,35 65,1 65,3 65,5 65,12 65,13 65,14 65,16 
65,17 65,19 65,21 65,23 65,24 65,26 65,28. 

GAATE nn m A, (for S 6AQT) 64,23 64,32 (S GANT 64,33). 

6AM nn fA A, F (for S 60M) 59,9. 68,2-3 79,25 (S OM passim). 

GAYAN nn (slave) S* S' A, F (for S GAYON) 78,5. 

GAYT vb qual A, (for S 6owT) 73,35 (S 6owT 52,19). 

To this list can also be added possessiva as TOY- B A A, (for S TEY-) 69,21; 
noy- BA A, (for S ne€y-) 69,22 69,23 69,24 69,29 or NoY- A A, (for S NEY-) 69,1 
69,22 and 69,28. 

We have characterized the language of Apocryphon Johannis in Codex II as 
Sahidic, but a Sahidic with dialectical elements. A comparison of the index of 
the Coptic words of the edited text with the list of dialectical deviations gives 
proof of this characteristic. What kind of dialectical elements is then found in 
the text besides the Sahidic? The dialectal pecularities which we have listed 
summarily above point in the vast majority of cases only to Achmimic or Sub- 
achmimic, in a few cases to Fayumic or Bohairic. It is remarkable that this text 
includes words which hitherto only are found in Achmimic and Subachmimic 
just as the text also includes words of Achmimic or Subachmimic origin whose 
Sahidic equivalent not is found in this text. Nearly all the listed forms are 
especially characteristic for Subachmimic texts and to a certain extent for Achmi- 

1W.E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary, Oxford 1929-1939, p. 693 a; cf. Zeitschrift fiir Agyp- 
tische Sprache, 68, p. 57. 

> W.E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary, p. 704 b. 
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mic texts thus that Apocryphon Johannis in Codex II has almost the same 

linguistic character as the parallel text in Papyrus Berolinensis 8502. 

In Codex II’s Apocryphon Johannis some forms are also found which either 

never or only rarely have been testified before. In C II 63,19 and 64,19 we have 

the word ATKAC which until now in Sahidic only has been known in one text, 

viz. BG 49,17; the Sahidic form is AATKAC. Also the form XQN4 (nn m, unity, 

union) which we have in C II 57,33 and 63,27 (bis) is rare; the form is until 

now only testified once in this sense, namely in a text from the Epiphanius- 

Monastery (Ep App I, 83); the usual form is YON4. 

We are also here able to establish a list of new forms: 

BAAAE nn m (eye) 58,9 (usually BAA 63,32 63,33) (perhaps for BAA A€?) 

HNE nn m (ape) 59,33 (usually HN). 

KO2T nn f (fire) 69,6 (usually maskulinum as 58,10 58,25 59,8 59,34 60,5). 

MOYY6 vb (mix) 60,11 76,18 (usually MOYXe). 

YHC 74,27 74,36 75,33 77,24 78,11; probably qualitative of yoy (make equal)! 

for YHY (not testified before in this sense but cf. Crum’s Dictionary, 

p. 325 b). 

YOsE 69,2, probably variant of TRIAGE? (= TEOGKOAAcoo) and not testified before 

in this sense. . 

yoYze nn (hair) 63,23; not testified before, probably = S 4a, A 4OYE. 

2BBPHeE nn f (lightning) 58,10 (A 2BPHGE). 

20Ane nn f (navel) 64,15 (for usual 2(€)Ane). 

206BEC nn (moisture) 66,4; probably = AcBEC, ATBEC?; or O6BC* is probably 

confused with ese, which is found in 66,10. 

oiBe nn f (palate) 64,12 64,13 65,15 bis; is—doubtfully—testified once before as 

variant of KHne® and there plural, here singular. 

The dialectical peculiarities which we have listed somewhat summarily above, 

but which we will discuss more thoroughly in going though the individual lines 

of the text, serve to give us an overall impression of the text as a whole. And, 

as previously stated, this impression is that while the text is Sahidic there are 

strong dialect elements in it. These elements indicate that the text is native to 

the northern part of the area in which Sahidic was spoken. It is generally accepted 

that Sahidic was the dialect of Upper Egypt, but we must here take into con- 

sideration that Sahidic was not confined within a static area; while the nothern- 

most dialect, Bohairic, and the dialect of the oasis Fayum remained more or 

1 Cf. BG 68,6-7 68,18 and 71,4: MNA ANTIMIMON. 

2 Cf. W. E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary, Oxford 1929-1939, p. 464 a. 

3 Cf, Crum’s Dictionary, p. 26 a. 

4 Cf. Crum’s Dictionary, p. 540 a. 

5 HI. Bell & W. E. Crum, Greek-Coptic Glossary, Aegyptus, VI, 179; 387. 
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less static, there were originally, between the Fayumic and the Sahidic areas, 

certain regions where two further dialects were prevalent, namely Achmimic 

(around Achmim) and Subachmimic (mainly around Asyut). These two dialects, 

which have left important momuments in Coptic literature, soon had to give 

way to Sahidic in literature, so that they have only continued to be written 

until some time in the fifth century. This meant that Sahidic penetrated further 

north. And this fact becomes important when we also from a linguistic point 

of view seek to determine Codex II’s Apocryphon Johannis more exactly. 

The dialectal elements found in the text are elements that are otherwise found 

in Achmimic, Subachmimic or Fayumic texts. Here, however, only Subachmimic 

comes into the picture, since none of the special characteristics of respectively 

Achmimic and Fayumic, namely the letter 2 and lambdacism, occur here. It is 

obvious from the translator’s (that the text is a translation from the Greek we 

shall see elsewhere) vacilliation between Subachmimic and Sahidic forms of the 

same word that he has not only known the Sahidic language, which he mainly 

uses, but has also been familiar with Sub-Achmidic, in fact, these can best be 

understood as forms used by the translator in his everyday speech which have 

mainfested themselves also in his written work. In addition hereto comes the 

consistent use of purely Subachmimic forms which occurs in certain words (e.g. 

GBOYP or neg 3 fut NNOY-), which seem to indicate that the translator has considered 

the forms in question to be the only correct ones. The translator would not have 

come to this conclusion in the middle of the area in which Sahidic was spoken, 
but only in a border area between the dialects, or in an area into which Sahidic 
had infiltrated at the expense of Subachmimic. Now, a translator may very well 
have carried out his work in another area than his native district, and we may 
also quite well suppose that a manuscript such as the Apocryphon Johannis has 
been found in another district than that where it was translated and can therefore 
only cautiously apply a linguistic method of identification to determine the home 
of the Coptic version; but bearing in mind these reservations we must admit 
that the linguistic peculiarities only testify in favour of the text having actually 
been written in the area around that place at Nag Hammadi which is stated to 
be the finding place, though also the area slightly to the north thereof would 
fit. 

We may thereupon ask whether we, from the linguistic peculiarities, can say 
anything about the making of the present version? In connection with this we 
may say that a text may very well be a faithful reproduction of the language of 
bygone days, so that it is difficult from the linguistic criteria we possess to make 
any pronouncement concerning the making of the present version. We must 
here abide by the palaeographic determination we have carried out in the fore- 
going, but we can at the same time state that the linguistic peculiarities speak 
only in favour of the correctness of this determination; for there are several 
archaic forms in the Sahidic used (e.g. the prefix MA2-) which here indicate a 
time prior to the era to which we, by palaeographic means, felt we could ascribe 
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the text, namely the period from 330-340, or, in a broader sense, the first half 

of the fourth century. This archaic air gives us reason to believe that the palaeo- 

graphic determination is correct. A careful evaluation of the linguistic evidence, 

which would tend rather to date the language to the period prior to 330-340, 

is necessary; for we must take into consideration, as stated above, that the text 

with regard to language may have been a faithful rendition of the language of an 

earlier day, and since we will see in going through the text in detail that the 

text has had a Coptic source, there is every reason to include the possibility 

that the language is that of a bygone era in our considerations, while of course 

also the conservative character of the language of literature should be taken into 

consideration. 

Taking all of the above-mentioned circumstances into consideration, we then 

come to the conclusion that the linguistic peculiarities of our text serve only to 

indicate the correctness of the palaeographic determination of this text when we 

date the text in its present form to the period from 330-340, and in a broader 

sense to the first half of the fourth century. 
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Text and Translation 

Pl. 47 

TECBOO[Y NANOKPY®ON NTAIC GQAlN € 

BOA [MMOC 2N NYAXE E]TZ2HN 2N OY 

MNTKAPOY [AYQ NCOP] AYTCEBOOY 

AIQ2ANN[HC AYQ iQ2AN|NHC A4[CA20Y 

ACYONE [AE NJOY[A NNEIZO]OY NTAPEYE! €2 

PAI Nel iQ[2ANN]HC [MCON] NiAKQBOC ETE 

NAI N€ NYH[PE N]ZE[BEA]AIOC AYE! E2PAI € 

nePne AY+ ME4[OYO]El EPOY Nol OY[ PAPI 

CAIOC ENe€4PAN [N€] APIMANIOC A[YQ 

NEXAY NAY XE E[YTQIN NEKCA2 NAI[ENE 

KOYH2 NCQY AYO [MEXAY NAY XE MMA N 

TAYE! N2HTY AYB[QK ON EPOY MEXAY NAY 

NX€ MEMAPICAIO[C XE 2N OYNAANH AY 

NAANA MMQTN Nicol NINAZOPAIOC 

AYQ AYMA[ 

AYQ AYTOM [NNETN2HT AYQ AYKTE THYTN € 

BOA [2N] MNAPAA[OCIC NNETNEIOTE NTAPI 

CQ[TM] ENAi AN[OK AIKOT 

€BO[A 2]M neP[ne EnTooY 

AY]Q NTAIPA[Y]N[El 

MMOC 

AYQ. XE ETB[E OY AYTNNOYY ENKOCMOC 

€BO]A 2ITN [MEYEINT AYQ NIM NE ney 

€10]T ETA[YTNNOYY AYQ OYAY N2E 

nN€ NAION €[TMMAY ETNBOK EPOY ETBE 

OY FAP E4Y[AX€ NAN MMOC 

X€ NIAION E[TTAKO AYXI NETY 

NOC MNAION [NATTAKO AYQ MneYTCE 

BON €TB[€ NETMMAY XE OYAY MMINE NE 

2N TOYN[OY €€IMEEYE ENAT AMMHYE OYON AYO 

NTE A[MAC NCONT P OYOEIN 2 

NOYOEIN [NTETA]KT[IN ETNA XIN 

MNITN NTNE AYQ AYKIM [Nol MKOCMOC 

Pl. 47 is badly damaged and the conjectures are uncertain; cf. however BG 19,6-21,2. 
Pl. 47,1-17 #4 BG 19,6~20,3. 

Pl. 47,17-29 # BG 20,3-19. 

Pl. 47,30-48,9 # BG 20,19-21,13. 
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Pl. 47 

The [secret] teaching [which Jesus revealed] 

[with] secret [words] in } 

silence[. And the Saviour] taught them 

to John [and John wrote them down. 

But] it happened one [day] when 

John had come up—[the brother] of James, these 

are the sons of Ze[bed|ai—when he came up 

to the temple a [phari]see (papicaios) 

by name Arimanios came towards him [and 

said to him: “‘[Where] is your master, he whom you 

followed. And [he said to him: ““To that place 

from whence he came, he [went again.” To him said] 

the pharisee (papioaios)[:’? Into error 

this Nazoraian has] led you astray (TwAavav) 

and he[. . mad 

and he closed [your hearts and turned you] 

from the tradition (tapdSoors) [of your fathers.”” When I] 

heard this, I [turned away] 

from the temple [to the mountain. . ] 

and I became distressed (AutreioOa1)[. . 

Ares ee ase 

and why [was he sent to the world] 

of [his father? And who is his] 

father[ who [sent him? And what is the nature] 

of the aeon (aiav) [to which we shall go?] 

For (yép) why did he [say this to us:] 

“This aeon (aicv) [which is corruptible has received] 

the type ([TU]tos) [of the incorruptible] aeon (aicov)’’? [but he did not] 

teach us about [that of what kind it is.’’] 

Immediately [when I thought this the heavens were opened and] 

the whole (&{tras]) [creation shone] 

with a light (é«tis) [which came] 

from heaven, and [the world] trembled 

47 
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Pl. 48 

A[NOK AIP 20TE AYQ Ai|NAY 2PAi 2M 

nO[Y]OEI[N AYO OYAAOY AY2E]PATY NAI 

NTAPIN[AY €ME4EINE] E40 NOE NOY 

NOG AYQ NA[INAY MEY4]CMAT E40 NOE 

NOYOYA NNAY [€4OYQN2] MAMTO EBOA 

AYQ NE OYN O[YMNTOYA N2]A2 MMOP4H 

2PAi 2M MOY[OEIN A]YQ N[ECMAT]- NAYOYON2 

2ITN NEYEP[HY 2M] NO[YOEI|N AYO NYO[M] 

T MMOP4H NE[XA4] NAI [XE] [N2ZANNH: [2 

[2AN]NH €TBE [OY EKAI]CTAZE H ETBE OY 

[€KP]20TE MPP OYYMMO AtEIAEA 

[ET]€ TAi[O]€ M[MPP 2HT|YHM ANOK NET’ 

YOON NMMHTN]| NOYOEIY NIM’ ANOK[NE] 

nelQT ANOK Mé] TMAAY - ANOK Me NYH[ PE] 

ANOK NE NMIATT]QAM’ AYQ NIATXO[2M] 

Aic€i EOYONK EBOA XE] OY NETYOON [AYQ] 

OY NENTAYYOON AYQ OY] NETWE E[ 

|NCE OY[ 

Le nL 

INo[y]OIN oy 
JA NAi ETL JEKNA 

JNT[E] NITEAIOC 

JOYC XEKAAC €[ 

JNAEI X€ TM[O]NAC 

JeTyoon 21xac 

JAYQ NEIOT’ Mr’ 

JOC ETYOON 21XN 

NTHPY NETYOON 2N MN|TATTEKO ETYO 

On 2M NOYOIN NTBBO |NAi ETE MN 

AAAY NOYOIN NBAA EY GQY]T NCOY [N 

JN NCYE AN 

€MEEYE EPO]Y NOE N[NOJYTE H XE E4O 

N+MINE] NTOY FAP OY20YO ANOYTE 

N€ MN AAAY] ETYOON 21X04” MN AAAY FAP 

Pl. 48 is badly damaged and conjectures are only acceptable in the lines 1-17 and 32-34; 
BG 21,2-23,7. 

Pl. 48,9-24 4 BG 21,13-22.17. 

Pl. 48,24-52,21 4 BG 22,17-26,15. 
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Pl. 48 

[I was afraid and I] saw in 

the light [and a child] stood in front of me; 

I saw [its image] which was like 

that of an old man, and I [saw its] figure which was like 

a unity to see, [revealing itself] for me, 

and there was a [unity of] many forms (uop@n) 

in the light. [And the forms] were revealed 

through each other [in] the light. It had three 

forms (uop@7)). [It said to me: “JJohn, John, 

why do you doubt (S1oTd&Zetv), or (7) why 

do you fear? Do not be a stranger to this form (eidéa) 

which is so. Do not be dismayed! I am the one 

[who is with you] always. I am 

[the father. I am] the mother. I am the son. 

[I am the] undefiled and the unpolluted. 

[I have come to reveal] that which is, and 

that which has been and that which will be 

so that .. 

.. jlight(?) 

|those who 

|the perfect (TEA¢E105) 

jin order that 

]to me: ‘“The unity (uovas) 

jwhich is over 

Jand father of 

Jwhich is over 

[the all; this which exists in] incorruptibility which is 

[in the pure light ], that which no 

[sight can look] after 

|Jmay not 

imagine] him as God or (f) that he is of 

that kind,] because (y&p) he is more excellent than God. 

[Nobody] is above him, because (yap) nobody 

Giversen — 4 
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Pl, Sip Pl. 50 

1 O NXOEIC [E2PAI EXQ4 EXO AN 2N A[AAIY 

N6QX[B MN AAAY FAP YO]On’ N2HTY 

OYAAT|4 4YTA QN2 AN OYAION NJ€ EBOA XE 

4P XPE[IA NAAAY AN NTOY FA]P OYXQK THPY 

5 m€ MN€[YYTA PQ NAAAY XE]KAAC EXYNA 

XQK’ N2H[T4Y AAAA NOYOE[IY NIM EXUXHK 

THPW 2N[OYXOK EBOA OYATTO]Y4 ME EBOA 

X€ MN ME[TYOON 2A TEY2H] E4+ TOY EPOY 

OYAT2En [NE EBOA XE MJN NETYOON 

10 2A TEY42H[ 

X€ MNEAA[AY 

€POY OYA[ 

AAAY NAY €P[ 

YA ENE2 OY[ 

15 NE AAAY YTEl 

PAN €POY Nn 

ATPEY4+ PAN[ 

né €4TBBH[Y 

YWA[X]€ EPOY NL 

20 TEA[EIO|C Noy[ 

OYMNTMAK[ 

NOYTE A[ 

MATIKOC AN[ 

OYNOG AN O[ 

25 ©€ NXOOC[ 

MN GOM FA[P 

AAAY AN FI 

N20YO 2Q[ 

TE NAY’ E4M[ 

30 2N XPONOC n[ 

nAi TAY[ 

2N OYXPO[NOC 

MAUXI A[N 

yin ne 4[ 

35 €POY XEK[AAC] EYNAXI E€[ 

nAi FAP EYEIOPM NCQY O[YAATH 2M] 

> 

Pl. 51 and Pl. 50 are placed in wrong order in the photographical edition of the papyrus; 
they are parts of the same page and they must follow after Pl. 48. Cf. the comments to this 
part of the text. 

1-36 are all badly damaged; only in line 1-9 are longer conjectures acceptable; cf. BG 
23,7-25,12 and C III 5,1-6,4. 
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Pl. 51 + Pl. 50 

reigns [over him. He is not] in 

want [, for nothing] was before him 

alone[; he does not lack life; he is eternal, 

he lacks (ypeicx) [nothing] because (yap) [he] is completely perfect; 

he has no [lack] so that he has to be 

perfected in it, [but] at all times he is absolutely perfect 

in [perfection.] He is illimited because 

there was nobody [before him] which can set bounds for him; 

he can not be judged [for there was nobody] 

before him[ 

for no one[ 

him[ 

none, see him[ 

eternal[ 

none[ 

name to him| 

give him a name[ 

who is pure[ 

say it[ 

perfect (TEAE105)[ 

blessedness (uaK[ap1os) (?) 

not god[ 

not bodily (sopatixos)| 

not great[ 

thus[ 

for (yap) without power[ 

none| 

more than[ 

his own[ 

in time (ypOovos)| 

this[ 

in time (xpdovos)[ 

he does not take[ 

measure[ 

him in order that he shall take[ 

because (yap) he stared after him [self in] 

oN 
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n[E]OYOEIN [MAI ETTBBHY] OYMErE 

©OC ME OYN[TAY OYYI AE EYJATYITY’ 

N€ OYAIQ(N NE E4+ NOYAIQN] OYQN2 

n€ €4+ NO[YON2 OYMAKAPIOC NJ€ E4+ 

NOYMNT[MAKAPIOC OYFNOQC]IIC Me €4 

+ NOYCOOY[N OYAFAGOC NE €4]+ NOYMNT 

ATAOQOC OY[NA NE E4+ NJA MN OYCOTE 

OYXAPIC Ne €[4+ XAPIC OYX]|2OTI XE OYN 

TLA4Y] AAAA[XE Yt OYNAJE NATYITY’ N 

]€TBHTY’ ney 
C]6PA2T’ AYO €4” 
|MMOW €40O M 

|JTANE NAION 

JOYTAXPO 2PAi 2N 

JN TAP AN’ ANON’ A 

J€IMME AN €T’ 

JA20YQN2 €BOA’ 

JelaT nAi FAP ne 

JO4 TAP ETGOWT’ € 

JOYOEIN [ETK]THY € 

JMOOY N[Q[N2 AYQ 

JCMOT’ NIM e4[el 

JAY €POC 2PAi 

JoYQue 2M ney 
]TNHTH NTENMO 

JTHY €PO4 AYO 

]2QB’ AYQ AC6oAN 

]€BOA’ MNE4M 

JMNEYOYOEIN TAI TE 

JME 2ATOYE 2H TH 

JMMEEYE ETE 

JCOYOEIN € 

JOYOEIN TGOM 

[€TXHK EBJOA[ET]E TA[i TE OL]KQN MMIATNAY 

35 [€PO4 MN]APOENIKON MN[N]A E4XHK’ EBOA 

Pl. 49 and Pl. 52 are parts of the same page, namely verso of Pl. 51+ Pl. 50. The conjectures 
to the lost text between the two parts are based on the text in BG 25,12 ff. and CIII 6,4 ff. 
Long conjectures to Pl. 52,10-33 are too uncertain. Some letters must have gone lost since 
the photograph Pl. 52 was taken; the ms. had November 1957 in line 24 (Pl. 52,24) only 
JOYQUE 2.[ » and in line 25 (Pl. 52,25) only JTNHIH .[ 

[NAION] MNEOOY NBAPBHAQ NEooy 

52,21-53,4 #4 BG 26,15-27,17 # C III 7,2-22. 
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Pl. 49.2 Fl. 32 

1 the light[which is pure]; he is a greatness (uéyefos) 

[and he has a dimension which is] immeasurable; 

[he is an aeon (aiov) because he gives eternity], he is life 

because he gives [life, he is blessed] because he yields 

5 [blessedness], he is knowledge (yvdéo1s) because he 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

yields knowledge, [he is good] because he yields 

goodness (crya0ds)[, he is charity because he yields charity] and salvation, 

he is mercy (y&p1s) [because he yields mercy, not] because (ovy 6T1) he 

has it but (GAA&)[because he yields an]immeasurable [mercy] 

jabout him his 

|quite and he is 

Jhim being 

the head of aeon (aicv) 

Ja strength in 

|for (yap) we, we 

Jnot acknowledge 

jrevealed by 

|for (yap) the father is 

jfor (yap) he sees 

Jlight which surrounded 

|the water of life and 

jof every kind, he 

|saw it in 

Jwill in 

Jsource (1INyn)) of water 

Jhim and 

|thing and he revealed 

Jof his 

Jhis light which 

Jover the all(?) 

Jhis thought which 

light 

]light the power 

which is perfect, that is ]the image (eikeov) of the invisible 

35 the] virginal (TapOeviKds) perfect spirit (mvetua), 

the aeon of] the glory, Barbelo, the glory 
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Pl, 53 

€TXHK €BO[A] 2N NAIQN [MN]EO0OY MnOY 

QN2 EBO[A 2M NIJ€EO[O]Y MN[N]|APOENIKON 

MINA AYQ €C+ EOOY EPOY XE ETBHTY’ 

ACCOYON[2 €|BOA NAi ne NYOPN MMEEYE 

NTE42IKQ(N] ACYOQNE MMHTPA MNTHPY 

X€ NTOC [€CO] NYOPN EPOOY THPOY . TMH 

TPONATQ[P] NYOPN - NPOME FINA ETOY 

AAB - NYO[M|T E2Z00YT TYOMTE NGOM 

NYOMT NPAN NO[OO|YTC2IME AYQ NAI 

QN NYA ENE2 2N NATNAY €POOY [AY] 

NYOPN NEI EBOA AY[AI]TEI EBOA 2ITM 

MA2OPATON MMAPOENIKON MINA 

€TE BAPBHAG TE E+ NAC NOYN[POr]N[Q] 

CIC AYO AYEIOPM Ne[I] NNA NT[OC 

AE ACGQAN EBO[A N]¢l TNPOFNACI[C AY 

Q ACAZEPATY MN [TN]JPONOIA TAi OYE[I 

TE 2M MMEEYE MMIATNAY €PO4 M[NNAP 

OENIKON MINA €C[+ E]O[OY] NAY A[YQ 

TA[C]Wane €[TBHT|C A[YQ O|N ACAITE[I 

€TN NAC N[OYMNTATTEKO AY]Q AYE[I 

OPM 2M NTP[EYEIOPM ACGQAN] EBOA 

Nol TMNTAT[TEKO AYQ ACA2EPA|TC MN 

MMEEYE AY[Q T|NPO[FNIQC[IC EC]+ EOOY 

MMIATNAY €P[O4] MN TBAPBHAQ TAI €[N 

TAYYQNE ET[BHT]C AYQ ACAITE! [N]ol TBAP 

BHAQ ETN N[A]C NOYQ[N2 YA E]NE2 AYO 

AYEIOPM’ Nol N[AZ]OPATON MINA AYO 

2M NTPEYEIOPM [A]YGQAN EBOA Nol NON2 

YA ENE2 AYQ A[YAZEPATOY €]Y+ EOOY 

MNA2OPATON [MNNA MN TBA]PBHAQ TAi 

ENTAYYONE €[TBHTC] AYO ON ACAITE[I 

€TN NAC NT[MHE A]YQ [A4JELOPM Nol MA2[0 
PATON MMNA ACGQAN EBOA Nol TMHE 
AYQ AYA2EPATOY AY+ EOOY MMA2OPA[TON 

4 ACCOYON[2, read ACOYON[2. 
53,4-11 # BG 27,17-28,4 # C III 7,22-8,5. 
53,1-54,10 4 BG 28,5-29,18 # C III 8,5-9,10. 
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Bl.53 

who was perfected through the aeons (aiov) of glory by the 

revelation of [the] glory of the virginal (trap8evikds) spirit (TtveGya), 

and she praised him, for it was through him 

she was revealed. This is the first thought 

of his image (cikcov). She became the mother (untea) of the all, 

for she existed before them all, the Metropator (untpoTratwp), 

the first man, the holy spirit (tveUya), 

the three-fold man, the three-fold power, 

the three-fold name, the male-female and the eternal aeon (aicv) 

among the invisible ones. [And] 

the first appearance, which is Barbelo, beseeched (aiteiv) him 

the invisible (&dparTos), virginal (TapSeviKds) spirit (TrveUUa) 

to give her a Prognosis (teSyvwors), 

and the spirit (1veUua) granted it. 

But (5¢) when Prognosis (1pdyvwots) was revealed, 

she stood up with the Pronoia (1rpovoic) 

-who is one with the invisible, virginal (Tap8eviKds) 

spirit’s (TveUua) thought- and [praised] him and 

his perfect power, Barbelo, for [she] 

came into existence [through her. Again] she beseeched (aiteiv) 

(him) to grant her [incorruptibility], and he 

granted it. And by [his grant] 

the [incorruptibility] appeared [and stood up] together with 

the thought and the Prognosis (1tpdyvwots). [She] praised 

the invisible and Barbelo, she 

[through] whom they came into existence, and Barbelo beseeched (aiteiv) 

him to give her eternal life, and 

the invisible (&dpatos) spirit (TveUUc) granted it and 

by this his sanction the eternal life appeared, 

and [they stood up and] praised 

the invisible (&dpatos) [spirit and Bar]|belo, she 

through [whom] they had come into existence. And again she beseeched (aiteiv) 

(him) to give her the [truth], and the invisible (&opatos) 

spirit (TrveUuc) granted it. The truth appeared 

and they stood up and praised the invisible (&6paTOS) 
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Pl. 54. 

MMNA ETYAYMOYTE TBAPBHAQ TAI 

ENTAYYON[E] ETB[H]TC TAI TE TNENTAC 
NAION NTEMIaT [E]Te N[Al] ne nyorn 

NPOME @IKON MMIA20P[AT]OC MINA 

AYQ MMEEYE MN TNPOFNACIC AYO 

TMNTATTEKO AYQ MON2 [Y]A ENE2 “AYO 

TME TAI TE TNEN[TJAC N[AIJON N2OOYTC2I 

ME €TE TAI TE TA[EKA]C NAION ETE NA ne 

2M MOYOEIN’ €[T]TBBHY €TKTHY ANA2OPA 

TJON MINA MN [n]JeunPPe AYO ACXE OYQ 

AYQ A4]XM0 NOY+K NOYOEIN’ 2N OYOEI 

N] MMNTMAKAP[IOC] NEINE EYYHY AE 

AN] 2N TE4YMNTN[O]o MAI NE OYYP OYOT 

NTE] TMHTPOMAT[Q]P EAYOYOQN2 EBOA ETE 

nAi nje n[e4]Xx[no NJOYAATY NYP oYoaT’ N 

TE NJEIQ[T MNOYJOEIN’ ETTBBHY’ A[Y]TEAHA 

A]€ Nol NA[2OP]ATON [MNJAPOENIK[OJN MON[A] 

€2PAi €EX[M NOY]O[EIN NTAJewone nel A[4P 

YPN [NOYON2 EBOA 2N TE]YOPN No[OM 

AYQ A[4T]92C [MM]O4 E[BO]A 2N +MNTXPC 

N2HTY YANTEY YO[NE] NTEAEIOC ENYYA 
AT N[AJAAY AN NMNT[XPC] EBOA XE AYTA2CY? 
2PAI 2N [TEUMNTXP]C M[N]AZOPATOC MINA AY 
Q AYA2EPATY’ MNEY[M]TO EBOA’ EXYYOYO 
€X04 eN [NEMNA ET]OYA[AB] NTAPEYXI EBOA 21 
TN Ne[MNA AY+t EO]OY MNEMNA ETOYAAB 

AYO TENMP[ONOIA ETX]HK EBOA 2ITN NEMNA 

A]4+ €OOY MNE[NNA E]TOYAAB - AYQ TENPO 

NOIA’ ETXHK’ €[BO]JA TA[i NITAYSGQAM’ EBOA 

€TBHTC AYQ AYPAITE! ETN NAY NOYYBP 

P 2OB ETE MNOYC NE AY AY’EINPM’ 2M 

NTPJEYE[INPM] AE Nol MAZOPATON MiiNA 

A) ENTAYYON[E], the ms. has ENTAYCYON[E] with Y added above C, read ENTAYYON/[E]. 
54,25 AN: A is placed above N in the ms. 
54,10-55,4 4 BG 29,18-31,11 ~ C III 9,10-10,15. 
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Pl. 54. 

1 spirit (1tveUya) which you call Barbelo, she 

through whom they came into existence; this is 

the eternal [aicov) pentad (tevtds) of the father, he who is the first 

man, the image (eikov) of the invisible (&dpatos) spirit (Trveuc) 

5 which is Pronoia (atpdvoia), she who is Barbelo 

and the thought and Prognosis (tpoyvwors) 

the incorruptibility and the eternal life and 

the truth, |this is the eternal (aicov) androgynous pentad (trevtds) 

which is the eternal (aicv) decad (Sexas) which is 

10 the father. And he looked at Barbelo 

in the pure light which surrounds the invisible (&6paTos) 

spirit (1TveUya) and his spark, and she conceived 

[and he] brought forth a spark of light in 

the likeness of the blessed (uaxcpios) light; but (5€) this was 

15 not equal with its greatness. This was the only son 

of the Metropator (untpoTt&twp) who was revealed, [this] who 

is [his] only begotten, the only begotten son of 

the father of the pure light. 

And (8£) the invisible (&épatos), virginal (Tap8evikos) spirit (TveUUa) 

20 rejoiced over [the light] which had come into existence. This is the 

first [revealed of] his first power 

[which is his Pronoia] which is Barbelo. 

And [he] annointed him with the goodness (xpnoTds) 

from himself until he became perfect (TéAe10s) and lacked 

25 nothing in [goodness], for he annointed him 

with [his], the invisible (&dpartos) spirit’s (vet) [goodness (xpnoTos)]. 

And he stood in front of him, and he poured 

something of the holy [spirit] out over him. When he had received 

this from the [spirit he] praised the holy spirit (mveUya) 

30 and Pronoia (1tpdvoia) [who] was perfected through the spirit (mveUucr). 

He praised the holy [spirit] and Pronoia (1povoia) 

who was perfected, she for whose sake he had been revealed, 

and he asked (aiteiv) (him) to give him a fellow-worker, 

that is Nus (vows), and he granted it, 

35 and (8€) with the invisible (40paros) spirit’s (trveUpor) [approval] 

2 “they”, the ms. has had “she”, but it is in the ms. corrected to “‘they”’. 
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P73. 

AYGQAN E[B]OA Nol MNOYC AYQ AYAZE 

€PATY MN [MJEXPC E4+ EOOY NAY - MN 

TBAPBHAQ NAI A€ THPOY ETA2YQNE 

2N OYMNTKAPQW’ AYQ MMEEYE AYOY 

5 QYE 2ITN NYWAXE MMAZOPATON MINA 

ETAMIO NOY20B AYQ NeW oyvaw’ AYYQ 

n€ NOYEPFON AYQ AYGQAMN EBOA’ MN 

MNOYC AYQ MOYOEIN E4+ EOOY NAY’ 

AYQ NMYAXE AYO[YA]24’ NCA NOYQYWE 

10 E€TBE MYAXE FAP AYTAMIO MNTHPYW’ N 

61 MEXC NAYTOFEN[H]C NNOYTE NON2 

AE YA ENE2 2M NEYOYNY AYQ MNO[YC 

MN TMPOFNQCIC AYAZEPATOY AY+ €[0 

OY MNA2OPATON MINA MN TBAPBH[AQ 

15 X€ ETBHTC FAP’ AYYONE AY AYXO[K] 

€BOA Nol NEn[NJA ET’OYAAB MNAYTO 

TENHC NNOYTE ME4YYHPE MN TBAPBH[AQ 

ATPE4AZEPATH ENNO[S AY]Q NA2O[PA 

TON MMAP@ENIKON [MN]NA MNAYTO 

20 TENHC NNOYT[E MJ€x[C NJAEl ENTAYTA 

€104 2N OYNOG NCMH [AY]OYON2 EBOA 

2ITN TNPO[N OJIA AYO [A]Y¥KO Nol NA2[o. 

TOFENHC NNOYTE MM[€] AXM NTHPY’ 

25 AYQ AYP2YN[OTA]CCE NAY’ NTEZOYCIA 

THPC AYQ TME TAI €T[Y]OO[N] N2HTY 

XEKAAC E4NA MME AMTHPY’ MA EN 

TAYMOYTE €POY NO[YPAN €]4XOCE € 

PAN NIM’ MPAN FAP [N€ ET]INAXO0Y 

30 ANETMNYA MMOY [EBOA] FAP 2M NOYO 

€IN ETAE NAI Ne neE[X]PC AYO TMNTA 

TEKO 2ITN + MN[En]NA MNIYTOOY 

M®QCTHP’ EBOA 2M MIAYTOFENHC 

NNOYTE AYGQYT EBOA’ ATPOYN2 

7 €BOA MN, read EBOA (AYO AYAZEPATH) MN- 
17 NE4YHPE MN TBAPBH[AQ] , perhaps to be read: MEUYHPE NTBAPBH[AQ], cf. 
C III 11,4-5 NEYHPE NTBAPBHAQ. 

31 €TAE, A is in the ms. corrected to €; read ETE. 

32 read: MN[EN|NA <AYOYON2) MNIYTOOY 
55,4-11 4 BG 31,11-18 * C III 10,15-22. 
55,11-15 # BG 31,19-32,3 # C III 10,23-11,2. 
55,15-30 # BG 32,3-19 * C III 11,3-14. 
55,30-56,28 # BG 32,19-34,18 # C III 11,14-12,24. 
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Poo: 

Nus (vols) was revealed and he stood up 

together with Christ (yp1oTds) and praised him and 

Barbelo, but (5€) all these came into existence 

by silence and the thought. He 

desired by the invisible (4d0patos) spirit’s (TveUua) word 

to create a thing, and his will became 

a thing (€pyov) and it was revealed (and it stood up) together with 

Nus (voUs) and the light and praised him. 

And the word followed after the will, 

for (yap) by the word created 

Christ (xp1oT6s), the divine Autogenes (auToyevr)s) the all. 

And (8€) the eternal life together with his will, and Nus (vos) 

together with Prognosis (tedyvwors) stood up; they praised 

the invisible (&46patos) spirit (TveUa) and Barbe[lo], 

for (yap) through her came they into existence. And 

the holy spirit (ttveUUa) perfected the 

divine Autogenes (auTtoyevt)s), his son with Barbelo 

so that by the side of the great and invisible (&46paTos), 

virginal (trapS_eviKos) spirit (veux) he placed the divine 

Autogenes (avTtoyevt|s), Christ (xp1oTOs), whom he has praised 

with a loud voice, [he] was revealed by 

Pronoia (1rpévoia), and the invisible (4dpatos), 

virginal (tap@evikds) spirit (TveUUa) set the true, divine 

Autogenes (avtoyevt|s) over the all. 

and he placed (ttrot&ooeiv) under him every authority (€§0vcia) 

and the truth which is in him 

that he shall know the all. He whom 

you called by [a name], raised high 

over every name, for (y&p) it is this name, [which] will be told 

to those, who are worthy of it. For (yap) out of the light 

—which is Christ (yp1oTés)—and the incorruptibility 

by the God of the spirit (1TveUpa) ¢he revealed) the four 

lights (pwotp) from the divine Autogenes (avtoyevT}s). 

He looked out in order that they should place 

7 (and it stood up), the copyist has probably skipped the Coptic words. 

17 “‘with”, thus the ms.; perhaps to be read “of”. 

29 “will”, sc. “only”. 

32 <he revealed), the copyist has probably skipped the Coptic words. 
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PL 56. 

EPATOY EPOW NYOMT AE NOYQWE 

TEN’NOIA AYO. MON2 TE[Y]TOE AE N 

GOM TMNTPMN2HT TXAPIC TECOHCIC 

TPONHCEIC TXAPIC AE [€]CYOON’ 2A 

2TN MAIQN M@OQCTHP” APMOZHA’ ETE 

nAi N€ NYOPN NAFFEAOCC NIAION AE 

CENNEMAYW Nol KEYOMT’ NAION TXA 

PIC’ TMHE TMOPOH « MME2CNAY AE M 

®QCTHP’ OPIHA [MJENTAYCEZQW EPATY’ 

10 €XM MME2CN[A]Y NAIQN CENNEMAY AE 

Nol KEYOMT [N]JAIQN TENINOIA TECOH 

CIC’ NMPMMEEYE NMA2YOMT AE MOQ 

CT]HP me AAYEIOAI MAI ENTAYCE2QY’ € 

PATW E€XM MME2YOMT’ NAIQN CENNE 

15 MAY AE Nol KEYOMT’? NAION TMNTPM 

N2HT’ TATANH « +[A]JEA - MMA2YTOOY AE 

NJAION AYTE204’ EPATY’ EXM MME2 

AE Nol K[EYO]MT’? NAION NXOK EBOA 

20 +PHNH T[CO]®1A NAI NE NYTOOY Mea 

25 

CTHP + ETA2E[P]ATOY ANAYTOFENHC NNOYTE 

NAi N€ MMN[TC]NOOYC NAION ETA2EPATOY 

ANYHPE MMNOG NA[YTJOFENHC NEXPC 
2ITN NOYQYE MN N+ MMAZOPATOC M 

NNA NMIMNTCNOOY[C] AE NAIQN NNA 
NYWHPE MN[A]YTOFENHC NE AYO NTANTHPY 

TAXPO 2PAi 2M NOYOY MNENMNA ETOY 

AAB €BO[A M|MAYTOFENHC EBOA AE 

2N TN[POFNQCI|C MMNOYC NTEAEIOC 

30 2ITM NéQ[AN E]BOA - MNOYOY MNA20 

PATOC MMNA AYO NoYoaye MNAYTOrE 

NHC NPOME NTEAEIOC MYOPM’ OYON2 

€BOA’ AYQ MMEE’ NETAYMOYTE EPOY’ 

Nol MMNAPOENIKON MMNA XE fil TE PA 

35 AJAAMAN AYQ. CE204’ EPATY AXN 

de 

luminaribus --- 

2 The copyist has probably skipped some words; cf. Ireneus, Adv. haer. Tp 29 7 Ce ier 
Thelemate -- et ASonia Zoe -- quatuor emissiones factas ad subministrationem quatuor 

” and read: MON2(TEYTOE AE NGOM AYOYON2 EBOA 2M MNOYOwEe AYO 
NQN2) TE[MTOE AE ---- 

32 read: NTEAEIOC (AYOYOQN2 EBOA) NYOPN. 

56,28-57,3 #4 BG 34,19-35,13 ~¢ C III 12,24-13,11. 
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Pile 56: 

themselves in front of him and (8) the three: will, 

Ennoia (évvoia) and life. And (8é) the four 

powers: wisdom, Charis (yapis), Aisthesis (aio@nots), 

Phronesis (ppovnois). But (S€) Charis (yapts) is 

with the aeon (aicv) of light (pwotnp), Armozel, which is 

the first angel (GyyeAos), and (5€) 

together with this aeon (aicv) were three other aeons(aidv) Charis (y&pis), 

truth, Morphe (yop@n). But (5€) the second 

light (pwotnp) is Oriel, which is placed 
over the second aeon (aiav), and (5é) three other aeons (aiov) were together 

with this: Epinoia (étrivoia), Aisthesis (aio@nots) 

memory. But (5é) the third light (pwotp) 

is Daveithai, who is established 

over the third aeon (aicv). And (5) three other aeons (aicov) 

are together with it: wisdom, 

Agape (ayatrn), Idea (eidéx). But (5€) the fourth 

aeon (aicv) was established over the fourth 

light (pwortt|p), Eleleth, and (5€) together with it 

three other aeons (aicv): perfection, 

Eirene (ciptwvn), Sophia (copia). These are the four, lights (pwotip), 

which were placed by the divine Autogenes (atToyevrs). 

These are twelve aeons (aiav) which were placed 

by the great son, the Autogenes (attoyevrs), Christ (xp10T6s) 

through the will together with the divine, invisible (4opatos) 

spirit (veda). And (52) the twelve aeons (aicv) belong 

to the son, the Autogenes (avtoyevrjs) and the all 

became fixed through the will of the holy spirit (rveHyc) 

by the Autogenes (atvtoyevrjs). And (5€) out of 

P[rognosi]s ([péyveot)s), the perfect (TEAEI0s) Nus (vous), 

through the revelation of the will 

of the invisible (&épartos) spirit (1rveOucr) and the will of the 

Autogenes (atToyevt|s) (came forth) the perfect (TéAeios) man, the 

first revelation and the true one whom 

the virginal (Trap8evikds) spirit (Tvetpa) called, “The name indead (ye) is 

Adamas” and placed him over 

2 The text must be corrupt; after “‘life” read: (To serve in the four lights were revealed 

four powers out of will and life)” (Cf. Irenzus, Adv. haer. I, 29). 

32 <came forth), the words skipped in the ms. 
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nYoOPn NAIQN MN MNO6G MAYTOFENHC 

nmexXC 2A2TN NYOPN M&QCTHP’ APMO 

ZHA’ AYQ €YYOON’ NMMAW’ Nol NE4YGOM’ 

AYQ A4+t NAY Nol MA2ZOPATON NNOYGOM 

NNOEPON NNATGPO EPOC AYQ AYXOOC 

A4+ EOOY AYO AYCMOY AMA2OPATON M 

MINA €4XO MMOC XE ETBHTK’ ANTHPY’ 

YyOne AYQ EPENTHPY NANAY2Y’ EPOK 

ANOK A€ +NACMOY NTAt €0OY NAK’ AYO 

NAYTOFENHC MN NAIQN’ NIYOMT’ NIOT 

TMAY - MYHPE TGOM NTEAEIOC AYQ AY 

TE2O EPATW’ MNEYYHPE CHO? AXN NMA2 

CNO NAIQN NA2PN MMA2CNO MOQ[CTHP] 

AYTE20 AE EPATOY [N|MVYXH NNETOYA[AB] 

N2PAi A€ 2M MME2YTOOY NAION AYTE2O 

€PATOY NMVYXH NN[ETE|NATCOOYN AN 

NAHPOMA - AYQ MNOY[MJETANOE! 2N OY 

GENH AAAA AYGQ 2N OYOEIY AYQ MNN 

CQC AYMETANOE! AYYONE 2A2TN MME2 

XMO NE EY+ EOOY MNAZOPATON MINA 

TCO%IA AE NTEMINOIA - ECYOON’ NAIQN 

ACMEEYE 2N OYMEEYE EBOA N2HTC MN 

TENOYMHCIC MNA2OPATON MiINA AYO 

TNPOFNACIC ACOYQY[E E]OYON2 EBOA 

NOYEINE N2HTC AX[M NOYOY] MNENNA 

MNE4PEYAOKE! AY[Q AXM NE|CYBP N2QTP 

AYQ. AXM MEY4MOK’MEK EMNEYPCYNEY 

AOKEl AE N6l NNPOCQNON NTECMNT 

200YT’ EMMECGINE AE MNECXQNY’ 

ACMOKMEK’ AE XOPIC NOYQY MNENNA 

AYQ NCOOYN MNECXONY’ ACEINE EBOA 

57,4-11 4 BG 35,10-20 * C III 13,9-17. 

57,11-24 ~ BG 35,20-36,15 4 C III 13,17-14,9. 
57,25-35 # BG 36,16-37,11 # C III 14,9-14,14; C III 14,19-15,4. 
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Pl. 5a. 

the first aeon (aicov) together with the great Autogenes (atvtoyevts), 

Christ (Xp1oTos) in the first light (pworttp), Armozel. 
And his powers are with him. 

And the invisible (&dpatos) gave him an 

invincible, intelligible (voepds) power. And he spoke, 

he praised and he blessed the invisible (&dépatos) 

spirit (1tveUyor) and said, “‘All things have 

come into existence through you and the all will surely return to you. 

But (S€) I, I will praise and thank you and 

10 the Autogenes (autoyevr)s) and the eternal (aicov) three: the father, 

15 

the mother, the son, the perfect (TEAE10s) power”. And he 

established his son Seth over the second 

aeon (aiwv) in the second light (pworttp), 

Oroiel. But (5€) in the third aeon (aiav) 

the offspring (oTrépuc) of Seth was then (5€) established 

over the third light (pwotnp), Daveitha[i], 

and (5€) the souls (yux7n) of the holy ones were established there. 

But (5€) in the fourth aeon (aiav) the souls (yuxn) 

were established [who] were ignorant 

20 of the Pleroma (TANpwya) and did not repent (ueTavoeiv) 

at once but (GAAG) persisted a while and 

after they repented (ueTtavoeiv) they came into 

the fourth light (pwotnp), Eleleth. These were those 

produced. They praised the invisible (&4d0patos) spirit (TrveUUa). 

25 But (5€) Epinoia’s (étrivoia) Sophia (copia) since she is an aeon (aiav) 

conceived a thought from herself with 

the invisible (&dpatos) spirit’s (TveUpa) Enthymesis (évOuunors) 

and Prognosis (ttpoyvwots); she would reveal 

an image from herself without [the will] of the spirit (TrveUyc) 

30 although he did not approve (evSoxeiv) it and [without] her fellow 

23 

and without his thought. But (8€) although 
her male element (tedowtrov) did not approve (ouvevSoxeiv) it 

and (5€) although she did not find her fellow 

and (5) thought it without (xpis) the will of the spirit (TTveUpa) 

and the knowledge of her fellow she brought it forth. 

33 and 35 ‘‘fellow”’; lit.: “‘unity”’. 
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Pl, 58. 

1 ETBE TGOM AE NATXPO EPOC ETN2HTC 

MMENECMEEYE YONE NAPFON AYQ’ 

AYOYQN2 EBOA N2HTC Nol OY20B’ N 

ATXQK’ AYQ EXYYBBIAEIT? AMECCMOT’ 

5 €BOA XE ACTAMIOW AXM MECYBP N2QTP 

AYQ. NEOYATCMOT ME ANEINE NTEXYMA 

AY €40 NGEMOP@H NTAPECNAY AE ANEC 

OYQYE AYYONE NOYTYNOC E4YBBI 

AEGIT’? NAPAKOQN N2O MMOYEI: NEYBAAAE 

10 NEYO NOE NNIKQ2T’ N2BBPHGE EYt 

OYOEIN ACNOX4 21 CA NBOA MMOC MNBOA 

NNTOMOC ETMMAY XEKAAC NNEAAAY 

2N NAT’MOY NAY €POY XE NTACTAMIOY FAP 

2N OYMNTATCOOYN AYQ ACKTO €PO4 N 

15 OYKAOOAE NOYOEIN AYQ ACKO NOYOPO 

NOC 2N TMHTE NTEKAOOAE XEKAAC NNE 

AAAY NAY €POW €l MHTI ANENNA ETOYAAB 

E€TOYMOYTE EPOYW XE TMAAY NNETON2 

20 née nworn N[AP]XON NAI ETA2ZXI OYNOG 

NAYNAMIC €[B]OA 2ITN TEYMAAY AYO AY’ 

CE2N.04 EBOA MMOC AYQ AYWNQONE € 

BOA 2N NTOMOC ETAYXNMOY N2HTOY: AY’ 

EMA2TE AYTAMIO NAW N2NKEAION 2N 

25 OYYWA2 NKQ2T’ NOYOEIN NA ETYOOoN 

TENOY AYQ AYTOMT’ 2N TEYW ANONOIA 

TAI ETYOON: 2PAi N2HTW’ AYO AYXNO N 

2€NEZOYCIA NAY MYOPM’ MEN MEYPAN 

n€ AOMO - NAi ETOYMOYTE €POY’ Nel Nreé 

30 NEA XeE[ JC MME2CNAY NE 2APMAC 7 

35 MAI ETOYMOYTE EPOY Nol NTENEA NPPQ 

ME X€ MPH MME2CAYY’ ME ABEA MME? 

9 NEUBAAAE, perhaps for NEUBAA AE? 

24 EMA2TE AYTAMIO, read EMA2TE(N2NKE TOMOC) AYTAMIO (cf. C II 58,23 and C III 
16,4 TOMOC) or EMA2ZTEXNKEMA) AYTAMIO (cf. BG 39,1 MA). 

26 AYTOMT, read AYTOME. 

30 Lacuna, space for approximately five letters. 

31 NAI[NE NBAA] MNKQ2’ cf. BG 40,6-7. 

58,1-7 # BG 37,12-18 # C III 14,14-19 A CIII 15,4-9, 58,7-18 4 BG 37,18-38,13 <« 
C III 15,9-21. 58,19-27 ~ BG 38,15-39,4 ~¢ C III 15,22-16,6. 58,27-59,10 «+ BG 
39,18-40,14; BG 41,12-15; BG 42,13-18 4 C III 16,15-17,5; C III 17,17-20; 18,12-16. 
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Pi. 58. 

But (84) because of the invincible power in her 

her thought was not ineffective (A4pyos) and 

an imperfect thing was revealed from her, 

and it was different from her appearance 

because she had created it without her fellow, 

and it bore no likeness to the mother’s shape 

and it had another figure (uop@7\). But (Sé) when she with 

her will had seen that it was of a type (tTUtros) which was different, 

with a dragon’s (SpdKwv) with a lion’s face and its eyes 

were like burning lightning which 

flashes, she cast it from her away from 

that place (tTéTros) in order that none 

of the immortal ones should see it for (yap) she had created it 

in ignorance, and she surrounded it with 

a cloud of light and she placed a throne (8pdvos) 

in the midst of the cloud that nobody 

should see it except (ei wrt!) the holy spirit (TrveGUa) 

who is called “the mother of the living ones’. 

But (5€) she called his name: “‘Taltabaoth”. This is 

the first archon (&pyav), he who took a 

great strength (SUvauis) from his mother; and he 

went away from her and turned 

away from the regions (tétros) where he was born. He 

laid hold upon <other regions) and created for himself other aeons (aricov) 

in a fire of shining flame, this which is till now, 

and he joined himself with his ignorance (&1rovoic) 

which was in him, and he brought forth 

powers (éGouvcia). And (uév) the first its name 

was Athoth he whom the generations (yevec) call 

[ ]. The second is Harmas, 

that [is the eye] of the envy. The third is 

Kalilaumbri. The fourth is Iabel. 

The fifth is Adonaiu, he who is called 

Sabaoth. The sixth is Kain, 

he whom the generations (yevec) of mankind call 

the sun. The seventh is Abel. The 

eigth is Abrisene. The ninth is Iobel 

26 “joined himself”’ the ms. has: “‘was amazed”, but the text must be corrupt. 

30 The lacuna cannot be filled out at the moment. 

Giversen — 5 
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PE 39: 

MME2MHT ME APMOYNIEHA MME2MN 

TOYE’ ME MEAXEIPAAQNEIN: MME2MN 

TCNOOYC NE BEAIAC NAi NE ETZ2IXN NYIK 

NAMNTE AYQ AYTE2E EPATY NCAYY NPPO 

5 OYA KATA CTEPEQMA NTNE E2PAI EXN TME2? 

CAYYE MNE AYO +tOY AXM MYIK’? MMNOYN 

2QCTE ATPOYP PPO AYO AYNQY EXQOY EBOA 

2M MEYKQ2T’ MMEYTNNEY AE EBOA 2N 

TGAM MMOYOEIN ENTAYXITC NTNTEYMA 

10 AY NTOY FAP’ OYKAKE NATCOOYNE NE NOY 

OGIN AE NTAPEYTM2 MN MKAKE AYTPE NKA 

KE P OYOEIN MKAKE AE NTAPEYTQN2 MN 

NOYOEIN AY2TMTM MOYOEIN AYO MNYYO 

M€ NOYOEIN OYTE NKAKE AAAA AYYONE €4 

15 YONE NIAPXON GE ETYONE OYNTAY MMAY 

NYOMT NPAN NYOPN NPAN Neé iAATAB[ANO] 

TAI ETYOON N2PAi N2HT4Y AYXOOC FAP XE 

20 ANOK’ M€ NNOYTE AYO MN KENOYTE Yoon’ 

NCABAAHEl €40 NATCOOYN MNEYTAXPO 

MMA €NTAYEI EBOA MMAY AYQ. AYTAMIO 

Nol NAPXON NCAYYE NGOM NAY: AYO 

NGOM - AYTAMIO NAY NCOOY NAFTeAOC A 

25 NOYA YANTOYP YMTYECETH NAFFEAOC 

+ A€ NE NCQMA NNPIN NYOPNE AOG6 

OY20 NNECOOY Ne NMEZCNAY Ne EAD 
AlOY OY20 NTY®OQN NE NME2YOMT’ 

n€ ACTA®AIOC OY2[0 N2oel]TE Ne MME2 

30 Y¥TOOY Ne IAQ OY2[0 NAPAKQ]N NE EYN 

OY20 NKQ2T NE E4+ OYOEIN TAI TE T2E 

35 BAOMAC NTEMCABBATON iAATABAQO 

<n 

A€ NEOYNTAY MMAY NOYMHHY[€] 

4-5 NPPO OYA KATA, read: NPPO(OY) OYA KATA (haplography). 
26 + seems to be partially erased in the ms.; read NAi.—NYOPNE AOS, read: NYOPN 
YE AONO (haplography),. 

27 NNECOOY, read: NNECOOY. 
29 OY2[0 N2OEI]TE cf. BG 42,1. 

30 OY2[0 NAPAKQN cf. BG 42,2 and C III 18,2. 
59,10—22 without parallel in BG and C III. 
59,22-25 + BG 39,10-15; partly 4 C III 16,11-13. 
59,26-60,10 # BG 41,16-43,6 # C III 17,20-18,22. 
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P59: 

1 The tenth is Armupiel. The eleventh 

is Melcheiradonein. The twelfth 
is Belias which is over the depth 

of Amente. And he established seven kings 

5 one over each (xat&) of the firmaments (oTeptwyua) of heaven up 

to the seventh heaven and five over the depth of the abyss 

in order that (cote) they should reign. And he shared with them 

of his fire, but (5€) he did not send them any of 

that power of light which he had received from his mother 

10 because (y&p) he was a darkness of ignorance. But (5€) when the light 

had mixed with the darkness it made the darkness 

light, but (5€) when the darkness mixed with 

the light it darkened the light and it did not 

become light neither (ote) darkness but (GAA&) it became 

15 weak . This archon (&eywv) who was weak had 

three names: the first name is Ialtabaoth; 

the second is Saklas; the third is 

Samael. But (5€) he was ungodly in his ignorance (&trovoia) 

which is in him for (yap) he said: 

20 “I am God and there is no other God 

but me” for he was ignorant of his strength, 

the place from which he came. And 

the archons (&4pyov) created seven powers for themselves, and 

the powers each created for themselves six angels (&yyenos) 

25 until the number of angels (&yyeAos) was three hundred and sixty five. 

And (8é) these are the bodies (odua) of the names: the first (is) Athoth 

(with) the shape of a sheep; the second is Eloaiu (with) 

the shape of an ass (Tupév); the third 

is Astaphaios (with) a shape of a hyena; the fourth 

30 is Iao (with) a shape of [a dragon (Spaxev?)] with 

seven heads; the [fifth] is Sabaoth (with) 

a shape of a snake (Spaxoov), the sixth is Adonin (with) 

a shape of an ape; the seventh is Sabbede (with) 

a shining shape of fire. This is 

35 the hebdomad (EBSopds) of the week (o&PRatov). But (5€) Ialtabaoth 

had a multitude . } HE 

27 “the shape of a sheep”; the ms. has: “‘is a head of the six’’. 

28: “‘ass’’; or “‘bear”’. 
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PY. 60. 

MMPOCQNON E4OYH2 21XNOY TH 

POY 2QCTE ATPEYEINE NOY2O NA2 

PEOY THPOY KATA NEYOYNYE EYYO 

On’ 2N TMHTE N2ENCAPAOIN AYNQ 

WE AXQOY EBOA 2M NEYKN2T’ ETBE 

nAi AYP XOEIC EPOOY ETBE TCOM’ M 

neooy ETYOON’ NAY NOYOEIN NTE 

TE4MAAY ETBE MAI AYMOYTE EPOY M 

MIN’ MMOU XE NOYTE NAYPHIOE AE 

AN AMMA EN’TAYE! EBOA N2HTYW AYO 

AYMOYYG MN NEZOYCIA ETYOON’ 

2APOYW NCAYYE NGOM’ 2PAi 2M MEYME 

€YE AYQ 2M NTPEYXOOC AYYWONE AY 

Q A4t PAN ETGOM’ T6OM’ AYPAPXEC 

©AI XN MNCA NTNE NYOPN MEN TE 

TMNTXPC 2A2TN NYOPM’ AONO’ 

MME2CNAY TE TMPONOIA 2ATN 

TME2YOMT NOYTE TMNTNOYTE 2ATN 

MME2CNAY EAQAIO - MME2YOMT 

AE NE ACTPA®AIQO - TME2YTOE TE T’ 

MNTXOEIC 2ATN MME2UTOOY IAG 

TME2+E TE TMNTEPO 2A2TN MME2t 

OY CANBAQO - TME2CO NE NKN2 2A 

2TN MME2COOY AAONEIN TME2CAY4 

TE TMNTPMN2HT’ 2ATN MME2CAY4 

CABBATEQN NAI A€ OYNTAY MMAY N 

OYCTEPEQMA KATA ME NAION NAi MEN 

AY+ PAN E€POOY KATA NEOOY NNATNE 

€nYO[PYP MMOY|GOM’ NPAN AE ENTAY 

TAAY €PO[OY 2ITN] NOYAPXIFENNHTOP” 

€YP GOM 2PAi N2HTOY NPAN AE ETTO 

€POOY KATA MEOOY NNATNE €YYoon 

NAY EYYOPYP - AYO AYMNTATGOM NAY 

2QCTE EYNTAY MMAY NPAN CNAY NKA 

AE NIM’ AYTCENOY KATA MINE NNYOPN 
[NJAION ENTA2YONE 2OCTE ATPEY’ 

ACTPA®AIQ, but later were the words above 1. 18 added and A€ ME cancelled by strokes. 
60,10-25 4 BG 43,6-44,4 4 C III 18,22-25 --- (fragmentary). 
60,25-61,5 4 BG 44,5—-9; C III lacuna. 
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Pl. 60. 

of shapes (TrpdowTrov) and he rested upon them all 

in order that (ote) he should be able to bring a shape to 

them all according to (KaT&) his will. Being 

in the midst of the seraphs (cepagiy) he 

5 shared with them his fire. Therefore 

he was lord over them because of the power 

of glory which was in him of light from 

his mother. Therefore he called himself 

“God”. But (5¢) he was not obedient (trei8e1v) 

10 to that place from which he came. And 

15 

he joined with the powers (€€ouvcia) which are 

with him seven powers in his thought, 

and when he spoke it happened, and 

he gave a name to each single power. He began (&pyeo0at) 

from above; and (pév) the first 

is the goodness (ypnotds) with the first, Athoth; 

the second is Pronoia (tedvoic) with 

the second, Eloaio; the third God is the deity 

with the third, Astraphaio; the fourth is 

20 the lordship with the fourth, Iao; 

the fifth is the kingdom with the fifth, 

Sanbaoth; the sixth is the zeal 

with the sixth, Adonein; the seventh 

is the wisdom with the seventh, 

25 Sabbateon. But (5¢€) these have 

a firmament (oTepéwpa) for each (kaT&) aeon-(aicv) heaven. 

And (pév) these names were given them according to (kaT&) the glory 

from heaven to defeat [of their] power; but (5) the names which 

were given them [by] their Archigennetor (Kpx1yevvtytop) 

30 by them they do powerfull deeds. But (5€) the names which were given 

them according to (kat&) the glory from heaven were for 

them destruction and powerlessness, 

so that (ote) they have two names. And (5€) each thing 

he adorned according to (kat&) the likeness of the first 

35 aeons (aicv) which existed, so that (doTe) he 

2 “bring’’; or (less probably): “‘be like”. 

18-19 “‘the third God is the deity with the third, Astraphaio”; the ms. has originally said: 

“But (5¢) the third is Astraphaio”’. 
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PIN6L: 

TAMIOOY MNCMAT NAT’TEKO OYX 20TI 

NTAYW X€ AYNAY ANATTEKO AAAA TGOM’ 

€TN2HTY TAI ENTAYXITC EBOA 2ITN 

TEYMAAY EACXNO N2HTY MMINE’ M 

NTCENO EYNAY AE ATKTICIC ETKQTE 

€POW AYQ NAYAI NNAIEAOC ETKTHY 

€POY NAI ENTAYYONE EBOA’ MMOY NE 

XAY NAY X€ ANOK’ ANK’ OYNOYTE NPEY’ 

KQ2 AYQ MN KENOYTE NCABAAAI MAI AE 

10 EXYTAYO MMOW E4YPCHMANE NNArre 

15 

20 

Pee 

30 

ape) 

AOC E€TYOON’ YAPOY XE OYN KENOYTE 

woon’ ENE MN KEOYA FAP Yoon’ NE NIM 

NETYNAKQ2 EPO ACPAPXECOE GE NYE 

€l N6l TMAAY ACMME ANYTA 2M NTPEY 

GQXB NGl MPPIE MMECOYOEIN AYQ AC 

2TOM2TM EBOA XE MMEYPCYMOONE|I] 

NMMAC Nel MECYBP 2OTP ANOK AE NE 

XAEI XE MXOEIC OY ME ACWEEI - NTOY AE 

AYCQBE NEXAY XE MMPMEEYE XE KA 

TA O€ ENTAYXOOC Nol MQYCHC 21XN 

MMOYEIOOYE MMAN AAAA NTAPECNAY 

ATKAKIA ENTACYONE AYO MXI ENTAY 

XITW N6l MECYHPE’ ACPMETANOEI 

AYQ AYBYE YONE NAC 2M NKAKE N 

TMNTATCOOYN AYQ ACAPXEl NYINE 

2N OYKIM NKIM AE NE NYEEI AYXI 

A€ NGI NAYOAAHC NOYGOM’ EBOA 21 

TN TEYMAAY NAYO FAP? NATCOOYN €4” 

MEEYE FAP XE MN [AAAY YOo]n’ El MHTI 
ATEXMAAY OYAAT[C AYNAY] AE ANAYAI 
NNAITEAOC NAi E[NTAYCO]NTOY AYXI 
C€ GE MMOU E2PAi EXNOY TMAAY AE 
NTAPECMME AT2BCOQ MNKAKE XE M 

ne4yone 2N OYXOK’ ACMME GE 

X€ MME4PCYM’ ONE! NMMAC N 

GI NECYBP N2QTP ACPMETANOEI 

1 MNICMAT NATTEKO, read: (2)MNCMAT (N)NATTEKO. 
29-31 The conjectures are supported by cf. BG 46,5, BG 46,6 and BG 46,8. 
61,5-13 ¢ BG 44,9-19; C III lacuna. 
61,13-17 4 BG 44,19-45,5, C III lacuna. 
61,17-26 ~¢ BG 45,5-19; C III lacuna. 
61,26-32 4 BG 45,19-46,9; C III lacuna. 
61,32-62,15 # BG 46,9-47,16; C III lacuna, thereafter ~ C III 21,1-18. 
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Pl. 61. 

created them in the likeness of the incorruptible (ones), not because (oUyx 6T1) 

he saw the incorruptible ones, but (KAAa) the power 

which was in him—which he got from 

his mother—this produced through him the likeness 

of the beautiful order, and (8é) when he saw the creation (ktiois) that 

surrounded him and the multitude of angels (&yyeAos) that surrounded 

him—those which had come into existence through him—he 

said to them, “‘I, I am a jealous God 

and there is no other God but me”. But (5€) 

uttering this he indicated (onuaivelv) to the angels (&yyenos) 

that were with him that there was another God. 

Because (yép) if there were no other, of whom 

could he then be jealous? The mother began (4pxeo8a1) now 

to go to and fro. She knew the lack 

through that, that her germ of light was diminished, and 

she was darkened because her partner had not 

agreed (ouyqooveiv) with her”. But (5e) I said, 

“T ord, what does it mean “‘she went to and fro’’”? But (5€) he 

smiled and said, ‘‘Do not think it is, 

as (kat&) Moses said, “above the 

waters”! No, but (&AA&) when she had seen 

the wickedness (kakict) which had arisen and the robbery which 

her son had committed, she repented (uetavoeiv), 

and (when she had seen) that an oblivion had come over her in 

the darkness of ignorance, she began (&pxXEtv) to be ashamed 

while she moved. But (5¢) the movement, that is the going to and fro. 

But (5) Authades (av6a5ns) took a power from 

his mother; however (y&p) he was ignorant 

because (y&p) he thought that there existed [no] other 

but (ei wrt!) his mother. And (5é) [he saw] the multitude 

of angels (&yyeAos) which [he had] made, and he felt himself 

superior to them. But (5) when the mother had 

recognized the veil of darkness 

because he was not created perfect and she knew 

that her partner did not agree (oupgoeveiv) with her 

she repented (uetavoeiv) 

1 “the likeness of the incorruptible ones”; the ms. has: “‘the incorruptible likeness”. 
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2N OYPIME ENAYOYW AYO AYCQTM A 

MCONC NTECMETANOIA AYQ AYEINE 

NOYCMOY €2PAI 2APOC Nol NMENAHPQ 

MA THPY’ MMA2OPATON MMAPOENIKO 

MINA AUNQ2T’ E2PAi EXNC Nol NENNA 

€TOYAAB EBOA 2ITN MEYMAHPQMA THPY’ 

NTAYEI FAP NAC AN Nol NECYBP N2QTP 

AAAA TAY El NAC €2PAi 2ITN NNAHPQMA 

XEKAAC EYNACQZE MMECYTA AYQ AYE! 

NE MMOC €2PAi ANCAIQN AN MMIN’ M 

MOC AAAA NTME MMECYHPE ATPECYQD 

ne 2M MMA2WIT’? YANTECCQAZE MNEC 

YTA AYQ. OYCMH ACEI EBOA 2N TNE NAI 

QN ETXOCE XE YYOON Nol NPQME AYO 

NYHPE MNPQME AYCOTM AE Nol NPQ 

TAPXQN IAATABAQO EYMEEYE XE NTAt 

CMH’ YONE YONE EBOA 2ITN TEXMA 

AY AYQ MMEWMME XE NTACEI TON AYQ 

AYTCEBOOY NGI MMHTPONATOP’ ETOYAAB 

AYQ MTEAEIOC TENPONOIA’ ETXHK’ EBOA 

T2IKQN MNMIA2OPATOC ETE NAi NE NEINT’ 

MNTHPW NAT ENTANTHPY YONE N2HT4 

nNYOPM NPOME XE 2N OYTYMOC NANAPE 

AC AYOYON2 EBOA MMEY’ EINE AYO AY 

CTQT’ THPY Nol NAIQN MNPQTAPXON 

AYQ. ANCNTE MMNOYN AYKIM AYQ. EBOA 

2ITN MMOYEIOOYE NAi ETYOOMN’ 21XN 

T2YAH AYP [OYOEI|N Nol NCA MNITN EBOA 

2ITM MOY[OEIN NTMJE NTEYW2IKON TAI EN 

TACOYON2 [AY]Q NTAPOYEIOPM’E Nel 

NEZOYCIA THPOY AYO MPQTAPXON AY 

NAY AMMEPOC THPY’ MNCA MMITNE EAYP 

OYOEIN AYQ EBOA 2ITM MOYOEIN AYNAY 

2PAi 2M MMOOY ANMTYNOC NT2IKQN’ 

6 In NEYNAHPOMA is Y added above the line. 

17 YONE YONE, dittography or read: (TET)WONE YONeE. 

62,15-34 4 BG 47,16-48,10 * C III 21,18-22,3 (fragmentary). 
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Pl. 62. 

with much weeping, and the whole Pleroma (TANpwUa) 

heard the prayer of her repentance (ueTa&voia) and 

praised for her sake 

the invisible (&édpatos), virginal (TrapO_eviKos) 

spirit (veUpa). The holy spirit (tveGyor) poured upon her 

something of their total Pleroma (TAN pwUa) 

for (y&e) her partner did not come to her, 

but (GAA&) from the Pleroma (TAt}papa) came something to her 

to fulfil her want, and she 

was not brought to her own aeon (aicv) 

but (AAG) to the heaven of her son, that she should 

be in the ninth until she had restored her 

want. And a voice came to her from the eternal (aicov) 

high heaven: ‘“‘Man exists and the son of man”. 

But (5€) the Protarchon (trewtapxov) 

Ialtabaoth heard this and thought that 

the voice which sounded came from his mother 

and he did not know from where it came, but he showed himself for them, he 

the holy Metropator (untpoTratwp) 

and the perfect (téAeios), the perfect Pronoia (TTPOVOIG) 

the image (sikoov) of the invisible (&46patos) who is the father 

of the all, he through whom all things came into existence, 

the first man, for in the shape (tUTr0s) of man (av7p) 

his image was revealed. And 

the aeon (aicv) of the Protarchon (TpwTapXwv) trembled entirely 

and the foundations of the depth were shaken, and out 

of the waters which are above 

the stuff (UAn) the lower part 

of the [heavenly light illuminated] his image (eikoov) 

which was revealed. [And] all the 

powers (Govcia) and the Protarchon (Tpwt&pxov) stared. They 

saw the whole lower part (uépos) which 

shone and by the light they saw 

in the water the type (tTUTros) of the image (eikoov) 
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Piv63: 

AYQ NMEXAYW NEZOYCIA ETYOON’ YAPOY’ 

X€ AMHEINE NTNTAMIO NOYPOQME KATA 

OIKQN MMNOYTE AYQ KATA FINEINE XE 

KAAC APETEY’2IKON NAYONE NAN NOYO 

5 €IN AYQ AYTAMIO €BOA 2ITN NGOM NNOY 

€PHY - KATA MMAIN ENTAYt MMOOY AYQ 

TOYEIE’ TOYEIE NEZOYCIA AYt NOYMAEIN 

N2PAI 2M MTYMOC NT2IKQN TAi ENTAYNAY 

€POC 2PAi 2N TEW WYXIKH AYTAMIO NOY2Y 

10 NOCTACIC KATA MINE MNYOPN NPOME N 

15 

TEAEIOC AYO MEXAY XE MAPNMOYTE €PO4 

X€ AAAM XEKAAC EPENEYPAN’ NAYONE 

NAN NOYGOM NOYOEIN AYQ. AYAPXEI Nel 

NAYNAMIC - TYOPM’ TMNTXPHCTOC ACTA 

MIO NOYWYXH NKAC TME2CNTE AE TNPO 

NOIA ACTAMIO NOYWYXH MMOYT TME2 

YOMTE TMNTNOYTE ACTAMIO NOYWYXH 

NCAPZ - TME24TOE AE TE TMNTXOEIC ACTA 

MIO NOYWYXH NATKAC + TME2t€ TE TMN 

20 TEPO ACTAMIO NOYWYXH NCNOY TME2 

25 

COE NE NKN2 ACTAMIO NOYWYXH NYA 

APE TME2CAYYE TE TMNTPMN2HT’ ACTA 

MIO NOYWYXH NY4OY2E AYAZE AE EPATOY 

€POW Nol NAWAI NNAIEAOC AYXI EBOA 

2ITN NEZOYCIA NTCAYYE N2YNMOCTACIC 

NTETWYXIKH XEKAAC EYNATIAMIO M 

NXQNYW NMMEAOC MN MXONY NNYAY 

MN TCYNOECIC MNTCA[N]O MNOYA NOYA 
NMMEAOC NYOPN[ AYAP]XEl NTAMIO 

30 NTANE ETEPAGAQ[--- --- JAYTAMIO 

NXO4 MHNIFFECCTPGAS AUYTAMIO M 

NENKESAAOC ACTEPEXMHN MBAA NOY 

NAM : OACHOMOXAM NBAA NeoBoYP 1€Pa 

NYMOC MNMAAX€ NOYNAM’ BICCOY M 

35 MMAAXE N6BOYP AKIQPEIM MNYA 

1 MEXAY NEZOYCIA, read MEXAY’ (N)NEZOYCIA. 
26 EYNATIAMIO, read EYNATAMIO. 
30 lacuna, space for six letters; the last poss. N. 
63,1-13 4 BG 48,10-49,9 + C III 22,3-18 (damaged). 
63,13-23 # BG 49,9-50,4 # C III 22,18(19)-23,6 (damaged). 
63,23-29 # BG 50,6-11 * C III 23,7-11. 
63,29-65,8 without parallel in BG and C III. 
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P1963: 

And he said <to) the powers (€€0ucia) which were with him: 

““Come! Let us make a man according to (kaTt&) 

the image (eikaov) of God and according to (kat&) our likeness 

that his image (cikv) may shine for us’’. 

And they created (it) by their common efforts 

according to (kat&) the signs which were given them, and 

every one of the powers (€€oucia) gave within 

his psychic (wuyikés) power a feature according to the type (TUTT0s) 

of image (sikoov) which he had seen. He made a being (UTr60Tao15) 

according to (kat&) the likeness of the first, 

perfect (TéAei0s) man, and they said, ‘“‘Let us call him 

*‘Adam’’, that his name may become 

a power of light for us”. And the powers (SUvauts) began (Gpxetv). 

The first, the goodness (yproTds), made 

a soul (wux1) of bone, and (5€) the second, Pronoia (trpovoia), 

made a soul (wuyn) of sinews; the third, 

the deity, made a soul (wuyn) 

of flesh (o&p&), and (5€) the fourth, the lordship, made 

a soul (yuyxn) of marrow; the fifth, the kingdom, 

made a soul (yuxn) of blood; the sixth, 

the zeal, made a soul (wuxn) of skin; 

the seventh, the wisdom, made 

a soul (wuy7) of hair. And (5é) the multitude of angels (Gyyehos) 

rose up before it. They received from the powers (@€0voia) the seven 

substances (Wtré0Tacis) of soul (wuX1KOS), 

in order to make 

the unity of limbs (uéAos) and the unity of pieces 

and the combination (oWv@nors) of the order of each single 

limb (uéAos). The first began (4pyxetv) by making 

the head, Eteraphao [which] made 

its head, Meniggestroeth made 

the brain (€yKépoados), Asterechmen the right eye, 

Thaspomocham the left eye, Iero- 

nymos the right ear, Bissu the 

left ear, Akioreim the nose, 
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Pl. 64. 

NGBOYP’ MNIAPXON MMKEAENKE2 N 

GBOYP’ ABITPION NOQME NOYNAM 

10 NEY NNTHBE - NTGIX’ NNOYNAM’ BAABHA 

NNTHBE NTGIX’ NGBOYP’ KPIMA NNEIE 

BE eee ACTPQY shige NOYNAM 

NOYNAM’ APAPIM MNXQ NGBOYP APEX 

15 NTKOIAIA ®OAYH NOOANE ae eke 

20 pene MIICTOMAXOC ATPOMAYMA M 

MN2HNAP” ANHCIMAAAP MNICNAHN 02 

nioPa NNME2T BIBAQ NNGAATE 

25 MNCOMA INOYCHOBSBA NNoAew’ 

BINGBOPIN NAPTHPIA AATOIMENVHOEI 

NQOYNE NNIYE ET2N MMEAOC THPOY 

H N@OAAEI| N]TCAPZ’ THPC BEAOYK’ 

MNTETE[ NOYNAM] APABHEI MBA2 NGBOYP 

30 €IAQ NATP[ —_] QPMA NEAYON FOPMA 

KAI OXAABAP MMHPOC NOYNAM’ NEBPIO 

MMHPOC NGBOYP” WHPHM NGAATE N 

TOYPHTE NOYNAM ACAKAAC TGAQT’ 

NGBOYP’ OPMAQ6 MNNETNOYNAM 
35 [ ]HNYN MMN€TNcBOYP’ KNYzZ’ TCH 

28,29,30 and 35: lacunas; in line 28 space for two letters, 1. 29 space for six letters, 1. 30 
space for three letters, 1. 35 space for two letters. 
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Pl. 64. 

1 Banenephrum the lips, Amen 

the teeth, Ibikan the gums, Basiliademe 

the tonsils (tapio®piov), Achchan the uvula (otagpuAn), Ada- 

ban the neck, Chaaman the vertebra (opovdvAos), 

5 Dearchon the throat, Tebar the left shoulder, 

Mniarchon the left elbow, 

Abitrion the right palm, Eu- 

anthen the left palm, Krys the 

right hand, Belyai the left hand, Tre- 

10 nev the fingers of the right hand, Babel 

the fingers of the left hand, Krima the nails 

of the hands, Astrops the right (part of the) palate, 

Barroph the left (part of the) palate, Baoum the 

right part of the face, Ararin the left part of the face, Arech 

15 the belly (ko1Aia), Phthave the navel, Senaphim 

the abdomen (ttroxdvSpios), Arachethopi the right side, 

Zabedo the left side, 

Barias the left hip, Abenlenarchei 

the marrow, Chnumeninorin the bones, 

20 Gesole the pharynx (oTOyayxos), Agromauma 

the heart, Bano the lungs (tvevywv), Sostrapal 

the liver (f71r«p), Anesimalar the spleen (oTtAny), Tho- 

pithro the bowels, Biblo the kidneys, 

Roeror the sinews, Taphreo the spine 

25 of the body (cpa), Ipuspoboba the veins (pAEy), 

Bineborin the arteries (4otnpia), Latoimenpsephei- 

noune the breath which is in all the limbs (uéAos), 

Entholei[ ] all the flesh (o&p§), Beduk 

that which is [to the right], Arabei the left (part of) penis(?) 

30 Eilo[ ]orma the pudenda (aidoiov), Gorma- 

kaiochlabar the right loin (unpds), Nebrith 

the left loin (unpés), Pserem the kidney 

of the right side, Asaklas the left kidney, 

Ormaoth that which is on the right 

35 [ ] enyn that which is on the left, Knyx the right shin-bone, 

28, 29, 30 and 35: the lacunas can not be filled out with certainty. 
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Pl. 65. 

1 BE NOYNAM’ TYMHAON TCHBE NoBOYP 

AXIHA- oes NOYNAM’ oNHMH NTKA 

NAM BOABEA NNECTHHBE TPAXOYN N 

5 TOYPHTE NGBOYP” ¢IKNA NNECTHHBE 

MIAMAI > NEIEIB * NNOYPHT€E AABHPNIOYM 

NENTAYTOYOY AE E2PAI EXN NAi THPOY 

ne€Z A@XO APMAC KAAIAA ITABHA NETE 

NEPrél A€ KATA MEPOC 2PAi 2N per 

10 TAME MEN AIOAIMOAPAZA MMOYT’ 

MEAZ’ TNA2BE NOYNAM IAKOYIB TNA2 

BE NGBOYP’ OYEPTON T6IX NOYNAM’ OY 

AIAI T6BOYP’ APBAO NTHBE NT6IX ae 

15 AHEKA®AP TCIBE NOYNAM BAPBAP Tel 

BE NGBOYP’ IMAH TMECT2HT’ MICANAPA 

NTHC MXQ NOYNAM KOAAH MXQ NoBOYP 

OAEQP CNIP’ NOYNAM’ AC®iziz’ ncnIP 

NGBOYP’ CYNOFXOYTA TKOIAIA APOY® 

20 NEKOYNY’ CABAAQ sited So NOYNAM 

TCHBE NOYNAM APOHP TCHBE NGBOYP’ 

25 Me TKAAE NOYNAM’ ADK aabotic 

BACTA NNECTHHBE APXENTEXOA TOY 

PHTE NGBOYP MAPO®[N]CYNO NNECTH 

30 NAi THPOY Nol CAYY Z MIXAHA OYPIHA 

ACMENEAAC CAA CATOHA AAPMOYPIAM 

PIXPAMAMIOPW’ AYO NET2IXN NAICOH 

CIC APXENAEKTA - AYQ NET2IXN TANAAHM’ 

WIC AELOAPBAOAC AYQ NET2IXN TOA 

35 TACIA OYMMAA AYQ NeT2IXN nx [ony 

35 MX[OQN}4; the second letter damaged and the conjecture is supported by Pl. 63,27. 
65,8-32 without parallel in BG and C III. 

65,32—-67,2 without parallel in BG and C III. 
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Pl. 65. 

Typelon the left shin-bone, 

Achiel the right knee, Phneme the © 

left knee, Phiuthrom the right foot, 

Boabel its toes, Trachun the 

left foot, Phikna its toes, 

Miamai the nails of the feet, Labernium. 

And (8€) those which established them over all these 

are the 7: Athoth, Armas, Kalila, Iabel. But (5€) those 

which partially (kat& yepos) are working (évepyeiv) in the limbs (péAos): 

now (uév) the head Diolimodraza, the neck Iammeax, 

the right shoulder Iakuib, the 

left shoulder Verton, the right hand Udidi, 

the left Arbao, the fingers of the right hand 

Lampno, the fingers of the left hand 

Leekaphar, the right (part of the) palate Barbar, the 

left (part of the) palate Ima, the breast Pisandra- 

ptes, the right (part of the) face Koade, the left (part of the) face 

Odeor, the right side Asphixix, the left side 

Synongchuta, the belly (KoiAia) Aruph, 

the pudenda Sabalo, the right loin (unpos) 

Charcharb, the left loin (unpdos) Chthaon, 

the whole pudenda (aidoiov) Bathinoth, that to the right 

Chux, that to the left Charcha, 

the right shin-bone Aroer, the left shin-bone 

Toechea, the right knee Aol, the left knee 

Charaner, the right foot 

Bastan, its toes Archentechtha, the left 

foot Maroph[n]synth, its toes 

Abrana. Seven—7—established them 

over all those: Michael, Uriel, 

Asmenedas, Sapha, Satoel, Aarmuriam, 

Richramamiorps. And these over the senses (aio®nois) 

Archendekta, and that which is over the understanding (avaAnuyis) 

is Deitharbatas, and that which is over the imagination (pavtacia) 

is Ummaa, and that which is over [the harmony] 
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Pl. 66. 

NAi €T2N MCQMA THPY CETHY EXTO 

OY OY2MME OYAPOY OY206GBEC OY 

YOOYE TOYMAAY AE THPOY TE T2Y 

AH METO AE NXOEIC EXM N2MOM AO 

ZO%A METO AE NXOEIC EXM NAPOY 

TYOYQOY EPIMAXD NETO AE NXOEIC 

10 AXM MOQ6BE AOYPQ TMAAY AE NNAI TH 

CAEl ECYOON NATTOYWC AY CTH2 

NMMAY THPOY AYQ. TAi NAMETE T2YAH 

EYCANAYT’ FAP EBOA 2ITOOTC NYTOOY 

15 NAPXHFOC NAAIMOQN €%EMEMO! NE 

ne NAT2NQ2E TOYMAAY A€ THPOY ECOHN 

CICOYXENINTOH EBOA AE 2N NIYTOOY 

20 NAAIMON AYYONE Nel 2N MAOOC E 

BOA A€ 2N TAYNH OY®OONOC OYK22 

OYMKA2 OYOXAHCIC OYNIKE OYMNT 

ATP 2THW OYPOOYY OY2HBE AYO NKE 

YOXI EBOA AE 2N T2HAONH YAY’ 

25 WOME Nel 2A2 NKAKIA AYQ NYOYYOY 

ETYOYEIT? AYO NETEINE NNAi EBOA 

A€ 2N TENIO[Y|MIA OYOPFH OYGQNT 

MN OYXO[AOC MN OJYEPQC - EXUCAYE 

MN OYMNTATCE! AYQ NETEINE NNAi 

30 EBOA AE 2N TNQZE OYEK’NAHZIC OY 

KOPY OYAFONIA OYYINE NAi AE TH 

POY NOE 2N2N METP YAY MN MNEOO 

OY TENNOIA AE NTE TOYMHE TE ANA 

rKH] €TE TAI TE TAME NTZYAIKH NWY 

35 XH 

30 2N TNM2E, read 2N T(2)NN2E. 
32 The seventh letter 2 is in the ms. cancelled by strokes. METP YAY, read METP (AT)WAY. 
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Pl. 66. 

Aachiaram, and that who is over the whole motion (Spun) 

Riaramnacho. And (8é) four are established as the fount (ny) of the 

daemons (Saipoov) who are in the whole body (oy): 

heat, cold, moisture, dryness, 

and (8é) the mother of them all is the substance (UAn). 

And (8é) he who reigns over the heat Phlo- 

xopha, and he (5€) who reigns over the cold 

Oroorrothos, and (5€) he who reigns over the 

dryness Erimacho, and (5€) he who reigns 

over the moistness Athyro, and (5€) the mother of all 

these placed herself in their midst, Onorthochra- 

sai, being unlimited, and she mingled 

herself with them all, and she will enjoy the substance (UAn) 

for (yap) they are nourished of this. The four 

leading (&oxnyés) daemons (Saipoov) are Ephememphi who is 

of lust (Sav1), Ioko who is of desire (ém1SupIa), 

Nenentophni who is of pain (AUTn), Blaomen 

who is of fear. But (5€) the mother of them all is Esten- 

sisuchepiptoe. But (5€) passions (tra@os) came from the four 

daemons (Saipov) ; 

and (8€) from the pain (AUTrn) jealousy. (p8dvos), envy, 

grief, confusion (SyAnots) discord (veikos), stubborness, 

anxiety, sorrow and the other 

rest; and (5€) these come from the lust (*Scov7)) 

much wickedness (kaxia) and the empty 

pride and things which are like these; 

and (8) from the desire (m1$upia) anger (doy), wrath 

and gall (y6[Aos]) [and] bitter passion (Epos) 

and insatiability and things which are like these; — 

and (8é) from the fear consternation (éxTtAn §1s), flattery, 

struggle (dryvia), shame and (5é) all these of that kind of 

that which is useless and that 

which is evil; but (5é) their true thought (évvoia) is neccessity (ava[yKn]) 

which is the head of the psychic (wuxn) 

matter (UAIKOs). 

32. “useless”, the ms. has “‘useful” probably owing to a mistake. 

Giversen — 6 
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PIN672 

€cyoon FAP MN TECOHCICZOYXEnNI 

NTOH TAI TE THNE NNAFTEAOC En 

TO AYTO EYEIPE NYMTYECETH EAY 

P 20B THPOY €POW YANTYXOK’ EBOA 

2ITOOTOY KATA MEAOC Nol VYXIKON 

AYQ. N2YAIKON NCQMA Ceyoon’ FAP 

Nol 2ENKOOYE 21IXN NMKEYQXNM MNA 

@OC NAi ETE MNIXOOY NAK’ EYNE KOY 

QUE AE AMME EPOOY YCH2 2PAi 2M 

10 MXOQQME NZQPOACTPOC AYP 20B 

15 

A€ THPOY Nol NIATFEAOC MN NAAIMO 

YANTOYTCENO MWYXIKON NCQMA 

AYQ AYYONE THPY Nol NOY22Y’ N 

APTON AYQ. NATKIM 2N OYNOG NOY 

OEIY? TMAAY AE NTAPECOYQYE AXI 

NTGOM ENTACTAAC MNIYOPT’ NAP’ 

XQN’ ACCONC MNMHTPONATOP M 

NTHPY MAMNOG NNAE AYTNNOOY N 

+OY MOQCTHP’ 2M MYOXNE ETOYAAB’ 

20 €2PAi EXM NTONOC NNAFPeEAOC MNPQ 

25 

TAPXON AYXI YOXNE NAW 2ONCTE ATOY 

€INE EBOA NTGOM NTMAAY AYO. MEXAY 

NIAATABAQO XE NIYE E2OYN 2M NEY 

20 EBOA 2ITN NEKNMNA AYQ YNATQ 

QN Nol NEWCQMA AYQ AYNIYE E20YN 

€2PAY4 MMEYNNA ETE TAI TE TCOM’ 

NTEYWMAAY MMEYMME XE 4YYOOr’ 

2N OYMNTATCOOYN AYQ ACBQK’ E€20Y 

Nol TAYNAMIC NTMAAY €BOA 2ITN AA 

30 TABAQO’ E20YN AWYXIKOC NCQMA 

N€TAYP 20B €POW’ KATA MEINE MET’ 

YOON XN NYOPM’ AYKIM’ AYO AYGM 

GOM’ No’ MCQMA AYO. AYP OYOEIN’ 

AYQ. AYKQ2 2N TOYNOY ETMMAY Nol 

20 €2PAi EXM NTONMOC NNAITEAOC thus the ms.; C III 24,3 has MTYMOC NNAF[FJEAOC, 
BG 51,10 has 2M NMECMOY NNAITEAOC; probably read TYMOC for TONOC. in P1.67,20. 
67,2-10 without parallel in BG and C III. 

67,10-15 4 BG 50,11-51,1 # C III 23,12-19. 
67,15-68,5 # BG 51,1-52,11 4 C III 23,19-24,20. 
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Figo7; 

for (yap) it is together with Esthesiszuchepi- 

ptoe. This is the number of the angels (&yyeAos) together (él TO avTO); 

they are three hundred and sixty five; they made 

everything for him until the psychic (wuy1K6s) 

and the material (WA1Kés) body (ody) was completed by 

them, limb (uéAos) for (kat&) limb. There are, however (yap), others 

over the remaining passions (dos) 

whom I have not told you; 

but (5é) if you wish to know them, it is written 

in the book of Zoroastros. 

And (8é) all the angels (&yyeAos) and the daemons (Saiyoov) worked 

until they had adorned the psychic (wuyx1kds) body (cya), 

but their work remained completely inactive (4pyos) 

and motionless for a long time. 

But (5€) when the mother wished to get 

the power which she had given to the first 

archon (&pxv), she prayed ‘to the Metropator (untpoTrateop) of the 

all who is most merciful. He sent with 

the holy decision the five lights (pwotnp) 

in the type (tUTros) of the angels (cryyeAos) of the Protarchon (TpwTtapXwv). 

They advised him that (cote) he should 

bring forth the power of the mother, and they said 

to Ialtabaoth, ‘“‘Blow in his face 

something of your spirit (TveUya), and 

his body (c@pa) will arise!” And he blew into 

him of his spirit (1 veUya) which is the power 

from his mother; he did not know it because he existed - 

in ignorance, and 

the mother’s power (SUvayis) went out from Al- 

tabaoth into the psychic (wux1Kds) body (cpa) 

which they had made for him after (kata) the image of him 

who existed from the beginning. The body (od5yx) moved and received 

strength and it shone. 

But the rest of the powers (SUvayuis) became immediately envious 

20 “in the type (tUTros) of”; the ms. has: “to the place (ToTr0s) of”. 
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neKECEENEe NAYNAMIC XE NTAYYONE 

TAP’ EBOA 2ITOOTOY THPOY AYQ AYt+ NTEY 

GAM MMPQME AYQ ACTAXPO Nol TEUMNT 

PMN2HT N2OYO ANETA2TAMIOW AYO. N 

20YO ANYOPNM NAPXQN NTAPOYMME AE 

X€ 4O NOYOEIN AYQ 4MEEYE N2O0YO 

€POOY AYQ YKHK A2HY NTKAKIA AYUI M 

MOW AYNOX4’ AMMEPOC ETMNCA M’NITN 

NT2YAH THPC MMAKAPIOC AE MMHTPONA 

TOP’ NPEYP NETNANOYY’ AYQ NYAN2THY’ 

AYYN2THY E2PAi AXN TAYNAMIC NTMA 

AY TAI ETAYNTC EBOA 2ITM NPQTAPXON 

AYQ. ON XE CENAGMGOM’ E2PAi EXM NCO 

MA MWYXIKON AYQ. MECOHTON AYQ AY 

TNNOOY €BOA 2ITN MNE4NNA NPeuP ne 

TNANOYY AYQ NETNAYE MEYNA NOY 

BOHOOC NAAAM OYENINOIA NOYOEIN 

TAI OY EBOA N2HTY TE EAYMOYTE EPOC 

X€ ZOQH TAI AE ECP2YNOYPFEl NTKTICIC 

THPC €CYEN 2ICE NMMAYW’ AYO ECCA2E 

MMA’ €20YN AMEYNAHPOMA AYO EC 

TCEBO MMAW ATEYGINE! ANITN MC’ 

N€PMA ECTCABO MMOW EnMAIT BBQK 

€2PAi MMAIT ENTAY’El E2PAi MMAY AY 

Q TENMINOIA MNOYOEIN EC2HM’ 2N A 

AAM X€KAAC NNOYMME Nol NAPXQN 

AAAA NCYONE Nel TEMINOIA NOYCQ 

2€ MIWTA NTMAAY AYQ AY OYON2 EBOA 

Ncl MPQME ETBE T2AiBEC MNOYOEIN 

TAi €TYOON 2PAi N2HTYW’ AYQ ANE4ME 

€YE XICE NAPA NETA2TAMIOY THPOY 

NTAPOYEIQPME ATE AYNAY €POW” 

XE 4XOCE Nol MEYMEEYE AYQ AYEIPE 

NOYYOXNE MN TAPXONTIKH MN TAP? 

TEAIKH THPC AYYI NOYCATE MN OYKA2 

68,5-70,28 ~ BG 52,11-59,6 4 C III 24,20-29,12. 
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for he had yet (yap) come into existence 

through them all, and they had given their 

power to the man, and his wisdom 

made him stronger than them that had created him, and 

stronger than the first archon (&pyov). But (5€) when they knew 

that he was light and thought better than 

them and that he was without evil (kakia) they took 

him (and) threw him into the lowest region (uépos) 

of the whole mater (WAn). But (5€) the blessed (uoaKdaptos) 

Metropator (untpoTratwp), the beneficent and merciful, 

had pity upon the power (Suvautis) from the mother 

which was brought out from the Protarchon (tpwtdpyov) 

and also because they would take power over the 

psychic (wuyikés) and sensible (aioOnTd6s) body (odpa). And 

he sent out from his spirit (TrveUyq) 

which is beneficent and rich in his grace ' 

a helper (Bon6ds) to Adam, an Epinoia (étrivoia) of light 

which is from him. And they called it 

“Zoe (Cwt)’(, and (88) she helps (trroupysiv) the whole creation (ktiots) 

for she takes care of him and places him 

in his fulfilment (tTAT/pwua) and teaches 

him about his descent to the seed (oTrépua) 

and teaches him about the way he shall go 

up, the way he came down. And 

the Epinoia (étrivoia) of light is hidden in Adam 

so that the archons (&pyov) should not know it 

but (GAA&) that Epinoia (étivoim) may be a restoration 

of the mother’s want. And the man 

was revealed because of the shadow from the light 

which was in him and his thought 

arose over (Trap) all those that had created him. 

When they looked upwards they saw it 

because his thought was high and they took 

counsel with the multitude of the archons (&pyovtikos) and the whole 

multitude of angels (éyvyeAikés). They brought fire and earth 

85 
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PING69; 

MN OYMOOY AYTQ2 MMOOY MN NOYEPHY 

MN MEYTOY THY NCATE AYO AYYNGE E€ 

20YN 2N NOYEPHY AYQ AYEIPE NOYNOG 

NYTOPTP AYO AYQA MMOY E20YN AT2Ai 

5 BEC MMMOY XEKAAC EYNAMAACCE NKE 

CON’ EBOA 2M MKA2 MN MMOOY MN TKQ2T’ 

AYQ MENMNA ME BOA 2N T2YAH ETE TAi TE 

TMNTATCOOYN MNMKAKE AYQ TENIOY 

MEIA AYQ NMEYMNA ETYBBIAEIT’ ETE NAI 

10 NE NCNHAAION NTANAMAACIC MNCQMA 

NAi ENTAYTAAY’ 21 MPQME Nol NAHCTHC 

TMPPE NTBYE AYO NAi AYWANE NOY 

PQME EYAYMOY NAI ME NTAZEl E2PAI 

NYOPM’ AYO NYOPN MNOPX’ EBOA TE 

15 MINOIA A€ MMOYOEIN’ ETNAC N2HTY N 

TOC NETNACTOYNOYC MNEYMEEYE AY 

2 AYEINE MMOY Nol NAPXON AYKQ M 

MOY’ 2PAi 2M NAPAAICOC AYO MEXAY NAY 

X€ OYOM ETE NA NE 2N OYCPYE KAI FAP 

20 TOYTPYOH CAYE AYO MOYCAE OYANO 

MON NE TOYTPY4H AE TE TANATH AYO 

NOYYHN TE TMNTACEBHC AYQ NOYKAP 

NOC OYMATOY NATTAAGO NE AYO NOY 

ynon’ OYMOY NE NYHN AE NTENoYy 

25 QN2 ENTAYKO MMOY 2N TMHTE MMA 

PAAICOC ANOK A€ +NATCABOTN XE 

OY ME MMYCTHPION NTENMOYON2 ETE 

nAi ME NYOXNE ENTAYAAY MN NOYE 

PHY €TE NAI NE NEINE MNOYANA NAi 

30 EPETEUNOYNE CAYE AYO NEYKAAAOC 

2ENMOY NE TEY42OIBEC OYMOCTE NE 

AYQ OYANATH TETYOON 2N NEYGQ 

QBE AYQ NeY4+OYQ NE nToN2C NtTno 

NHPIA AYQ MEYKAPMOC Ne MMOY AY 

35 © OYENIOYMIA ME NEYCNEPMA AYO 
E4+t OYN EBOA 2M NKAKE NETXI +N€ 

— 

1 2 is added above the line. 

7 AYQ NENNA NE BOA 2N TeYAH, read: AYO MENMNA NE (€)BOA 2N T2YAH ¢haplo- graphy), or perhaps: AYO NENNACETE NAI)NE <€)BOA 2N T2YAH. 
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Pl 69; 

and water; they mixed these things together with each other 

and the four winds of fire, and they joined 

them together and made a great 

confusion. And they brought him into the shadow 

of death so that they again could form (tAdooe1v) 

of earth and water and fire 

and wind (tveUya), that is of matter (UAn), that is 

the ignorance of darkness and desire (€mOupic) 

and their opposed spirit (tveUyuc), that is 

the grave (omrAaiov) of the new creation (avarrAaols) of the body (o@pcr) 

which the robbers (Anot1)s) gave to man, 

the chain of the oblivion and he became 

a mortal man, he who first came 

down, and the first separation. 

But (5é) Epinoia (étivoic) of light, which was in him, she 

wakened his thought. And 

the archons (&pxov) took him and set him 

in Paradise (tap&Se1oos) and they said to him: 

“Bat”, that is in delight, for (kai yap) 

their delight (teu?) is bitter and their beauty lawless (G&vopos). 

But (5¢) their delight (tpn) is fraud (état), and 

their trees impiety (&oeP1)s) and their fruit (KapTros) 

lethal poison, and their promise 

death. And (5€) they placed the tree of their 

life in the midst of Paradise (Trapddetoos). 

But (5é) I will teach you 

what the secret (UUOTT/PIOV) is of their life, that 

is the counsel they held with each 

other, that is the likeness of their spirit (TrveULa), that 

its root is bitter and its branches (KAa6os) 

are death, its shadow is hatred 

and fraud (été) is in its leaves, 

and its sprout is the ointment of evil (trovnpia) 

and its fruit (kaptrés) is death, and 

the desire (ém6upic) is its offspring (OTTEP UC) 

and it gives fruit of the darkness which they taste; 
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Bis 70) 

1 €BOA N2HTW NEYMA NYOQNE NE A 

MNTE AYQ MKAKE ME NOYMA NMTON 

NENTAYMOYTE AE EPOYW EBOA 2ITOOTOY 

X€ MYHN NCOYN METNANOYY MN MET’ 

5 200Y ETE NAI ME TENINOIA MNMOYOEIN € 

AYGQ. MMEWMTO EBOA XEKAAC NNEYW 

GQYT’ E2PAI ANMYMAHPQMA AYQ ATPEY’ 

COYQN MKQ NKA2HY NTEW ACXHMOCY 

NH ANOK AE AiCE2Q0Y ATPOYOQM’ AYQ 

10 MEXAEI MNCOP XE NXOEIC MH AY AN 

n€ NTAYTCEBE AAAM’ ATPEYOYOQM’ AYCO 

BE Nol NCOP NEXAY XE 04 AYTCEBOOY 

AOYQM €BOA 2N OYKAKIA NCNOPA NE 

NIOYMEIA NTENTEKO XEKAAC EYNAYO 

15 NE NAW NOYYAY AYO AYMME XE 4O NAT’ 

CQTM NAW €ETBE MOYOEIN NTENINOIA 

€TYOON N2HTY’ ETCA2E MMOH 2M NEY’ 

MEEYE N2OYO ANYOPM NAPXON AYO AY’ 

OYQYE AEINE NTGOM EBOA ENTAYTAAC 

20 NAY EBOA 2ITOOTYW’ AYO AYEINE NOYBYE 

AXN AAAM’ AYQ MEXAE!I MNCHP XE OY TE 

TBYE NTOYU AE MEXAY XE NOE AN ENTAMO 

YCHC C2Ai EAKCQTM AYXOOC FAP 2PAi 2M 

ne4Yyorpn NXQME XE AYXTO MMOY AAAA 

25 2N NEYAICOHCIC KAI FAP AYXOO0C 2ITN NE 

NPO@HTHC XE +NA2POW’ E2PAi AXN NOY 

2€TE XEKAAC NNOY+ 2THY OYTE X NNOY 

NAY €BOA’ TOTE TENINOIA MMOYOEIN AC 

20N N2HTY AYQ AYOYQUE Nol NPQATAP 

30 XQN AEINE MMOC EBOA 2M NEUCnIP’ 

TENINOIA AE MNOYOEIN OYATTE20C TE 

€4NHT’ NCQC Nol NKAKE MNYTEZ0C AYQ 

AYEINE EBOA’? NOYMEPOC NTETEUGOM’ E€ 

BOA N2HTW’ AYQ AYTAMIO NKENAACIC 

35 2N OYMOPOH NC2IME KATA MINE NTENI 

NOIA ETAZ0YON2 NAY’ EBOA AYO AYE 

9 ATPOYOM, read: ATPOY(OY)QM. (haplography). 
27 OYTE X NNOY NAY, read OYTE X (€) NNOYNAY (haplography). 

70,28-73,16 ~ BG 59,6-64,13 ~ CIII 29,12-32,22. 
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Bly 70h 

their dwelling-place is Amente 

and darkness is their place of rest. — 

But (5€) that which by them is called 

“the tree of knowledge of good and 

evil’, that is the Epinoia (€trivoic) of light; 

they remained in front of him, that he 

should not look upon his fulfilment (twAnpoya) and 

acknowledge the nakedness of his ugliness (4oynuoouvn) ; 

but (5€) I caused them to eat”. And 

I said to the Saviour (owt), ‘Lord, was it not (ur) the serpent 

that taught Adam to eat?” 

The Saviour (swtnp) smiled and said, ‘““The serpent taught them 

to eat of the wickedness (kaxia) of the desirous (éTr10uyia), 

depraved procreation (oTropd) that it might 

be useful for him. But he knew that he was 

disobedient to him owing to the light of Epinoia (étrivoia) 

which was in him and which through his throught 

placed him over the first archon (&pywv), and he 

desired to bring out the power which was 

given him by him, and he brought a sleep 

over Adam”. And I said to the Saviour (owt), ““What 

is the sleep?” But (5€) he said, “Not such as Moses 

wrote as you have heard, for (yap) he said in 

his first book, “‘He let him sleep”; but (&AAd&) in his 

knowledge (aic@nois); for he said also (kai yap) through the 

prophet (trpog7)tns), “ I will make their hearts heavy 

that they shall neither observe nor (oUTe) 

see”. Then (téte) the Epinoia (étrivoia) of light hid herself 

in him, and the Protarchon (tpwtdpyov) would bring 

her out of his side. 

But (5é) the Epinoia (étrivoic) of light is unattainable; 

when the darkness hunted after her it did not catch her 

and it brought (only) a part (uépos) of his power out of 

him and it created a new creation (TAdco1s) 

in form (yop) of a woman according to (kaT&) the image of Epinoia (étrivoia) 

which was revealed to him, and he brought 
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N€ MMMEPOC ENTAYXITY EBOA 2N T6OM 

MMPOME 2PAi 2N MAACMA NTMNTC2IME 

AYQ KATA @€ AN ENTAYYXOOC Nol MOYCHC 

X€ TEY4BET CNIP’ AYO AYNAY ATC2IME 2A 

THW 2N TOYNOY AE ETMMAY ACOYONZ E 

BOA Nol TEMINOIA NOYOEIN EACGQAM’ € 

BOA’? MMIKAAYMMA €TN2PAI 21XN ME42HT 

AYQ AYPNH®E EBOA 2M M+2€ MNKAKE 

AYQ. AYCOYN TEXEINE AYO MEXAY’ XE 

MAi TENOY OYKAAC EBOA 2N NAKAAC NE 

AYO. OYCAP2’ EBOA 2N TACAP2 TE ETBE NAi 

MPOQME NAKQ NCQY MMEYEIQT MN TE 

MAAY AYQ NYTOGY’ ATEYCZIME AYQ NCE 

wOne MMECNAY EYCAP2’ OYQT XE CE 

NATNNOOY FAP NAY MNEYYBP N2QTP 

AYQ. YNAKQ NCOY MAYEIOT MN TUMAAY 

{AYO NYTOGY’ ATEXC2IME AYO NCEewone 

MMECNAY EYCAP2’ OYOT’ XE CENATNNO 

OY FAP NAW MMEXYBP N2QTP AYO YNAKQ 

Ncou¥ MNYEINT MN TUMAAY} TNCONE 

AE TCOMIA TAi ETAZEI E2PAi 2N OYMNT 

AKAKOC X€KAAC ECNACQ2E MNEYTA 

€TBE MAI AYMOYTE EPOC XE ZOH ETE TAI 

TE TMAAY NNETON2 EBOA 2ITN TMPONOIA 

NTAYOENTEIA . NTME AYO EBOA 2ITOOTC 

AYXI +M€ NTTNACIC NTEAEIOC AIOYON2 

ANOK’ €BOA MIMCMAT NOYAETOC 21XN 

MYHN MMCOOYN ETE TAI TE TENINOIA 

€BOA 2N TEMPONOIA NOYOEIN ETTB 

BHY X€KAAC EINATCEBAY AYQ NTATOY 

NOCOY €BOA 2M NYIK MM2INHB’ NEY 

yoOor’ TAP MMCNAY 2N OY2E AYO AYM 

ME AMOYKQK A2HY ACOYQN2 NAY EBOA 

Nol TENINOIA ECO NOYOEIN ECTOYNOYC 

MMOYMEEYE E2PAi NTAPEYMME AE Nol 

AAAABAQ®O XE AYCE2ZQ0Y EBOA MMOU 

AYCOY2OP MMEYKA2 AYUGN TC2IME EC 

17-20 The words between the bracketts { } must be omitted (dittography). 

37 AYCOY2OP MNEYKA2, better AYCOY2NP MEYKA2; or perhaps AYCOY2OP(OY 
2)MNE4KA2? 
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1 that part (ueépos) which he took from the power of the man 

into the female creation (TAdoUa) 

and not as (kat&) Moses had said, 

“his rib’. But he saw the woman 

5 at his side, and (S€) at once 

the Epinoia (€trivoia) of light revealed herself and took 

the veil (k&AUUua) away which was over his mind, 

and he became sober (vngeiv) again from the drunkenness of the darkness, 

and he knew his image and said, 

10 “This is now bone of my bones and 

flesh (oap§) of my flesh (o&p§)’’. Therefore 

shall the man leave his father and 

mother and cleave to his wife and 

these two shall become one flesh (o&p§), because they 

15 namely (yap) shall send him his fellow 

and he shall leave his father and his mother 

{and cleave to his wife, and these two shall 

become one flesh (oa), because they shall send 

him his consort, and he shall 

20 leave his father and his mother}, namely (5€) our sister 

Sophia (cogia) who came down in innocense (éKaKos) 

in order to remove the want. 

Therefore she was called ‘‘Zoe’’ (€w1)),—that is 

the mother of all living—by the 

25 Pronoia (1tpdvoia) of the heavenly Authentia (av@evtia), and through 

her they tasted the perfect (tTéAe10s) Gnosis (yvéois). I, 

I revealed myself in the likeness of an eagle (cts) on 

the tree of knowledge, that is the Epinoia (étrivoia) 

from the Pronoia (tpdvoic) of the pure light 

30 that I could teach them and wake 

them out their deep sleep, for (yap) these 

two were together in a fall, but they realized 

their own nakedness. The Epinoia (étrivoia) revealed herself to them, 

being light, and she awoke their 

35 thought. But (S€) when Aldabaoth realized 

that they removed themselves from him 

he cursed his earth. He found the woman preparing 

17-20: thus the ms. but it is a dittography and the words from line 17 “and cleave to +--+” 

(incl.) to line 20 “this mother” (including) must be omitted. 

27: ‘‘on” or “‘above”’. 
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COBTE MMOC MNMEC2Z00YT NEYO NXOEIC 

€POC ME ENYCOOYN AN MIMMYCTHPION 

ENTA2YONE EBOA 2M MYOXNE ETOY 

AAB + NTOOY AE AYP 2NQ2E AXNMIOW’ AY 

Q AWOYOQN2 EBOA’ NNEYW AFFEAOC NTEYW 

MNTATCOOYN TE T’Yoor’ 2PAi N2HTY’ AY 

Q AYNOXOY EBOA 2M MNAPAAEICOC AYO 

A+ 21I00YE NOYKMHME NKAKE AYQ. AY’ 

NAY N6l MPQTAPXON ETMAPOENOC ETA 

2€ EPATC MN AAAM’ AYQ XE ACOYON2 EBOA 

N2HTC Nol TENINOIA NOYOEIN NON2 

ATCOOYN NTAPECMME AE Nol TNPONOIA 

MNTHPW ACTNNOOY NN2OEINE AYQ AYTOPM’ 

NZQH €BOA 2N €Y2A AYQ AYXN2ME MMOC 

Nol MPQTAPXQN AYQ AYXNO EBOA N2HTC 

NYHPE CNAY MYOPM’ AYO MME2CNAY 

€AQIM MN TAYE EAQIM ENOY20 NAPKOC 

mec [AYE AE OY20 NEMOY ME NOYA MEN 

OYAIKAIOC NE NOYA AE OYAAIKOC Ne iA 

€YE MEN AYPAMOKAOICTA MMOUY E2PAi 

€XM MKQ2T’ MN MTHY EAQIM AE AYPANO 

KAOICTA MMOU E2PAi EXM MMOOY - MN 

NKA2 NAi A€ AYMOYTE EPOOY NNIPAN 

X€ KAIN AYQ ABEA EXNAY ATEYNANOYP 

rIA YA2OYN GE ANOOY N2O00Y AC6O N 

GI tCYNOYCIA EBOA 2ITN NPQTAPXON 

AYQ A4YXQ NOYCNOPA NENIOYMIA 2PAi 

2N TAAAAM AYTOYNOYC AE EBOA 2ITN 

TCYNOYCIA MNXNO MNEINE NNCOMA 

AYQ AYXQPHTE! NAY EBOA 2M NEYNNA 

ETYBBIAEIT’ NIAPXON AE CNAY AYPANO 

KAOICTA MMOOY €2PAi EXN 2NAPXH 29C 

TE ATOYAPXE! AXM NECNHAAION NTAPEY 

MME AE Nol AAAM’ ANEINE NTEYNPO 

TNQCIC MMIN MMOY¥ A4XMO MNEINE 

15 2N €Y2A, read 2N (NYEY2A. 
19 Cis in the ms. cancelled with a dot; read N€ iAYE. 
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PIS T2: 

herself for her husband who ruled 

over her; but he did not know the secret (uUOTTPIOV) 

which had happened at the holy resolution, 

and (5€) they feared to blame him. And 

he revealed to his angels (&yyeAos) his 

ignorance which was in him, and 

he threw them out of Paradise (tapd&&Seicos), and 

he surrounded them with obscure darkness. But 

the Protarchon (tTewtapyxwv) saw the virgin (trapGévos) who 

stood beside Adam and that 

the Epinoia (étrivoic) of the living light revealed herself 

in her. And Aldabaoth was full of ignorance, 

but (S5€) when the Pronoia (trpdvoia) knew 

everything she sent some out, and they carried off 

Zoe (Cat). But the Protarchon (trewt&pyov) defiled her 

and he begot with her 

two sons: the first and the second, 

Eloim and Iave; Eloim with the head of a bear (&pkos) 

and (5€) Iave with the head of a cat. The one is 

indeed (uév) just (Sikaios), but (5€) the other unjust (&51Kos), 

and (uév) Iave he set (4troKabiotaval) over 

the fire and the wind, but (5) Eloim he set (&tTrokafiotdvat) 

over the water and 

the earth, and (5€) these he called with these names 

“Cain and Abel’’, seeing his guile (Ttavoupyia). 

Up to the present day continued 

the sexual intercourse (ouvovoia) from the Protarchon (Tlewtd&pyxov), 

and he planted a lust (émiOuyic) for procreation (oTropd) 

in her belonging to Adam, and (5€) he created through 

the intercourse (suvouvoia) offspring in the likeness of the bodies (apa) 

and he provided (xwpnyeiv) them with his 

opposed spirit (TveGua), but (5€) he set (&troKafiotavat) the two 

archons (&pxwv) over elements (4x1) so that (@oTe) they 

rule (&pyetv) over the grave (oTrAciov). But (5€) when 

Adam knew the image of his Prognosis (Tedyvwors) 

he brought forth the image 
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BIS 73; 

MNYHPE MMPQME AYMOYTE EPOYW “XE CHO’ 

KATA @€ MNEXNO 2PAi 2N AIQN 20MOI 

QC TKEMAAY ACTNNAY ANITN MNECHNA 

MNEINE NTE+NE MMOC AYQ NOYAN 

5 TITYMNON NTET2N MAHPOQMA XE CNA 

COBTE NOYMA NYONE NAIQN ETNNHY 

ANITN AYQ AYTCOOY NOYMOOY NBYE 

EBOA 2ITN MPQTAPXQN XEKAAC NNOY 

COYQNOY XE 2N EBOA TON NE AYQ TAI 

10 TE O€ ENTAYYONE Nol NECNEPMA MPOC 

OYOEIY EYP2YNOYPrEl XEKAAC 2OTAN 

E4YANEI! E2PAi Nol NENNA EBOA 2ITN 

NAIQN ETOYAAB EYNACE224 EPATY’ AY 

Q NYTAGAY 2M NYTA XEKAAC EPENNAH 

15 PQMA THPY NAYWONE EYOYAAB AYQ N 

ATYTA AYO MEXAEI ANOK MNCOP XE 

MXOEIC NWYXOOY GE THPOY CENAOY XAI 

€20YN’ ENOYOEIN’ ETTBBHY AYOYQYBE 

MEXAY NAEI - XE 2ENNOG NE NE N2BHYE 

20 ENTAYTAAO E€2PAi EXM MEK’MEEY OYAYC 

KOAON FAP NE EGOANOY’ EBOA’ N2NKO 

OYEI €l MHTI NNAi ETYOON’ EBOA 2N 

TTENEA NATKIM NAI €TE NENNA MNON2 

NAEI E2PAi EXQNOY AYQ NYYONE MN TCOM 

25 CENAOYXAE! - AYO NCEYOQNE NTEAEIOC 

AYQ CENAP’ NMYA N2ENMNTNOG AYQ 

CENATBBO 2M IIMA €TMMAY €BOA 2ITN 

KAKIA NIM MN NPOOYY NTETNONHPIA 

ENCEY! POOYY GE EAAAY AN El MHTI A 

30 +MNTATTEKO OYAATC EYPMEAETA MMOC 

XN MMIMA XQPIC OPTH 21 KQ 21 00 

NOC 21 ENIOYMIA AYQ TMNTATCI NTE 

NTHP4Y ENCEEMAZTE MMOOY AN 2ITN 

AAAY €l MHTI AT2YMOCTACIC OYAATC 

35 NTCAPZ TAi ETOY®OPE! MMOC EYGAYT 

€BOA NCA NOYOEIY ETOYNAGM NEY 

WINE 

2 2N AIQN, read 2N (N)AION. 
5 NAEPOMA, read NNAEPQMA. 

31 21 KQ 2l, read 21 KQ2) 21 (haplography). 

73,16-75,31 # BG 64,13-71,2 ¢ C III 32,22-36,15 (fragmentary). 
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P73: 

of the son of man. He called him “Seth” 

as (kaTc&) among the generation of aeons (aicv). Thus (duoies) 

the mother also sent her spirit (1rveUua) down 

in an image which was like (teivetv) herself and as 

reflection (&vtitutros) of that which is in the Pleroma (tAtjpwpa) that 

it should prepare an eternal (aicv) dwelling-place which 

is coming down, but he gave them to drink the water of oblivion 

from the Protarchon (tewtdpyov), that they should not 

know from whence they came, and 

in this manner the offspring (oTrépua) existed for (TIpds) a time 

although they helped (Utroupyeiv) in order that when (6Tav) 

the spirit (TtveUUa) came from 

the holy aeons (aiov) it should raise it up and 

heal it of its want, that the whole Pleroma (twANpaua) 

might be holy and without 

want”. And I, I said to the Saviour (owtt\p): 

“Lord, will all souls (wuyn) then be saved 

into the pure light?”? And he answered and 

said to me: “Great things 

have arisen in your mind, for (y&p) it is difficult (6UoKOAos) 

to reveal them to others 

except (ei UTT1) to those, who are out 
of that generation (yeve&) which does not waver on whom the spirit (TveUya) 

of life shall come down and be together with the power; 

they shall be saved and they shall be perfect (TEA¢10s), 

and they shall become worthy of the great things, and 

they shall purify themselves in that place from every 

evil (koxia) and for the care of wickedness (trovnpia) 

and they do not care for anything except (ei unt) for 

the incorruption alone, but they care (ueAeTa&v) for 

the place that is without (ywpis) wrath (6pyn) or zeal or 

envy (p@dvos) or desire (étr1Supia) or insatiability; all this 

will not seize them in regard to anything 

except (ei unt) the substance (t1rd0Tao1s) of flesh (oap§) alone 

which they bear (popeiv), holding 

out until the moment when they shall get their 

visit 
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Pl. 74. 

N2HTY EBOA 2ITN NET XI NAI GE Nt 

MEINE CEO NAZIOC MNON2 NATTE 

KO NYA ENE2 AYQ NTN2M EYP2Y 

MOMEINE 2A NTHPY EYUI E2PAI 2A 

5 MTHPW XEKAAC EYNAXQK EBOA’ 

MNAFAOON’ NCEKAPONOME! NOY 

QN2 YA ENE2 MEXAI NAW XE NXO 

€IC NVYXEYE ETE MMOYEIPE NNIZ 

BHY€ NAi ENTATGOM MNENNA 

10 MnON2 El E2PAi EXQOY Nol NE 

MINA MANTH MANTOC CENAOYXAI 

AYQ NAi CENANQQNE EBOA TAY 

NAMIC FAP NAEI €2PAi AXN PQME NIM’ 

AXNTC TAP MN GOM NTEAAAY AZE € 

15 PAT4 MNNCE TOYXNMOOY AE TOTE EW 

YAN AYAEI Nol NNA MNQN2 AYO 

YAPE TGOM’ El NCt TAXPO NTWYXH € 

TMMAY AYQ MAPEY AAAY PMAANA M 

MOC 2PAi 2N NE2BHYE NTMONHPIA 

20 NAi AE ETE NENNA ETYBBIAEIT’? NHY 

€2PAi EXQOY YAYCQK’ MMOOY EBOA 

2ITOOTY AYQ NCECQPM ANOK AE 

nexAi XE MXOEIC NWYXOOY GEN 

NAi 20TAN’ EYYANE! EBOA 2N TOY 

25 CAP2Z’ EYNABQK’ ETON NTOU AE AYCO 

BE € MEXAY NAI XE TWYXH ETE TGOM’ 

NAAYAI N2HTC NAPA MINNA ETYHC 

TAI TAP CXOOP AYQ YACNQT’ NCA 

BOA NTMONHPIA AYQ €BOA 2ITM 

30 NGM NYINE MNIATTEKO YACOY 

XAI AYQ YAYXITC E2PAi ETANANAY 

CIC NAION ANOK’ A€ NEXAI XE NXO 

€IC ElE NAi 2Q0Y ETE MNOYMME 

XE NA NIM NE NOYWYXOOYE EY 

35 NAWONE TON AYO MEXAY NAi XE 

2N NETMMAY AMEMNA ETYHC AYA’ 

— 

10 EXQOY NGl, the copyist must have omitted some words, read: EXQOY (CENAOY XAEI 

2Q0Y MEXAY NAEI XE NAi ENTAYE! E2PAi EXQOY) Nel. 
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Pl. 74. 

1 of those who receive; they signify namely 

that they are worthy (410s) of the incorruptible, 

eternal life and of the calling. They bear (Utroyéveiv) 

everything and they endure 

5 everything that they shall be perfect 

to the good (&yaéds) and inherit (kAnpovoueiv) 

eternal life. I said to him: “‘Lord, 

the souls (wuy7) that have not done these 

things, those over whom the power of the spirit (TrveULa) of 

10 life has come down, ¢ )namely 

the spirit (vetua), they will under all circumstances (1ravtTn TavTws) 

be saved, and they will come out, for (y&p) the power (Svvauis) 

will come down over every man, 

for (yap) without this, nobody is able to stand. 

15 But (€) when they are born, then (tote) 

the spirit (1rveUya) of life grows and 

the power comes and strengthens that soul (wuxXn)s 

and nobody is able to lead it into error (TAavav) 

with the deeds of wickedness (trovnpia). 

20 But (5g) those over whom the opposed spirit (TTveUUaX) Comes 

down, they are drawn by it 

and they go astray’’. But (é) I, 

I said, “Lord, these souls (yun) then 

when (6tTav) they come out of 

25 the flesh (o&p&), where will they then go’’? But (S€) he smiled; 

he said to me, “‘The soul (wuyx7n) that is the power 

will become greater in itself than (Tapa) the imitated spirit (TrveUUa) 

because (y&p) it is strong and it strives away 

from evil (Trovnpia) and with the aid of 

30 the incorruptible surveillance it will be saved 

and they will bear it to the eternal (aidy) rest (&vatravols)’”’. 

But (5é) I, I said, “Lord, 

now those then who have not known 

to whom they belong, where will their souls (wuXn) 

35 be’? But he said to me, 

“Tn them the imitated spirit (TrveUua) has become greater 

8-11: the translation follows the text in the ms., but it is clear that the text omits several 

words owing to a mistake of a copyist; I suggest a conjecture so that the text runs: “‘the souls 

that have not done these things, those over whom the power of the spirit of life has come down 

(will they be saved >?” He said to me: ‘“Those over whom) the spirit (has come down) they 

will under all circumstances -*-*’ Ae 

Giversen — 7 
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YAI N2HTOY 2M NTPOYCQPM AYQ YAY 

BAPEl NTEWYXH AYO YAWCOK MMOC 

ANE2BHYE NTETNONHPIA AYQ N4UNOY 

X€ MMOC E2PAi EYBYE AYQ MNNCA TPEC’ 

€l EBOA - YAYTAAC ETOOTOY NNEZOYCIA 

NAi ENTAYYOQNE EBOA 2ITN MAPXQN AY 

Q YAYMOPC 2N 2EN’MPPE NCENOYXE M 

MOC ANEYTEKO AYO YAYKQTE NMMAC 

YANTCNE2CE EBOA 2ITN TBYE AYQ NC 

XI EPOC MMCOOYN AYQ TAi TE O€ EC 

YANXOK’ EBOA’? YACOYXAI ANOK AE ME 

XAi XE MXOEIC’ AYQ NAC ACP YHM’ YHM 

Nol TVYXH AYQ NCNAY2C E20YN ATOY 

CIC NTECMAAY H E20YN’ EMPOME TOTE 

AYPAYE NTAPIXNOYY ENAi AYQ NE 

XAY NAI XE AAHONC NTK OYMAKAPIOC 

€MIAH AKPNOEl NTVYXH ETMMAY YAY 

TPECOYA2C NCA KEOYEIE EPEMNNA M 

NQN2 N2HTC TAI EYACOYXAI EBOA 

2ITOOTYW’ MMNETMMAY EYAYNOYXE GE 

AN MMOC E20YN EKECAPZ AY NEXAi 

X€ MXOEIC NAI 2Q0Y ENTAZCOOYN AY 

Q AY2NTOY EBOA EYNABQK’ ETON N 

GI NOYWYXH TOTE NEXAY NAI XE NMA 

€PENAFFEAOC NTMNTZ2HKE NABOK 

EMAY CENAXITOY EMMA ETMMAY MMA 

€TE MN METANOIA YOON’ MMAY AYQ 

NCEAPE2 EPOOY EME200Y ETOYNA 

BACANIZE NNETA2XE OYA ANEMNA N 

CEPKOAAZE MMOOY 2N OYKOAACIC 

NYA ENE2 ANOK AE MEXAE! XE NXO 

€IC NTAY’El TON NTOY Nel MEMNA ET’ 

WHC TOTE NEXAY NAi XE MMHTPONA 

TOP NETNAYE MEY NAE MENNA ETOY 

AAB 2N CMAT’ NIM MYAN2THY’ AYQ’ 

17 NTWYXH the N is cancelled in the ms. with strokes; read TWYXH. 

75,31-78,11 4 BG 71,2-75,10 4 C III 36,15-39,11. 
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Pl 75. 

to their own perdition and it weighs (Bapeiv) 

upon the soul (wux7) and attracts it 

by the works of the wickedness (trovnpia) and it casts 

it into oblivion and when it 

has come out it is given to the powers (€G0ucic) 

those who came into existence under the archon (&pyov) 

and they bind it in chains and throw it 

into prison and they carry it around with them 

until it is awaked from the oblivion and 

receives the knowledge, and when it in this way 

becomes perfect it is saved’’. But (8¢) I, 

I said, ““Lord, but how (1rdés) does 

the soul (yuyn) become small and return to the 

nature (pvo1s) of its mother again or (7) into the man”? 

Then (tote) he rejoiced when I had asked about this, and he 

said to me, “Verily (GAn€ds)! Blessed (uaKcpios) are you 

since (é1re151)) you have realized (voeiv) this. That soul (yuyn) 

will be connected with another in whom the spirit (tveUua) of 

life is; it is saved by 

this; it is not again cast 

into any flesh (o&p§)”’. But I said, 

“Lord, those who have come into knowledge 

but have turned away, whither will 

their souls (yuyn) go”? Then (téte) he said to me, “To that place 

to which the angels (&yyeAos) of poverty will go. 

They will be received at that place, the place 

which is without repentance (ueT&voia), and 

they will be kept until the day when they 

tortur (Bacavileiv) those who have spoken blasphemy against 

the spirit (1rveOya), and they will be punished (koAd&Cev) with 

eternal punishment (aiav)’’. But (5€) I, I said, “Lord! 

Whence did this imitated spirit (TtveJUa) come”? 

Then (téTe) he said to me, ““The Metropator (untpoTratop) 

who is rich in his mercy, the holy spirit (TveUya) 

in every form, the merciful and 
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Ns ards, 

€TYN 2ICE NMMHTN ETE NAi Ne TE 

NINOIA NTMPONOIA NOYOEIN AYQ 

AYTOYNOYC MMECNEPMA NTIENEA N 

TEAEION MN MEY MEEYE AYO NOYO 

€IN NYA ENE2 MPOME NTAPEY’M 

ME Nol NYOPM’ NAPXQN XE CEXOCE 

NAPA POY 2M MXICE AYO CEMEEYE NA 

PA POY AYOYQYE GE EAMA2TE MNOY 

MOK’MEK’ €40 NATCOOYN XE CEXOCE 

€POYW’ 2PAi 2M MMEEYE AYD XE YNAY 

€MA2TE MMOOY AN AUYEIPE NOYYOXNE 

MN NEY EZOYCIA ETE NEYGOM NE AYO 

AYP NOEIK’? ATCO®¢IA NNOYEPHY AYQ 

AYXNO EBOA 2ITOOTOY AYCAY NTYI 

MAPMENH €TE TAi TE T2AH MMPPE €T’ 

YBBIAEIT’ AYQ ECO MMINE MMINE XE 

CEYBBIAEIT’ ANOYEPHY AYO. CMOK2 AY 

Q CGOME TAI ENTAYMOYYC MMOC Nel 

NNOYTE AYQ NATTEAOC AYQ NAAIMQ 

AYQ. NFENEA THPOY YAZOYN ANOOY N 

200Y €BOA FAP 2N T2IMAPMENH ETMMO 

AYOYON EBOA Nol MNTYAYTE NIM AY 

Q MXINGONC AYO MOYA MN TMPPE 

NTBYE AYO TMNTAT’COOYN AYQ MA 

PAITEAIA NIM EOOPY MN NINOBE 

€T2OPY MN NINOG N2PTE AYQ TAI 

TE O€ ENTAY TE TKTICIC THPC PBAAH’ 

X€KAAC NNOYCOYN MNOYTE €T MNOY 

TNE THPOY AYQ ETBE TMPPE NTBYE 

AY20N NGI NOYNOBE AYMOYP FAP N 

2NYI MN 2NOYOEIY MN 2NKAIPOC 

€CO NXOEIC AXM NTHPY AYQ AYP 

2THY €2PAi EXN 20B NIM’ EAYYONE 

€BOA 2ITOOTY MAAIN’ AYYOXNE 

ATPEYEINE NOYKATAKAYCMOC €2PAi 

18 GOME for GOOME. 
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Pir 76; 

1 he who suffers together with us, that is 

the shining Pronoia’s (Trpdvoia) Epinoia (étrivoia), and 

this has awakened the offspring (oTrépua) of the perfect (TEAE10s) 

generation (yevecx) with his thought and the eternal light 

5 of man; when 

the first archon (&eyoov) had recognized that they 

surpassed (trap&) him in sublimity and that they thought better than (trap) 

he then he wanted to seize their 

thought although he did not know 

10 that they surpassed him in thought and that he would not be able 

to seize them. He took counsel 

together with his powers (€§ovoia)—that is his forces—and 

they committed adultery with each other’s wisdom (copia) and 

they brought forth in shame fate (ciuapyevn), 

15 that is the last of the changeable chain, 

and it is of various sort, for 

they change towards each other, and it is difficult 

and deceitful, this with which 

the gods and the angels (&yyeAos) and the daemons (Saipev) 

20 and all the generations (yevex) until this very day 

are mingled, for (y&p) from fate (eiuapuevn) 

every iniquity and 

violence and blasphemy and the chain of oblivion 

and ignorance and every 

25 heavy command (trapayyeAia) and heavy sins 

and great fear derive, and thus 

the whole creation (kTio1s) has become blind 

in order that they should not know God who is in the 

heaven of all those, and because of the chain of oblivion 

30 their sins were hidden, for (yap) they bound 

measures and times and seasons (kaipos), 

this being lord over all things. But 

he repented every thing which had come into existence 

through him; further (1rdéA1v) he resolved 

35 to let a flood (kataxAvopds) come over 

15 “changeable” or “‘imitated”’. 

26 ‘“‘derive’”; literally: ‘‘were opened”. 
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1 

2 

PUN Ta: 

€XM MTAMIO MMPQME TMNTNOG AE 

MNOYOEIN NTETNPONOIA AYTCEBE 

NQ2ZE AYO AYTAYEOEIY MMECNEPMA 

THPY’ ETE NAi NE NYHPE NNPOQME AY 

Q MNOYCOTM NAY Nol NETO NYMMO 

€PO4 KATA O€ AN ENTAMQYCHC XOOC 

X€ AY2OM’ MMOOY 2N OYKIBQTOC AA 

AA NTAY2ON MMOOY 2N OYTONOC OY 

MONON NQ2E AAAA 2NKEPOQME ENA 

10 YOOY EBOA 2N TTENEA NATKIM AYBOK?’ 

iS 

€20YN’ AYTOMOC AY2QN MMOOY 2N OY 

KAOOAE NOYOEIN AYQ AYCOYN TEYAY 

OENTEIA AYQ NAC NMMAUY Nel TANOY 

OE€IN ENTACP OYOEIN EPOOY EBOA XE 

AYEINE NOYKAKE €2PAi EXM MKA2 THPY’ 

AYQ AYTAMIG NOYYOXNE MN NE4GOM 

A4XOOY NNEW AFEAOC YA NYEEPE 

NNPQME XEKAAC EYNAXI NAY EBOA 
N2HTOY AYQ NCETOYNOYC Noycnep 

20 MA AYMTON NAY AYQ €TE MNOYMATE 

25 

MNYOPN NTAPOYTMMETE GE AYCO 

OY2 E20YN ON MN NOYEPHY AYEIPE N 

OYYOXNE 21 OYCON’ AYTAMIO NOY 

NINA €4YHC MMEINE MAINA ETAZEI 
€2PAI 2QCTE EBOA N2HTY’ ACQOY N 
MWYXH AYQ AYYBTOY 2M NOYEINE 

Nol NATTEAOC KATA MINE MNOYCO 

€lY EYMOY2 MMOOY 2M MINA NKAKE 
ENTAYPKEPA MMOY EXQOY AYO MNO 

30 NHPIA AYEINE NNOYNOYB MN OY2AT 

MN OYAQPON MN OY20MT’ MN OYBE 
NIN€ MN OYMETAAAON MN FENOC 
NIM NTENIEIAOC AYO AYCOK’ NPPO 
ME €2PAi A2ENNOG NPOOYY NAi €N’ 

13 NAC NMMAY, read NAC(YONE) NMMAY. 
30 NNOYNOYB, read NOYNOYB. 
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RIL Tes 

the creation of mankind. But (5€) 

the majesty of the light of Pronoia (trpdovoia) informed 

Noah, and he made it known for all the offspring (oTrépucr) 

that is the children of men; but 

5 they did not obey him, those who were strangers to him. 

Not such as (katc&) Moses said, 

“They hid themselves in an ark (kiBwTds),” but (G4AAG) 

they hid themselves in a place (tTotros) not 

only (ov ydvov) Noah, but (GAA&) also many other men 

10 of that generation (yevec) which does not waver; they went 

into a place (tdt1ros); they hid themselves in a 

cloud of light; but he knew his authority (aU@evtia) 

and that of the light was together with him 

and shone on them, for 

15 he brought darkness over the whole earth. 

But he took a decision together with his forces; 

he sent his angels (a&yyeAos) to the daughters of men 

in order that they should take some of them 

and raise offspring (oTrépucr) 

20 for their pleasure; but first they did not 

obtain it; when they now did not obtain it, they 

again gathered together; they took 

again a decision: they created a 

spirit (TveGya) which imitates the image of the spirit (tveUya) which 

25 came down in order that (dot) the souls (yuxn) through this might 

be defiled, and the angels (&yyeAos) changed themselves in their 

likeness according to (kat&) the image of their husbands, 

they filled them with the spirit (trveUa) of darkness 

and wickedness (trovnpia) which they mingled in them (Kepavvuvat) 

30 They brought gold and silver 

and gifts (Sépov) and copper and iron 

and metal (ueté&AAov) and every kind (yévos) 

of these beautiful (efS0s) things, and they tempted 

mankind with great temptations, those who 

30 “gold”, the ms. has “their gold (pl.)”. 
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Pin 78) 

1 TAYOYA20Y NCQOY EYCQPM MMOOY 

2N 2A2 MMAANH AYP 2AAO EYO NATCP 

4YE AYMOY MMOYGN AAAY MMEE AYO 

MNMOYCOYQN MNOYTE NTMHE AYO TAI 

5 TE O€ ENTAYP TKTICIC THPC NGAYAN NYA 

€NE2 XN NTKATABOAH MIMKOCMOC 

YA 2PAi ETENOY AYO AYXI N2NC2IAME 

AYXMO €BOA 2M MKAKE N2NYHPE KATA 

MEINE MNOYMNNA AYQ AYTOM NNOYZ2ETE 

10 AYQ AY+ NYOT NAY EBOA 2M NENYOT’ 

MNENNA ETYHC YA 2PAi ETENOY ANOK 

GE TEMPONOIA €T’ XHK’ EBOA NTENTHPY’ 

AiYBT’ 2PAi 2M MACNEPMA NEIYOOr’ FAP’ 

NYOPM’ EIMOOYE 2N MAIT NIM MMOOYE 

15 ANOK TAP TE TMNTPMMAO MMOYOEIN A 

NOK’ N€ NPMMEEYE MNENAHPOMA AEl 

MOOYE AE 2N TMNTNOG MIMKAKE AYQ 

AEIANEXE YANT+BQK’ E20YN’ ETMHTE 

MNEYTEKO AYO NCNTE MMXAOC AY 

20 KIM’ AYQ ANOK’ AEI2ONT’ EPOOY ETBE 

TOYKAKIA AYQ MMOY COYONT’ MAAIN 

AGINA2OYT’ E20YN MMEME2CEN CNAY 

AYQ AEIMOOYE AEIE] EBOA 2N NANOYO 

€IN ETE ANOK ME MPMMEEYE NTMPONOIA 

25 AGIBQK’ E20YN 2N TMHTE MMKAKE AYQ 

MCA N2OYN NEMNTE E€IKQTE NCA TA 

OIKONOMIA AYQ NCNTE MMXAOC AY 

KIM XEKAAC EYNAZE E2PAi EXN NET’ 

YOON’ 2M MXAOC AY NCETOKOOY 

30 AYQ ON AEINQT E2PAIi ETANOYNE NOY 

O€IN XEKAAC NNOYTEKO MMOOY 2A 

OH MNMOYOEIY ETI 2M MMA2YOMT’ 

NCON’ AEIMOOYE ETE ANOK N€ Novo 

€IN ETYOOMN’ 2M MOYOEIN ANOK ne 

35 MPMMEEYE NTMPONOIA XEKAAC EINA 

BOK €20YN ETMHTE MNKAKE AYO NCA 

14 MAIT, the j is placed above the line. 

29 TOKOOY for TEKOOY (destroy them, cf. TOKOY make them strong). 
36 MICA read MCA N. 

78,11-79,25 without parallel in BG and C III (cf. partly BG 75,10-15+ BG 76,1-5 and C III 
39,11-14+ C III 39,18-21). 
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Pie 78) 

bound them up with themselves and lead them astray 

into many errors (Adv). They grew old, but were 

without leisure; they died; they did not find knowledge, and 

they did not know the God of truth, and thus 

the whole creation (ktio1s) were slaves all eternity 

from the foundation (kataBoAn) of the world (Kocyos) 

until now. But they took women 

and they engendered from the darkness sons after (kaT&) 

the image of their spirit (TtrveUua), and they closed their hearts 

and they were hardened through the hardness 

from the imitated spirit (tveUyc) until now. But I 

am the perfect Pronoia (1tpdvoia) of the all. 

I changed myself in my offspring (oTrépuc), because (yap) I was 

the first, and I walked all paths 

because (y&p) I am the richness of the light; I am 

the remembrance of the Pleroma (tAT|PwUa); 

but (5) I entered the great darkness, and 

I endured (dvéyeo@ar) until I came into the midst 

of the prison, and the foundations of Chaos (os) 

were shaken, but I, I hid myself for them because 

of their wickedness (Kaki), and they did not know me. Again (1mdA1v) 

I entrusted myself to the inner parts for the second time 

and I went; I came out of the light, 

that is myself, the remembrance of the Pronoia (TTPdvoIa), 

I went into the midst of the darkness and 

the inner part of Emente and I sought after my 

task (oikovopia), and the foundations of Chaos (x4os) were 

shaken that they would fall over them who 

were in Chaos (xaos) and destroy them, 

but again I withdraw to that which is of the root of light 

in order that they not should destroy themselves 

before time. Again (ét1) I went for the third time, 

I who am the light, 

being in the light, I who am 

the remembrance of Pronoia (trpovoia), that I 

should go into the midst of the darkness and the inner part 
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PLS79; 

20YN NEMNTE AIMOY2 MMAZ2O 2PAi 2M 

NOYOEIN NTCYNTEAEIA MNOYAION 

AYQ AEIBQK E20YN ETMHTE MNOYYTE 

KO €TE NAi NE NMEYTEKO NCOMA AYO NE 

XAi X€ {X€} NETCQTM TQOYN EBOA 2M 1 

NHB’ €T2ZOPY AYQ AYPIME AYO AYYOYE PMEIH 

2€N PMEIH EYZOPY AYYQTE MMOOY EBOA 

MMO4 AYO MEXAY XE NIM’ METMOYTE MMA 

PAN AYQ. NTACEI NAi TON Nol TEI2EANIC 

€iyoon 2PAi 2N MMPPE MNEYTEKO AYO 

NEXAE] XE ANOK’ TE TMPONOIA MNOYOEI 

€TBBHY ANOK ME MMEEYE MMAPOENIKO 

MMNA METCO2E MMOK E2PAi ENTONOC 

ETTAIEHY TQOYNK AYQ NKP MMEEYE 

15 X€ NTOK ME NTA2CQTM AYQ NKOY2AK’ A 

TEK’NOYNE ETE ANOK ME NYANZTHY’ AY 

Q NKPACOAAIZE MMOK’ EBOA 2ITOOTOY 

NNAITEAOC NTMNT2HKE MN NAAIMQ 

NTEMXAOC MN NETGOAX MMOK’ THPOY 

20 AYO NKYONE EKPOEIC EBOA 2ITN Nei 

25 

NHB’ €T2ZOPY AYQ EBOA 2N TGAAEC MICA 

20YN NAMNTE AYQ AEITOYNOYC MMOW’ 

AYQ A€IC@PATIZE MMOY 2N MOYOEIN 

MMMOOY 2N +€ NCOPATIC XEKAAC N 

NEMMOY GNGAM €PO4 XN MMINAY AYQ 

€IC 2HHTE TENOY EINABQK’ E2PAi ANTE 

AGION NAION AEIXOK’ NAK EBOA N20B 

NIM’ 2PAi 2N NEK’MAAXE ANOK AE 

AIX€ 29B NIM EPOK XEKAAC EKNAC2Ai 

30 COY NKTAAY NNEKYBP NINA 2N OY2oOn? 

nNAi TAP ME MMYCTHPION NTTENEA NAT’ 

KIM’? AYO A4+ NAEi NAY Nol NCOP X€KA 

AC E4NACA2OY AYO NIYKAAY 2N OY 

TAXPO AYQ NEXAY NAY XE YC20YOPT’ 

35 NGI OYON NIM’ ETNAt NAi 2A OYAQD 

PON H €TBE OY 2N EOYOM H ETBE OY 

CQ H ETBE OY YTHN H ETBE KE20B 

5 X€ XE, the one X€ must be omitted (dittography). 
33 The ms. has a cancelled | in NINKAAY, read NUKAAY. 
79,25-80,6 # BG 76,5-76,6+ BG 75,15-76,1+ BG 76,7-77,5 # C III 39,21-22+C III 

39,14-18+ C III 39,22-40,9. 
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Pisg: 

of Emente. I filled my face with the 

light from the completion (ouvtéAeia) of their acon (aiav), 

and I went into the midst of the prison 

—the prison that is the body (odpa)—and I 

said, ““He who hears, let him rise up 

from his heavy sleep’’. But he wept and he shed tear 

upon tear; he dried them 

and he said, ““Who is he who names 

my name, and from whence has the hope (€Atris) come to me 

while I am in the chains of the prison?’’ But 

I said, “‘I am the Pronoia (trpovoic) of the pure light; 

I am the thought of the virginal (tap8eviKos) spirit (Tvetua) 

who raises you to the glorious place (tTOTTos). 

Arise and remember, 

that you are he who has heard, and dwell by 

your root, that is me, the merciful, and 

protect (4opaAileiv) yourself against 

the angels (G&yyeAos) of the poverty and the daemons (Saipyav) 

of Chaos (xaos) and everything which cleaves to you, 

and then you shall come into existence awakening from the 

heavy sleep and from the entanglement in the inner part 

of Amente’’. And I raised him, 

and I sealed (oppayileiv) him with the light 

of the water with five seals (oppayis) that 

the death should not get power over him from that time. But 

see! Now I will go to the perfect (TEAE105) 

aeon (aicv). I have completed everything for you 

in your presence, and I have 

said you everything that you shall write it down 

and give it secretly to your brethren in the spirit (mveUu) 

for (y&p) this is the mystery (uvotrpiov) of the generation (yevec) 

which does not waver”. And the Saviour (owtnp) gave 

him this that he should write it down and place it in 

safety, and he said to him, “Cursed is 

every one who gives it for a gift (6d@pov) 

or (q) for food or (7) for 

drink or (7) for clothing or (7) for any other thing 

1 “‘my face” or “‘the treasure”. 
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Pl 80; 

1 NTEIMEINE AYO NAi AYTAAY NAY 

2N OYMYCTHPION AYQ 2N TOYNOY 

AYP ATOYON2 EBOA MNEYMTO EBOA 

AYO. AYE] YA NEYYBP MAOHTHC AUTE 

5 OYQ EPOOY NNENTANCOP XOOY NAY 

IC MEXPC 2AMHN 

KATA iQ2ANNHN 

N 

AMOKPY®ON 

80,7-9 4 BG 77,7-8 # C III 40,10-11. 
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Pl. 80. 

1 of this kind’’. And this was given him 

secretly (uUoTHpIOV), and at once — 

he became invisible for him. 

But he went to his fellow disciples (ua8nt1s5) and recounted 

5 to them that which the Saviour (owtnp) had said to him. 

Jesus Christ. Amen (&ynv). 

The Secret (&ttoKpugov) (Book) 

according to (kat&) John. 
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Indices 

Coptic Words 

A- prep: passim. 

AMHEINE imperat pl, come 63,2 

AMNTE nn m, Hades: 59,4. 70,1. 79,22.—€MNTE 78,26. 79,1. 

AMA2TE grasp, lay hold on: 76,8.—€MA2TE 58,24. 73,33. 76,11. 

AN negation: 62,7. 62,10. 70,10. 70,22. 71,3. 72,2. 73,29. 73,33. 75,21. 76,11. 77,6. 

ANOK personal pron 1 sg, I: 48,12. 48,13. 48,14. 57,9. 59,20. 61,8. 61,17. 69,26. 

70,9. 71,27. 73,16. 74,22. 74,32. 75,11. 75,31. 78,11. 78,15 bis. 78,20. 78,24. 

78,33. 78,34. 79,11. 79,12. 79,16. 79,28.—ANK 61,8. 

ANON personal pron 1 pl, we: 52,15. 

Ane nn f, head: 52,13. 59,31. 63,30. 65,10. 66,34. 

AP€- NA verbal prefix 2 fut: 63,4. 

APOY nn m, cold: 66,4. 66,7. 

AP€2 keep, guard: 75,28. 

ATKAC nn m, marrow: 63,19. 64,19. 

ATTAAGO incurable: 69,23. 

AT2€N without law, who cannot be judged: 51,9. 

AYAI nn m, multitude, amount: 61,6. 61,30. 63,24.—verb. become many, great 

AYAEI: 74,16. AYAI 74,27. 74,36. 

A20 nn m, treasure (or: 20 face) 79,1. 

AXN- without: 57,29. 58,5.—AXNT-: 74,14. 

AXN- over: 55,24. 56,35. 57,12. 57,15. 59,6. 66,10. 68,11. 70,21. 70,26.72,34. 

74,13. 76,32.—AXQ- with 60,5.—€XN- over: 56,10. 56,14. 56,17. 67,20. 

68,13. 72,22. 72,23. 72,33. 73,20. 76,33. 77,1. 77,15. 78,28.—€2PAi EXN- 

59,5.—€XO- with: 59,7. 74,10. 74,21. 77,29. 

BOK go: 67,28. 68,23. 74,25. 75,23. 75,25. 77,10. 78,18. 78,25. 78,36. 79,3. 79,26. 

BAA nn m, eye: 63,32. 63,33.—BAAAE 58,9.—P BAAH become, make blind 76,27. 

BENINE nn m, iron: 77,31. 

BET CnIP nn f, rib: 71,4. 

Bye nn f, oblivion, sleep: 61,24. 69,12. 70,20. 70,22. 73,7. 75,4. 75,9. 76,24. 76,29. 

BA2 nn m, penis(?): 64,29. 

€-, €PO- prep, passim.—PO- 76,7. 76,8. 

€MOY nn m, cat: 72,19. 

€MNTE see AMNTE 

EMA2TE see AMA2TE 

€NE2 nn m, eternity: YA ENE2 eternal: 53,27. 54,7. 55,12. 74,2. 74,7.—NWA ENE2: 
15,31. 16,5.178;6. 

EPHY fellow, each other: 48,8. 63,6. 69,1. 69,3. 69,28. 76,13. 76,17. 77,22. 
€TBE- because, because of: 76,29. 78,20. 79,36 bis. 79,37. bis.—€TBHT2 passim.— 

€TBE NAI passim. 
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€o0Y nnm, honour, glory: 52,36 bis. 53,1. 53,2. 60.27.—+ €ooyY glorify: 53,2. 

De gloma2,e4,)09,00,999,99. 54,3), 55,2, 55,8. 55,13, 57,6. 57,9..57,24.— 

TGOM MnEOoOY 60,6-7. ; 

€Y be able: 74,18.—w 76,10. 

eyne conjunction, if: 67,8. 

HNE nn m, ape: 59,33. 

HNE nn f, number: 67,2. 

€l come: 74,17. 75,32.—€l E€BOA: 59,22.—€l EBOA 2N-:60,10. 62,13. 74,24. 75,5. 

78,23.—€l €2PAi: 47,5. 47,7. 62,18. 68,24. 69,13. 71,21. 73,12. 77,24.— 

€l E2PAi AXN-: 74,13.—€l E2PAI EXQ-: 73,24. 74,10.—€l NAz: come to 62,7. 

62,8. 79,9.—€l YA come to: 80,4.—cINEl ANITN coming down, descent: 

68,22.—nYoPn NEI EBOA the first coming forth: 53,11. 

€l€ particle: 74,33. 

€lEBE nn m, nail: 64,11.—€leIB 65,6. 

€IN€ bring (tr): 62,2. 69,17. 70,36. 76,35. 77,30.—E€INE A- bring to: 62,9.—€INE 

AXN bring over: 70,20.—€INE €BOA bring out, produce, emanate: 57,35. 

67,22. 70,19. 70,30. 70,33.—NT2 EBOA 68,12.—€INE NA2PE- bring before: 

60,2.—€INE N- -++ €2PAi EXM- bring over: 77,15. 

€IN€E nn m, likeness, figure: 54,14. 57,29. 58,6. 62,24. 63,3. 67,31. 69,29. 72,30. 

72,35. 72,36. 73,4. 77,24. 77,26. 78,9.—INE€ 60,34. 61,4. 63,10. 70,35. 

77,27.—€INE nn f, 71,9.—€INE vb. be like 66,26. 66,29. 

eipe do: 67,3. 69,3. 74,8.—P passim.—AA- 69,28. O N- 71,34. 72,1. 74,2. 76,9. 

76,16. 76,32. 77,5. 78,2.—€IPE NOYYOXNE decide: 68,33. 76,11. 77,22. 

—P ATOYON2 EBOA be invisible: 80,3.—P 2AAO be old: 78,2.—P 2TH- 

repent: 76,32. 

€lOPM stare, nod, beckon: 53,14. 53,28. 53,29. 53,33. 54,34. [54,35].—€lQPME 

62,30. 68,32.—Q €lOPM NCO stare after 51,36. 

€IC 2HHTE behold: 79,26. 

(€)1aT nn m, father: 48,26. 52,18. 54,3. 54,10. 54,18. 57,10. 71,12. 71,16. 71,20.— 

neloaT MNTHPY 62,21. 

ITN nn m, ground, earth: 62,28. 73,3. 73,7.—ITNE 62,32. 

Ke- other: 56,7. 56,15. 56,19. 56,20. 61,9. 61,11. 70,34. 75,21. 79,37.—pl eNKeE- 

58,24. 77,9.—pl 2€NKOOYE 67,7.—pl 2NKOOYEl 73,21.—c€- 58,7.—KE-: also 

73,3.—KEOYA 61,12.—keoyele 75,18.—KECON again: 69,5.—nEeKE- the 

other: 68,1. 

KO place, put: 55,22. 58,15. 69,17. 69,25.—KAA= 79,33.—KQ NcQ2 leave: 71,12. 

71,16. 71,19.—MNTKAPOQH silence 47,3. 55,4. 

KOK A2HY nn m, nakedness: 71,33.—K9 NKA2HY 70,8.—qual KHK A2HY naked: 

68,7. 

KAKE nn m, darkness: 59,10. 59,11. bis. 59,12. 59,14. 61,24, 69,8. 69,36. 70,2. 

70,32. 72,8. 77,15. 78,8. 78,17. 78,25. 78,36.—MNA NKAKE 77,28.— 2BCQ 

MNKAKE veil of darkness: 61,33.—n+2€ MNKAKE the drunkenness of the 

darkness: 71,8. 

KAAE nn f, knee: 65,2 bis. 65,25 bis.—compare: KEAENKE2 elbow: 64,6. 
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KAOOAE nn f, cloud: 58,16.—KAOOAE NOYOEIN 58,15. 77,12. 

KEAENKE2 nn m, elbow: 64,6. 

KIM move: 47,33. 62,26. 67,32. 78,20. 78,28.—nn m. movement: 61,26 bis.— 

ATKIM immovable: 67,14. 73,23. 77,10. 79,31. 

KMHME nn m, darkness: 72,8. 

KOYN2 nn m, (with suffix) genitals, shame: 65,20. 

KOPY nn m, flattery: 66,31. 

KAC nn m, bone: 63,15.—pl KEec 64,19.—KAAC 71,10 bis. (sg and pl). 

KTO turn, surround: 58,14.—Q KTHY A- 54,11.—qual KTHY € 61,6. 

KQTE €- surround: 61,5.—KQTE NMMA- go round with: 75,8.—KOTE NCA- seek: 

78,26. 

KA2 nn m, earth, soil: 66,22. 68,35. 69,6. 71,37. 72,24. 77,15. 

KQ2 be envious, zealous: 61,13. 67,34.—nn m. envy, zeal 58,31. 60,22. 63,21. 

66,21. [73,31].—Pe4KN2 zealous, jealous: 61,8—-9. 

KQ2T nn m, fire: 58,10. 58,25. 59,8. 59,34. 60,5. 72,22.—nn f. 69,6. 

AAAY nn used as pron., anyone, anything, something: 48,34. 51,11. 51,13. 51,15. 

51,27. 58,12. 58,17. 73,29. 73,34. 74,14. 74,18. 78,3. 

MA nn m, place: 59,22. 60,10. 70,2. 73,27. 73,31. 75,24. 75,26 bis—MA NYONE 

dwelling place: 70,1. 73,6. 

me nnf, truth: 54,8. [55,24]. 55,26.—MHE 53,34. 56,8. 66,33.—adj. (m.) MMEE 

56,33.—NNOYTE NTMHE 78,4. 

MOY die: 69,13. 78,3.—nn m. death: 69,5. 69,24. 69,31. 69,34. 79,25.—ATMOY 

immortal: 58,13. 

MOYE! nn, lion: 58,9. 

MOKMEK think: 57,34.—nn m. thought: 57,31. 76,9. 

MKA2 be painful, grieved: qual MOK2 76,17.—MKA2 nn m, pain, difficulty: 66,22. 

MME know: 52,16. 68,26. 78,3.—MME A- 55,27. 61,14. 61,33. 71,32. 72,35.—-MME €- 

67,9.—MME XE know that: 61,34. 62,18. 67,27. 68,5. 70,15. 71,35. 74,33. 76,5. 

MMAN negation, no: 61,21. 

MMIN MMO- (emphasizing) own, proper: 62,10. 72,36. 

MAEIN nn m, sign, mark: 63,7.—MAIN 63,6.—+ MEINE give sign, signify: 74,1-2. 

MEINE nn f, sort: 80,1.—MINE 76,16 bis. 

MNYA be worthy, worth: 55,30.—P NMYA 73,26. 

MOYP bind, gird, tie: 76,30.—MOP= 75,7. 

MPPe nn f, chain: 75,7. 76,15.—MPP€ MNEYTEKO 79,10.—MPPE NTBYE 69,12. 76,23. 

76,29. 

MAP? pref optative: 63,11. 

MAPE- neg pref pres cons: 74,18. 

MOCTE nn m, hatred: 69,31. 

MECT2HT nn f, breast: 65,16. 

MAIT nn m, road, path: 68,23. 68,24. 78,14. 

MHT ten, 77: MME2MHT the tenth: 59,1. 

MOYT nn m, sinew, nerve: 63,16. 64,24.—neck: 64,4. 65,10. 
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MATE reach, obtain, enjoy: 77,20.—METE 66,13. 77,21. 

METE see MATE. 

MHTE nn f, middle: 58,16. 60,4. 66,11. 69,25. 78,18. 78,25. 78,36. 79,3. 

MOYTE call: 54,1. 55,28. 56,33. 58,18. 58,19. 58,29. 58,33. 58,35. 60,8. 63,11. 

68,18. 70,3. 71,23. 72,24. 73,1.— METMOYTE MNAPAN: 79,8. 

MTO face, in: MNEYMTO EBOA (prep.) in face of, --- before: 54,27. 80,3. 

MTON nn m, rest: 70,2.—lust: 77,20. 

MATOY nn f, poison: 69,23. 

MMAY there: 68,24. 75,27. with rel.: ETMMAY that: 71,5. 74,18. 74,36. 75,17. 

75,20. 75,26.—MO 76,21.—€MAY there: 75,26. 

MAAY nnf, mother: 48,14. 58,6. 58,21. 59,9. 60,8. 61,4. 61,14. 61,28. 61,32. 

62,17. 66,5. 66,10. 66,18. 67,15. 67,22. 67,27. 67,29. 68,11. 68,28. 71,13. 

71,16. 71,20. 73,3. 75,14.—MAY 57,11.—TMAAY NNETON2 58,18. 71,24. 

MOOY nn m, water: 62,34. 69,1. 69,6. 72,23. 73,7. 79,24.—pl, MoYelooyYe 61,21. 

62,27. 

meeve think: 57,26. 61,19. 61,29. 62,16. 68,6.—CeEMEeYe NAPA POU 76,7.— MEEYE 

nn m, thought: 52,31. 53,24. 54,6. 55,4. 57,26. 58,2. 60,12. 68,30. 68,33. 

69,16. 70,18. 71,35. 76,4. 76,10.—meeY nn m, thought: 73,20.—P MMEEYE 

remember 79,14.—PnMeeve nnm, remembrance: 56,12. 78,16. 78,24. 

78,35.—MMEEYE MMAPOENIKO MNNA 79,12-13. 

MHHYE nn m, multitude: 59,36. 

MOOWE vb, walk, go: 78,14. 78,17. 78,23. 78,33.—nn journey: 78,14. 

MOYYS MN- be mixed, mix: 60,11. 76,18 (instead of: MOYX6) 

Moy fill: 72,12. 77,28. 79,1.—MA2- pref ord num 56,12. 56,16. 57,12. 57 si33 

57,14. 57,16. 62,12. 78,32.—Me2- pref ord num 56,8. 56,10. 56,14. 56,17. 

57,22. 58,30. 58,31. 58,32. 58,33. 58,34. 58,36 bis. 58,37. 59,1 bis. 59,2. 

59,5. 59,17 bis. 59,27. 59,28. 59,29. 59,33. 60,17. 60,18 ter. 60,19. 60,20. 

60,21. 60,22. 60,23 bis. 60,24. 63,15. 63,16. 63,18. 63,19. 63,20. 63,22. 78,22. 

ME2T nn m, bowels, intestines: 64,23. 

MAAXE nn m, ear: 63,34. 63,35. 79,28. 

NA nn m, pity, charity: 68,16.—NAE 67,18. 

NOY come: qual NHY 73,6. 74,20. 

NOBE nn m, sin: 76,25. 76,30. 

NOYB nn m, gold: 77,30. 

NOEIK nn, adultery, in: P NOEIK commit adultery: 76,13. 

NKA nn m, thing: 60,33. 

NIM interrog pron, who: 61,12. 74,34. 79,8. 

NIM every: passim. 

NANOY2 be god: 70,4.—PE4P METNANOYY doer of good, benefactor: 68,10. 

68, 15-16. 

NOYN nn m, abyss, depth: 59,6. 62,26. 

NOYNE nn f, root: 69,30. 78,30. 79,16. 

NOYTE nn m, God: 48,32. 48,33. 59,20 bis. 60,9. 60,18. 61,9. 61,11. 63,3. 76,19. 

Giversen — 8 
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76,28.—n+ 55,32.—Nn+ MMAZOPATOC MNNA 56,24.—TMNTNOYTE divinity: 

60,18. 63,17.—NAYTOrEN[HC] NNOYTE 55,11. 55,16-17. 55,19-20. 55,34. 

56,21.—MAYTOFENHC NNOYTE MME 55,24. 56,21.—MNOYTE NTMHE 78,4. 

NTOK personal pron. 2 sg, you: 79,15.—NTK 75,16. 

NTN- prep, by, from: 59,9 (derived from: TOPE hand). 

NAY see: 70,28.—NAY A- 58,7. 61,2. 61,5. 61,21. 62,32. 62,34. 71,4. 72,25.— 

NAY €- 58,13. 58,17. 63,8. 68,32. 72,9.—ATNAY unseen, invisible: 52,34. 

53235 

NAY nn m, hour, time: 79,25. 

NAYE be many, much, great: 68,16. 75,34.—€NAWQ- (rel as adj) many, great: 

6221207759. 

NYOT nn, induration, in: + NYOT make hard: 78,10. 

NIE vb, breath, blow 67,23. 67,25.—nn m, breath 64,27. 

NOY2E turn, return: NAY22 57,8. 75,13. 

NA2BE nn f, shoulders: 64,5. 65,11 bis. 

NE€2C€ awake, arise: 75,9. 

NA2OYT- trust (probably derived from: NA2TE trust): 78,22. 

NXE particle (for Nol): 47,13. 

NOYXE throw, cast: 75,3. 75,7. 75,20.—NOX=- 58,11. 68,8. 72,7. 

NAX2e€ nn f, gum: 64,2. 

NOo great: 51,24. 55,18. 55,21. 56,23. 57,1. 58,20. 67,18. 69,3. 73,19. 76,26. 

77,34.— old: 48,4.—MNTNO6 greatness 54,15. 73,26. 77,1. 78,17.—2N OYNOG 

Novoely for a long time: 67,14-15. 

Nel particle: passim.—NXe€ 47,13. 

OB2E nn f, tooth: 64,2. 

ON adv, again, also: [53,20] 53,32. 68,13. 77,22. 78,30. 

OEIY see TAYEOEIY preach, proclaim: 77,3. 

nA- posses art, belonging to; passim.—MNA-, etc. posses pron: passim 

n-, T-, N-; Me€ etc. def art: passim 

nAi, TAI, NAi; Nei etc. demonstrative: passim 

ne nn f, heaven, sky: 59,5. 60,15. 60,26. 60,27. 62,11. 62,13. 68,32. 71,25.76,29. 

—TME2CAYHYE Mne the seventh heaven: 59,6. 

NOONE turn, move: 58,22. 74,12. 

nPPE nn m, coming, shining forth: 54,12.—nppie€ 61,15. 

nOQPxX €BOA nn m, separation: 69,14. 

WIC nn, nine, in: NME2WIC the ninth: 58,37.—NMAewWIT 62,12. 

WIT see above under WIC 

not run after, pursue: 74,28.—Q NHT NCQ- 70,32.—noaT €2PAi €- run up, away: 
78,30. 

nay €xoa- divide, share with: 59,7.—nawe Ax- 60,4. 

no2T €2PAi EXO? pour upon: 62,5. 

PH nn m, sun: 58,36. 

PO nn m, mouth, in: MNTKAPQY nn m, silence: 47,3. 55,4. 

PIME vb weep: 79,6.—PIME nn m, weeping: 62,1.—PMeiH nn f, tear. 79,6. 79,7. 
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PQME nnm, man: 62,14. 63,2. 68,3. 68,29. 69,11. 69,13. 71,12. 74.13. 75,14. 

76,5. 77,1. 77,9. 77,33.—NAYTOFENHC NPQME NTEAEIOC 56,32.—NFENEA 

NPPQME 58,35.—NYEEPE NNPOQME 77,18,—NYHPE NNPQME 77,4.—NYHPE 

MnPOME 62,15. 73,1.—nwopn Nome 53,7. 54,4. 62,23. 63,10. 
PMMAO rich, in: MNTPMMAO richness, wealth: 78,15. 

PAN nnm, name: 47,9. 51,16. 55,29 bis. 56,34. 58,19. 58,28. 59,16 bis. 60,28. 

60,30. 60,33. 63,12. 72,24. 79,9.—+PAN give name, call: 51,17. 60,14. 

60,27.—NYOMT NPAN the three-fold name 53,9.—PIN 59,26. 

Pné€ nn m, temple 47,8. 47,19. 

PPO nn m, king: pl. PPOY in: NCAYY NNPOY seven kings: 59,4.—P PPO be king: 

59,7.—-MNTEPO nn f, kingdom: 60,21. 63,19. 

POEIC be awake: 79,20. 

PAWE rejoice: 75,15. 

POOYY nnm, care, concern, cause of anxiety: 66,23. 73,28. 77,34.—4l POOYY 

care about: 73,29. 

CA nn m, side, part: 60,15.—CA MMITN lower part: 62,28. 62,32. 68,8.—CA N2OYN 

inner part: 78,26. 78,36. 79,21. 

cel be filled, satisfied, in: MNT[AT]C€l unsatedness, greed: 66,29.—MNTATCI 

eo 

CAE nn m, beauty: 69,20. 

cQ nn m, drinking, drink: 79,37. 

CHBE nn f, shin-bone, shin: 64,35. 65,1. 65,24 bis. 

cape smile: 61,19. 70,11. 74,25. 

cBooy nn f, doctrine, teaching: 47,1. 

COBTE prepare 72,1. 73,6. 

cok draw, be drawn: 74,21. 75,2. 77,33. 

CMH nn f, voice: 55,21. 62,13. 62,17. 

cmoy bless, praise: 57,6. 57,9.—€IN€ NOYCMOY praise: 62,3. 

CMAT nn f, form, likeness: 48,4. 61,1. 71,27. 75,35.—CMOT 52,22. 58,4.—ATCMOT 

without likeness: 58,6. 

CMOT see CMAT 

CONE nn f, sister: 71,20. 

CNTE nn f, foundation: 62,26. 78,19. 78,27. 

CONT create, in: [COJNT2 61,31 (?). 

CNAY nn, two: 60,33. 71,14. 71,18. 71,32. 72,17. 72,32. 78,22.—ME2CNAY second: 

56,8. 56,10. 58,30. 59,17. 59,27. 60,17. 60,18. 72,17:—MA2CNO second. 

57,13 bis.—Me2cNTE f, second: 63,15. MNTCNOOYC twelve: 56,22. 56,25.— 

MME2MNTCNOOYC the twelfth: 59,2. 

CANAY make, be alive, nourish, qual CANAYT: 66,14. 

cNOY¥ nn m, blod. 63,20. 

con nn m, time, in: Kecon another time, again: 69,6.—2I OYCON at one time, to- 

gether: 77,23.—ME2Ccen CNAY 78,22.—NMA2YOMT Ncon’ 78,33. 

ceene nn m, remainder: 68,1. 

cnip nn m, side 64,16. 64,17. 65,18 bis. 70,30.—BeT CnIP nn f. rib: 71,4. 
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conc pray: 67,17.—nn m. prayer: 62,2. 

cnoToy nn m, lips: 64,1. 

COPM go astray, err, be lost: 74,22. 75,1. 78,1. 

CPY¥E nn m, leisure, perseverance: 69,19.—P ATCPYE be without leisure: 78,2. 

CATE nn f, fire: 68,35. 69,2. 

CATE nn m, redemption: 52,7. 

COTM hear: 62,15. 70,23. 79,5. 79,15.—COQTM A- (tr) 62,1.—CQTM NA 77,5.— 

YO NATCOTM NAY 70,15. 

CTOT tremble (intr): 62,25. 

COOY six: 59,24.—mnMe2cooy the sixth: 58,34. 59,32. 60,23.—TMeeco f, the sixth: 

60,22.—TMeecoe f, the sixth: 63,20.—CcE sixty 59,25. 67,3. 

COOYN know: 72,2. 75,22.—COYN- 70,4. 71,9. 76,28. 77,12.—COYON- 70,8. 78,4.— 

COYON- 73,9. 78,21.—COOYN nnm, knowledge: 57,35. 75,10.—ATCOOYN 

without knowledge: 57,19. 59,21. 61,28. 76,9.—ATCOOYNE 59,10.— 

MNTATCOOYN nn f, ignorance: 58,14. 61,25. 67,28. 69,8. 72,6. 72,12. 

76,24. 

CNOY2 E20YN gather together: 77,21. 

coely nn m, husband (properly: pair): 77,27. 

cAY nn m, shame, contempt: 76,14. 

cIYe be bitter, qual CAYE 66,28. 69,20. 69,30. 

CAYH(E) nn, seven: 59,4. 59,23. 59,31. 60,12. 65,30.—TCAYYE 63,25.—NME2ZCAYY 
the seventh: 58,36. 59,33. 60,24.—TME2CAY4 60,23.—TME2CAYYE 59,6. 
63,22. 

cna defile, pollute: 77,25. 

coz€ be set up, upright (caus derived from 92€): 79,13.—ce2zn2 56,9. 56,13. 

56,35. 70,9. 73,13—co2e 71,22.—caze MMOY 68,20. 70,17. 

COO02E remove, in: C€2n- 71,36.—ce2nn2 58,22. 

ca2e reprove (prob for COO2€): 62,9. 62,12.—nn 68,27. 

C2Al write: 70,23.—CA20- 79,33.—Q CH2 67,9.—(tr.) C2AICOY 79,29. 
CA2 nn m, master: 47,10. 

c2iMe nn f, woman: 70,35. 71,4. 71,37.—pl. c2i1AM€ 78,7.—MNTC2IME womanhood: 
rR Aes, 

CA2OY curse, in: Q C20YOPT cursed: 79,34.—coy2onP: 71,37. 

[C]6PA2T be quite: 52,11 (?). 

TA- posses art f: passim. 

TAEIO honour: TAEIO2 55,20.—qual TAEIHY, in: NTOMOC ETTAEIHY 79,14. 
TH five: 59,25. 67,3. 

+ give: 57,4. 63,6. 68,2. 69,36. 79,32. 79,35.—TN 53,21. 53,27. 53,33. 54,33.—TAAZ 
60,29. 67,16. 70,19. 75,5. 79,30. 80,1.—qual TO 60,30.—+ MEINE give sign, 
signify: 74,1-2.—+ 2192 give on, pull on. 72,7.—€NTAYTAAY 2lI 69,11.— 
+ 2TH pay heed to, observe: 70,27.—+ TAXPO make strong: 74,17.—See 
EOOY. 

THBE nn, finger: 64,10. 64,11. 65,13. 65,14. 
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THHBE nn, toe: 65,4. 65,5. 65,27. 65,28. 

TBBO be pure, 73,27. qual TBBH[Y]: 51,18. 54,11. 54,18. 73,18. 79,12. 

+K nn, spark: 54,13. 

TEKO nn m, perdition: 70,14. 78,31.—ATTEKO adj imperishable: 61,1. 74,2. 

74,30.—nn f, MNTATTEKO [48,28]. 54,7. 55,31. 73,30.—vb, TOKOz 78,29 

(derived from TEKO). 

TAAO go up, mount: 73,20. 

TEAHA rejoice: 54,18. 

TAAGO make to cease, heal: TAGA2: 73,14.—ATTAAGO incurable 69,23. 

TM- negation: 77,21. 

TOM shut: 78,9. 

TAMIO make create: 55,6. 55,10. 58,24. 59,22. 59,24. 63,2. 63,5. 63,9. 63,14. 63,16. 

63,18. 63,20. 63;21) 63,22. 63,26. 63,29, 63,30. 63,31. 70,34..77,23.— 

TAMIO2 58,5. 58,13. 61,1. 68,4. 68,31.—TAMIO NOYYOXNE 77,16.—TAMIO 

nn m, creation: 77,1. 

TOMT meet; (or) be amazed (?): 58,26 (read: TOME join). 

TON interrog adv, where: 47,10.—whence: 62,18. 73,9. 75,32. 79,9.—€TON 

whither: 74,25. 75,23. —TON whither. 74,35. 

TNNOOY send: 67,18. 68,15. 71,15. 71,18. 72,14.—TNNEY- 59,8.—TNNA- 73,3. 

TENOY now: 58,26. 71,10. 78,7. 78,11. 79,26.—2N TOYNOY 71,5. 80,2.—(see 

OYNOY hour). 

+ne nn f, loins: 64,18. 

+ne nn f, taste 69,36. 71,26. 

THP2 all, whole, every: 50,4. 51,7. 60,1. 60,3. 62,4. 62,6. 62,25. 62,31. 62,32. 

64,27. 64,28. 65,7. 65,22. 65,30. 66,1. 66,3. 66,5. 66,10. 66,13. 66,18. 

66,31. 67,4. 67,11. 67,13. 68,2. 68,9. 68,20. 68,31. 68,35. 72,14. 73,15. 

TAA: 74:5 620.0 16:272576,2907 TA® 17,15... 78,52 79,19-—The all, the 

universe: 55,10. 55,24. 55,27. 56,26. 57,7. 57,8. 62,22 bis. 67,18. 76,32. 

78,12. 

TOPE nn, hand; in: 2ATN- prep, besides with: 60,17. 60,18. 60,20. 60,24.—see 2HT. 

ToPM’ seize, carry from: 72,14. 

TCO give to drink: TcO-: 73,7. 

TCEBO MMAY teach: 68,22.—TceBe 70,11. 77,2.—TCEBA- 71,30.—TCEBO- 47,3. 

62,19. 70,12.—TCABO MMO 68,23.—TCABO- 69,26. 

TCENO provide, adorn: 67,12.—TCENO- 60,34.—nn m. propriety, order, ornament: 

61,5.—TCA[N]O 63,28. 

THY nn m, wind: 69,2. 72,22. 

+0Y nn, five: 59,6. 67,19.—+e€ f. in: TMe2te the fifth: 60,21. 63,19.—+é f; in: 

2N +€ NC@PArIC 79,24.—TH five (in connection with other num): 59,25. 

67,3.—MMee2toyY the fifth: 58,33. [59,31]. 60,21. 

TAYO proclaim: 61,10. 

TEOYN recount, produce: 80,4. 

TOQOYN arise (intr.): 79,5.—TQOYN~ 79,14.—TQON 67,24. 
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TOYNOYC wake, raise: 69,16. 71,34. 72,29. 76,3. 77,19. 79,22.—TOYNOC2 EBOA 2N 

fied 

TQY be fixed, appoint: Tow 65,7.—qual THY 66,3.—ATTOWC unlimited: 66,12. 

TAYEOEIY proclaim, preach: 77,3. 

TQ2 mix, be mixed: 59,11. 69,1.—qual TH2 66,12. 

TE2O €PAT? establish: 57,12. 57,17. 57,18.—TEz2E EPAT2 59,4.— TE20- cath: 

70,32.—ATTE20- unattainable: 70,31.—T€20- EPAT- establish 56,17. 

+2€ nn m, drunkenness: 71,8. 

TQM nn m, calling: 74,3. 

TNC annoint: 54,23.—TA2c- 54,25.—nn m, annointing 69,33. 

TAXPO make strong, firm: 56,27. 59,21. 68,3.—nn m. firmness, strength 52,14.— 

+ TAXPO make strong: 74,17.—2N OYTAXPO firmly, certainly 79,34. 

TANCE be fixed, joined, cleave to: TO6- A- 71,13. 71,17. 

OY interrog pron what: 61,18. 69,27. 70,21. 

OYA nn m, blasphemy: 76,23.—x€ OYA speak blasphemy: 75,29. 
OYA nn, one; in: KEOYA another one: 61,12.—keoyel€ 75,18.—AnoYA for each 

(distrib) : 59,24.—noYA NOYA each one: 63,28.—f. TOYEIE TOYEIE each one: 
63,7.—MME2MNTTOYE the eleventh: 59,1. 

OYOEI in: + MEYOYOE! E- advance toward 47,8. 

OYQ in: +0YN nn m, fruit: 69,33.—+ OYA EBOA give fruit: 69,36. 

OYAAB qual, qual: pure, innocent: 53,7. 54,29. 54,31. 55,16. 56,27.57,17. 58,17. 
62,6.:62519. 67,19.°72,3, 73,13.073,15, 75,34: 

OYOM eat: 69,19. 70,9. 70,11. 70,13. 79,36. 

OYOEIN nn m, light: 47,32. 48,2. 48,7. 49,1. 52,29. 52,32. 52,33. 54,13. 54,20. 
55,8. 55,30. 59,10. 59,13 bis. 59,14. 60,7. 61,15. 62,33. 63,4. O33 Tia: 
77,13. 78,15. 78,23. 78,33. 78,34. 79,2. 79,23.—OYOEIN ETTBBHY pure light. 
54,11. 54,18. 71,29. 73,18.—NPONOIA MNMOYOEIN €TBBHY 79,11.—OYYAK 
NKQ2T NOYOEIN 58,25.—TGAM MMOYOEIN 59,9.—KAOOAE NOYOEIN 58,15. 
77,12.—€NINOIA NOYOEIN NON2 72,11.—OYENINOIA NOYOEIN 68,17.— 
TENINOIA MMOYOEIN 68,25. 69,15. 70,5. 70,28.—NnOYOEIN NTEMINOIA 70,16. 
—TENINOIA NTMPONOIA NOYOEIN 76,2.—NOYOEIN NYA ENE2 MNPOQME 76,4.— 
+ OYOEIN give light, shine: 58,11. 59,34.—P OYOEIN shine: 67,33. 77,14.—B 
OYOEIN be light, brighten: 59,12. 62,33.—0 OYOEIN shine: 68,6. 71,34.— 
nn +K NOYOEIN spark: 54,13. 

OYN there is: passim. 

OYON NIM pron, every one: 79,35. 

OYQN EBOA open, be open: 76,22. 

OYNAM adj, right: 63,32. 63,34. 64,7. 64,9. 64,10. 64,12. 64,14. 64,17. 64,31. 
64,33. 64,34. 65,1. 65,2. 65,3. 65,11. 655125 -65,139°65)15.°65)17- 65,18. 
65,20. 65,23. 65,24. 64,25. 65,26. 

OYNOY nn f, hour, in: 2N TOYNOY on the instant, immediately: 67,34.—see 
TENOY. 

OYON2 (€BOA) reveal, be revealed, appear: 53,4. 54,16. 55,21. 57,28. 58,3. 62,24. 
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62,30. 68,28. 70,36. 71,5. 71,26. 71,33. 72,5. 72,10.—P ATOYQN2 EBOA be 

invisible: 80,3. 

OYPHTE nn f, foot: 64,33. 65,3. 65,5. 65,6. 65,26. 65,27. 

OYAAT? alone, self: 61,30. 73,30. 73,34. 

OYOT adj, single, alone: 71,14. 71,18. 

OYOEIY nn m, time, occasion: 48,13. 57,21. 67,14. 73,36. 76,31. 78,32.—NPOC 

oyoely for some time: 73,11. 

oynwe vb; wish, desire: 55,4. 57,28. 67,8. 67,15. 70,19. 70,29. 76,8.—OYQYE 

nnm, 55,9. 56,1. 56,24. 56,31. 58,8. 60,3.—oYoaYy nn m, 55.00 55312: 

56,27. 56,30. 57,34. 

OYQNYBE answer: 73,18. 

OYN2 put: OY2A2 A- 79,15.—O[YA]e- NcA- follow: 55,9.—O0YA22 NCA- follow: 

75,18. 78,1.—Q OYH2 NCQ? follow: 47,11.—Q OYHe2 21X0~ rest, alight upon: 

60,1. 

OYXAi be safe: 73,17. 74,11. 74,30. 75,11. 75,19.—OYXAEl 73325: 

Q nn, conception, in: X€ OY conceive: 54,12. 

QA MMOZ E20YN A- bring into: 69,4. 

ON2 nn m, life: 52,3. 56,2. 69,25. 69,27. 72,11. 73,23. 74,10. 74,16. 75,19.— 

ON2 WA ENE2 53,27. 53,29. 54,7. 55,11. 74,7.—QN2 NATTEKO NYA ENE2 

74,2.—vb. in: TMAAY NNETON2 58,18. Wf le 24s 

a2€ stand, stand on foot: M2ePAT~: 55,34. 56,1.—A2EPAT~ 53,16. 53,35. 54,27. 

55,1. 55,13. 55,18. 56,21. 56,22.—A2ee EPAT~ 63,23. 66,11. 72,9. 74,14. 

OGBE nn m, moisture: 66,10. See 206BEC. 

YA prep, to: 77,17. 78,7. 78,11. 

yA nn m, nose: 63,35. 

ye nn, hundred: 59,25. 67,3. 

yeel go and come, wander: 61,13. 61,18.—nn m, going to and fro: 61,26. 

y} nn, measure, weigh: 76,31.—ATYITY immeasureable, unmeasured: 52,2. 

5239: 

yiBe change: YBT-: 77,26. 78,13. 

yeBlo change, qual WBBIAEIT: 58,4. 58,8. 69,9. 72,32. 74,20. 76,17.—MPPE 

ETYBBIAEIT 76,15. 

yBHP nnm, friend, comrade: YBP P 29B collaborator: 54,33.—YBP NeQTP 

conjugate: 57,30. 58,5. 61,36. 62,7. 71,15. 71,19.—4BP 20TP 61,17.— N- 

yBP MNA friends in the spirit: 79,30.—NYBP MAOHTHC 80,4. 

yiK nn m, depth: 59,3. 59,6. Gisoile 

YHM small: 48,12.—P YHM YHM make, become small: 75,12. 

wMMO nn, stranger: 48,11. 77,5. 

YMOYN nn, eight: MME2YMOYN the eighth: 58,37. 

YOMT nn, three: 56,1. 56,7. 56,11. 56,15. 56,19. 57,10. 59,16.—YMT- 59,25. 67,3. 

—MA2yYomT third: 56,12. 57,14. 57,16. 78,32.—ME2YOMT third: 56,14. 

58,31. 59,17. 59,28. 60,18 bis.—f, TME2YOMTE 63,17.—NYOMT E200YT 

the three-fold man: 53,8.—NYOMT NPAN the three-fold name 53,9.— 
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NYOMT NPAN the three names: 59,16.—TYOMTE NGOM the three-fold power: 

53,8. 

YHN nn m, tree: 69,22.—NYHN NTEMOYQN2 69,24.—NYWHN NCOYN METNANOYY MN 

neT200Y 70,4.—NnNYHN MNCOOYN 71,28. 

YINE nn m, in: 6M MEYYINE visit: 73,37.—oM NYINE 74,30. 

YONE sick, weak: qual YONE 59,15 bis. 

yen receive, take (Yan), in: YEN 2ICE take trouble, suffer: 68,20.—w4n 2Ice 76,1. 

yineé be ashamed: 61,25.—wine nn m, shame 66,31. 

yone become, befall, be: 53,20. 53,26. 53,32. 54,2. 54,20. 54,24. 55,3. 55,15. 

Sis22. 58,2. 58,8, 59,13: 59,14; 60,35261,7) 622.612 61s 62 

62,17 bis. 62,22. 63,4. 63,12. 66,20. 66,25, 67,131) 68,1.068,27 S60 

70,14. 71,14. 72,3. 73,15. 73,24. 73,25. 74,35. 75,6. 76,33. 79,20.—qual 

yoon 48,16. 48,25. 48,27. 48,34. 55,26. 56,4. 57,3. 57,25. 58,25. 58,27. 

59,19. 60,3. 60,7. 60,11. 60,31. 61,11. 61,12 bis. 62,14. 62,27. 63,1. 66,12. 

67,1. 67,6267 ,27.967,32> 683302 69.32. OAT Ts 2 ieee ioe 

78,13. 78,29. 78,34. 79,10.—MN KENOYTE Yoon 59,20.—MA NONE dwelling 

place: 70,1. 

ynon nn m, promise: 69,24. 

WAPO? prep, with: 61,11. 63,1.—see also 2APO- 

YAAPE nn m, skin: 63,21. 

weePe nn f, daughter: 77,17. 

YHPE nn m, son: 47,7. 48,14. 55,17. 56,23. 56,26. 57,11. 57,12. 61,23. 62,11. 
72,17. 78,8.—NYHPE MNPOME 62,15. 73,1.—NYHPE NNPOME 77,4.—Y4P OYOT 
only begotten son: 54,15. 

worn first: 58,28. 59,16. 60,15. 60,16. 63,14. 63,29. 69,14. 72,17. 78,14.—yopne 
59,26.—nYOPN MMEEYE the first thought: 53,4.—nwopn MnoPx the first 
separation: 69,14.—nYopn MoQacTHP the first light: 57,2.—nwopn Narre 
AOC the first angel: 56,6.—nYOPN NAION the first aceon: 57,1.—NYOPN 
NAION 60,34.—nYopn NAPXON the first archon: 58,20. 67,16. 68,5. 70,18. 
76,6.—nYoPn NEI €BOA the first coming forth: 53,11.—nyopn NPame 
the first man: 53,7. 54,3. 62,23. 63,10.—nYOPM’ OYON2 EBOA the first 
revelation, appearance: 56,32.—ne4yopn NXOne his first book (Genesis) : 
70,24.—Mnyopn first, in the beginning: 77,21—xN Nwopn from the 
beginning: 67,32. 

YOPYP nn m, destruction, overthrow [60,28]. 60,32. 
WHC in: NNA €TYHC: 74,27. 74,36. 75,33. 78,11.—nNA E4WHC: 77,24. Probably 

derived from Yay make equal, and for YHY (qual); see you 
YQAT want, lack: qual YAAT: 54,24.—YTA nn m, need, shortage: 61,14. 62,9. 

62,13. 68,28. 71,22. 73,14.—ATYTA without shortage: 73,16. 
YTHN nn f, garment, tunic: 79,37. 

YTEKO nn m, prison: 75,8. 78,19. 79,3. 79,4.—MPPE MNEYTEKO 79,10. 
YTOPTP nn m, disturbance, trouble: 69,4. 
YAY nn, use: 70,15.—P WAY be useful: 66,32. 
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YAY nn m, piece: 63,27. 

yooye qual, the dry, dryness: 66,5.—YOYQOY qual used as noun 66,9. 

YoYo pour: 54,27.—YoYeE 79,6.—qual, YOYEIT empty: 66,26. 

yoYoOBE nn f, throat: 64,5. 

yoy be equal: qual WHY 54,14. 

yoYyyoy nn m, boast, pride: 66,25. 

YAYTE nn m, impious person: 59,18.—MNTYAUTE iniquity: 76,22. 

yA2 nn m, flame, fire 58,25. 

YAXE nn m, word: 55,5. 55,9. 55,10. 

WOXNE decide 76,34.—nn m, counsel, design: 69,28. 76,11.—NYOXNE ETOYAAB 

67,19. 72,3.—€IPE NOYYOXNE take counsel, decide: 68,34.—TAMIO NOY- 

WOXNE decide: 77,16.—XI YOXNE advise, take counsel with: 67,21. 

wOXN nn m, remainder: 66,24. 67,7. 

YONGE cleave to, be joined (probably variant of TANCE): 69,2. 

ul take: 68,7. 68,35.—4I POOYY care about: 73,29.—4I E2PAi 2A- bear, endure: 

74,4. 

YOTE EBOA wipe, wipe off: 79,7. 

Y4TOOY nn, four: 55,32. 56,20. 66,14. 66,19. e4TOOY 66,3.—4TOY 69,2.—f 4TOE 

56,2. MMA2YTOOY the fourth: 56,16.—nme2uTooyY the fourth: 56,17. 57,18. 

57,23. 58,32. 59,30. 60,20.—f TME2UTOE 60,19. 63,18. 

Y4oY2ze nn, hair: 63,23. 

2A- prep, for (price): 79,35. 

2AH nn f, last thing, end: 76,15. 

2€ fall: 2€ €2PAi EXN-: fall down over: 78,28.—2€ nn, fall, destruction: 71,32. 

nnf, manner: [48,12]. 66,32. 70,22. 73,10. 75,10. 76,27. 78,5.—KATA 

o€ 61,20. 71,3. 73,2.—E€4O NOE 48,3. 48,4.—NEYO NOE 58,10. 

2H nn f, beginning, in: 2AOH MnoYOEIY before the time: 78,32. 

2Il- prep, on, at: 69,11. 73,31 bis. 73,31. 77,23.—2IQ- 72,8.—eITOOT- 75,20. 

76,14. 76,34. 

20 nn m, face: 58,9. 59,27. 59,28. 59,29. 59,30, 59,32. 59,33. 59,34. 67,24. 72,18. 

72,19. 79,1 (? or A2O treasure).—€BOA 2N (NEY2A away from: 72,15.— 

in front of, before: 60,2. 

202 self: 74,33. 75,22. 

20B nn m, thing, work, matter: 55,6. 58,3. 76,33. 79,27. 79,29. 79,37.—204 event 

67,13. pl. 2BHYE€ 73,19. 74,8. 74,19. 75,3.—P 29B vb, work: 67,4. 67,10. 

67,31.—W4BP P 2098 collaborator: 54,33-34. 

2HBE nn, grief, mourning: 66,23. 

2BBPHeE nn f, lightning: 58,10. 

2AiBec nn f, shade, shadow: 68,29. 69,4.—2OIBEC 69,31. 

2Bca nn f, garment, veil: 61,33. 

2HKE poor, in: MNT2HKE nn f. poverty: NATTEAOC NTMNT2HKE 75,25. 79,18. 

2AA0 nn, old person, in: P 2AAO become, be old: 78,2. 

20Ane€ nn f, navel: 64,15. 
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2ome nn f, palm: 64,7. 64,8. 

2MOM nn m, heat: 66,6. 

2MME nn m, heat, fever: 66,4. 

2OMT nn m, copper: 77,31. 

20YN inner: 78,26.—€20YN to inside, inward: passim.—YA2OYN A- until: 72,26. 

76,20. 

20EINE nn, some, certain: 72,14. 

2INHB nn m, sleep: 79,20.—INHB 79,5. 

2NT2 remove (refl) (2IN€): 75,23. 

2nQ2E nn f, fear: 66,18.—NQ2E 66,30.—P 2NN2E vb. fear: 72,4. 

2on hide: 70,29. 76,30. 77,7. 77,8. 77,11.—2on2 78,20.—qual 2Hn 47,2. 68,25.— 

20n nn m. in: 2N oy2oan adv, secretly: 79,30. 

2APO- prep, under, for: 62,3.—see also YA- and YAPO- 

2PTe nn f, fear: 76,26. 

2Poy make heavy: 70,26.—Q 20PY 76,26. 79,7.—EooPY difficult: 76,25.— 

€T20PY 79,6. 79,21. 

2Ic€ nn m, suffering, in: wen 2ICceé take trouble, suffer: 68,20.—Y4n 2iceé 76,1. 

2AT nn m, silver, money: 77,30. 

2HT nn m, heart: 64,21. 71,7.—pl. 2€T€ 70,27. 78,9.—MNTPMNeHT nn f, wisdom, 

understanding : 56,3. 56,15. 60,24. 63,22. 68,3.—MNTATP 2THY stubbornness: 

66,22.—P 2TH repent: 76,33.—+2TH observe: 70,27.—YAN2TH? pitiful 

of heart: 68,10. 75,35. 79,16.—WN2TH- have pity: 68,11.—2A2TN- prep, 

beside, with: 60,16. 60,21. 60,22-23.—Confused with 2ATN? see TOPE. 

[20el]TE nn, hyena: 59,29 (?). 

20TE nn, fear; in: [P] 20TE be afraid: 48,11. 

2TOMTM be darkened, darken: 61,16.—2TMTM 59,13. 

2ATN- see TOPE and 2HT. 

2OTP nn m, joint yoke, union; in: YBP NzOTP, fellow conjugate, comrade: 57,30. 

58,5. 61,36. 62,7. 71,15. 71,19.—YBP 20TP 61,17. 

200Y nn m, day: 75,28.—nooy N2ooyY this (very) day: 72,26. 76,20. 

200Y be bad; in: neoooy what is evil, wickedness: 66,32.—ne€T200Y 70,5. 

20Y0 A- greater, more: 48,33. 68,4. 68,5. 70,18.—200Y €- 68,6. 

200YT nnm, male, man: 72,1—nwoOmT €200YT the three-fold man 53,8.— 
MNT20OYT male element: 57,32.—200YTC2IME androgynous: 53,9. 54,8. 

2A4 nn m, serpent: 70,10.—204 70,12. 

2A2 nn, much: 66,25. 78,2. 

2A2TN- see 2HT. 

206BEC nn, moisture (prob for A@BEC or ATBEC, cf Crum, Coptic Dictionary 26a): 
66,4.—Q6BE nnm, moisture (probably confusion, cf O6BC cold, Crum 
Coptic Dictionary 540a): 66,10. 

X€ conjunction: passim. 

XI receive, take: 54,28. 58,20. 61,26. 63,24. 67,15. 74,1. 75,10. 77,18. 78,7.— 
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XIT2 59,9. 61,23. 71,1. 74,31. 75,26.—xI +neé take, taste: 69,36. 71,26.— 

XI nn m, rapine, booty: 61,22.—XIN6ONC nn m, violence: 76,23.—X€ OY 

conceive 54,12. 

X0- (XO) send forth: 77,17. 

XQ sow, plant: 72,28. 

XQ say, think: x€-: 79,29.—x00- 57,5. 59,19. 60,13. 61,20. 67,8. 70,23. 70,25. 

71,3. 77,6. 80,5.—X€- OYA speak blasphemy 75,29.—nexA- passim.— 

XQ nn m, head: 64,13. 64,14. 65,17 bis. 

XOK complete 50,4. 51,6. 55,15. 67,4. 74,5. 75,11. 79,27.—qual XHK 50,6. 52,35. 

53,1. 54,30. 54,32. 62,20. 78,12.—ATXQK incomplete, imperfect: 58,4.— 

XQK €BOA nn m, fulness, perfection: 56,19. 

X€KAAC conjunction: that, in order that: 48,23. 50,5. 55,27. 58,12. 58,16. 62,9. 

63,3. 63,12. 63,26. 68,26. 69,5. 70,6. 70,14. 70,27. 71,22. 71,30. 73,8. 

73,11. 73,14--74,5. 76,28: 77,18: 78,28. 78,310 78,35. 79,24: 79,29. 79,32. 

XQOME nn m, book: 67,10.—xXQmeE 70,24. 

XN- prep, from: 67,32. 78,6. 79,25. 

XNOY? (XNOY) ask: 75,15. 

XQNY nn m, union, unity: 57,33. 57,35. 63,27 bis. 65,35(?) 

xmloz blame: 72,4. 

xno beget, bring forth: 54,13. 58,27. 61,4. 72,16. 72,36. 76,14. 78,8.—xno- 

58,23. 74,15.—xn[0 NJOYAATY’ only begotten 54,17.—NAi NE 2ENXMO NE 

57,24.—xn0 nn m, offspring: 72,30. 73,2. 

XPO in: ATXPO unconquerable: 58,1.—AT6PO unconquerable :57,5. 

XoPE be strong: qual XooP (qual) 74,28. 

Xo€lc nn m, lord, master: 51,1. 61,18. 70,10. 73,17. 74,7. 74,23. 74,32. 75,12. 

75,22. 75,31.—P XOEIC €- be lord over 60,6.—0 NXOEIC reign (over): 51,1. 

66,6. 66,7. 66,8. 66,9. 72,1. 76,32.—TMNTXOEIC the lordship: 60,20. 63,18. 

XIc€ become, be high: 61,31. 68,31.—Q xoce 55,28. 62,14. 68,33.—CEXOCE €POW’ 

76,9.—CEXOCE MAPA POW’ 2M MXICe 76,6.—xICcE nn m, height, top: 76,7. 

xice nn f, spine, vertebra: 64,24. 

XTO lay down: 70,24. 

xoeme defile: 72,15.—nIATXQ[2M] 48,15. 

-6€ enclitic particle, then, but: 61,13. 61,32. 61,342 72,26. 73,170 73,29. 7431. 

14525. 15,20, 16,82 77,21. 78512. 

6 remain, continue, persist: 57,21. 72,26.—desist, stop: 70,6. 

olBe nn f, palate: 64,12. 64,13. 65,15 bis. 

GQOBE nn, leaf: 69,32. 

6BOYP adj, left: 63,33. 63,35. 64,6. 64,7. 64,8. 64,9. 64,11. 64,13. 64,14. 64,17. 

64,29. 64,32. 64,34. 64,35. 65,1. 65,3. 65,5. 65,12. 65,13. 65,14. 65,16. 

65,17. 65,19. 65,21. 65,23. 65,24. 65,26. 65,28. 

GQAN €BOA reveal: 52,27. 53,15. 53,29. 54,32. 55,1. 55,7. 71,6.—60An- 73,21.— 

62[AN] nn m, revelation: 56,30. 
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GAATE nn, kidney: 64,23. 64,32.—6AQT 64,33. 

GAQT see GAATE. 

GAAEC nn, entangelment: 79,21 (probably for 6AAX). 

GOAX qual, (of 6QAX) cleave together, entangle, ensnare 79,19. 

60M nnf, power, strength: 54,21. 56,3. 57,3. 57,11. 59,23. 59,24. 60,12. 60,14 

bis (distributively). 60,28. 61,2. 61,27. 63,5. 63,13. 67,16. 67,22. 67,26. 

70,19. 70,33. 71,1. 73,24. 74,9. 74,17. 74,26. 76,12. 77,16.—¢AM 68,3.— 

NNOYGOM NNOEPON NNATGPO 57,4.—TGOM NATXPO 58,1.—TGOM MNEOOY 

60,6.—TGAM MMOYOEIN 59,9.—MN GOM without power, unable: 51,26. 

74,14.—MNTATGOM nn, poverlessness 60,32.—éMcOM find power, be 

strong: 67,32. 68,13.—éNGAM 79,25.—P ¢OM do mighty deeds, do wonders: 

60,30. 

GOME qual (probably of 6NQMe) twisted, crocked 76,18. 

GIN- verbal prefix (forming nn of action: act of, manner of) in: GIN€l AMITN 

coming down, descent: 68,22. 

GINE find: 57,33.—éMc6om find power, be strong 67,32. 68,13.—¢NGAM 79,25.— 

GN- 71,37. 78,3.—6M NEYYINE visit: 73,36. 

GONC in: XINGONC nn m, violence: 76,23. 

GONT nn m, wrath 66,27. 

Gene in: 2N OYGENH (adv) forthwith: 57,21. 

GAYAN nn, slave, servant: 78,5. 

6QYT look, see: GQYT E20YN 2N 54,10.—cQYT EBOA 55,34.—6QYT E2PAi A- 70,7. 

—qual ¢owT 52,19.—GAWT EBOA NCA expect: 73,35. 

o1X nn f, hand: 64,8. 64,9. 64,10. 64,11. 64,12. 65,12. 65,13. 65,14. 

GQXB be small, less, lessen: 61,15. 

Greek Words. 

é&yatds good: 49,7.—ArAOON 74,6. 

&yatn love: 56,16. 

ayyedikos angelic AFTEAIKH: 68,34. 
a&yyedos angel: 56,6. 59,24. 59,25. 61,6. 61,10. 61,31. 63,24. 67,2. 67,11. 67,20. 

72,5. 76,19. 77,17. 77,27.—NYOPN NAFEAOC 56,6.—NAFFEAOC NTMNT2HKE 

15,255,19, 18; ; 
&yovia struggle: 66,31. 

&S1Kos unjust: AAIKOC 72,20. 

&eTos eagle: 71,27. 

aidociov pudenda: 65,22.—€AYON 64,30. 

aioOnois sensation: 65,32. 70,25.—€COHCIC 56,3. 56,11. 
aiofntds sensible, perceptible: ECOHTON 68,14. 
aiteiv ask, ask for: AIT€l 53,11. 53,20. 53,26. 53,32. 54,33. 
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aicv aeon: 47,25. 47,27. 47,28. 49,3. 52,13. 53,1. 54,3. 54,8. 54,9. 56,5. 56,6. 

56,7. 56,10. 56,11. 56,14. 56,15. 56,17. 56,19. 56,22. 56,25. 57,1. 57,10. 

57315. 91,18, 97,25. 98,24. 60,26.-60535. 62,10. 62,13. 62525. 73,2; 73,6, 

73,13. 79,2. 79,27.—eternal: 74,32. 

&KaKOS innocent: MNTAKAKOC 71,22. 

[&]kt[is] light: 47,32. 

GAnOds5 really: 75,16. 

GAAG but: 49,9. 57,21. 61,21. 62,8. 62,11. 68,27. 70,24. 77,7.—ov Udvov +++ GAAG 

77,9.—ovy OT1 + +++ GAA 61,2. 

ava[yKn] 66,33: destiny 

avoAnuyis assumption: 65,33. 

é&vatrauois rest: 74,31. 

avattAaois new formation, remodelling, shaping: 69,10. 

é&veyeo8ai endure: ANEXE 78,18. 

&vtjp man: OYTYMOC NANAPEAC 62,23. 

a&vouos lawless, impious: ANOMON 69,20. 

&vtitutros reflection: ANTITYNON 73,4. 

&E1os worthy: 74,2. 

&dpatos invisible: AZOPATOC 54,4. 54,26. 56,24. 62,21.—A2OPATON 53,12. 53,28. 

53,31. 53,33. 53,35. 54,11. 54,19. 54,35. 55,5. 55,14. 55,18. 55,22. 57,4. 

57,6. 57,24. 57,27. 62,4. 

&[1as] whole, all: 47,31. 

a&tratn fraud: 69,21. 69,32. 

étroxadiot&voi establish: ANOKAOICTA 72,21. 72,22. 72,32. 

&tréKpupov KATA i22ANNHN NANMOKPYON: 80,9. 

aétrévoia madness: 58,26. 59,18. 

&pyds inactive: APFON 58,2. 67,14. 

&pxos bear: 72,18. 

é&ptnpia artery: 64,26. 

&pyelv, &pxec8a1 begin; reign: APXEl 61,25. 63,13. 63,29(?). 72,34. —PAPXECOAI 

60,14.—PAPXECoE 61,13. 

&exn element, princip: 72,33.— 

&pynyds prince, chief: 66,15. 

é&pxryevvrytop 60,29. 

é&eyovtikes of an archon: APXONTIKH 68,34. 

&pxoov ruler, govenor, archon: 59,15. 59,23. 68,26. 69,17. 72,32. 75,6.—nwoPn 

NAPXON 58,20. 67,16. 68,5. 70,18. 76,6. 

doeBris ungodly, unholy: 69,22. 

&opanilev protect: PACbAAIZE 79,17. 

&oynNYoovvn ugliness, want of form: 70,8. 

aueddns audacious: 61,27. 

owvdevtia authority: AYOENTEIA 71,25. 77,12. 
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owtoyevns 55,11. 55,16. 55,19. 55,24. 55,33. 56,21. 56,23. 56,26. 56,28. 56,31. 

57 sty 57, LO: 

Bapeiv make heavy: BAPEl 75,2. 

Baoavileiv torture, rack: BACANIZE 75,29. 

Bonfds helper: 68,17. 

yap for: 47,26. 48,33. 48,34. 50,4. 51,26. 51,36. 52,15. 52,18. 52,19. 55,10. 59,10. 

59,19. 61,12. 61,28...61,29.. 62,7. 66,14. 67,1. 67,6.:70323. 11, 15.072, 13: 

71,32. 73,21. 74,13. 74,14. 74,28. 76,21. 76,30. 78,13. 78,15. 79,31.—xeE 

- TAP 58,13. 68,1.—Kai yap 69,19. 70,25. 

Yé particle: then, indeed 56,34. 

yevek race, generation: 58,29. 76,3. 76,20.—re€NEA NATKIM 73,23. 77,10. 79,31.— 

NFENEA NPPOME 58,35. 

yevos kind: 77,32. 

yvaois knowledge: 52,5. 71,26. 

Saiuwv daemon: 66,2. 66,15. 66,20: 67,11. 76,19.—NAAIMQ® NTENXAOC 79,18. 

d5€ passim. 

Sexas decade: 54,9. 

Sikaios just: 72,20. 

Siota&Cerv doubt: [Al]cTAzE [48,10.] 

SpdKoov dragon, serpent: 58,9. [59,31]. 59,32. 

Suvauis power, might: 58,21. 63,14. 67,29. 68,1. 68,11. 74,12. 

SuoKoAos difficult: AYCKOAON 73,20. 

Sapov gift: 77,31. 79,35. 

éBSouds unit of seven: 2€BAOMAC 59,34. 

&yKepados brain: ENKE®AAOC 63,32. 

eid€a form, semblance, kind: 48,11.—idéa: +[A]€A 56,16. 

eido0s beauty: 77,33. 

eikoov likeness, image: 2IKQN 52,34. 53,5. 54,4. 62,21. 62,29. 62,34. 63,3. 63,4. 

63,8. 

eluapyevn destiny: YIMAPMENH 76,14.—2IMAPMENH 76,21. 

ei unt if not, except if: 73,22.—€I MHTI A- except, save 58,17. 61,29. 73,29. 73,34. 

eiptvn peace: +PHNH 56,20. 

exTrTAn Eis consternation: 66,30. 

éAtris hope: 2€Anic 79,9. 

évepyeiv effect, operate: ENEPTE! 65,8. 

évOuuTols consideration, reflection. 57,27. 

évvoiax thought, conception: 56,2. 66,33. 

é€oucia authority, power: 55,25. 58,28. 60,11. 62,31. 63,1. 63,7. 63,25. The Tots 
76,12. 

étreid1) since: EMIAH 75,17. 

étti TO aUTS together, in all. 67,2. 

eTm1Oupia desire: EMIOYMEIA 66,16. 69,8. 70,13.—EMIOYMIA 66,27. 69,35. 72,28. 
3,52. 
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ettivoix thought: 56,11. 68,27. 70,35. 71,28. 71,34.—e€NINOIA MMOYOEIN 68,25. 

69,14. 70,5. 70,28. 70,31.—E€NINOIA NOYOEIN 68,17. 71,6.—TENINOIA 

NOYOEIN NON2 72,11.—TEMINOIA NTMPONOIA NOYOEIN 76,1.—NOYOEIN 

NTENINOIA 70,16.—TCO%IA NTENINOIA 57,25. 

epyov work: 55,7. 

Zows passion: 66,28. 
€T1 still: 78,32. 

evdSoxKeiv consent, approve: PEYAOKEl 57,30. 

Coon) life: 68,19. 71,23. 72,15 (proper name). 

T or: 48,10. 48,32. 75,14. 79,36 bis. 79,37 bis. 

T5eov7 lust, pleasure: 2HAONH 66,16. 66,24. 

Tap liver: ZHNAP 64,22. 

8povos throne, seat, chair: 58,15. 

idéax form, semblance: +[A]€A 56,16.—eidéa 48,11. 

Kai yap for also, for else: 69,19. 70,25. 

Kaipdos time: 76,31. 

KoKkia badness: 61,22. 66,25. 68,7. 70,13. 73,28. 78,21. 

KGAuUUa veil: 71,7. 

KaoTros fruit: 69,22. 69,34. 

Kata 59,5. 60,3. 60,26. 60,27. 60,31. 60,34. 63,2. 63,3. 63,6. 63,10. 67,5. 67,30. 

70,35. 77,27. 78,8.—KATA @€ 61,19. 71,3. 73,2. 77,6.—KATA MEPOC 

partially: 65,9.—KATA IQ2ANNHN NAMOKPY@ON 80,7. 

KaTtaPoAr foundation: 78,6. 

KatoKAuoyds flood: 76,35. 

KEpaVVUVaL mix: PKEPA 77,29. 

KiBooTos ark, box: 77,7. 

KAGS5os branch: 69,30. 

KAgpovousiv inherit: KAHPONOMEI! 74,6. 

KoIAia belly: 64,15. 65,19. 

KoA&Cew punish: PKOAAZE 75,30. 

KdAao1s punishment: 75,30. 

KO6oVos world: 78,6. 

Ktio1s creation: 61,5.—KTICIC THPC 68,19. 76,27. 78,5. 

Anotns robber: 69,11. 

AutreioGa1 be distressed: PA[Y]n[el] 47,20. 

AUTrn pain: 66,17. 66,21. 

yabntrs disciple: 80,4. 

uaKx&pios blessed: 68,9. 75,16.—MNTMAKAP[ION] 51,21(?). 54,14. 

yéyefos magnitude, greatness: 52,1-49,2. 

ueAeTav care about: MEAETA 73,30. 

uéAos limb: 63,27. 63,29. 64,27. 65,9. 67,5. 

uév 58,28. 60,26. 65,10.—MEN(MN) --* A€ 72,19-20. 72,21-22. 

Wepos part: 62,32. 68,8. 70,33. 71,1.—KATA MEPOC partially: 65,9. 
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WETAXAAOV mineral, metal: 77,32. 

UETAVOEIV repent: METANOEI! 57,20. 57,22.—PMETANOE! 61,23. 61,36. 

MeTavoIa repentance: 62,2. 75,27. 

un interrogative particle: 70,10. 

Unpeos loin: 64,31. 64,32. 65,20. 65,21. 

untpa mother: MHTPA MNTHPY mother of the all: 53,5. 

UntpoTratwp 53,6-7. 54,16. 62,19. 68,9. 75,33.—NMHTPONATOP MNTHPY 67,17. 

Udvos in: OU Udvov -:+: GAA: not alone --- but: 77,9. 

Kopp form, shape, appearance: 48,6. 48,9. 56,8. 58,7. 70,35. 

KLuoTHplov secret: 69,27. 72,2. 79,31. 80,2. 

vngpelv be sober: NH%E€ 71,8. 

veikos quarrel, strife: NIKE 66,22. 

voeiv know: PNOEl 75,17. 

voepos intellectual: NOEPON 57,5. 

vous mind: 54,34. 55,1. 55,8. 55,12. 56,29. 

oikovoyuia task, duty: 78,27. 

Ouoiws adv. alike: 2oMOINC 73,2. 

opyt wrath: 66,27. 73,31. 

pun movement, motion: 2OPMH 66,1. 

OTav conjunction, when: 20TAN 73,11. 74,24. 

6T1 conjunction: 20TI 52,8. 

ov in: oU Yovov :+-+ &AAK not alone ---- but: 77,8. 

ouTe conjunction: and not: 59,14. 70,27. 

oux OT1 not only «++ but: OYX 20TI ---- AAAA: 61,1. 
SyxAnois disturbance: 66,22. 

TraQos 66,20. 67,7. 

TOA again: 76,34. 78,21. 

Travoupyia wiliness: 72,25. 

TAVTN TavTws at any rate: 74,11. 

Tapa passed over, beyond: 68,31. 74,27. 76,7 bis. 

TapayyeAia command, rule: 76,24. 

Trapadeioos paradise: 72,7.—MAPAAICIC: 69,18. 69,25. 

Tapad[oois] tradition: 47,17. 

Trapevikos pure, virginal: 52,35. 53,2. 53,12. 53,17. 54,19. 55,19. 55,23. 56,34. 
62,4. 79,12.; probably overall :—Oon 

TrapbEvos virgin, young woman: 72,9. 

tTrapio®ylov, pl tonsils 64,3. 

Treifeiv persuade, obey: PNIOE 60,9. 

TreVTas group of five, pentade: 54,2. 54,8. 

Ty fount, source: 52,25. 66,2. 

TrAavay lead astray, deceive: JNAANA 47,14.—PNAANA 74,18. 
TAdvn error 78,2. 

TAd&ois form, creation: 70,34. 
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mAcovae figure: 71,2. 

tAdooelv form: NAACCE 69,5. 

TAnpwpa fullness: 57,20. 62,3. 62,6. 6238. 68,21. 70,7. 73,5. 73,14. 78,16. 

trveUUa spirit: ANA 53,14. 54,30. 57,29. 57,34. 67,24. 67,26. 69,29. 73,12. 74,11. 

77,24. 78,9.—wind, air: 69,7.—MNA €TOYAAB 53,7. 54,29. 55,16. 56,27. 

58,17. 62,5. 75,35.—TINA ETYBBIAEIT 69,9. 72,31. 74,20.—MNA ETYHC 74,27. 

74,36. 75,32. 78,11.—MNA E€4YYHC 77,24.—NNA NKAKE 77,28.—INA MMEINE 

73,3.—NINA MMON2 73,23. 74,9. 74,16. 75,18.—MNA NPEYP METNANOYY 

68,15.—NA2OPATON MNNA 53,28. [53,31]. 53,34. 54,1. 54,12. 54,35. 55,5. 

55,14. 57,7. 57,24. 57,27.M(I)A2OPATOC MNNA 54,4, 54,26. 56,31.— 

MA2ZOPATON MMAPOENIKON MONA 53,12. 54,19. 55,19. 55,23. 62,5.— 

Trvevwoov lung: MNEYMONIN 64,21. 

Tovnpia wickedness: 69,33. 73,28. 74,19. TAG292 TST 129. 

tmpdoyvewois foreknowledge: [53,13]. 53,15. 53,24. 54,6. 55,13. 56,29. 57,28. 72,35. 

tmpdovoia forethought: 53,16. 54,5. 54,30. 5453 1 5532260, 1762;20, 63,155 71524. 

71,29. 72,13. 76,2. 77,2. 78,12. 78,24. 78,35.—MPONOIA MMOYOEIN 79,11. 

troos till, until: 73,10. 

TpdowrTrov aspect, element: 57,32.—shape, form: 60,1. 

Tpoprtns prophet: 70,26. 

TpwTapXov primal, protarchon: 62,15. 62,25. 62,31. 67;2079168,124 70529. 

PRON (eo LG. 12,212 13,8. 

Tas interrogat, how: 75,12. 

o&BBatov week. 59,35. 

odp€ flesh: 63,18. 64,28. 71,11 bis. FASTA ISN 73 351A 2a ais al: 

ofpapiu seraph: CAPA®IN 60,4. 

onuaiverv indicate, declare: PCHMANE 61,10. 

copia wisdom: 56,20. 71,21. 76,13.—TCO*IA NTENINOIA 57,25. 

ottéoua seed, offspring: 57,15)68,22, 69)35) 73,10. 76,3.°7753. 77,19, Tost 3: 

omrAaiov grave, den: 69,10. 72,34. 

omtAnyv spleen: 64,22. 

otrop& procreation: 70,13. 72,28. 

oTapuAn uvula: 64,3. 

otept@uc firmament: 59,5. 60,26. 

otouayos pharynx, throat, stomach: 64,20. 

ouLugoveiv agree: PCYMPONEI 61,16. 61,35. 

ouveuvSoxeiv consent, agree to: PCYNEYAOKEl 57,31. 

ovvGeois combination: 63,28. 

ouvovaia cohabitation: 72,27. 72,30. 

ouvtéAgia community, company; completion: 79,2. 

aopdvbunos vertebra: ChONTYAOC 64,4. 

oppayifev seal (vb.): COPATIZE 79,23. 

Giversen — 9 
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oppayis seal (nn): 79,24. 
o®ya body: 59,26. 64,25. 66,3. 67,6. 67,12. 67,25. 67,30. 67,33. 68,13. 69,10. 

72,30. 79,4. 

oopatiKkds bodily, corporeal: [51,23.] 

owtTtp saviour: NCOP 70,10. 70,12. 70,21. 73,16. 79,32. 80,5. 

teiveiv be like, resemble: +N€ 73,4. 

TéAeios perfect: [51,20.] 54,24. 56,29. 56,32. 57,11. 62,20. 63,11. 71,26. 73,25.— 

TEAIOC 48,22.—TEAEION 76,4. 79,26. 

ToTros place: 58,12. 58,23. 67,20. 77,8. 77,11.—nTONOC ETTAEIHY 79,13. 

Tote then: 70,28. 74,15. 75,14. 75,24. 75.33. 

Ttpugn delight: 69,20. 69,21. 

TUTTOS type, shape: 58,8. 62,23. 62,34. 63,8. 

Tupdéyv ass(or: Great Bear?): 59,28. 

UAn stuff, matter: 2YAH 62,28. 66,5. 66,13. 68,9. 69,7. 

UAIKés material: 2YAIKH 66,34.—2YAIKON 67,6. 

UTrouevelv endure: P2YMOMEINE 74,3. 

UiTtédoTaol1s substance: 2YNOCTACIC 63,9. 63,25. 73,34. 

Utrotaooeiv place under, arrange under: zyn[OTA]cce 55,25. 

Utroupysiv render service, assist: Peynoyprel 68,19. 73,11. 

UtroydovSpi0s abdomen: YNOXONAPIOC 64,16. 

pavtacia imagination: ATACIA 65,34-35. 

papioaios pharisee: 47,8. 47,13. 

8dvos envy, jealousy: 66,21. 73,31. 

gAey blood-vessel, vein: 64,25. 

opsiv wear, bear: #0Pel 73,35. 

Ppovnois sense, judgement: PONHCEIC 56,4. 

guois nature: 75,13. 

gwortnp light, star: 55,33. 56,5. 56,9. 56,12. 56,18. 56,20. 57,2. 57,13. 57,16. 57,23. 

67,19. 

xaos chaos: 78,19. 78,27. 78,29.—NAAIMG NTENXAOC 79,19. 

xapis grace: 49,8. 56,3. 56,4. 56,7. 

XoOAos gall, bitter, anger: [66,28.] 

xopnysiv supply, provide: xoperel 72,31. 

xpeia need, want: P xPe[1A][51,4.] 

XpNoTOs, in: MNTXPHCTOC goodness: 63,14.—MNTXPC 54,23. [54,25?] [54,26.] 

60,16. 

XploTtos, in: MexC 55,11. 55,20.—i€ mexPC 80,6.—xPC 55,2. 55,31.—MNT[XC] 
[54,25?]—MWHPE MMNOG MAYTOFENHC MEXPC 56,23.—NNOG NMAYTOFENHC 
neéxc 57,1-2. 

Xpovos time: 51,30. [51,32.] 

xopis without: 57,34. 73,31. 

ux life, soul: 63,15. 63,16. 63,17. 63,19. 63,20. 63,21. 63,23. 74,17. 74,26. 75,2. 
75,13, 75,17. 75,24. 77,26.—wYxeYe (pl.) 74,8.—wYxooy (pl.) 73,17. 74,23. 
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—wYXxooYe (pl.) 74,34.—MWYXH NNETOYAAB 57,17.—MWYXH NNI[ETE] 

NATCOOYN A- 57,19.—NT2YAIKH NWYXH 66,34. 

wuxikos of life, psychical: 67,30.—wYXIKH 63,9. 63,26.—WYXIKON 67,5. 67,12. 

68,14. 

@ote in order that, so that: 2acTé 59,7. 60,2. 60,33. 60,35. 67,21. 72,33. 77,25. 

Proper Names. 

(Except proper names only mentioned as connected with the human body Pl. 

63,29-67,2; for those, see following index. Cf. also index of Greek words). 

ABPICENE 58,37. 

AAAM 63,12. 68,17. 68,25. 70,11. 70,21. 72,10. 72,29. 72,35. 

AAQNIN 59,32. 

A020 58,29. 59,26. 60,16. (65,8—see the following index). 

AATABAQ®O 67,29.—see IAATABAQO and AAAABAQO 

APIMANIOC 47,9. 

55,14,55,17. 

BEAIAC 59,3. 
AAYEIOAI 56,13. 57,16. 

EAQGIM 72,18 bis. 72,22. 

ZE[BEA]|AIOC 47,7. 

ZOH 68,19. 71,23. 72,15. 

ZQPOACTOC 67,10. 

oe 

BAQO 

TAYE 72,18. 72,19. 72,20. 

TAG 59,30. 60,20. 

IC MEXPC 80,6. 



iQ2ANNHC 47,4. 47,6. 48,9 bis—KATA iQ2ANNHN NAMOKPY®ON 80,7. 

KAIN 58,34. 72,25. 

MEAXEIPAAQNEIN 59,2. 

MOQYCHC 61,20. 70,22. 71,3. 77,6. 

NQ2E 77,3. 77,9. 

CHO -57512.57,515. 75512 

XPC see index of Greek words. 

OQPIHA 56,9. (Cf. below) 

Proper names connected with the different parts of the human body, Pl. 63,29- 

67,2. 
AAPMOYPIAM 65,31. 

ABITPION 64,7. 

ABPANA 65,29. 

APBAO 65,13. 

AOYP2. 66,10. 

A000 65,8. (Cf. the preceding index). 

APEX 64,14. 

APMAC 65,8 (Cf. the preceding index: 2APMAC 58,38). 
APOHP 65,24. 

APXENAEKTA 65,33 (Cf. below). 



ACAKAAC 64,33 (Cf. the preceding index: CAKAAC 59,17). 

ACMENEAAC 65,31. _ : 

ACTEPEXMHN 63,32. 

BANQ 64,21. 

BAOYM 64,13. 

BACTA 65,27. 

BEAOYK’ 64,28. 

BIBAQ 64,23. 

BINEBOPIN 64,26. 

BICCOY 63,34. 

ElAQ 64,30. 

EPIMAX®. 66,9. 

ECOHNCICOYXEMINTOH 66,18 (Cf. below). 

ONAIOPA 64,22. 

{ABHA 65,8 (Cf. the preceding index: IABHA 58,32). 

TAKOYIB 65,11. 

JAMMEAZ 65,10. 
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iBIKAN 64,2. 

KNYzZ 64,35. 

KOAAH 65,17. 

KPIMA 64,11. 

KPYC 64,8. 

MHNITTECCTPOHO 63,31. 

MIAMAI 65,6. 

NEBPIO 64,31. 

NENENTOONI 66,17. 

OYAIAI 65,12. 

OYEPTON 65,12. 

OYMMAA 65,35. 

PIXPAMAMIOPw 65,32. 

POEPOP 64,24. 

CA%A 65,31. 

CHNA®IM 64,15. 

THBAP 64,5. 

TPAXOYN 65,4. 

TQEXEA 65,25. 



®OAYH 64,15. 

OIKNA 65,5. 

xoYz’ 65,23. 

WHPHM 64,32. 
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PART II 





The Contents of Codex II’s Apocryphon of John 

The pages of Codex II published in Part I of this study on Pl. 47,1 to Pl. 80,9 

contain the text to which the title, the Apocryphon of John, is given in Pl. 80,7-9. 

The first pages, on Pl. 47-52, are severely damaged, but the remaining PI. 

53-80 are very well preserved, containing only a few very small lacunae in the 

text. 

In rendering the contents of the entire text it is a disadvantage that the first 

pages are so badly damaged—even to some extent fragmentary. However, by 

comparing the text of Papyrus Berolinensis 8502 (BG), which is parallel with 

the Apocryphon of John in Codex II, it is possible to give a rendering of Codex 

II’s first pages, as one may cautiously suggest they were in their complete state. 

With the reservations which such a reconstruction naturally involves, the follow- 

ing pages will present a rendering of the contents of Codex II’s Apocryphon of 

John. This account is not intended to discuss the origin of the images or ideas, 

nor the relationship of this text to parallel texts; neither will it treat, point out 

or correct inconsistencies in the didactic contents of the text. The following 

pages will merely, as an introduction to a closer study of the details of the text, 

present a general account to the contents by relating the events in the story 

which is found in the Apocryphon of John. 

For this purpose, it will be useful to present a brief table of the contents. 

This is prepared by assigning the following titles to the individual, major sections 

of the text: 

47,1 —48,24 Preamble and frame story. 

48,24—-52,21 The highest being. 

52,21-57,24 The world of light. 

57,25—58,19 The fall. 

58,19-61,13 The world of darkness. 

61,13-62,15 Repentance and restoration. 

62,15-68,5 Creation of man as an immaterial being in the world of darkness. 

68,5 -73,16 The struggle for man between the powers of light and darkness. 

73,16-78,11 Man’s various destinies and the reason for them. 

78,11-79,25 The deeds of the recovery. 

79,25-80,6 Concluding frame story. 

80,7 -80,9 Explicit. 
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47,1-48,24. Preamble and Frame Story. 

47,1-4. The first lines of the text are damaged, but there is enough evidence 

to show that they contain a resume of its contents, i. e., a secret teaching which 

John has learned in seclusion. These introductory words take the form of a 

preamble to the complete composition, which is not found in the BG text. The 

first four pages of Codex III are lost, and therefore it is not known whether it 

contained the same preamble as found in Codex II, nor whether the introduction 

to this text also followed that of BG. 

47,5-17. The composition now commences to relate the events which form 

the framework of the setting of the revelation, and serve to set all of the following 

account of the secret teaching in relief. 

The situation takes place in front of the temple, which apparently refers to 

the temple in Jerusalem, and the characters who open the plot are John, son of 

Zebedee, and a Pharisee. By this means the location of the action is identified 

as Jerusalem, without it being stated specifically. John is described more definitely 

as the brother of James, and both of them are sons af Zebedee. In this manner, 

the author of the Apocryphon of John indirectly reveals his acquaintance with 

the New Testament, and the characters in the New Testament; and, at the 

same time, the author assumes that his audience is acquainted with the New 

Testament by making it clear that is not John the Baptist, but the John who 

is mentioned in Mark 3,17, Mark 10,35 and Matth 10,3 as the brother of James 

and the son of Zebedee. 

The pharisee Arimanios confronts John. Already in this Coptic expression 

which means “‘confronts”’ there is an implication of a hostile attitude. This is 

emphasized further by the blunt behavior of the Pharisee. Arimanios, whose 

name has not been encountered in any Biblical text, immediately begins by 

asking John where his master is now to be found. John’s reply that he has gone 

to that place whence he came, dates the situation to a time after the crucifixion. 

The exact words of John’s reply obviously play on the words of Jesus found in 

‘ohn 8,42, or on the evangelist’s words in John 13,3: ‘‘--+ that Jesus knew that 

he hed come forth from God and should return to God’’. 

Tie Pharisee does not elaborate on this, but refutes it indirectly by contending 
that John’s master has, in fact, led them astray, closed their hearts and turned 
them from their ancestral traditions. 

It is significant that this scene takes place on a day when John has come to 
the temple. The exact wording of the text states that: ‘‘but it happened one day, 
when John had come to the temple --” (and not: but it happened one day, 
that +++). This establishes the fact that John often came to the temple, and that 
which is to be emphasized is the extraordinary thing which occured on one of 
these visits. 

47,17-29. In spite of his firm reply to Arimanios, John has evidently begun 
to doubt. This is confirmed in BG, which at this point supplements the badly 
damaged text of Codex II. Later, however, Codex II (48,9-12) also gives evidence 
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of John’s fear and doubt. John turns from the sanctuary and begins—as told in 

BG—to ponder. 

47,30-48,9. Then a light shines from heaven, and it causes the whole world 

to tremble. A higher being appears before John in three forms, and John is 

filled with wonder. 

48,9-24. The revelation speaks to John, and entreats him not to doubt nor 

fear, and it assures him that it is he who is with him always, that he is the father, 

the mother, and the son, who will now reveal something to him (as related in 

BG and the remnants of C IT). 

48,24-52,21. The Highest Being. 

The teaching of the secret things now Feliaas It begins with the teaching 

about the highest being. With the help of BG 22,17—26,19, it is possible to derive 

an estimate of the context in Pl. 48,24—-52,21 of Codex II, which seems to corre- 

spond with that in BG. The highest being is called a unity. He is the father of 

the all, and exists in incorruptibility. One must not visualize him as God, because 

he is more excellent than God (48,24-51-+50,1). He lacks nothing, because he 

is absolutely perfect (51+50,1-6). The highest being is now described by a 

series of privativa, and it is told, that he is above corporality, and eternal (51,7- 

36 +50,7-9). In the positive, such important things as salvation, life and recog- 

nition, etc. are named because the highest being gives these things. 

52,21-57,24. The World of Light. 

52,21-53,4. The highest being sees his own image in the clear water of light, 

which surrounds him, and he longs for it. His thought becomes active then and 

comes forth and presents itself. This most high thought which is herby ‘“‘revealed”’ 

is called Barbelo, and received its perfection from the highest being itself. 

(Pl. 52,35, C II resumes). 

53,4-11. Barbelo, who praises the highest for her revelation, has been created 

before all other things, and therefore, becomes the mother of All, but a series 

of designations in addition to this are also enumerated. 

53,11-54,10. Barbelo asks the highest to grant her a Prognosis, and it is 

revealed and praises the Spirit and Barbelo in thanksgiving. (53,11-20.) There- 

after, in answer to Barbelo’s prayer, Incorruptibility, Eternal Life, and Truth 

are similarly revealed. These four, together with Barbelo (Pronoia), comprise 

the father’s eternal Pentad, which is at once the image of the father, and a 

prototype for man, consisting of: 

Barbelo (Pronoia), 

Prognosis, 

Incorruptibility, 

Eternal Life, 

Truth. 

54,10-55,4. The Spirit looks at Barbelo, who conceives, and thereafter produces 

a spark of light, his only begotten son, who, admittedly, is not equal to his 
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primeval father. Barbelo rejoices over this first born, who with anointments of 

goodness becomes perfect and receives the holy spirit shed over him. He thanks 

the Spirit and Pronoia, and asks to have an assistant. Nus then appears and 

places himself beside Christ, praising the highest and Barbelo. 

55,4-11. Now, the invisible Spirit wants to create something, and his will is 

accomplished. Hence, Logos comes forth, with whom Christ created All. 

55,11-15. The Eternal Life, Nus, and Prognosis praise the Spirit and Barbelo. 

55,15-30. The Spirit makes the son perfect so that he is placed with the 

Spirit and reigns over the All, and is given authority over everything, including 

truth. His name is raised over all others and is reserved for the worthy. 

55,30-56,28. The light, which is Christ, reveals four more lights which are 

placed with him and the three: The Will, Ennoia and the Life. Four powers 

now come forth, each having 3 aeons: 12 aeons in all. These four powers are: 

Wisdom, 

Charis, 

Aisthesis, 

Phronesis, 

and their aeons are, respectively: 

Charis, Truth and Morphe, 

Epinoia, Aisthesis and Memory 

Wisdom, Agape and Idea, 

Perfection, Eirene and Sophia. 

These are attached to the four light, as follows: 

Armozel, 

Oriel, 

Davithai, 

Eleleth. 

56,28-57,3. Through the will of the Spirit and Autogenes, Prognosis revealed 
the first perfect man, which was the first revelation, and he was named Adamas, 
and placed over the first aeon together with Christ in the light, Armozel. 

57,3-11. After Adamas had received and invincible strength from the Invisible, 
he praises the Invisible and the others to whom he owes his existence. 

57,11-24. Thereafter, Seth, the son of Adam, is placed over the other aeon 
in the other light called Oriel, and Seth’s progeny, the souls of the divine, are 
placed over the third light and in the fourth aeon, Eleleth, the ignorant, obstinate 
souls. All of them praise the Invisible. 

57,25-58,19. The Fall. 
57,25-35. Sophia, the last of the 12 aeons, wishes to reveal an image of herself 

without the permission of the Spirit, nor her fellow. 
58,1-7. Sophia’s thought becomes reality when she manifests-a thing, which 

was not an image of herself, but something ugly and stupid. 
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58,7-19. When Sophia sees that her offspring is completely different from 

herself, having a face like a dragon or a lion with flashing eyes, she removes 

it so that the immortals shall not see it. She places her offspring on a throne 

enveloped in a cloud. She gives it the name Ialtabaoth. 

58,19-61,13. The World of Darkness. 

58,19-27. Ialtabaoth is the first archon created. He leaves his mother and the 

regions where he was born, but using the strength he has received from his 

mother, he commences to create other aeons. 

58,27-59,10. Ialtabaoth, thereupon, brought forth 12 powers, Exusiai, who 

are called by their names, and some of them also bear the names by which they 

are called in the generations. They are: 

. Athoth, 

. Harmas, 

. Kalilaumbri, 

. Jabel, 

. Adonaiu, also called Sabaoth, 

. Cain, who is called the sun, 

~ Abel, 

. Abrisene, 

. Jobel, 

. Armupiel, 

. Melcheiradonein, 

. Belias. 
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Moreover, Ialtabaoth installed 7 kings, one over each of the heavenly firmaments, 

and 5 over the Abyss. He appoints them as rulers and they receive from his 

fire, but not from the power which Ialtabaoth inherited from his mother, Sophia. 

59,10-22. The blending of light and dark results in something which is neither 

one nor the other, and the archon is weak. He has three names: Taltabaoth, Saklas 

and Samael, and in his ignorance he arrogantly dares to call himself the only 

god. 

59,22-25. An account is now presented that the archons created 7 powers, 

and each power created six angels, making a total of 365 angels. 

59,26-60,10. The seven bodies which comprise the hebdomad of the week are 

given the following names: 

1. Athoth—with a head of a sheep, 

2. Eloaiu—with the head of a bear or an ass, 

3. Astaphaios—with the head of a hyena, 

4, Jao—with the head of a dragon, 

5. Sabaoth—with the head of a snake, 

6. Adonin—with the head of an ape, 

7, Sabbede—with a head of fire. 
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Since Ialtabaoth hovers over each of them, he has many heads; he reigns over 

them, sitting among the seraphs, because although he has given them all some 

of his fire, he has given them none of the power from Sophia. In his disobedience, 

he calls himself, ““God’’. 

60,10-25. Thereupon, Ialtabaoth continues his activities, and combines various 

powers with those mentioned above, as follows: 

Goodness with Atoth, 

Pronoia with Eloaiu, 

God with Astraphaio, 

Lordship with Iao, 

Kingdom with Sabaoth, 

Zeal with Adonein, 

Wisdom with Sabbateon. 

60,25-61,5. Thus, each power has two names; one given them from Glory from 

above, and one from Archigennetor; the first for destruction, the others for 

performing powerful deeds. Everything in Ialtabaoth’s world is patterned after 

the heavenly world, which is imperishable. This is not due to Ialtabaoth’s insight, 

but because of the power which he has received from Sophia. 

61,5-13. With arrogant vanity, Ialtabaoth beholds the world he created and 

the many angels, and using the Old Testament expression, he declares that he 

is a jealous God, and there are no other Gods before him; yet, by doing so, 

he discloses to the angels that, on the contrary, there must be another God. 

With this, the creation of the world of darkness is completed. 

61,13-—62,15. Repentance and Restoration. 

61,13-17. When Sophia realizes that her power of light is waning, and the 

darkness increases, she becomes aware that she has done something wrong. 

61,17—26. Ina dialog between John and Christ, it is now elucidated that Sophia’s 

repentance is implied in the Old Testament, although not as Moses stated, 

but that the text of Genesis 1,2 declares that Sophia began to move with shame. 

61,26-32. The power which Ialtabaoth, who is called Authades here, has 
received from his mother, makes him feel elevated over the heavenly host which 
surrounds him. 

61,32-62,15. Filled with remorse for what she has done without the sanction 
of her fellow, and with sorrow for the consequences of her behaviour, the mother 
weeps. When the heavenly body hears her, they make an appeal for her to the 
highest, and some of the Holy Spirit is shed over the mother, though she is not 
yet placed in her own aeon, but in the son’s, the ninth; although she receives 
the message from the imperishable heaven that man, and the son of man, exist. 

62,15-68,5. The creation of man as an immaterial being in the world of dark- 
ness. 

62,15-34. The uninformed Protarchon believes that it is his mother who tells 
this, but, actually, it is an introduction to the action which is now brought 
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about by the heavenly powers. The action begins by the holy Metropator and 

Pronoia showing the image of the first man to the power of darkness, as a 

reflection in the water, and the light of the heavenly world shines upon it so 

that the image is seen by the Protarchon and all of his powers. 

63,1-13. On seeing the picture, the Protarchon is incited to imitate it, and 

he provokes all of his powers to help each other reproduce the image. 

63,13-23. They do this, and each of the seven powers does his part, in that: 

Goodness creates a soul of bone, 

Pronoia creates a soul of nerves, 

Holiness creates a soul of flesh, 

Lordship creates a soul of marrow, 

Kingdom creates a soul of blood, 

Zeal creates a soul of skin, and 

Wisdom creates a soul of hair. 

63,23-65,8. Now, the heavenly host receives spiritual substinance from the 

seven powers, and the various angels then create a unity of the bodily parts, 

each angel creating his own. This is explicity described in a long and intensive 

description of all the parts of the body from top to bottom. All the important 

parts as the head, the brain, the right eye, the left eye, right ear, left ear, the 

nose, the lips, the teeth, the tonsils, the uvula etc. are mentioned with the angels 

who created them. Finally, the powers which have installed the angels over them 

are enumerated. 

65,8-32. Thereupon, a new and shorter list of angels who preside over the 

various bodily parts is presented, and finally, the seven rulers of these angels 

are mentioned. 

65,32-67,2. Each of the four powers which control the human faculties—such 

as perception, understanding, imagination, and motion are called by name. The 

body consists of four parts, namely: 

heat, 

cold, 

moisture, 

dryness, 

and a power is placed over each of these, while all four of them have a common 

mother, substance, whose ruler resides in the center. Following this, four leading 

daemons are enumerated. Respectively, they consist of: 

lust, 

desire, 

pain, 

fear, 

who also have a common mother, but the various passions come from the four 

Giversen — 10 
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daemons, and are enumerated with their origin. The following come from 

pain: 

jealousy, 

envy, 

grief, 

confusion, 

stubbornness 

anxiety, 

sorrow, and the like. 

and from lust: 

wicknedness, 

empty pride, and the like, 

and from desire: 

anger, 

wrath, 

gall, 

bitter passion, 

insatiability, and the like, 

and from fear: 

consternation, 

flattery, 

struggle, and all of its kind. 

There are also rulers over the spiritual and the motion, and these are mentioned. 

67,2-10. There are 365 angels in all, and they worked until the image of the 

spiritual and the physical body was completed; yet, at the same time, it is told 

that those angels which are not mentioned here can be found in the book of 

Zoroaster. 

67,10-15. After the spiritual body is completed by all the angels and 

daemons, it remains, temporarily, completely inactive. 

67,15-68,5. In answer to Sophia’s prayer, the Metropator of the All, causes 

the five lights in the form of Protarchon’s angels to inspire the Protarchon that 

in order to cause the motionless incarnate to move, he should blow some his 

breath into its face. This happens exactly as planned: Ialtabaoth blews some of 

his breath into the body, not realizing that he is also breathing the power of his 
mother, Sophia, into the body. The body now gains strenght, and moves, but 
also, because of the power of Sophia, it becomes superior in wisdom to the 
Protarchon and his powers. 

68,5-73,16. The Struggle for Man between the Powers of Light and Darkness. 
68,5—70,28. The spiritual man is confined in the material body; but it is 

aided by the Epinoia of the Light. 

68,5-9. Filled with envy of this being of light, which was superior to them 
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in wisdom and free from evil, Ialtabaoth’s powers seize it and cast it to the 

lowest region. 

68,9-31. However, the Metropator does not stop his activity, but he sends an 

assistant to Adam to help the power from Sophia, which is in man. The helper 

is the “Epinoia of Light”, which receives the name, Zoe. Zoe shall inform the 

distressed man of his high origin, and show him the way home to the heavens, 

and by doing so, shall make amends for Sophia’s lack. To avoid the persual 

of the Archons, the Epinoia of the Light hides inside Adam. 

68,32-69,14. Ialtabaoth’s powers conspire to counteract this, and they now 

create man’s earthly body of: 

fire, 

earth, 

water, 

wind. 

This earthly body is called the chain of oblivion, and the grave of the physical 

body. This happens after they have delivered man into the shadow of death, 

under great confusion. Thus, man has become mortal, and the first ‘‘separation”’ 

has come into being. 

69,14-70,2. The Epinoia of light awakens man’s thought, but the Archons 

place man in paradise to induce it to eat of the tree of life, which is actually 

filled with gall, bitterness, poison, death, hate and deceit. 

70,3-70,9. Yet, on the contrary, the tree which is called “‘the tree of knowledge 

of good and evil”—the tree of knowledge—is really the Epinoia of light. In 

order to keep man away from this tree, so that it should not look up and see 

its imperfection, Christ causes man to cat. 

70,9-28. In reply to John’s astonished question whether it was not the serpent 

—as told in Genesis—which taught Adam to eat, the Saviour reveals, with a 

smile, that that which the serpent taught them to eat was the depravation 

contained in procreation. When Ialtabaoth realizes that Adam is disobedient 

because of the Epinoia of Light, he brings a sleep over him. As an answer to 

John’s question, it is explained that the sleep is not to be understood as a physical 

sleep, but as a dormant perception, just as the prophet states that their hearts 

will be made heavy, that they shall neither observe nor see. 

70,28-73,16. The struggle for man between the powers of light and darkness 

continues. 

70,28-71,20. Ialtabaoth wants to seize the Epinoia of Light which had concealed 

itself in Adam, but it cannot be done. When he removes one of Adam’s ribs, 

he takes only a part of Adam’s power; and when he had created a new being, 

a woman, in the image of Epinoia, this part of power is placed in her—and 

not in a rib—as told in Genesis. Now, by removing that which dulled Adam’s 

perception, Epinoia reveals the truth of the matter to him, and Adam recognizes 

his image and proclaims that it is bones of his bones, and flesh of his flesh. The 
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reason that a man should leave his father and mother and become one flesh 

with his woman, is that a mate shall be sent to him. 

71,20-35. Sophia, who is called Zoe, lets them taste the perfect gnosis, and 

in the form of an eagle which sits in the tree of knowledge, Adam and the woman 

are given a lesson by which they become aware of their nakedness, and their 

thought is awakened. 

71,35-72,18. Ialtabaoth realizes now, that the two are turning from him, and 

that his attempt to tempt them by Paradise has failed. Therefore, he casts them 

out of Paradise, while the two, being aware of the truth of the matter, and 
knowing that Ialtabaoth does not have this knowledge, are afraid to make him 
ashamed. The Protarchon makes a new attempt, surrounding Adam with dark- 
ness, and beholding the virgin at Adam’s side, he defiles her by begetting two 
sons with her: Eloim and Iave. Before this, the omniscient Pronoia has evidently 

brought “‘Zoe”’ into safety. 

72,18-35. A description of the two sons follows, relating that Eloim has the 
head of a bear, and Iave, the head of a cat, and the one is just while the other is 
unjust. They are placed so that 

Iave reigns over fire and wind, 

Eloim reigns over water and earth. 

It is these sons who are called Cain and Abel. Hencefore, the Protarchon has 
sewn the urge for procreation in the family of Adam, and has implanted the 
family with the spirit which is called ““The Opposed Pneuma”. The two Archons 
are placed as rulers over the grave. 

72,35-73,1. However, Adam begets his son, Seth, in the image of the son of 
man. 

73,2-16. Like the aeons, the mother sends her spirit down, but the powers 
of darkness give them the water of forgetfulness to drink so that they will forget 
their origin. The Spirit serves to awaken them, and cure their lack, thereby 
sanctifying and perfecting the fulfillment. 

73,16-78,11. Man’s Various Destinies, and the Reason for them. 
73,16-75,31. Man’s opportunity for salvation, and damnation. 
73,16-74,7. John now asks whether all souls will be saved. The Saviour 

praises him for his question, and begins by saying that it is difficult to reveal 
the truth of the matter to anyone except the unfaltering generation. Thereafter, 
the Saviour reveals that the decisive factor is that the Spirit of Life descends 
upon man, making him perfect and worthy of salvation, while he cleanses himself 
of all that is wicked, no longer caring for evil, but only for the incorruptible. 
Thereby, he shall endure and inherit the eternal life. 

74,7-22. John objects that even though the strength of life had descended over 
some, it might be possible that they did not experience these deeds; but he 
receives the reply that this strength of life is irresistible, and the soul in which 
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it enters cannot be led astray. On the other hand, those souls who are overcome 

by the evil spirit, Antimimon Pneuma, go astray. 

74,22-75,11. In reply to John’s question about the fate of these souls, the 

Saviour tells him that even these souls shall be saved, because the strength in 

them gradually grows stronger than the imitated Pneuma, and when it is strong 

enough, they are saved by the powers of the incorruptibility into the eternal rest. 

John is then concerned about the souls who have not come to perception, but 

he is assured that they have not come to perception because the imitated Pneuma 

has won them, and while it has their souls in its power, it weighs them down 

into forgetfulness and delivers them into the Protarchon’s power, where they 

remain until, one day, salvation also reaches these souls, and they, at last, receive 

perception and perfection. 

75,11-21. John’s question now deals with the problem of how the soul becomes 

small enough again to return into its mother’s nature. The Saviour rejoices over 

this question, and praises John with blessings for the depth of his perception. 

Thereupon, the Saviour answers that the soul cannot be cast into another mortal 

body again, but thanks to the spirit of life, it joins the other souls. 

75,21-31. However, the souls who have come to perception and yet turned 

away from it will be sent to a place where, like those who have blasphemed the 

spirit, will be tortured and receive an eternal damnation. 

75,31-78,11. The Opposing Pneuma’s Arrival and Deeds. 

75,31-76,34. John presents the crucial question: where did this imitated spirit 

come from? The Saviour begins by assuring him of the Metropator’s mercy 

and unfailing help, and, thereafter, reveals that the ignorant Protarchon in an 

attempt to seize man’s intellect, conspired with his powers and created the 

deceitful power of destiny, Heirmarmene, who determines everything. 

76,34-77,15. In a new attempt to destroy the spirit which lives in man, the 

Protarchon now sends a flood over mankind; but Noah has been warned in 

advance by Pronoia, and together with several others, he conceals himself—not 

in an ark, as related by Moses—but in a cloud of light. 

77,16-78,11. Then, the Protarchon and his supporters try to entice the daugh- 

ters of man to enter a liaison with some of the Protarchon’s angels in order to 

beget offspring with the women. At first, the attempt fails, but when the Protar- 

chon makes a spirit imitating the spirit from the world of light, they succeed 

by taking the form of the women’s husbands. They begat offspring, which now 

contained, not only the spark from the world of light, but also the imitated 

Pneuma, and all mankind is corrupted so that they are without recognition and 

are hard-hearted. 

78,11-79,25. The Deeds of the Redeemer. 

78,11-79,1. The Saviour, who calls himself Pronoia or Pronoia’s memory, has 

entered the kingdom of darkness three times. The first time, he remained unknown 

and hid himself because of the evil of the darkness. The second time, he left 

the kingdom of darkness again in order not to destroy completely that which 
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was in it because of the confusion which arose by his arrival. The third time, he, 

the light, went all the way into the interior of Amente. 

79,1-25. On the third time, the Saviour brought light with him into Amente 

and its prison, the body, and called upon the sleeper whom he wakens and 

causes to remember his origin, free himself from the chains of Amente, and 

beware of the angels of powerty, at last to bless him with five seals, and thus 

free him from death. 

79,25-80,6. Concluding Frame Story. 

79,25-80,1. Now the Saviour declares that he will return to that world of 

aeons about which he has told John everything. He enjoins John to write it all 

down and preserve it, and he condemns anyone who passes on the knowledge 

for any form of remuneration; but he enjoins John to give it to his disciples. 

80,1-80,6. With this, the revelation disappears from John, who carries out the 

command. 

80,7—-9. Explicit. 

This analysis of the Apocryphon of John in Codex II clearly indicates that 

it contains a reasoning in which the major features correspond to that found in 

the Berlin Text’s Apocryphon of John. Thus, one may compare the analysis 

given here with those given by W. C. Till (The Gnostic Apocryphon of John, 

The Journal of Ecclesiastical History, Vol. III, p. 14-22, London 1952) and by 

W. Foerster (Das Apokryphon des Johannes, Gott und die Gétter, Festgabe 
fiir E. Fascher, p. 134-141, Berlin 1958) of the contents of the Berlin text. The 

reasoning is approximately the same. 

This evidence is sufficient to form a basis for undertaking an investigation of 
Codex II’s Apocryphon of John as a comparison with the Berlin text. By reading 
these two versions of AJ carefully, and adding a thorough study of the version 
found in Codex III, we discover that the three texts often use nearly the same 

words in long passages, although there are minor variations. This is an additional 
incentive to planning the work as a careful comparison between the different 
versions. 



Commentary 

An Investigation of Codex II’s Apocryphon of John, with Constant 

Consideration of BG’s and C III’s Apocryphon of John. 

47,1-48,24: Preamble and Frame Story. 

47,1—4. Preamble. 

L. 1. There are only a few remnants of the first 4 lines of C II, but these are 

sufficient to indicate that they were four lines for which we have no parallel in 

the introductory words of the BG text. Since the first 4 pages of Codex III are 

missing, no help for a reconstruction is available there. However, with some 

reservation, such a reconstruction can be made, and the remnants of lines 1-4 

suggest that they read about as follows: TECBOO[Y NANOKPY@ON NTAIC coAln 

€BOA [MMOC 2N NYAXE €]T2HN 2N OYMNTKAPOY [AYO NCGP] AYTCEBOOY AINZ2ANN[HC 

AYQ i@2ANINHC A4[CAz20Y]!. These four lines are to be recognized merely as a 

title to the text which pretends to bring a secret teaching. 

The word cBoo[Y] would have been more correct in Sahidic as CcBQ, while 

the form here is more closely related to the Achmimic and Subachmimic CBOoY?. 

L. 4. The identity of the John who is mentioned is established in 47,6—-7. 

47,5-48,24. Frame Story. 

47,5-17. John meets Arimanios, who commences to make harsh accusations 

against John’s master. 

L. 5. Read: acyane [Ae NJoy[A NNEIZO]OY NTAPEYEl. It is not stated that it 

happened one day chat John came up to the temple
, but explicitly : that it happened 

one day when John came up to the temple, because NTAPEUEI is temporalis. This 

presupposes the important fact that John often came there, and that which the 

text will relate is the unusual thing which took place on one of these visits to 

1 Cf, The introduction to the Gospel according to Thomas: Pl. 80,10-13: NA€l NE NYAXE 

€OHN ENTAIC ETON2 XOOY AYO AYC2AICOY Nol AIAYMOC JOYAAC OMA; cf. the 

incipit of the Book of Thomas (C II),: NYAXE EOHM NAi ENTAYYAXE MMAY Nel 

MmcOP NiOYAAC @QMAC NAi ENTAICAZOY ANOK 299T’ MAOAIAC; cf. First Book of 

Jet 39,5-6: MAI ME NXQME NNEFNQCIC MMAZOPATON NNOYTE 2ITN MMYCTHPION 

€T2Hn. 

2 Achmimic in Acta Pauli 4; Subachmimic in Pro 1,2. 
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the temple. The setting is laid in front of the temple, apparently, the temple 

in Jerusalem, and the characters who open the plot are John the son of Zebedee, 

and a Pharisee. John is more precisely identified as the brother of James, and 

both John and James as sons of Zebedee. By relating this, the author of the 

Apocryphon of John immediately reveals, although indirectly, his knowledge of 

the NT and the characters therein: and at the same time assumes that his readers 

have this knowledge, by making it clear that he is not referring to John the 

Baptist, but John who is mentioned in Mark 3,17, Mark 10,5 and Matth 10,3, 

as the brother of James and son of Zebedee. The choice of words in 1. 5 indicating 

that John was used to coming to the temple, can also be interpreted as an 

indication of the author’s knowledge of the NT, cf. Acts 2,46 and 3,1. NTAPE4YElI 

is Achmimic for Sahidic NTEPE4EI. 

L. 8. The Pharisee, Arimanios, confronts John. Here, in the Coptic expression 

for “‘confront”’, lies a suggestion of a hostile attitude, which is clearly supported 

by the brusk behaviour of the Pharisee: in the same manner, the expression 

+ MEYOYOE! is also used in Acts 19,29 (S): + N€YOYOI (Opunoav); however, in the 

NT it can just as well be used as “‘come up to” Jesus to question Him, as it is 

also used about the sons of Zebedee’s arrival in Mark 10,35 (S and B), and the 

high priests’ and Pharisee’s arrival in Mark 11,27 (S), where it translates, 

TrpooTropeveoGan and goyeoGa1 Trpds, respectively. 

Who is Arimanios? In no other source do we have any evidence of a Pharisee 

or Jew by that name; nor do we have any knowledge of historical persons who 

bore that name. The author of John’s apocryphon seems to have such a 

thorough knowledge of the NT that we can eliminate the possibility of the 

name being a distortion of a New Testament name. The role of the Pharisee 

in the script seems to be to speak evil of John’s master and to sow doubt. For 

this purpose, the author would not need to use a historical person, but it is 

highly probable that for the role of such a slanderer and alarmist, he invented a 

Pharisee whom he gave a symbolical name. That this seems to be exactly the 
case, is supported by the following: Plutarch mentions in De animae procreatione 
in Timaeo 27, that Zoroaster set up god and daemon as contrasts, and called 
the first Oromasdes, the other, Arimanios: Zwpodotens Sé Oedv Kai Saipova, 
TOV Bev "Opopaodny Kaddv Tov 8 *Apeiucviov!. Arimanios is the evil spirit, and 
for this very reason the author of the Apocryphon of John could use this name 
to characterize the Pharisee. This is also in keeping with the plot, where in 
47,8-17, the evil Arimanios who approaches John, blasphemes and sows doubt, 
and in 47,30—48,24, it is the good Soter who reveals himself to John and comforts 
him; consequently, as a contrast, Saiucov and Oeds, the correctness of this probable 
reason for the choice of the name Arimanios is confirmed by two factors: 1) 
that “Apeiucvios in Greek literature is encountered only as a proper name of 

1 Ed. C. Hubert, Plutarch Moralia VI, 1 (Teubner); Hubert cites the reading “Apeiudviov 
as well as “Apipdviov. 
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the evil spirit in Zoroaster; 2) that our text, the Apocryphon of John, which 

is translated from the Greek, in another context actually refers to Zoroaster 

(67,9-10: YCH2 2PAi 2M MXQOME NZOPOACTPOC). 
L. 10. CA2, teacher, master, are probably used as synonyms here, as in John 

3,10 (SA, BF) and in Mark 9,38 (SF), where they translate 515c0KaAos!. 

€NE]KOYH2 NCOY coincides well with Matth 4,22 (S), where it is said about 

the sons of Zebedee AYOYA2O0Y NCQ4; therefore, we probably have a reference 

to Matth 4,22 here. 

L. 11-12. John’s reply, which is reconstructed from BG 19,15-16 to be: 

[NMA N]TAYE] N2HTY A4YB[QK ON EPOY] can be compared with the statement in 

John 13,3: “that he was sent from god and should return to god,”’ but also with 

John 16,28: “I came from the Father, and am come into the world: again, I 

leave the world, and go unto the Father.” Thus, the declaration in John’s 

Apocryphon: A4BQK places the situation chronologically after the ascension, or 

at least after the resurrection. Consequently, the Apocryphon of John dates its 

situation as contemporary with that in Pistis Sophia (1,1-2) and BG’s Sophia 

Jesu Christi (77,9-78,15), where the revelation takes place after the resurrection. 

L. 13. NX€ instead of the classic Nel, also found in the Fayumic Ep Jer 58 

(4CANT NXE OYEPPA) is another indication of the dialectic differences in the 

language of C II. 

L. 14-17. The accusation against John’s master contends that he has led 

them astray (NAANA), closed their hearts and turned them from their ancestral 

traditions. Reproaches against Christ for leading others astray are found in 

John 7,12, advanced by the “Jews” during the Feast of Tabernacles, and in 

John 7,47, the accusations are made by the high priests and the Pharisees who 

accuse their officers (who did not bring him) for being “‘also led astray’. The 

damaged line 15 probably contained another reproach, but it cannot be recon- 

structed with certainty, because the parallel in BG is also badly damaged. Carl 

Schmidt made two attempts to reconstruct this lacuna in BG, proposing first 

MINAZQPAIOC [MENTAYMOOYTY EBOA XE AYP ANEIOE!], and later NINAZQPAIOC 

[EYMANOYPrOC Nexe AYP AneEleel] (see Till’s edition p. 297). 

47,5-17 compares with BG 19,6-20,3. There seems to be a disagreement in 

the name of the Pharisee, since the name given in BG 19,12, is A. MANIAC. W. C. 

Till makes no conjecture, but simply states that a letter is missing; however, a 

Pl may very well have taken such a small space that one dares to assume that 

it was A[PIJMANIAC, which can hardly be understood in any other way than 

APIMANIOC. 

47,17-29 (4 BG 20,3-19) John is grieved and ponders. 

These lines of CII are too fragmentary to be reconstructed with certainty, 

but the remnants of the letters do agree with BG, although CII 47,19 evidently 

1 However, in the NT it can also translate, e.g., ypapuateus, like in Matth 13,52 (BF, but 

never S). 
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contained the Coptic nePneé, while BG 20,5 has the Greek I€PON. There are 

other indications of disagreement in the sequence of the sentences, so that from 

the remaining letters of 47,22-25 and the probable parallel in BG 29,9-14, the 

lines can best be reconstructed: AY® X€ €TB[E OY AYTNNOOYY EMKOCMOC/ 

EBOJA 2ITN [ME¥EIOT AYO NIM ME Me4/ElIQ]T ETA[YTNNOOYY AYQ OYAY N2e]/Me 

MAIQN €[TMMAY ETNABOK €PO4 ETBE]. The relative clause ETA[YTNNOOYY] in 

47,24 then refers to the other meyeinT, which also fits more logically than the 

construction in BG 20,11, where it refers to the first meweint, and the few 

remaining letters in C II 47,24 make this necessary. 

L. 25-29, with the help of BG 29,12-19, can be reconstructed: €TBE/OY FAP 

e4y[AX€ NAN MMOC]/X€ MIAION €[TTAKO AYXI NEeTY]/NOC MNAIQN[NATTAKO AYQ 

MNMEYTCE]/BON ETB[E METMMAY XE OYAY MMINE Ne] although, in 1. 27, in addition 

to the NIAION, found in BG 20,15 an €[TTAKO] must be inserted. This is supported 

by a remnant € and the length of the lacuna, just as the three letters BON in 

47,28-29 make it likely that they should be read [Mne€4¥TCE]BON, where BG 20,17 

reads MNEY4TOYNIATN. In the context, there is only a slight difference: teach instead 

of inform. 

In 47,17-29 4 BG 29,20,3-19, it appears that John’s problem is three-fold: 

1) what is the motive for sending a Saviour? 2) who is the father who sent him? 

3) what is the aeon like to which the Saviour will go? All three questions are 

answered in the following revelation to the troubled John, by means of an 

elucidation of the soterology, theology and cosmology which form the basis of 

the Apocryphon of John. 

47,30-48,9 (4 BG 20,19-21,13). The Saviour reveals himself to John. 

These pages of both C II and BG are very fragmentary, and it is impossible 

to make a satisfactory reconstruction. Several of the reconstructions which W. C. 

Till has made must, as Till himself has admitted!, be considered uncertain. 

However, it is clear that it deals with a revelation by John’s master. The revelation, 

which commences by the opening of the heavens, takes place during the display 

of several natural phenomena, such as an overwhelmingly powerful light (47,30- 

33 # BG 20,20-21,1) and an earthquake (47,33 # BG 21,1-2), in the same way 

as the description of the revelation is given in several other apocalyptic apocrypha, 

and especially in Pistis Sophia p. 5-8, where the description of the phenomena 

is described in much greater detail. However incomplete our source in Codex II 

(and in BG) may be, it is possible to discuss a few of the details, because we 

may use the two texts as supplements to each other. 

L. 30 is proposed to be emended into 2N TOYN[OY E€€IMEEYE ENAI AMMHYE 

OYON AYQ] by referring to BG 20,19-20. The author has cited the phenomena 

which are usually cited in the NT in connection with a revelation. That the 

heaven opens is also found in connection with the baptism of Christ (Matth 

3,16; Luke 3,21): John sees a door into heaven open (Apoc 4,1); Stephen observes 

Epa) ters 
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the opening of the heavens and the son of man (Acts 7,36); Philip and Nathaniel 

receive a promise from Jesus that they shall see the heavens open (John 1,51); 

John sees the heaven open (Apoc 19,11). Another instance is found in Pistis 

Sophia 7,6 (AMNHYE OYQN). 

L. 31-33 is proposed to be emended into NT€ A[MAC NCONT P- OYOEIN 2]/N 

OYOEIN [NTETA]KT[IN ETNA XIN]/MNMITN NTME AYQ AYKIM [Nol NKOCMOC] with the 

support of BG 20,20-21,1, while A[MAC] should probably be read instead of 

BG’s NTHPY, though the remaining letters in C II do not allow an agreement 

with W. C. Till’s conjecture of BG 20,20-21,1, which should preferably be read 

€TN[A XIN MMITN NTJne?. On the other hand, CII’s AYKIM supports Till’s 

conjecture in BG 21,2, to some extent where there must have been a verb which 

means move or be shaken, even though it might just as well have stated KIM as 

Till’s cTarT. 

48,1-2 is proposed to be read A[NOK AiP 20TE AY Ai|NAY 2PAi 2M NO[Y|OEI[N 

AYQ OYAAOY AYAZE|PATY NAi, which the parallel in BG 21,3 and the length of 

the lacuna indicate; in BG 21,3 it should probably be read [Aicay]T instead of 

[AinAz2]T as proposed by Till, just as the remaining letters in C II 48,2 make it 

probable that Till’s conjecture to BG 21,3-4 A4[OYON2 NJAi €BOA should be 

corrected to AY[A2EPAT4 NIJAi EBOA. 

L. 3-5. In 1.3 about 10-12 letters are missing, in 1. 4, about 8-10, in 1.5, 

about 6-8, and by combining this with BG 21,5-f, they may have read: NTAPI[NAY 

ENMEYEINE] E40 NOE NOYNOG AYO NA[INAY Me4]CMAT E40 NOE NOYOYA NNAY [E4OYON2] 

MAMTO €BOA. The Achmimic influence is also evident here as 1. 3 NTAPI instead 

of Sahidic NTEP, just as the Achmimic CMAT in 1. 4 instead of the Sahidic CMOT 

indicates that it can be read NA[INAY], which is the correct perfect II in Achmimic, 

corresponding to the Sahidic NTAINAY. The word NOé does not only mean great, 

but also old? and in the latter corresponds well with BG’s 2AAo (BG 21,5). 

L. 7-9. Here the conjecture is as uncertain as Till’s conjecture in BG 21,8-13; 

however, it is evident that the text concerns John’s observation of the unity as 

well as the plurality in the revelation, apparently a unity in nature: a unity with 

many forms. John sees the figure (C II 48,4-5), which was like a unity; this 

unity has many forms, and these forms are revealed in the light, and there are 

three. 

In the frame story which constitutes the introduction to the didactic revelation 

which follows, the description of the revealing master’s arrival corresponds 

exactly to the description of Arimanios’s arrival, when John came up to the 

temple, and the latter description is like a dramatic counterpart of the first 

description. Together, they are an expression of the author’s narrative ability, 

and, as counterparts, they emphasize at once the seriousness and the dramatic 

suspense in the situation. 

1 Pistis Sophia 5,16 reads XIN MNMECHT €TNE which nearly corresponds. 

2 Crum, A Coptic Dictionary, 250a and 25la. 
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48,9-24 (#4 BG 21,13-22,17). A comforting proclamation and promise of 

revelations. 

Admittedly, BG is very fragmentary here, but it is considerably better preserved 

than CII, and therefore BG must be taken into consideration, primarily in an 

attempt to understand the contents. 

L. 10. John is asked why he is in doubt (BG 21,14-15). C II has here retained 

the Greek word [AI]CTAZE (SioTd&Zeiv), and if the proposed meaning is correct, 

i.e. ETBE [OY EKAIJCTAZE, then we have the same wording as found in Matth 

14,31 b(S), where Jesus says the words ETBE OY EKAICTAZE to Peter (see Horne’s 

edition, notes on p. 131, where a variant has this form); BG’s fragmentary ]o 

N2HT CNAY can only be read as a present I or present II: €K]O N2HT CNAY, and, 

consequently, in C II one must probably prefer the reading [€KAI]CTAZE to the 

perf. I (as found in the text preferred by Horner) AKAICTAZ€, which would agree 

with the Greek é5iotaoas. 

L. 12-13. NOYOEIY NIM is very similar to Matth 28,20, even though the text 

preferred by Horner here is NN€20OY THPOY, Horner also indicates attestation 

of the same form as in our text NOYOEIY NIM. Therefore, it is hardly necessary 

to adopt a deliberate change in the text of C II’s quotation from Matth 28,20. 

At the most, it is a matter of C II choosing one text form in preference to another, 

and perhaps it can be said that NOYOEIY NIM is more in keeping with the rest of 

C II’s presentation of the redeemer being highly superior to earthly days. It is 

clear that the author makes obvious use of the NT, as we have observed previously 

in the Apocryphon of John. 

L. 13-15. Now follows a proclamation by the revealed one telling about who 

he himself is. The conjecture of these three lines is supported by BG, but seems 

to be obvious. The revealed one declares himself to be the Father, the Mother 

and the Son. Since the above is a quotation from Matth 28,20, it is reasonable 

to regard this statement as an allusion to that trinity, which is expressed in the 

preceding lines in Matth 28,19: the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the 

Holy Ghost. 

The idea of a trinity consisting of the Father, the Mother and the Son, is 

presented in the proclamation of C II, 48,13-15. To avoid using a term with 
specifically theological connotations, we shall refer to it, not as a trinity, but as a 
triad. By this triad we understand a unity of three, as the text has expressed it 
previously (48,6-9 4 BG 21,19-21). This triad is also found in other texts 
having related contents, but it is more important that it is also mentioned later 
in the Apocryphon of John, namely, in C II 57,9-11, where it states ANOK A€ 
+NACMOY NTAt EOOY NAK’ AYQ MAYTOFENHC MN NAIOQN MIYOMT’ NIOT TMAY. NYHPE 
T6OM NTEAEIOC (4 BG 35,17-20 4 CIII 13,16-19). Furthermore, this triad 
occurs again in the text in the group of the three, The primordial Father, Barbelo 
and Christ, who play a leading role in the teaching of the text. But other parallels 
in related texts can also be included here. In Codex Brucianus’s Gnostic Treatise, 
it states: AYO AY+t EOOY MNIOYA MAYAAY AYO TENNOIA €TN2HTY AYQ NAOFOC 
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NNOEPON CAY+ E€OOY MMIYOMNT ETO NOYA NOYOT (Baynes’s edition, II, 19-24). 

There the triad is described so that the only one contains partly Thought, 

evvoia (feminine), partly the intelligible Logos, Aoyos (masculine). The same 

triad occurs more distinctly further on in the same text, where X, 9-11 states 

AYO. N[ElOT N2HT4] AYO TMAAY AYO NY[HPE N2HTY] MAI ME MAKAPIOC MA[YAA4]. 

If the conjecture is correct—and this seems to be quite certain—we have another 

triad, consisting of the Father, the Mother and the Son, and—of particular 

importance—in such a way that they can be considered as a unity (MAI ne 

MAKAPIOC MA[YAA4)]). 

L. 15. In the manner in which BG 22,1 is proposed to be read by Till, C II 

48,15 can hardly be correlated, because the length of the line and the remaining 

letters make it probable that they should be read [ANOK NE NIATT]QAM AYQ 

nmiATXO[2M]. However, a reading different from Till’s MIATTQ[2 EMN NET] namely 

MIATTOQ[AM EMN MET], would fit better with BG’s own reason for this attributive, 

and with this BG’s text will also agree better with C II’s text. 

L. 16-24. Here, one must construct almost exclusively from the text in BG 

22,2-17 which seems to correspond with the very fragmentary text in CII. BG 

relates that the revealed one has come to teach John about three matters: 1) 

about that which has happened, 2) that which is, 3) that which will happen. 

As the account later makes evident, this alludes both to something which is 

temporal: past, present, future, and to something which is causal: the reasons, 

conditions and subsequent function of the coherence of the world. Objectively, 

this division of the promised revelation into three parts corresponds exactly to 

the triad’s Father, Mother and Son when one considers the function which the 

three entities of the triad take on later in the plot of the text in their capacity of, 

respectively, primeval ground (C II 48,24-52,21), producer of the world system 

(52,21-57,24), and power of redemption (78,11-79,25). 

Not only shall John know these secrets which are now revealed to him, but 

he shall also preach them further. John’s role as a specially chosen medium is 

not surprising; it is commonly found in apocryphic literature, and is supported 

partly by John’s close relationship to Jesus as testified in the NT, and partly 

to John’s assumed authorship of John’s Revelation. In the literature which is 

related to John’s Apocryphon, we find it in Pistis Sophia, where Jesus declares 

that Maria Magdalene and the virginal John shall ascend over all others who 

receive the secrets from him!, and in another instance in Pistis Sophia, John 

has received the promise from Jesus that he will tell him everything about that 

which he asks?. 

However, John has not received the command to bring these teachings to 

everyone, but only to a certain few; according to BG 22,11-17, he is only to 

pass it on to those who have the same spirit [NN€K20]MOMNA. In addition to BG 

1 Pistis Sophia 233,1. 

2 Pistis Sophia 204,7-21; 272,16-20. 
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22,14, this word is also used in BG 75,18 and in C III 39,16, while C II 79,30 

uses another expression, which is evidently synonymous: NN€KYBP NINA (YBHP 

actually means fellow, comrade, colleague’; it is often used in the combination 

WBP MAOHTHC co-disciple?. The Apocryphon of John itself defines what is meant 

by the expression: it is those who are from the generation, which does not waver. 

This last designation is found in CII in 73,23; 77,10; 79,32; in BG, in the 

Apocryphon of John 22,15; 65,2; 73,9; 75,20, as well as in Sophia Jesu Christi 

BG 88,9. In C III it is found in the Apocryphon of John 33,3 (TTENEA NACAAEYTON) 

39,18; in Sophia Jesu Christi 97,9 (but not in Eugnostos’s letter which is otherwise 

parallel®. 

The word ATKIM is decisive for the understanding of this expression, because 

it is that which characterizes the generation concerned. It can be used as a 

verb KIM, both intransitive and transitive—its basic meanings are rock, shake, 

move, waver, and it is used in the sense kiveiv Acts 17,28 (S B), oaAevelv Acts 

4,31 (SB) oetew Isaiah 13,13 (S)*. One might suppose that ATKIM referred to 

an ethical standard: of one who was morally resolute; or to an intellectual attitude: 

of one, who was firm in the faith, or simply: immovably firm as the house on 

the rock. It is found in all of these meanings in both the NT and the OT. However, 

the most certain information about the meaning of the word is given us in BG 

and CIII. CIII 33,3 shows us that ATKIM can at least translate the Greek 

é&odAeutos, and BG 88,9 gives us some evidence of the objective connection: 

here it concerns the primeval being, the existing spirit, who decides to create; 

he did this, says the Redeemer, because he did not wish to be alone to enjoy 

his wealth of goodness, but so that other spirits of that generation which cannot 

be shaken, should enjoy it (BG 88,5—9: XE NNEYPANOAAYE MAYAAY NTUMNTALFAGOC 

AAAA 2NKEMNA NTE TTENEA ETE MACKIM. C III 97,9), and so that such other 

spirits of that generation which cannot be shaken, can do this, he produces 

“fruits of himself” (BG 88,3-5: AYOYQY EBOA 2ITOOTY MMIN MMOY E€XNO 

N2NKAPNOC). The generation which cannot be shaken, is thus the primaeval 

father’s generation, the existing spirit’s own generation; and the other spirits 

of this generation are brought forth as fruits of the primeval father. Thus, it 

is evident that the generation which is mentioned here, is to be understood as 

the immaterial and unalterable world, which consists of the primordial father, 

the first existing spirit, and all of the spirits which come from him later. John’s 

kindred can be considered to be of that generation which cannot be shaken, 

1 Cf. Crum Dictionary 553a-b. 

2 In C II’s Apocryphon of John, however, only once in this sense, i.e., C II 80,4; but other- 

wise in this text in the sense co-worker, C II 54,33, fellow, husband C II 57,30; 58,53; 61,17; 

61,36; 62,7; 71,15; 71,19; who has the same spirit, like-minded (‘‘fellow-believers”) C II 79,30. 

* However, here one must comment that Eugnostos’s letter does not have this particular 
passage at all, which is found in the parallel texts, and that therefore it is not only this expression 
which is missing. 

4 Cf. Crum Dictionary 108a—109a. 
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because they have the same spirit (NNEK2OMOMNA) as he, namely, the spirit 

which comes from the imperishable world. 

Thus, the expression is explained, not on the basis of the Apocryphon of 

John alone, but essentially on the basis of the closely related text, Sophia Jesu 

Christi, the contents of which are not more remote than to allow us to use it 

for explanation of John’s apocryphon!. 

However, the Apocryphon of John may well have had a New Testament 

reasoning as a background, and it is tenable to compare it with Hebr 12,26-28, 

which mentions things which can be shaken, and things which cannot be shaken, 

and that they receive a kingdom that cannot be shaken (Bao1Aciav &ocAeuTov); 

C III 33,3 indicates that ATKIM renders &odAeuTos, as found in the Greek Hebr 

12,28; and in the Bohairic Hebr 12,28, ATKIM is similarly used. Those to whom 

Hebr 12,26-28 refers, have a license to an imperishable, unrockable kingdom. 

In the same manner, the kindred of John are citizens in another world, that 

from which their TrveUuc originate. 

The command which John is given here at the beginning of the revelation, 

is that he must be the one to pass the revelation on, and this is the same command 

which is imposed on him at the end of the revelation (C II 79,27-32 # BG 75,15- 

76,1), and that command which, as the script itself also relates, John obeyed 

(CII 80,45 # BG 76,18-77,5 4 C Ill 40,7-9). Thus, at the same time, the 

manuscript has also accorded authority to John and to itself: John has received 

revelations from the master himself, and John has received them secretly, as one 

who has been especially chosen; they are now conveyed in the manuscript 

which, by claming the highest authority, can approach those who have been 

chosen. 

The designation the generation which does not waver is repeated so often, 

and used only of the same persons, that one hereby receives the impression that 

it could have been used as a self-designation for the group which followed the 

Apocryphon of John, or those to whom the apocryphon addressed itself. 

A8,24-52,21 (cf. BG 22,17-26,15, cf. C IIT 5,1-7,2) The Highest Being. 

In Codex II, this section is extremely poorly preserved, and the rendering 

must be constructed primarily from BG. 

As an introduction, it would be rational to point out how, in the present 

1 One can cite several examples of the use of the terms ATKIM and d&odAeuTos in related 

texts; here it is safest to consider the word d&odAeutos only, unless it is certain that ATKIM 

or another form of KIM covers &odAeuTtos. In most cases, however, these examples cannot 

contribute to a deeper understanding of the terms than the above mentioned example from 

BG 88,5-9 # C III 97,9 presents. That &acAeutos designates a special quality in the imperish- 

able world, is shown in the Gnostic Treatise in Cod. Brucianus where the beings of the Pleroma 

can call the ottiv0jp, which Setheus has there sent to the Indivisible for ACAAEYTOC 

(XXVIII, 3); cf. that the Indivisible has a crown of twelwe kinds above him, one of which 

is called an unshakable kind FENOC NIM NACAAE€YTOC (XXIX, 19-20). 
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editor’s opinion, the texts which are reproduced on plates 49, 50, 51 and 52 

belong together. The plates published by Pahor Labib, which are reproduced 

on plates 49, 50, 51 and 52, do not, as one might suppose, constitute four pages, 

nor remnants of four consecutive pages, but, actually, only two pages (one leaf), 

because the piece of papyrus illustrated on Pl. 50 should be placed in the upper 

right-hand corner of the papyrus shown on Pl. 51; Pl. 52 is the verso part of 

Pl. 51 and Pl. 49 the verso part of Pl. 50; consequently, the verso part of PI. 51, 

Pl. 52 is joined with Pl. 49 as upper left-hand corner. The reason for this 

arrangement of the papyrus is based on an internal nature of the context, supported 

by an exterior, technical circumstance. The basis derived form the context is 

that the remaining parts of the text in the lines uppermost on Pl. 51, after 

restoration of the lacunae, can easily meet their continuation in the fragments 

of the text which are preserved from Pl. 50; and in the same manner, the lines 

of Pl. 49, after restoration of the lacunae between them, meet their continuation 

of the context in the lines uppermost on PI. 52. The exterior, purely technical 

circumstance which supports this arrangement of the papyrus is that the fibers of 

Pl. 50 are vertical like on all of the first 27 recto pages of Codex II; therefore, 

there is a basis for concluding that Pl. 50 has also been a recto page, and thus 

Pl. 49 is a verso page, so that the sequence has been Pl. 50 followed by PI. 49. 

If this indicates that Pl. 50 is a recto, with its wide margin above and to the 

right of the column, it must have been placed at the top right hand of a page; 

this accords excellently in the case of Pl. 51, which actually is a recto, has vertical 

fibers, and lacks the upper right corner. The opposite is true of Pl. 49; since 

the fibers are horizontal, it must have been a part of a verso; the remaining top 

margin to the left of the column (quite clear on the papyrus, but almost invisible 

on plate 49) motivates its placement uppermost to the left on a page, which 

accords well with placing it on Pl. 52, which is a verso with horizontal fibers 

and a missing upper left corner. 

Thus, the plates 48-52 are reduced to represent three pages only. The section 

which is parallel to Pl. 48,24—52,21 in BG is found in BG 22,17—26,15. 

This section contains a teaching about the highest being; several of the details 

which are preserved in CII, are sufficient to convince us that we have had a 

presentation here which compared to the nearly complete one in BG. 

The teaching about the highest being is introduced (BG 22,17; C II 48,24) 

by establishing that no one reigns over this being, because it is a MONAPXIA (BG). 

In his edition of BG, Till has suggested that 22,17-18 read: mExAY NAi [XE 
nefiN(?)]A, and translates: “Er sagte zu mir: ‘Uber den Geist(?)’,” This is 
undoubtedly disputable. In the corresponding lines, C II has: NA€l X€ TM[OJNAC 
that is MONAC unity instead of the NefiN(?)A Spirit as Till suggests in BG; the 
wording of CII indicates rather, that BG should be read [xe noY]A; so that 
it is not stated that “over the spirit no one rules, for it is a MONAPXIA,” but 
“over the one reigns none, because it is a MONAPXIA.” The reason, that it is a 
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yovapyia also seems to accord better with nNoYA, which is not too different from 

TMONAC!, than with NeEnNA. 

BG characterizes this highest being as a MONAPXIA. The word does not occur 

in any other place in BG, nor in C II’s Apocryphon of John. The meaning of 

the word is probably presented in the following APXEl (&pxelv) (BG 22,19) and 

perhaps by the emendation noyYA corresponding to C II’s wording TMONAC: he 

is the only true ruler, che one ruler. This is also stated in two additional places 

in BG, namely 23,6-7 (AJ): “He is an &px1) whom none rules over,” and in 

84,9-10 (SJC): “And none rules over him.” The word APXH (&px7}) is used in 

BG several places; but in BG’s AJ only in BG 63,11 with the meaning substance, 

element; in BG (SJC) 91,1, it is stated that the father is é&py7 for all those who 

shall appear, that is, in the meaning source, or origin, being used to describe 

the highest God. With the meaning beginning, SJC uses it in the same codex 

in BG 84,7-8, 87,5, 98,6 and 110,2. The meaning power is most suitable in the 

use of the word in BG 23,6; in this sence it is used about the highest God in 

BG 94,8; however, in both places it also contains the sense of beginning; on the 

other hand, the use of the word in BG 112,3 concerning the immortal man and 

in BG 83,7 concerning the inferior powers, it is hardly used in the sense of 

beginning, but means only power. 

It appears evident from the context that the connection between the Greek 

&pyn’s basic meaning of both beginning and first power is not forgotten here. 

This is shown by the continuation in BG 23,7: “for nothing exists before him,” 

an expression which is repeated in a slight variation in BG 23,18 and BG 24,5, 

as well as a more positive statement in BG 26,8-9: “He exists before the all;” 

the declaration in BG 22,22: “‘he is above the all” also leads to the same conclusion. 

Consequently, he is the ruler over the all by virtue of the fact that he is before 

or above the all, or the source of the all. 

This characteristic of the highest being is certainly connected with his also 

being called a yovapxia; this word probably means only ruler, but it also contains 

the meaning (perhaps first and foremost) of only beginning or source; that he is 

the only source, effects also that he is the only ruler. The closest parallel reasoning 

in related literature is found in Codex Brucianus in the Gnostic Treatise, where 

it states: IMONAPXHC MAYAAY (LVI, 15), which Charlotte A. Baynes appro- 

priately translated: O One and Only Source (Baynes’s edition p. 169). Also in 

this instance the highest is used as an expression of the highest power, because 

he is the source of all; in the same manner it is true in the Apocryphon of John: 

the only, or the unity, or the origin of all and therefore the absolute ruling 

power of all. 

1 Formally, MNTOYA would probably be a better rendering of povds in the sense of unity, 

but povds can, however, also mean the individual, the indivisible in philosophical terminology, 

and then ME€OYA is an appropriate rendering. In all events, MNTOYA (which is feminine) 

can hardly be read because EXO4 points toward a masculine word. 

Giversen — 11 
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This highest being is given no name, but several designations. He is the true 

God (BG 32,14 4 CII 55,24), he is the father of the all (BG 22,14 4 CII 

62,21), the holy spirit (BG 22,20). Thereafter, the following tells about this 

highest being. 

One feature which persistently occurs in this reference of the highest being 

is the reluctance of the author to say, or his difficulty in saying, what this being 

is. In the main features, it is a via negativa which constitues the teaching con- 

cerning this highest being. So it must be, according to the nature of the matter, 

for the author of our text also, when he sees fit to call him “‘he who cannot be 

described because no one has conceived of him so that he can describe him.” 

(BG 24,2-4 # CII 51,14-15). In this respect, the author of the Apocryphon 

of John shares the fate of any mystic. 

Nevertheless, the author tries to present some assertions about this indescribable, 

highest being. By relating what the being is not, now and then he says something 

about it indirectly, and among the negative designations a few positive ones are 

found. No one can say his name, since there was no one to give him a name. 

Therefore, he is ascribed the designations, the true God, the father of the all, 

the holy spirit. It is significant that he is, however, called God, indeed the true 

God. Till’s conjecture of the word MMHE in BG 22,19 can probably be contested, 

but it is in its favour that this highest being is called the true God in another 

place in BG, namely BG 32,14 (4 CII 55,24); he is also the only one who is 

called this. It is hardly incidental that the highest being, the holy Spirit, is called 

the true God, here at the beginning of the teaching. Just a few lines further 

on in the text (BG 23,3-4 # CII 48,31-33) one is taught that one must not 

imagine him, the holy spirit, as God; for he is more excellent than the gods. 

Apparently, there is a contradiction between BG 22,19 and BG 23,3-4 (and 

probably has been in the corresponding part of C II), but only apparently. The 

author of the manuscript is certainly acquainted with the word NoyYTe or (plural) 

NNOYTE, and uses it in several places; but for him it is something important 
that there is one who is called the true, the real god in contrast to the others 
who bear the name of god. The word NOYTE is used about the highest God 
several places in the Apocryphon of John in C II, C III and BG but in nearly 
every instance, with just one or two additions, to emphasize the singularity of 
the highest, as when, e.g. in BG 32,19 and BG 32,14 (CII 55,24) he is called 
MNOYTE MMHE the true God. (Likewise, in BG 51,7, he is called The God of 
Light, but CII does not use this term in this particular place)!. In BG, the 
highest being is then called MIATNAY €PO4, the invisible, BG 22,21; the same 
designation is used in the Apocryphon of John in BG 23,21, 27,13, 28318, 29:11 3 
in C II 52,34 and 53,25. The Greek word which corresponds with this, &dpatos, 

1 When W. C. Till in BG 32,21-33,1 conjectures: MIINOYTE [NOYOEIN] it is undoubtedly 
disputable, since in the corresponding passage C II 55,32 reads MN[EN]NA and not NOYOEIN; 
and C III 11,16-17 opposes Till’s conjecture by its 21TM M+ MMA2OPATON MINA. 
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is used in the same sense in C II 62,21, where it is explained that the invisible 

is the father of the all, but, otherwise, in the Apocryphon of John of CII, this 

word is used only in the connection NAZOPATON (or NA2OPATOC) MNNA, possibly 

MAZOPATON MMAPOENIKON MMNA, although the meaning is the same: the highest 

being!, just as in BG. In Codex Brucianus’s Gnostic Treatise, also, the highest 

can be called the invisible?, but the word there as in Pistis Sophia can also be 

used in the plural concerning the 24 invisibles in the thirtenth aeon’, while the 

highest being in Pistis Sophia can be called the great invisible. This does not 

mean that the word is specific for the literature or terminology of that sect; the 

word is used too often in other places as in the NT in Hebr 11,27 and 1. Tim 

1,17, for such to be the case. 

Thereafter (BG 22,23), the highest being is credited with incorruptibility, 

and it is said that he is in the clear light, which none is able to look into. CII 

48,27-30 apparently contains remnants of a corresponding text, which seems to 

have appeared as [M€TYOON 2N MN|TATTEKO ETYO[ON 2M MOYOIN NTBBO] NAi ETE 

MN [AAAY NOYOIN NBAA €Y 6QY]T NcoY¥ (—no trace of the expression clear light 

remains here in C II, but it is used by C II 54,11 where the clear light surrounds 

the invisible spirit). The description might be inspired by 1. Tim. 6,16: “he the 

only one, who has immortality, dwelling in an unapprochable light, whom no 

man has seen, nor can see’. 

The first part of line C II 48,31 is difficult to reconstruct with certainty from 

BG 23,3, because the peculiar construction in BG 23,3 with the strongly 

emphasized, preceding NTOY NEMNA, is too loosely connected with the rest of 

the sentence to allow one to surmise that the corresponding expression must 

have been contained in C II 48,31. The first of the preserved letters N in CII 

48,31, does not necessarily point in the other direction, because it can be read 

together with the succeeding as N NcYe AN, which is probably a variant of 

NewWE AN corresponding to BG’s wwe AN or to the classic Meyye. But, in 

addition to that, it does seem possible to reconstruct the last lines of C II 48 

to some extent, and they contain the above mentioned warning against imagining 

him as a God, or in any definite way, because he is more excellent than the 

gods: N Ncwe AN [eMEEYE EPO]|4 Noe N[NO]YTE H XE E4O [NtMINE] NTO TAP 

oYy20Yo ANOYTe. However, the following lines (C Il 48,34-51+50,1) should 

probably be read in a slightly different manner than BG; they can hardly be 

read OYAPXH EMN AAAY APXEl €2PAi €XO4 NE as in BG 23,6-7, but must be read: 

[MN AAAY] €TYOON 21X94 MN AAAY FAP O Nxoeic [€2PAi EXO4] ---- BGcon- 

tinues the description of the highest being: he is eternal indescribable, without 

name, an immense light, clarity, unspeakable, perfect, imperishable. The author 

1 It is often used on pages C II 53-57, e.g., CII 53,12 53,28 53,31 53,33 53,34 54,4 54,11 

54,19 etc., but in addition to these pages only twice, i.e., C II 62,4 and CII 62,21. 

2 It takes place on the first page of the treatise, I, 5-6 (Baynes) VIII, 23 and LV, 25. 

3 XXX, 13 (Baynes); Pistis Sophia 14,14; 2,9. 

4 Pistis Sophia 2,8. 
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of the Apocryphon of John does not consider the usual attributes to a god, 

such as perfection, blessedness and godliness, adequate for a description. 

The reluctance to say what he is, is especially evident in the following: on 

the one hand, he is not bodily, on the other hand, he is not bodiless (BG 24,16-17); 

on the one hand, not great, on the other, not small; not a creature, but neither 

an ideal; not a part of aeons or time. Thus, he is described as being without 

destiny and without part in dimension, space and time. He rests in perfect calm, 

longing only for himself (BG 25,9-10; 26,7-8). The function of all of these 

privativa seems to be that the highest is hereby elevated above all the ordinary, 

and also above our human imaginations, or, in other words: as far removed 

from the world of man as possible. 

Finally, however, positive things are stated: He is the majesty, the immeasur- 

able greatness, the eternal (C II 49+52,1-3 # BG 25,13-14), and now he is 

adorned with a series of names which symbolize his deeds—all of which surely 

represent the ideals in the Apocryphon of John: eternity, life, blessedness, 

perception, supreme goodness, charity, mercy, and he grants all of these,—not 

as qualifications, it is stated emphatically, for if they were qualifications, the 

character of the highest could then be defined, and become finite as that of 

earthly man, but, on the contrary, they are functions. This concludes with (BG 

26,1-19) the revealed one declaring with an exclamation that is it impossible to 

give an adequate description, partly because he cannot describe him to John 

as he, himself, conceives him, and partly because he cannot describe him with 

words which John can comprehend. In a note to his manuscript of BG 26,3, 

which reads MPOC NE+tNAGMGOM ENOi MMOY, Till remarks: ‘“‘D.h. nach meinem 

Fassungsvermégen. Da Christus spricht, sollte man annehmen, dass es “‘deinem”’ 
(=des Johannes) statt “meinem” heissen soll.” Till refers to the fact that C III 
(Till’s CG I) has also expressed it in this manner, although with other words, 
and that, consequently, it must originally have read this way in the common 
source. It is tempting to make the same assumption as Till, that it ought to read 
“your” instead of “mine’’, and yet this is not necessary because it seems reasonable 
to assume that the form retained in the Apocryphon of John is the correct one, 
and by this the manuscript will explain two things: 1) that the revealed one 
lacks words to describe that which he was able to grasp; 2) nor is the revealed 
one able to describe it so that John can comprehend it. To the revealed one it is 
something which is unutterable, and to John it is something which is incon- 
ceivable. 

52,21-57,24 (# BG 26,15-36,16 # C III 7,2-14,9). The World of Light. 
52,21-53,3 (4 BG 26,15-27,17 A C III 7,2-22). The manifestation of the 

primordial father begins. 

* It is clear that in BG 24,19-20 OYAE€ NEYAAATY] NOI MMO4 is arranged as an opposition 
to the preceding NOYTAMIO AN NE, and therefore the expression: that no one can conceive, 
grasp, must suggest that he is nothing which has been thought out—nor is he a creature. 
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The transition to the teaching about how the different beings are manifested 

by the primordial father is done smoothly by the description of the primaeval 

being who rests in himself and longs for himself gliding into how the resting 

primaeval being, filled with longing for itself, observed his own image in that 

fount (myn) of water which surrounded him, and this fountain (1ny7) is the 

same one which is called the fountain of life (C II 52,21), and which reflects all 

of his forms, so that, inspired by seeing them, he fashioned aeons (BG 26,21—22) 

and worlds (BG 26,22-27,1) after the forms shown in his picture (the probable 

parallel GC 11.52,22). 

The events are developed from the fact that he recognized (BG 27,1—2 [A]4NOEl) 

(CII perhaps desired cf. C11 52,24 [A¥]oyayve) his own image in the water. 

The undeveloped possibilities which rest in the primordial father, immediately 

become active as his vvoix becomes active and comes forth and presents itself 

before him. What is meant by évvoia is not immediately evident, but it is likely 

to assume that it is the spiritual capacity which, according to the opinion of the 

Apocryphon of John, first becomes active by the primordial father’s observance 

of his reflection in the water, and, undoubtedly, it should be connected with 

the use of the Greek verb vosiv (in the BG text); voeiv shall, therefore, explain 

the appearance of the being évvoia; this being is an image of that in itself invisible, 

virginal spirit which the first being comprises (C II 52,34-35). 

The being which has now become visible is called Barbelo (C II 52,36). This 

being, whose name occurs frequently in related literature, is the one who has 

come first following the highest. Various renderings of this name, as it occurs 

in the related literature have been proposed. H. Leisegang’s rendering of the 

word as Hebrew: “Barbhe Eloha—In der Vier ist Gott’? with references to the 

tetras of the Ophites: Father, Son, feminine Pneuma, Christ and to the Book 

of Baruch: The good, Elohim, Eden Baruch, is dubious!; and the same is true 

of Leisegang’s rendering of the word as a pun between: ‘‘bar” und ‘“‘baal’’. 

H. Leisegang’s proposal comes from W. Wigan Harvey”, who regarded it as “a 

very legitimate abbreviation of BapBa& "Hac, JorX Ka3]2> i.e. év TeTPaS1 Oeds; 

but it does not seem to make any sense in the system which we have unfolded 

in the Apocryphon of John. Two other proposals could make a better sense: 

the first is that of J. Matter? who considered it to be from the Hebrew root 

sbys-n752 and that it meant Fille du Seigneur; W.W. Harvey rejected this 

proposal not by referring to philogican considerations, but because it did not 

appear from the description of Irenaeus that Barbelo held such a position as 

fille du Seigneur in the system, even though W. W. Harvey acknowledged that 

Barbelo was called initium et luminations et generationis omnium by Irenaeus. 

The other proposal is that of F. C. Burkitt, that BAPBHA® came from the Coptic 

1 Hans Leisegang, Die Gnosis (Stuttgart 1955), p. 186. 

2 W. Wigan Harvey, Sancti Irenzi Libr. quinque adv. haer. (Cambridge 1857); ts 15D: 

221-222. 

3 J. Matter, apud W. Wigan Harvey, op. Cit. t- 1, pe 22l. 
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BABIA€, which means grain, seeds, germ, and, as seed contains all potentialities, 

Barbelo also contains unlimited potentialities! This latter proposal has been 

taken up by Charlotte A. Baynes, who finds particular support in Hippolytus?. 

Both of these proposals deserve consideration. For philological reasons, I would 

hesitate to build anything on F. C. Burkitt’s proposal, because his hypothesis 

presupposes that Coptic exsisted as a language, not only before Ireneaus wrote 

Adv. Haer., but even at a sufficiently early date to allow the word mentioned 

to be included in the Apocryphon of John, and therefore, in the excerpt of 

Irenaeus; such a presupposition is hardly justifiable. W. W. Harvey rejected J. 

Matter’s proposal because he did not find Barbelo described as fille du Seigneur 

in Irenaeus; this is true, but in our manuscript of the Apocryphon of John one 

cannot fail to note that Barbelo as a being coming forth directly from the primordial 

father, the ruler of the all, has assumed such a position, in addition, one cannot 

fail to compare this with the contrasting picture of Barbelo, which later on in 
the plot is present with Ialtabaoth as son of a power of chaos. J. Matter’s hypothesis 
has not been proved, nor has the above mentioned one with Ialtabaoth as the 
corresponding contrast, but in my opinion the philological reasons are indicative 
of this, and the contents support them. Although most of the other names for 
aeon beings archons in the systems are not firmly established, the names Barbelo 
and Jaltabaoth seem to some extent to be definite names; therefore, they can 
hardly be entirely incidental, and it is not enough to let them stand without 
examining their meaning®. 

C. II 36ff. Barbelo herself is now called the glory. The reason is given in 
the following: she has been perfected by the glorious aeon (C II 53,1 [Mn]eooy 
is adjective genitive), and this took place with the revelation. Here, as in most 
of the places in the Apocryphon of John, the revelation refers to the coming 
forth of one being from another; although it is found in C II 48,7 in the sense 
of coming into sight to bring information about something. 

The Virginal Spirit is continuously used to express the highest, the primordial 
father, and he is also often called the Invisible Virginal Spirit. This is true of 
the text in CII, BG and CIII. Here, virginity probably implies that the first 
spirit is completely unaffected by and distant from all that is earthly, which 
the last emanations from the heavens are affected by; that the soul has joined 
the body, can, however, in certain related texts be called adultery or prostitution’, 

1 F. C. Burkitt, Church and Gnosis (Cambridge 1932), p. 54-55; 58-60. 
* Charlotte A. Baynes, A Coptic Gnostic Treatise (Cambridge 1933), p. 50. 
3 Thus, F. M. M. Sagnard, La gnose valentinienne, p. 90, note 2, restricts himself to a 

brief summary of W. W. Harvey and adds: “En réalité, on ignore l’origine de ce nom”. 
4 Thus, it is in reality the basic theme in Exegesis on the Soul, the last but one treatise of 

Codex II, where we read: “‘the wise ones who are from before gave the term to the soul with 
a female name. It is actually woman by its nature. It also has its mother, but she is by herself 
with the father. She is a virgin (trapGévos) and she is man-woman by her likeness. But when 
she fell into a body and came to this life, she then fell into the hands of many robbers and 
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and conversely, it is, therefore, a usage which is to be expected when the pure 

spirit, which is in no way mixed with any bodily element, is called wirginal. 

53,34. Barbelo now praises the Virginal Spirit in gratitude for his manifestation 

In Coptic, the use of the expression €Ct €00Y EPOHY (actually: give honour, or 

glory) constitutes a play on words with the repetitious use of the term Neooy 

in the three preceding lines, and it is possible that the preceding use of N€OoY 

is intended to explain the eulogy + €0oyY in 1. 3. As appears in the following 

description of the manifestation of the different beings, a eulogy like this belongs 

to the set pattern in which their manifestation is portrayed; in the portrayal on 

Pl. 53, alone, it is repeated again and again: Prognosis is revealed, comes forth 

and praises the Spirit, Incorruptibility is revealed, comes forth and praises the 

Spirit, and, thereafter, in the same manner, the Eternal Life and Truth. In the 

context, this laudation has the function of occurring after the aeons have taken 

their places (literally: have taken up their positions), and it stresses the inferior 

position of these revealed beings in relationship to the one, the spirit who rules 

over all, to whom they owe their existance. 

53,4-11 (4 BG 27,17-28,4 # C III 7,22-8,5). Barbelo. 

L. 4. nyopn Meee the first thought, called Barbelo here, and that in his 

image: the Coptic expression ME€YE covers the Greek évvoia, but the Coptic 

yopn can signify before equally well as first, and, therefore, the word can also 

represent TTpovola. 

L. 5. Barbelo continues to be mentioned as a feminine being (as throughout 

the Apocryphon of John). She becomes the mother of the all. Thus, the second 

of the three beings of the triad is introduced (previously mentioned in 48,14) 

—i.e., the mother. The all MTHP4, is in the singular, and in the definite form 

here; as in the majority of instances in the Apocryphon of John, it is used in 

the technical sense of the universe, the all of the world; this universe is the one 

of which Barbelo has become mother, and the reason is that she existed before 

all of them. In the following line she receives several attributes, all of which are 

obviously connected with her role as the Mother of the all, and her existence 

before all. In addition to the nine attributes enumerated in 53,4-10, another one 

is found in 53,11, which probably can be understood as the last in the series, 

but grammatically, it must be directly connected with the following, or implied 

as the subject of 53,11 A4 [AI|TEl. 

The first nine attributes are as follows: 

The Mother of the All 

Metropator 

The First Man 

men of violence. They threw her to one another. ..... some cohabited with her (by violence), 

whereas others persuaded her with seductive presents that had been robbed. They simply 

defiled her ... and she was adulterous with her body and she submitted to anyone’’. 
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The Holy Spirit 

The Three-Fold Man 

The Three-Fold Power 

The Three-Fold Name 

The Androgynous 

The Eternal Aeon 

What, then, is implied by these designations? All of them seem to imply a form 

of something which is ideal, especially something perfect. The designation 

Metropator is used in CII’s Apocryphon of John a total of six times; in the 

first three instances (53,6-7 54,16 62,19) it is used of Barbelo, in the last three 

(67,17 68,9 75,33) about the primordial father, but it is not reserved for him 

Owing to the idea of the emanation: that the emanation has received his abilities 

and his character from the one from which he has come forth; and, therefore, 

the same designation can be used to characterize both of them. 

The first Man. This term is used in C II’s AJ four times in all. The explanation 

for calling Barbelo, the first emanation, The First Man is found in 62,22-24; 

where it is stated of Barbelo that she is the first man, “for his image was revealed 

in the form of a man.” Thus, according to the Apocryphon of John, the designation 

of Barbelo as The First Man originates with this idea. 

The Holy Spirit. The primordial father can be called this, and therefore, as 

explained above, this designation can also be used of Barbelo who has emanated 

from him. 

The Three-Fold Man. This expression is used in CII’s AJ in this single 
instance only, and it is not encountered elsewhere, except in the manuscripts 
of BG and CIII'. Consequently, it is not found in Pistis Sophia nor Codex 
Brucianus. It probably contains an expression for the ideal, the true man or 
the perfect man. 

The Three-Fold Power. This term is used in CII’s AJ in this one instance 
only. In BG 28,1 we find the corresponding TYO[M]JNT€ Noom, but in C III 
8,2-3, another wording is used in the, admittedly, damaged text, where it states 
[+++ TYO]MNT NAYN[AMIC ---]. Whether C III has also contained the expression 
The Three-Fold Name, cannot be confirmed, but if the conjecture is correct, it 
did have the expression [NYOMNT] NzYMNOC; what the three hymns refer to, is 
not clear; none of the many places in Pistis Sophia and Codex Brucianus’ Gnostic 
Treatise which mention hymns, mention three hymns. Following C IIT’s [NYoMNT] 
NeYMNOC, there is a minor lacuna, and then [TYO]MNT NAYNAMIC, thus, an 
additional agreement with CII and BG.—The term The Three-Fold Power 
should probably be understood as the power in its highest potential; in several 
places in Pistis Sophia and CB’s Gnostic Treatise, it is used again as: with the 
three strengths, but none of these seem adequate to explain the term in our text; 

1 BG 27,21; C III 8,1 is damaged, but should perhaps be read NY[OMT200YT]. 
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the examples which come closest are probably those found in the Gnostic Treatise 

XVII,9-13: €PE€ OYMONOTENHC N2HT4 E42HN NTOY NETOYON2 EBOA NYMNT 

GOM MAI ETGMGOM 2N GOM NIM and in XVII,20—24 €YN OYMONOFENHC 2Hn 2[PAi 

N2HT4 ETE NTOU ME METPIAYNAMIC EPYAN FIMEEYE El EBOA 2N MBAOOC --- However, 

this is not stated about Barbelo, but about povoyevns. 

L. 9. The Three-Fold Name. The same is true of this term as of the term 

nyopn NPOME; it is not found in any other place in AJ than in the parallel in 

BG!; it may have occured in C III, but in just this particular place, C III is 

severely damaged; it probably describes the highest name, or is a reference to 

the fundamental triad in the system (see above, commentary to 48,13—-15). 

L. 9 NeooyTc2ime (cf. 54,8; BG 28,3 29,15 CIII 9,8-9) expresses the dual 

aspect, contained in Barbelo, as in all the aeons: a male and a female. 

L. 9-10. NAION NYA ENE2, compares with BG MAION ETE MEYP 2AA0 (BG 28,2-3) 

which merely states the same thing in other words; on the other hand, BG 

contains nothing which compares to C II’s 2N ATANY €PooyY, and CITI has no 

parallel to C II’s first or second part of speech. 

L. 11. nworn Nel €BOA; thus, Barbelo is very aptly characterized; BG has a 

completely different adjective, namely NTAYEI EBOA 2N TEYNPONOIA, by which it 

agrees with C II only in the term €I €BOA, while it coincides better with C III 

8,4-5 [--- JEAQE EBOA[: -- ], which, although it is severely damaged, 

nevertheless shows agreement with BG and could, no doubt, indicate that the 

Greek verb, which was employed in the Greek manuscript, was Tpocepyeo@a1 

2x; C III and BG are obviously in better agreement with each other here than 

with C IJ, and together with other features in the manuscripts could indicate a 

common source, although it is not the same source which is apparent in other 

places. 

53,11-54,10 (+ BG 28,5-29,18 # C III 8,5-9,10). The Pentad. 

L. 11. nyopn Nel €BOA preceding this term, at the end of line 10, the word 

AYQ was certainly found which is missing now; the lacuna seems to leave just 

enough space for three letters; NYOPM NEI EBOA can be understood as the last 

unit in the above mentioned enumeration, but it can also be understood as the. 

subject in that sentence, which begins in C II 53,11, and it is then repeated in 

AU[AI]TEl; this interpretation of the relationship of nyopn Nel €BOA would be 

supported by the word AYQ as mentioned above, and is strongly supported by 

the explanatory relative phrase €T€ BAPBHAQ TE of C II 53,13, which cannot 

modify NAZOPATON MMAPOENIKON MANA, but can, however, probably modify 

nwopn Nel €BOA; thus, it is also explained why we find a masculine form A4- 

in CII 53,11,—and not the feminine AC—(as in BG 28,4), because it is governed 

by nyopn, while, on the other hand, we have the feminine form NAC (in CIl 

53,13), because it is governed by Barbelo, which is feminine. 

1 C II 59,15—16 says about Ialtabaoth that he has three names, Ialtabaoth, Saklas and Samael. 

Neither BG nor C III has such a statement in the parallel section. 
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That which Barbelo first asks the invisible spirit for is a Prognosis, a fore- 

knowledge, which is granted her, and when Prognosis is revealed, she places 

herself up together with Pronoia and praises the Spirit and Barbelo; the one 

who praises must be Prognosis, as the obviously damaged text in C II 53,18 

has apparently used the third person feminine singular form €c[+ €]o[oY]. Who, 

then, is Pronoia? A being by this name has not been mentioned previously in 

C II, but an explanation is immediately given by it being said that “That (fem.) 

is one with the Invisible, Virginal Spirit’s Thought’. This is an explanation 

which is not found in any comparable section in BG, nor in C III. The identity 

of the Thought, the Invisible Spirit’s Thought, is known from C II 53,4, where 

Barbelo is identified with the Thought. The Thought and Pronoia are, therefore, 

a unity, namely, Barbelo. Therefore, it is Barbelo with whom Prognosis places 

herself, and those who are praised by Prognosis are both the Spirit and Barbelo. 

W.C. Till (in his edition of BG p. 297) has stated that BG does not relate the 

creation of that évvoia, which is mentioned in BG 28,9, and which, in W. C. 

Till’s opinion, must be another évvoia than Barbelo, the so-called first Evvoia, 

and that that €vvoia which is mentioned in BG 28,9, therefore, ought to be called 

the second évvoia. W. C. Till gives three reasons (p. 297—298) for his hypothesis. 

W.C. Till’s theory cannot be applied to C II, and as shown in the following, 

neither can it be applied to BG. W. C. Till’s first argument for the hypothesis 

is that “Die (m.E. zweite) Ennoia und die Erste Erkenntnis preisen den Unsicht- 

baren und die Barbelo (=Erste Ennoia) (28,8-12). Das wiederholt sich: Die 

Unverganglichkeit, die (m.E. zweite) Ennoia und die Prognosis (Erste Erkennt- 

nis) preisen den Unsichbaren und die Barbelo (=Erste Ennoia) (28,17-20)”. 

However, this is not correct; in both places the manuscript reads €C+ EO00Y 

(BG 28,10 and BG 28,19), they are third person, fem. singular in present II, 

and not plural; what the manuscript relates is: Barbelo asks for Prognosis; that 

is revealed and places itself beside Barbelo, and she—Prognosis—praises the 

Spirit and Barbelo: in the same manner as the Incorruptibility in 28,17-20, 

and W. C. Till’s proposal (in the critical apparatus p. 96) that it would be more 

correct to read the plural “da alle neu entstandenen Wesen preisen,” is not 

tenable!; not until the last emanations is there more than one who makes the 

1 In his note on BG 28,10, W. C. Till (op. cit., p. 96) argues that the scribe wrote €C+ 
instead of €4+, because “der Schreiber hatte das unmittelbar vorhergehende feminine tpdvoia 
im Sinn.”’ One may assume, rather, that we have to do with a constructio ad sensum because 

NYOPM NCOOYN renders the Greek tpdyveors and, like the following aeons which come 
forth until the first born son (BG 30,7), is a feminine being in the eyes of the author of the 
Apocryphon of John.—In C III 8,9, the corresponding place has preserved sufficiently of the 
otherwise damaged text that we have a clear feminine mark in the verb referring to NYWPN 
NCOOYN, namely €C[A2E]PAT4, and this before any évvoia or Tpdvoia turns up, which the 
scribe might have had in mind.—If we have to do with a constructio ad sensum, it is most 
likely a reminiscence from the Greek source which has a feminine word, as does C II 53,15 
with its TNPOFNACIC, cf. C II 53,15 AC6QAN, 53,16 ACA2EPAT4, and 53,18 €C[+ E]OLOY]. 
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eulogy!. In his other argument (p. 298), W.C. Till asserts that the reason for 

lauding the Spirit and Barbelo is indicated by a “denn sie entstanden aus ihr,” 

and by this it is implied that there were others who rose from Barbelo as early 

as the appearance of the First Perception. W. C. Till, himself, admits that this 

argument does not carry much weight, since AY- and AY- are often interchanged, 

and, moreover C III (Till: CGI) 8,13, also has the singular NTAY-. The third 

and most important argument in favour of W. C. Till is that unless one distin- 

guishes between two Ennoia, the first and the second, it is not possible to arrive 

at the number five of the pentad. However, one might just as well imagine that 

BG had neglected to relate about some other being than just the second or 

first Ennoia. This is exactly the case, if, in place of BG, we use CII as a basis 

for our observations, because in 53,31-54,2 an account of the formation of 

the Truth is presented. In C II’s pentad, the fifth aeon is the Truth. BG gives 

no information about the formation of this aeon, and it is, therefore, under- 

standable that W. C. Till has attempted to solve the problem by assuming that 

there must have been an account of one more Ennoia, but not until the testimony 

of CII do we have a manuscript which clearly enumerates all five of the aeons 

in the pentad, namely: 

Barbelo (=Ennoia=Pronoia) 

Prognosis 

Incorruptibility 

Eternal Life 

Truth. 

Thus, all five of these originated from the Invisible, Virginal Spirit, the first 

on the Spirit’s own initiative, the remaining four according to the wish of Barbelo. 

The texts of BG and CIII must both be regarded as being incomplete. A 

particular question is the relationship to the accounts of Irenaeus and Theodoret, 

which W. C. Till has included in the debate (in his edition of BG p. 298-299). 

Neither do these give an account of the creation of the Truth in that section 

which should compare to C II 53,31-54,2, but this problem must be treated in 

an investigation concerning the relationship between the Apocryphon of John 

and the accounts of Irenaeus and Theodoret. 

54,8-9 repeats that it is the pentad, but adds that it is eternal and bisexual; 

by this, the following also becomes comprehensible, namely that it is also the 

eternal decad, because the androgynous character of the pentad allows that it 

also can be regarded as consisting of ten, and comprising a decad. 

1 In BG not until Eternal Life has appeared. BG 29,5 reads €Yt EOOY, but in the case 

of all those who have been previously revealed we read ECt EOOY; in CII the plural is used 

only at the manifestations of the latter two, i.e., that of Eternal Life and Truth in CII, 53,30 

and 53,35, but singular in connection with the preceding ones. 
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54,10-55,4 Christ and Nus (# BG 29,18-31,11 # C III 9,10-10,15). 

L. 10 A¥6aQwT, the subject is meloT and the object is TBAPBHAQ. The opposite 

is found in BG 29,18, where it is Barbelo who is the subject, and “him”’, i.e. 

the Spirit, which is the object; AC-, consequently, is not a scribal error in the 

manuscript (BG 29,18), because the subject is repeated with the participle Nel 

(likewise in C III 9,10). 

Here, C II is in opposition with BG and C III, and no scribal errors can be 

pointed out in any of the manuscripts, but it must be assumed that there were 

divergent interpretations even in their sources. In C II, it is the Invisible Spirit 

that by his gaze causes Barbelo to conceive; while in BG and C III it is Barbelo 

himself who looks at the Invisible Spirit, and by doing so becomes pregnant. 

The meaning seems to be best expressed in the manuscript of C II, because, 

although one can imagine the Invisible Spirit gazing at Barbelo, one can hardly 

imagine that Barbelo would be able to look at the Invisible Spirit. 

L. 11. 2M can either be local: since he was inside the clear light, or about 

the means: since he saw by the help of the clear light. In both cases, the expression 

‘the clear light’ is surely intended to emphasize that the Spirit does not see 

with a gaze full of unclean desire, but is elevated high above this. 

L. 12 MN [nJeunPpe, literally: with his sprout. The light surrounds the spirit 

and his mPPe€, which occurs here for the first time in CII; this apparently 

expresses a potency which lies in the spirit waiting for its fulfillment—Acxe 

OYQ: she is Barbelo. The spirit is (according to C II) the one who takes the 

initiative, and Barbelo becomes pregnant and produces a spark. The possibility 

which was in the Spirit is fulfilled here as a +K NOYOEIN. Here, BG has preserved 

the Greek by its: CHINOHP NOYOIN MMAKAPION; C III also reads CNIN@HP NOYOIN, 

but it refers the designation NA€IATY, blessed, to that which the spark depicts, 

namely, the light, just as it is done in CII. In CII, it is emphasized that even 

though the spark is an image of the light, it is mot equal to the light (BG has 

Barbelo instead of the light, and, consequently, it is the spark which cannot 

measure up to Barbelo). 

L. 15 nAi ne OYWP oYaT, the spark can be called so because it is masculine, 

while all of the other five aeons, which have come forth so far, must have been 

feminine words in their original Greek text: BapBrAw, Tedyvwors, épbapcia, 

Con aidvios and dAnGeia. In this context, it is obvious that our Coptic version 

of AJ must be a translation from a Greek text. 

Besides, it is the first being which has been revealed by an emanation from 

Barbelo (—Pronoia=Ennoia, C II 54,20-22). 
L, 23 A[MT]92c, we should certainly read AYTM2C and not ACTQE2C, cf. 1. 25 

AYTA2CY, which must have the same subject. Since it is a masculine form, the 
subject is surely MNA, cf. 1. 26. The spark is first anointed with goodness and, 
thereafter, with the holy Spirit, both of which are parts of the Invisible Spirit. 
Undoubtedly, the words about the anointing and the goodness comprise an 
attempt at a preliminary reference to that which the only begotten is called in 
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CII 55,2 (just as in the case of neooy in C II 52,36-53,2, which should refer 

to €Ct €00Y in CII 53,3, and by meunPre in CII 54,13, which referred, by 

manner of anticipation, to the revelation of +K NOYOEIN in C IT 54,13). 

L. 30-32 presents perhaps a dittography with the repeated A¥t EOOY owing 

to a confusing between [NNA] in the beginning of 1. 29 with the corresponding 

nNA in 1. 30. 

L. 33. The anointed one now asks for a helpmate, Nus, and with the approval 

of the Holy Spirit, Nus comes forth, places himself with Christ, and praises the 

Invisible!. (Here again, it is only the latest one to come forth, Nus, who praises 

the Invisible, since the manuscript reads €4+ E00Y (C IT 55,2). 

55,4 2N OYMNTKAPQY AYQ MMeEEYE; the understanding of this is determined by 

the understanding of 2N. It can, naturally, merely mean im, that is, about the 

circumstances in which these beings came into existence, that it happened under 

the observation of silence and activity of thought; however, one should preferably 

understand the preposition as concerning the means that it happened by, or was 

caused by, and then MNTKAPQ silence and MEEYE thought must signify, not the 

circumstances of the emanation, but the two beings who took part in the emanation 

of the great number of beings; one is able to understand it in this sence because 

MNTKAPQUY probably represents a term for the Invisible Spirit, and Meeye a term 

for Barbelo. In this interpretation, it is thus a rounding off of the teaching about 

these beings with a reference to the two beings who were their source.—In BG 

26,6-7 it can be said of the Invisible Spirit that he is at rest, and rests in silence. 

Therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume that, subsequently, the manuscript 

can use silence as a symbol for the Invisible Spirit. 

Thus, the arrival of the Holy Spirit seems to be connected with the anoimtment, 

and Nus is preceived as an assistant to Christ. 

55,4-11. The Will and the Word. (# BG 31,11-18 4 CHI 10,15—22). 

L. 4ff. AYoyaye. To understand the meaning of this, it is vital to determine 

the actual subject of Ayoyoye. If we compare it with BG 31,11-12, it would 

be tempting to regard the Invisible Spirit as the subject in C II 55,4-5 as well 

as in BG 31,11-12,—the one who wants to or wishes to, because BG 31,12 clearly 

indicates the subject by its Nel MA2OPATON MNNA. However, then it must be 

considered to be a very incidental expression in C II, if one were to read: He 

(ie. The Invisible Spirit) wanted to create a thing by the word of the Invisible 

Spirit, and his will became a thing; one could, therefore, imagine that the subject 

of AYOYQUE was MEXPC, not least because in the following, the reason is stated: 

For by the Word, Christ created the All; but this can hardly be acceptable, 

because although Christ creates the All by the Word, the Word is not called 

1 NAY must be The Invisible Spirit and not Christ. The expression AY4A2ZEPATH 

MNIMIEXPC suggests that the one recently revealed occupies the place set aside for him in 

the system, i.e., next to Christ. 
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the Word of Christ in the text, but the Word of the Invisible Spirit. Then, 

there remains the incidental expression: he, i.e. the Invisible Spirit, wanted by 

the Word of the Invisible Spirit, etc. If, instead of comparing it with BG, we 

compare it with C III, we find the same idea expressed quite plainly: AYP 2NA4 

Nol MAZOPATON MINA E€IPE NOY2QB 2ITN OYYAXE AYN MEYOEAHMA AYYONE 

Noy2os (C III 10,15-18). Thus, BG is not so complete here as CII or CII, 

because BG indicates nothing about the role of the word, and C III presents 

only a word, not his word nor the word of the Spirit as the instrument, but on 

the other hand it contains a more direct rendering than C II; which, in turn, 

defines whose word it is. The circumstantial expression in C II can be due to 

an attempt to improve a less definite rendering in the source, a rendering which 

was probably presented in this way in the Greek manuscript. He whose will is 

expressed, is thus the Invisible Spirit. 

Even with the use of the terms AYOYQWE and NYAXeE that which immediately 

follows is implied: the establishment of the Will and the Word. This occurs as 

predicted. It is hardly accidental that expressions like create a thing TAMIO 

NoY2oB and become a thing YONE NOYEPFON are employed; one is immediately 

speaking about something which is not quite as high as that which has previously 

come into existence, nor is there any indication here that these two beings 

emanate in answer to Barbelo’s prayer to the Invisible Spirit, nor by the will 

of Christ; it is merely told that he walled to create something and then his Will 

is revealed; and concerning the Word, it merely states that it “followed the 

Will’. 

L. 7-8. AYQ AYGQAM’ EBOA MN MNOYC. Here there is apparent evidence of a 

copying error, since this makes no sense in the context; it should probably read: 

AYQ AYGQAN EBOA {AYQ AYAZEPATY) MN MNOYC (cf. BG 31,13-15 and CIII 

10,17-19): to read a more exhaustive AYQ AYGQAN EBOA (Nol NOYQY AYO 

AYAZ2EPATH), etc., is not necessary. 

L. 8. By NOYOEIN is meant +K NOYOEIN, i.e., Christ, cf. that neunPPe together 

with the Invisible Spirit is surrounded by MOYOEIN ETTBBHY (C II 54,11-14). 

NAW indicates the subject for AYOYaweE in C IT 55,4, i.e. the Invisible Spirit. 

L. 9. Previously, in line 5, the 2ITN NYAXE predicts that which will now 

take place: the appearance of the Word. 

L. 10. The reason for the emanation of the Word: for by the Word Christ, 

the autogenons, the divine, created the All, seems conspicuous at this point, 

but it should be interpreted as an interpolation which anticipates something 

which is either well known, or about which it will be related later. Here, it might 

refer to John 1,1-3, cf. Hebr 11,3. 

L. 11. NAYTOreN[H]c. This word does not refer to any activity of the one who 

bears this attribute. Christ has not, according to the Apocryphon of John, 
created himself, and therefore, he cannot for this reason be called NAYTOFENHC. 
On the contrary, it refers to the acts of the Invisible Spirit; he alone has created 
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Christ: it is the Invisible Spirit who, without any request from Barbelo, by 

himself /ooks at Barbelo causes her to become pregnant and give birth to Christ, 

the spark of light, and when Christ can be called NAYTOFENHC, it is because of 

the Father’s own action. In her commentary to the Gnostic Treatise in Codex 

Brucianus, Charlotte A. Baynes has presented a very thorough explanation of 

the entire problem concerning the meaning of the word AYTOTENHC, and even 

though the term is found in a different manuscript there, the explanation presented 

by Baynes also applies to our text. It is difficult to replace Baynes’s translation 

of AYTOFENHC by self-alone-begotten with a less cumbersome term; therefore, 

we have preferred a rendering of the Greek word here. Moreover, it is conspicuous 

that the term in C II is not used except on Pl. 55-57. 

55,11-15 The Eulogy of the Spirit and Barbelo (# BG 31,19-32,3 4 CIII 

10,23-11,2). 
The text is very brief: four aeons in all: the Eternal Life, the Will, Nus and 

Prognosis, place themselves and praise the Invisible Spirit and Barbelo. One 

cannot disregard that the manuscript might be corrupt in this place, but if this 

is the case, then one of CII’s, BG’s and CIII’s common sources must also 

have been so, since the three texts follow each other quite closely here. As the 

text appears today, its function in the context does not seem to be evident; 

one might suppose that the four beings’ praise of the Invisible Spirit and Barbelo 

serves to emphasize their gratitude for that which immediately preceded: the 

arrival of Christ, Nus, the Will and the Word, but the laudation is based on 

the fact they had risen because of her (Barbelo), and cannot refer to any other 

than the creation of the four praising aeons; therefore, only one possibility seems 

to remain: that the text is corrupt. As mentioned above, this possibility must 

apply to all three texts; in the case of BG, this probability was presented by 

C. Schmidt as early as in 1907, and Schmidt tried to emend the text on the 

basis of Irenaeus’ Adv. haer. I, 29,1: ‘““Conjugationes autem fient Ennoiz et 

Logi, et Aphtharsias et Christi: et Atonia autem Zoe Thelemati conjuncta est, 

et Nus Prognosi. Et magnificabant hi magnum lumen et Barbelon,”’ and on the 

basis of the corresponding evidence of Theodoret (Haer. fab. I, 13), and Carl 

Schmidt drew the conclusion that ‘““Da nun die beiden Paare den letzten beiden 

von Irenaius genannten entsprechen und der auTtoyevns ganz isoliert dasteht, 

werden wir wohl mit Recht die Liicke also ausfiillen :” vvoia mit Adyos, apSapoia 

mit avtoyevns.” W. C. Till considered Schmidt’s emendation as “‘verfithrerisch,”’ 

but proposed that BG’s Apocryphon of John did not recognize the arrangement 

in pairs of the beings who came forth from Barbelo, and W. C. Till seems to 

have viewed the emendation with scepticism. (Cf. C. Schmidt in Philotesia Paul 

Kleinert, p. 325, and W. C. Till in the text edition of BG, p. 299). 

A closer observation of the Apocryphon of John, as we now find it not only in 

BG, but in CII and CIII as well, and of the evidence of Irenaeus and Theodoret, 
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however, gives us a basis to proceed further than Schmidt in an emendation. 

The point of departure for this is the fact which both C. Schmidt and W. C. 

Till seem to have overlooked, that if the rendering of the arrangement of the 

world of light began as an account of the genesis of the pentad (BG 28,5—29,18 

~ CIII 8,5-9,10 # C II 53,11-54,10), then the following is a rendering of the 

decad of the aeons, as it is clearly presented by all three of the texts by the 

strongly stressed: this is the eternal male-female pentad which 1s the eternal decad. 

Thus, the decad consists of an androgynous pentad, and one part of the pentad 

is enumerated in the preceding (C II 53,11-54,8) as consisting of Ennoia, 

Prognosis, Incorruptibility, Eternal Life, and Truth. This pentad was not 

previously described as bisexual, but merely as a pentad. However, it is now 

rendered as androgynous, and thus as a decad, and, therefore, the account will 

tell us about the partners of the previously named aeons, and how they came 

into existence; thus, this is what the entire C II, 54,8-55,30 4 BG 29,14- 

32,19 £ CIII 9,8-11,14 involves: the genesis of the partners of the aeons, and 

that which we find in CII 55,11-15 (#4 BG 31,18-32,3 # C III 10,22-11,2), 

are remains of an enumeration of how the aeons of the decad were paired. 

Is it possible, then, to reconstruct this enumeration of all ten aeons? From 

the first eight aeons specified in Irenaeus, Carl Schmidt tried to emend BG, 

also, to have enumerated eight aeons, but on the other hand Carl Schmidt 

thought that Irenaeus was guilty of a misunderstanding when he subsequently 

wrote that, thereafter, an additional aeon had emanated, by the name of Autogenes, 

and Schmidt explained the misunderstanding as follows: “‘Irenaus ist zu der 

Annahme eines neuen Aons mit Namen Autogenes dadurch veranlasst worden, 

dass ihm die Bezeichnung des Sohnes der Barbelo neben “‘Licht’’ und “‘Christus”’ 

als aUTOyévnTos resp. avTOyevis entgangen war”. That Carl Schmidt rejected 

Irenaeus’s words about Aletheia, who was revealed together with the new aeon, 

Autogenes, is pardonable, because the only copy of the Apocryphon of John 

which Schmidt possessed, namely, BG’s, does not give an account of the genesis 

of the Truth, unlike C II. Irenaeus has probably perpetrated a misunderstanding, 

or else his source has—a misunderstanding which our text in C II can help to 

clarify. Irenaeus enumerates the following aeons: Ennoia, Logos, Aphtharsia, 

Christus, Zoe Aionia, Thelema, Nus and Prognosis. However, if we assume that 

the text for which this was basis, i.e. a Greek text, did not read ypiotos, but 

xXpnotoTNs, we immediately find a basis for a misunderstanding: either by reading 

Xplotos—Christ or yenototns Goodness. In the Apocryphon of John, Goodness 

plays a role in this very section: the Only Begotten Son is anointed with the 

Spirit’s Goodness, so with reference to Goodness, he lacks nothing (C II 54,23-27). 

If we assume that in one of the’sources for the Apocryphon of John, precisely 

here in the enumeration of the decad, the text read TMNTXPC in the sense of 

Goodness, we will be able to enumerate all of the decad, we will be able to explain 

Irenaeus’s misunderstanding, and finally, we will be able to explain why a 

copyist was able to omit two units: 
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original decad Irenaeus’s decad C II’s text 

EVVOIMK AOYos Ennoia Logos 

a&pPapcia yenototns Aphtharsia Christus 

GAT OEIK QUTOYEVTIS 

Coot) aiovia SeAnua Aeonia Zoé Thelema NONe2 YA ENE2 NEVOYOY 

vous Tpoyvwois Nus Prognosis MNOYC TNPOFNACIC 

and 

Autogenes Alethia 

Thus, the Irenaeus-text has read XploTos instead of, correctly, yenotoTns, and 

in the case of the Coptic text, the copyist has confused the ending of the source’s 

MAYTOFeENHC NNoYTE (CII 55,11) with the name of one of the aeons in the 

following enumeration AYTOFENHC and consequently, he omitted the interceding 

name.? 

55,15-30 The Role of Christ (# BG 32,3-19 # CHI 11,3-14). 

Earlier, it has been said of Christ that he has been perfected (54,24); that 

which is stated there is that it is the Goodness of the Invisible Spirit which 

brings about his Perfection, but the Holy Spirit is also mentioned in this connec- 

tion (54,24—28); here in 55,15-16, it is the Holy Spirit who is named as the one 

who perfects him. Thus, Christ is placed with the Invisible Spirit. 

L. 17 MN TBAPBH[AQ] with Barbelo; to translate MEWHPE MN TBAPBHAQ: that 

the Son became perfected together with Barbelo, cannot be accepted since at her 

revelation (52,35-53,2) Barbelo was perfected already before the Son. Two 

possibilities are thus presented: whether to retain the text, or to correct the text. 

The first can be done: then it does not concern any new perfection of Barbelo, 

but is a reference to the fact that the Invisible Spirit had perfected Christ as 

well as Barbelo; the perfection of Christ mentioned in 55,15-16 is then not a 

new perfection either, but simply a reference to that which occurred previously, 

and which conditions the following, namely, that the Invisible Spirit can place 

the Son with himself just as well as Barbelo can. The other possibility: to correct 

the text, recommends itself, not least when we observe the variant in C III 

11,4-5, where, instead, it states NYHPE NTBAPBHA[Q], i.e., Son of Barbelo. This 

immediately presents a far better meaning, and therefore it is proposed to read, 

either: the autogenous Son with Barbelo (with: begotten with) or, corrected to 

ne€YHPe NTBAPBHAQ Son of Barbelo. 

1 If one imagined that a previous source had contained the abbreviated XPC (xenoTds) 

as a nominum sacrum, an error could even more easily lead to the reading xpiot6s; there 

are in fact references in literature related to the Apocryphon of John to beings which are 

called ypnotoi; this is the case in the Gnostic Treatise in Codex Brucianus XVI, 25 and 

XXXII, 7 (Baynes). In the latter place, incidently, these beings are closely connected with 

Monogenes. When we dare not go so far in our supposition as to assume a XPC in the 

sense of ypnoTds, it is solely owing to the fact that in the Coptic text no word for the Good 

One is attested as an aeon, although there is a TMNTXPC Goodness. 

Giversen — 12 
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Thus at last, the complete triad has been presented: first the Invisible Spirit, 

then, with him, Barbelo, and now the Son. The other aeons, on the other hand, 

do not take such a prominent position, since it merely stated of them that 

they placed themselves near Barbelo (or Pronoia) or Christ, but not directly 

with the Invisible Spirit. 

L. 19f. The holy, autogenous Son is called Christ here; the following E€NTAYTA- 

€104 has MAZOPATON MMAPOENIKON MMNA as a subject. Consequently, in this 

instance it is not the revealed aeon who praises his origin, but the origin who 

praises his own emanation, while in the case of the other aeons, it was the opposite. 

But this special position which is given the Son thereby, is not surprising, 

because it is already implied in the preceding words of 54,19-20, where it is 

the Invisible Spirit which rejoices upon the genesis of the Son. 

L. 24 should probably be read NNOYTE MM[€]; with the predicate being the 

true a departure from ‘“‘the gods” as in 48,31—33 is immediately taken. 

L. 24ff. The Son is appointed, not only with the Father, but also over(AXM) 

the All, and every authority is placed under him. By this the Son is the ruler 

of the All. C II’s remark concerning the Truth in 55,26 could be misunderstood, 

if NAY were not drawn forward before NT€ZOYCIA THPC, since one could then 

read it as if all authority was placed under him and the Truth, but the emphasis 

on NAY and the parallel in BG 32,15-18: AY+t NAY EZOYCIA NIM AYQ AYTPETMHE 
€TN2HTY 2YNOTACCE NAY where the Truth is clearly subordinate to him, leaves 

no room for doubt. The reason for subordinating the Truth to him is that he 
should recognize (or know) the All. The Coptic manuscript offers a phonetic 
play on words between TME€ (55,26) and MMé (55,27), which, however, is not 
found in BG nor in CIII, both of which read TME and NOE; it is also merely 
phonetic, since it cannot revert to Greek, where instead of TM€ we would find 

a form of &AnOeia and for MME we would find a form of vosiv. 

L. 27ff. The name which is raised high above any other name (NO[YPAN 
€]4XOCE EPAN NIM) is the name of the Son. C II has a much longer form than 
BG and CIII, both of which merely state that it is a ““name which will be said 
to those who are worthy of it,” thus, as in C II 55,29-30. CII, only, calls it a 
name which is raised high above any other name. This is an allusion to Phil. 
2,9 or to the beginning of the letter to the Hebrews, i.e., Hebr 1,4. However, 
it is not just an emphasis of the sublimity of the name, but also of its esoteric 
nature: it will be said only to those who are worthy of it. By this no more is 
stated than the information given in the text about the series of teachings of a 
secret nature which John has received from the one who was revealed: they 
must only be confided on to the generation which does not waver, and it is 
them upon whom the spirit of life descends, making them “worthy of the great 
things” (C II 73,26). 

Consequently, the name is not unmentionable, but only reserved for the 
worthy. No other comparable assertion about the name is found in the Apocry- 
phon of John, even though the word PAN is used several times. The name is 
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not stated literally, but it must be the name of the highest, the Invisible Spirit, 

which is intended, just as in Phil 2,9 it is the name for God (in LXX) kupios, 

which is implied. Furthermore, contrary to several related texts such as The 

Second Book of Jeu, Evangelium Veritatis and Pistis Sophia, the Apocryphon 

of John does not seem to make room for any speculation about “the name’’, 

although two accounts are given here, as frequently in so-called Gnostic literature, 

and here they are also joined together, namely, the account of the elevation of 

the Son, and the account of the Son as one who bears his Father’s name. Here, 

the autogeny is placed with the Invisible Spirit, and he has received a name 

which is exalted above every other name. (Cf. my Evangelium Veritatis and the 

Epistle to the Hebrews, I [Studia Theologica XIII, 2, Lund 1959], p. 88ff.). 

55,30-56,28. The Four Lights, the Four Powers and the Twelve Aeons. (# BG 

32,19-34,18 A CIII 11,14-12,24). 

An account of the four lights is presented at first. They originate from the 

Light, which is identified with Christ (cf. C II 54,13-16 and C II 55,8) and the 

Incorruptibility, but, it is inserted, by the Holy Spirit. Here, the lights are called 

merely gwotnp and not, as in BG and C II, the four grear lights. The word 

pworttp has then been sufficient to characterize them when speaking of the four 

Poort. 
L. 32 n+ Mn[en]NA together with C III’s n+ MNA2OPATON MMNA indicates that 

one should not read BG 32,21-33,5 as W.C. Till suggests: 2iToT4 MNNOYTE 

[NOYOEIN], but, on the contrary, 2iTOTY MMNOYTE [MneénNA].—The abbrevation 

n+ for NNOYTE, which is treated in detail by W. C. Till (in his edition of BG, 

p. 300-301), and which W. C. Till has found rendered five times in C III (called 

CGI by W. C. Till), is rendered in two places in C II’s Apocryphon of John, 

namely, here in C II 55,32 and in CII 56,24, which can be added to Till’s 

examples. 

That which characterizes this God, is that he consists of spirit, and on the 

basis of this characteristic alone MmenNA AJ dares call him God (cf. CII 

48,31-33). 

L. 33. The copyist has obviously left out a verb; instead of CII’s 21TN nt 

Mn[en]NA MMINTOOY MOQCTHP EBOA 2M --:- one must read: 2ITN n+ Mn[en]NA 

{AYOYQN2) MMIYTOOY M@QCTHP EBOA 2M - °° The error in the copying could be 

due to the fact that the copyist or translator has introduced the connective of 

the sentence in C II 33,30 with a €BOA TAP 2M NOYOEIN which later should have 

been followed by a AYOYONz2,, but the great number of interceding words resulted 

in the ommission of the actual verb. The verb is found in BG and CIII, but 

there the construction is different, since the subject is NM€4TOOY and the verb 

AMOYON2 BOA. In C II mMmiuTOOY, marked with the objective particle M cannot 

be the subject, and therefore we must insert AYOYON2 and not a subsequent 

AYOYON2. The error is not common to the three texts, but is found only in 

CII. 
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L. 34f. AYGQYT EBOA ATPOYN2 EPATOY; simply that he looks out causes the 

presentation of the lights. Neither BG nor C III have this feature, but both of 

them merely relate that the lights presented themselves; in BG their revelation 

occurs in order that X€ they shall set themselves up with him, and ine iis 

where another verb is used: €YNAPACTACIC, the revelation occurs as a TaPKOTAOIS. 

CII clearly expresses that the lights place themselves before him and (5€) the 

three, while BG in the corresponding text contains an uncertain N- and CIII 

has no conjunctive whatsoever. 

56,1. The three are the Will, Ennoia and Life, all three aeons who have been 

enumerated before, and who together with the two, from whom the lights came, 

Christ and the Incorruptibility, comprise five of the aeons of the decad. It is 

possible that in this context the five represent five androgynous aeons, and thus 

the entire decad with which the four lights place themselves is mentioned; in 

any case, each one of the five aeon pairs is—according to the above made 

arrangement—named with one of each individual pair’s aeons.—C III gives the 

succession as the Will, the Life, Ennoia, while BG has the same succession as 

OL, 
L. 2. It is rather peculiar that the Apocryphon of John commences to relate 

who these four powers are. Nothing has been stated about this in the preceding, 

and one could conjecture that something has been omitted; however, if we 

examine the parallels in BG 33,5-6 and C III 11,21-22, these four enter the 

story just as unexpectedly, indeed even more so, because there they are not even 

mentioned as the four powers, but simply as the four, which are now enumerated 

by name, while C II, at least, gives the more specific TE[4]TOE AE N6OM, the four 

powers. 

If such an omission actually exists in our Coptic texts, we can presume that 

the omitted passage might have been retained in the text of Irenaeus. Concerning 

the four lights, Irenaeus has related: ‘“‘De lumine autem, quod est Christus, et 

de incorruptela, quatuor emissa luminaria ad circumstantiam Autogeni dicunt’’. 

This corresponds quite closely to C II’s, BG’s and C III’s accounts. However, 

the Latin text of Irenaeus continues: “‘et de Thelemate rursus et Mionia Zoe 

quatour emissiones factas ad subministrationem quatuor luminaribus, quas no- 

minant Charin, Thelesin, Synesin, Phronesin.” Enumerated here are the same four, 

which Irenaeus subsequently relates are attached to each its own of the four 

lights, giving them the same function as the four (powers) are given in the 

three Coptic manuscripts. That which Irenaeus contains, beyond the Coptic 

manuscripts, is that it is -- “‘quatuor emissiones factas ad subministrationem 
quatuor luminaribus --,” and that they have come ‘‘:- de Thelemate -: et 
Monia Zoe :-” Is it conceivable that something that corresponded to these 
words in Irenaeus has been omitted in the Coptic texts? It can hardly have 
happened intentionally, at least we cannot establish any reason for it, but in 
the event of a copying error, it is quite plausible, and, as indicated in the following, 
also likely. 1) As mentioned above, the four lights are entroduced quite suddenly 
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and completely without connection with the preceding account in the three 

Coptic texts, which are otherwise very well composed, and marked by a natural 

development in the sequence of thought. In itself, this allows us to presume, 

that something is omitted. 2) If an omission has occurred, it must have happened 

between the enumeration of powers with which the four lights placed themselves : 

Christ, Incorruptibility, the Will, Ennoia, Life, and the mentioning of the names 

of the four powers. 3) That which may have been omitted must have run about 

as follows: 

and in order to serve the four lights, 

the Will and the Life revealed four more powers 

4) Thus, a copyist has confused the Life found in the common source, in the 

enumeration of those with which the four lights placed themselves, with the 

Life, the latter of the two aeons from which the four powers came, and therefore, 

after naming the Will, Ennoia and Life, continued: the four are «---, etc. 

L. 2. In CII, the four powers are: TMNTPMN2HT, TXAPIC, TECOHCIC and 

T®PONHCIC; in BG the four are called apis, ouveois, aic®nois and ppovnols 

and the same designations and succession are used in C III. However, MNTPMN2HT 

of CII is an apt translation of ovveois, as we find it, for example, in Deutero- 

nomium 4,6 (S) (even though it can very well translate ppdovnois, as found in 

Proverbs 12,2 (S and A)); thus, in reality, it is merely a disagreement between 

the three texts concerning the sequence of the four powers. However, if we 

compare the accounts of the three texts with Irenaeus, we observe that even 

though Irenaeus lists the three powers by the same names, i.e. Charis, Synesis 

and Phronesis, instead of the power aio@nois in the third position in the Coptic 

texts, Irenaeus has another: Thelesis, and this in the second position: ““quatuor 

emissiones: +: quas nominant Charin, Thelesin, Synesin, Phronesin --”?, conse- 

quently, 8éAnors instead of aicOnois. One might presume, that the difference was 

original, but the considerable extent of agreement between the three Coptic 

texts and the text of Irenaeus only allows us to accept the hypothesis that also 

in this instance the texts were originally in agreement. A mistake in the copying, 

by which ®Anois would have been confused with oio@nois, is quite readily 

acceptable; after all, some of the letters do agree, and it is impossible to form 

any basis for a deliberate change. However, the possibility also exists that both 

of the two words can go back to the same common word, which can mean both 

perception and will, but whether such a common source has existed is not known. 

The four texts which we have, present the four powers as follows: 

CuLk BG C Ul Irenaeus 

MNTPMN2HT Charis Charis Charis 

Charis Synesis Synesis Thelesis 

Aisthesis Aisthesis Aisthesis Synesis 

Phronesis Phronesis Phronesis Phronesis 
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However, the sequence in C II does not in any way seem to be firm or decisive, 

because immediately following, C II mentions the four powers in a completely 

different sequence, namely when the manuscript enumerates the lights with 

which the four powers are placed. Then, C II lists them in the sequence: Charis, 

Aisthesis, MNTPMN2HT and as the fourth—as it appears—Sophia. This new 

enumeration takes place by C II naming each one of the four lights by name 

and the power with which it is endowed, while it inserts that this power consists 

of a total of three aeons. It appears that one of these aeons, in each instance, 

has named the power concerned. Thus, the power which is placed in Armozel 

the first light, is named Charis, and together with the aeon of the light there 

are three aeons, namely, Charis, Truth and Morphe; and, for each of the two 

following lights: Oriel and Daveithai, three aeons, namely, Epinoia, Aisthesis, 

Memory and MNTPMN2HT, Agape, Idea. By this, C II has cited the three of the 

four above mentioned powers, which are to be placed in the light of each of 

them. The circumstances concerning the fourth power are different; the fourth 

light whose name is Eleleth, according to CII receives the following three 

aeons: Perfection (XK €BOA), Eirene and Sophia. Thus, CII has placed the 

three powers, but not the fourth, Phronesis; however, Sophia may have been 

intended to signify the same spiritual quality or spiritual power as Phronesis, 

the meaning of which is not far removed, and there is only reason to assume 

that this is the explanation for the disagreement between the first enumeration 

of the powers and the later arrangement of them. If we consult BG and C III, 
we notice that they are in perfect agreement, although C III uses the Greek 
word uvnyun for the third aeon in the second light, while BG has the Coptic 
nPiimeeyve (che Memory). And, if we compare these two parallel texts with C II, 
the only difference is that BG and CIII have Pronoia instead of C II’s Epinoia, 
and BG and CIII have the Greek Synesis instead of C II’s TMNTPMN2HT, and 
BG and C IIT have TMNTTEAIOC instead of C II’s NXQK €BOA as the first aeon in 
the fourth light. In the enumeration indicating how the aeons were distributed, 
none of the three texts present the fourth power, Phronesis, who is mentioned by 
all three texts (and by Irenaeus) in their enumeration of the powers. To presume 
that BG’s and C III’s TMNTTEAIOC and C II’s nxok €BOA, both of which render 
the Greek teAgiwois, should go back to a confusion of TeAciwois with the 
8éAnois which we have attested in Irenaeus, is not tenable, because the word 
then ought to occur already in the first enumeration of the four powers in the 
three Coptic texts. The previously mentioned interchange of Phronesis and 
Sophia is much more likely. This can be accidental, but it can also be intentional, 
because the aeon which later in the account is to take such a determining role, 
is then already placed, and indeed in a position in the system of aeons which 
makes its subsequent failure to appear understandable, namely, in the last place 
among the twelve aeons. Likewise, the circumstance that the two words Ppdovnois 
and copia can very well render the same idea with approximately the same tone 
in both renderings, makes it probable that Sophia does replace Phronesis here. 
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Thus, the Apocryphon of John has enumerated all of the aeons which are 

attached to the different four lights and their four powers. 

The manner in which they are mutually connected in the three manuscripts, 

and the powers which, according to Irenaeus, are connected to the four lights 

is presented in the following: 

C It BG C Ill Irenaeus 

bes Light: Armozel Harmozel Armozel Armoges 

Aeons: Charis Charis Charis power Charis 

Truth Truth Aletheia 

Morphe Morphe Morphe 

Pee Light: Oriel Oroiael [Oroilael Raguel 

Aeons: Epinoia Pronoia Pronoia Thelesis 

Aisthesis Aisthesis Aisthesis 

Memory Memory Mneme 

SoeLaight: Davithai Daveithe [ ] David 

Aeons: Intellect Synesis Synesis Synesis 

Agape Agape Agape 

Idea Idea Idea 

4. Light: Eleleth Eleleth 

Aeons: Perfection Perfection Perfection Phronesis 

Eirene Eirene Eirene 

Sophia Sophia Sophia 

The agreement is very extensive, and the most important features of the 

disagreements can be explained. 

The first light in C IT is named Armozel; in C III, it is also called Armozel; 

in BG, Harmozel; in the account of Irenaeus, Armoges; this has apparently 

also been the name used in Codex Brucianus’s Gnostic Treatise, where the other 

lights are named in the opposite sequence of that which is presented here, and 

where the succeeding text is interrupted, because the following page has been 

lost (Baynes’ edition LXI and p. 180). There have been attempts to surmise the 

meaning of the name on the basis of Armoges mentioned in Irenaeus. W. W. 

Harvey would repudiate that the Armoges mentioned by Irenaeus was Greek, 

and was of the opinion that, just as the other three names in Irenaeus, it must 

have been of Hebrew origin. In this, W. W. Harvey is surely right, but it is 

hardly possible to establish the meaning with certainty until one day, perhaps, 

we find the explanation in a more copious text; until then, we must be content 

with the probabilities which are allowed by the function which the first light 

seems to have and by the similarity in language. As for the function, it is evident 

that here it is a question of a supreme light (cf. C II 55,33), and that it is a 

unit in that system of twelve which in corresponding systems usually denotes 

the Zodiac. As for the language, the first syllable may stem from "8 light, rather 
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than from 57 mountain, then the two last syllables, either from 51, constellation, 

destiny, which occurs in one place in OT, i.e. in 2 Reg 23,5 in the sense of 

constellations about the Zodiac, or, from a form of ¥wn rule (Gesenius p. 470); 

we have no verb from the root %17 attested, from which we could derive a 

participle ¥11%9*, as a form which must conceal itself in the last syllables of 

Armozel, but if we had such a form of a verb ¥1”, which could mean stand 

(Gesenius p. 411 refers to Babylonian mazzaltu, resp. manzaztu from nazdzu 

“‘stehn’’ [properly —zwz* “to stand’’]), then the name Armozel could be interpreted 

as the standing light; on the other hand, from the verb ¥wm we do have the 

participle Swi, and if we can accept that the Coptic word APMOZHA renders ¥ 

by Z, we can render the name Armozel as the ruling light. Both of these inter- 

pretations are supported by the function of the light and—as we shall see shortly 

—by the far more certain interpretation of the other light, Oriel, as God’s light. 

Therefore, these probabilities have been presented. 

In CII, the second light is called Oriel; in BG, Oroiael; in C III the damaged 

text can perhaps be reconstructed from BG, so that we read there [Oroilael, 

although the text of Irenaeus reads Raguel. Oriel is even more strongly reminiscent 

of Uriel, the archangel, than of the Oroiael which is known previously from 

BG and attested, also, in Codex Brucianus; and this was also the way Carl 

Schmidt (in his edition of Codex Brucianus, p. 649) and Charlotte A. Baynes 

(Baynes’ edition, p. 190) interpreted Oroiael. It could also accord with Oriel 

(which is one of the four lights who stand with the autogenous one) that this 

light is called God’s flame or God’s light as )x"798 in I Chr 6,9 15,5 and 15,11 as 

well as 2 Chr 13,2. C. Schmidt explained Oroiael as a blend of Uriel and Raguel 

(Codex Brucianus, p. 649). Irenaeus’s form: Raguel, was explained by W. W. 

Harvey (Adve haer.'2. 1p) 223)ras “ONAN the Hebrew equivalent of Thelesis, 

The will of God,” a combination of 199 (in the sense of will) and Dx, although 

it would rather come from 5 fellow, friend and ¥x, that is, God’s friend, as in 

Gen. 36,4. Cf. I Hen 20,4. 

In CII, the third light is named Daveithai; in BG, Daveithe; in C III, no 

name is given for the third light; in the text of Irenaeus, it is rendered David; 

In Codex Brucianus’s Gnostic Treatise we have AAYelA€ (LXI, 34). W. W. 

Harvey was of the opinion (Adv. haer. t. 1, p. 223) that ‘““Dadud perhaps may 
have been the original reading, which is written in the margin of the ed. princ. 
TIT is dyatrntos.”? Carl Schmidt made reference (in his edition of Codex Brucianus, 
p. 649) to the fact that in Epiph. h. 26,10 an aeon by the name of David is 
mentioned; however, there the aeon is the fourth in the series and not the third, 

and there more than four aeons are enumerated as is true of the places to which 
W. C. Till refers (in his edition of BG p. 41) in Crum’s catalogue of the Coptic 
manuscript in the British Museum, where both a AAYIE, a AAIO€, and another 
AAYIGE are named. What, then, is indicated by C II’s use of the word Daveithai 
as the title of the third light? For the time being, we will have to let the word 
remain, since we are unable to give any adequate explanation of its significance ; 
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the word can have a connection with the royal name David, but one is unable 

to ascertain why David, in particular, should lend his name to the third light. 

In CII, the fourth light is called Eleleth, and the same is true in the Irenaeus 

text, while the damaged BG-text has preserved the last three letters AH@, which 

probably can be reconstructed to an original [EleJleth; C III has not indicated 

any name for the fourth light. Eleleth is, furthermore, attested in CB’s Gnostic 

Treatise (LXI, 34), and W. C. Till refers (in his edition of BG p. 41) to Crum’s 

Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts in the British Museum 1008, where an 

EAEAHO is mentioned once, and an EAEAYO twice, among the other aeons. W. W. 

Harvey interprets it (Adv. Haer. t. 1, p. 223) as “ jANXs, KaeTros, or as the CL. 

MS. has Eleth Zoot, SeoTns’’; Charlotte A. Baynes remarked : “HAHAHO might 

perhaps be transliterated Lilith?” (Baynes’ edition p. 190). Another possibility 

than that proposed by W. W. Harvey, however, seems to be more likely, namely, 

as a form of the root 99m, which means to be light (Gesenius p. 182); the form 

would then be a feminine of ¥9°A which means morning star or moon (Gesenius 

p. 179, who refers to the Arabic Je ““Altmondsichel” and places it in connection 

with Ellil, who was worshipped in Nippur); such a feminine form constructed 

by the addition of the ending n, and then by the segolation would result in 

neon, which, in Coptic, could very well be transcribed as HAHAH®; such an 

interpretation of Eleleth as rendering the morning star or, possibly, the moon, 

would be very suitable for the fourth light, which must signify one of the greater, 

more important symbols of light in the vault of heaven in the world of light. 

To each of the four lights four aeons are affixed, each having attributes of 

spiritual qualities or abstracts as names. This is the manner in which the dodecad 

of aeons is enumerated which is attached to the autogenous. The functions of 

the dodecad are presented by it being stated that the All was consolidated by 

the will of the Holy Spirit; the word TAXPO is used in OT about the organiza- 

tion of the universe, as in Pro 8,29; the word can also be translated by strengthened 

instead of consolidated. 

56,28-57,24. The Presentation of Adam, and the Installation in the Four 

Lights of Adam, Seth, the Descendants of Seth and the Souls Who Were Late 

to Convert. (4 BG 24,19-36,15 4 C Ill 12,24-14,9). 

56,28-57,3 Adam is Presented as the Perfect Man. (# BG 34,19-35,13 # CIll 

12,24-13,11). 

Now, a being is brought forth, which is called the first perfect man. Several 

of the foregoing aeons take part in this emanation, i.e. Prognosis and Nus as 

well as the wills of both the invisible and the autogenous. The virginal spirit, 

i.e. Barbelo, gives the new being a name, which in C II seems to be Adamas or, 

perhaps, Adaman (see the following); in BG, the name appears to be Adam, 

and in CIII, Adamas. This name comes, thus, from heavenly authority, and 

since Adamas is also called the first revelation (NYOPN OYQN2 €BOA), this designa- 

tion hardly allows correlation with Barbelo being called the first-to-appear 
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(nyopn Nel €BOA) in C II 53,11, unless one recalls that certain designations seem 

to reoccur as the names of several beings (cf. C II 54,22 and C II 60,17), and 

that designations of higher beings can be transferred to beings which emanate 

from them. In addition to this, it may be pointed out that the description of 

Adamas and Seth, as given here, would fit better further on in the account; 

it is clearly seen from that which is said in CII 57,18-23 about those placed 

in the fourth aeon: they are the souls who were at first ignorant of the pleroma, 

then—it is true—they repented, but not until they had stubbornly persisted in 

going astray for a considerable time; after their belated repentance, they were 

placed in the fourth aeon. This indicates that we are here faced with a description 

of the role which these four lights are to serve Jater, a description which predicts 

the series of events which only later on occurs in the struggle between the powers 

of light and darkness, and which for this reason does not belong here, except 

as an anticipated reference to something which is to follow later. Then, also, 

the designation “‘the first revelation” acquires meaning, for it is now clear that 

it must be connected with events mentioned in the Apocryphon of John, C II 

62,21-34, where the Invisible Spirit reveals its image to the powers outside the 

realm of light by reflecting itself in the water, precisely the first revelation, and 

precisely an occasion on which he reveals himself as the perfect man (CII 

63,10) and as the first man (C II 62,22-23), exactly as it is described here in 

C II 56,32-33. In CII 56,33, the Coptic text expresses itself rather clumsily 

when, as an apposition to the words: the perfect man, the first revelation, it adds: 

AYQ MMEE i.e. and the true; grammatically and syntactically, it is probably 

acceptable, but it is not as direct as the text of BG, which reads NPQME [NTEA]I0C 

MMEE NEZOYEIT NOY[Q)|N2 EBOA, and, consequently, it is conceivable that the 

predicate the true was originally omitted in one of the editions of C II, perhaps 

in CII itself, and that the copyist has then tried to replace it with a AYO MMEE. 

In any case, one must admit that the text is somewhat disorganized, because a 

verb is missing; this seems to be an error on the part of a Coptic copyist rather 

than being taken over from a Greek edition, since it concerns a copying error 

typical in Coptic texts, namely, a mutual exchange of a verb AYOYQN2 €BOA 

in line 32 with the succeeding construct relation NYOPN OYQN2 EBOA, by which 

the copyist has omitted the former. It should actually be read NPQME NTEAIOC 

{AYOYQN2 EBOA) NYOPM OYQN2 EBOA AYQ MMEE. 

L. 34-35 are slightly damaged, and, unfortunately, the damage has affected 

one of the decisive words; furthermore, a copying error seems evident. The use 

of AAAMAN instead of a more ordinary AAAMAC is not unusual; the ending -c in 

foreign words has often become -N in Coptic. On the other hand, that which 

the perfect man is called in C II 56,34 can very well cause some discussion; in 

with a horizontal line over the letters as frequently found in this text when 

mythical beings are mentioned. The text is not unambiguous although it should 
probably be read: xe nl ré PA (=X€ Ml Te PAN), because one can assume that 
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the scribe has prolongated a superlinear stroke above A to the left, this stroke 

above A must be understood as a rendering of the -N. The re can be assumed 

as the Greek enclicit particle which here (as often in Greek) is placed between 

the def. art. and the noun. 

Thereafter, this Adamas is installed above the first aceon. Line 35 C€294 EPATY 

must have the preceding MNAPOENIKON MMNA as a subject. AXN indicates an 

influence from A,, A. 57,1 MN; this word should probably be translated “‘with” 

or “by’’, because, according to the preceding (C II 55,34-56,25) the four lights 

and the twelve aeons (including the first aeon) are installed with the great son, 

the autogenous Christ. Adamas is placed in the first light (®QcTHP), Armozel. 

Therefore, Adamas is above (AXN) the first aeon and im (2A2TN) the first light. 

By this, it is implied that aeon (AION) represents the type or character of the 

power or the authority, and that the light represents its realm. C II 57,3: hus 

strengths, i.e. the strengths of the first light. C II 57,3: NMMAY is A,) A. 

57,4-11 Adamas Euologizes the Invisible Spirit (4 BG 35,10-20 4 CIlIl 

13,9-17). 
For that matter, the separation between the preceding and the new paragraph 

in C II could just as well be construed to rest in C II 57,3, where AYQ €yY- might 

introduce something new; but AY €yY- does not necessarily have this function, 

it can also be used about a continuation of the reasoning, and since C III 13,8 

does not present an AYQ, but on the contrary, by its circumstantial clause €Pe 

NEYAYNAMIC NMMAUY joins the preceding, and does not introduce a new paragraph 

until its AYO AYt NAY Nél MA2OPATON in the following line, one also dares assume 

that this relation applies to C II. 

L. 4-5. The imperishable strength which the Invisible Spirit grants to Adamas 

is NOEPON, which should probably be translated: spiritual, intelhgible; it is 

undoubtedly a term which is added to emphasize the character of the strength 

as well as of the Invisible Spirit: that it does not apply to any material being. 

L. 5-6-7. The presentation of Adamas shows his gratitude to the Invisible 

Spirit differs from the usual, stereotype rendering of how the one most recently 

revealed praised the one to which he owed his existence. The deviation is perhaps 

not extensive, but it is remarkable in its fullness: Adamas speaks (C II 57,5), 

he praises and honours (C II 57,6) the Invisible Spirit and says, etc. (C II 57,5), 

and, therefore, the eulogy rendered here cannot well be compared with the usual, 

often repeated account of the aeon’s laudation of the Invisible Spirit—or Barbelo. 

L. 5 NNAT6PO corresponds to C II 58,1 NATXPO; both words are of the same 

root, and both of them can be used in SAA, (the latter form, moreover, in 

B, although this can hardly be revelant here). Therefore, nothing can be said 

about any dialectal influence in this connection, but it can probably be pointed 

out that Schenute’s texts (and, consequently, those of his disciple Besa) hitherto 

have been the only Sahidic texts which have attested the use of 6Po for us. We 

can, therefore, take the appearance of ¢PO instead of XPO in a Sahidic text like 
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CII as evidence which points in the same direction as many others, namely, 

that the language of the text indicates that the manuscript stems from a place 

which was not distant from the White Monastery near Sohag, where Schenute 

was active. 

L. 7. Here, the wording of a eulogy is presented, while, until now, we have 

only been told that one and another “praised” one and another. The eulogy is 

addressed to the Invisible Spirit, and, therefore, -K in €TBHTK’ must indicate the 

Invisible Spirit. For the sake of the Invisible Spirit, everything was created. The 

laudation begins “and the All will surely return to you”’. ETBHTK’ can be translated 

by both “for your sake” and “thanks to you’. In both instances it indicates here 

that the Invisible Spirit is the reason for the creation of the All, and not as it 

used in another context in AJ, where €TBHTC is used of Barbelo, but—bdy request 

of, i.e. in answer to Barbelo’s prayer (C II 53,26 C II 54,2). The direct speech 

could indicate that it was a quotation, but the closest we can come to it in the 

OT and NT, are places where the context is simular to it, not directly quoted, 

and it is impossible to find any source from which AJ might have taken the 

wording. That everything was created by the Invisible Spirit, could resemble 

Pro 16,4, or, perhaps, Gen 1,1; it would be less in keeping with John 1,3, where 

the all is relegated to Logos. However, it seems best, when one considers the 

continuation: the All surely will return to him, to regard it as a rendering of 

Rom 11,36: ‘‘For of him, and through him, and unto him, are all things. To him 

be the glory forever. Amen’’. Here the conclusion that the glory belongs to him 

seems even to be reflected in C II 57,9-11: but I, I will praise and thank you 

and the autogenous and the three eternal ones: the Father, the Mother, the Son. 

When one recalls how contemporary literature, including the Apocryphon of 

John, can freely employ familiar scriptures and sentences, it is also reasonable 

to interpret this as an echo of a scripture or a quotation, and Rom 11,36 appears 

to be the source here. 

L. 10-11. From being addressed to the Invisible Spirit and the Autogeny, 

the euology is directed to the triad: the Father, the Mother, the Son. It is 

conspicuous that Barbelo is not mentioned together with the Invisible Spirit 

and the Autogeny, and not until the laudation of the triad is there also a laudation 

of Barbelo (concerning the triad, see above, C II 48,13-15). On the other hand, 

Barbelo is given special mention, after the triad, namely in the laudation of the 

Perfect Strength, which, according to..C II 53,19, is identical with Barbelo. It is 

curious that the Perfect Strength is first mentioned at this point; one could 

imagine that the expression originally occurred in another instance, namely, 

between lines 9-10, because then we would have had a more consistent, systematic 

placement, but if this has been true, a revision of the text must have taken place 

already in a source common to CII, CIII and BG, because today the three 

manuscripts contain the expression in the same place: after the enumeration of 

the triad. However, it is not necessary to conclude that such a change in the 

sequence has occurred, because none of the other texts can be said to carry out a 
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consistent systematic enumeration, and the author might have considered it 

sufficient to mention all three beings without regard to the sequence. 

It is important to note that BG and C III differ from CII by beginning the 

direct quotation already here, with the words that are not encountered in direct 

quotation in C II until 57,6, while BG reads here NEXAY XE ++ EOOY AYQ +CMOY 

EMA2OPATON MMNA X€ ETBHHTK etc. (BG 35,13-15); and C IIT 13,11-12 follows 

it exactly. Here is a clear example illustrating that BG and C III follow each 

other closely and are divergent from CII, not only in their choice of words, 

but in the structure of their syntax. 

57,11-24 The Installation in the Various Aeons of Seth, the Offspring of Seth 

and the Tardily Converted Souls. (BG 35,20-36,15 #4 CIII 13,17-14,9). 

Following the installation of Adamas in the first light above the first aeon 

come the installations in the second, third and fourth aeons. The beings who 

are now installed are of such a diminishing eminence that one can conclude that 

a comparable distribution of rank must also apply to the four lights and the four 

aeons: most eminent are Adamas and the first light (first aeon), least important 

are those souls who were so late in their conversion and with them the fourth 

light (the fourth aeon). 

L. 11-12: AYTE20 EPAT4Y MNEY4HPE who is the subject, and to whom does the 

possessive article ne4- refer? It may be reasonable to assume that Adamas should 

be regarded as the actual subject for AYTEZO EPAT4, since Adamas has been the 

one who was active in the immediately preceding paragraph, but one can hardly 

imagine that Adamas should play such an important role that on his own initiative 

he would install Seth, the offspring of Seth, ect. Therefore, it is most logical 

to assume that the one who installs Seth is identical with the one who installs 

Adamas and provides him with the invincible strength, namely, the Invisible 

Spirit (together with the Autogeny). However, the possessive article ne4- clearly 

modifies Adamas, inasmuch as AJ is definitely founded on Gen 4,25 and Gen 

5,3, and later in C II 72,35-73,1, at least, Adam brings forth (begets) Seth. 

However, AJ has not hitherto related that Adamas begot a son, nor that Seth 

had any offspring, let alone an account about souls who, after stubborn resistance, 

finally were converted. On the other hand, these things are related later on in 

the Apocryphon of John, namely, in C II 72,35-73,1, in 73,2-74,7 and in 74,32- 

75,11, and this gives us a good basis for assuming that here in 57,11—24 we have 

a reference which anticipates something which occurs later, just as in the case 

of the account of Adamas in 56,28-57,3. The Apocryphon of John has anticipated 

the situation here in order to portray the role of the lights which surround 

Christ. 

The term which is used to describe the installation in the various lights or 

aeons in the Apocryphon of John of C II, is given first as C€e- EPAT- and the 

last three times T€20 EPATz; in all four instances, BG has used a form of the 

Greek verb Kxadiota&vai, while C III has used a form of the Greek verb &tro- 
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Kadiotévan, all four times. C II’s c€2N- or TE2O, in Biblical translations can render 

d&vopboticbat (cf. Pro 24,3 S) as well as kaS1oT&van (cf. Ps 9,21) and &troKadiotavar 

(cf. Ps 34,17). In Greek, the difference in meaning between BG’s AYKA®ICTA 

and CIII’s repeated AYANOKAOICTA is not so insignificant in that Ka®iotévat 

can render install, arrange, &tokafiotavai furthermore renders reinstall, rearrange 

ie. in a previously taken position. This nuance: that Adam, Seth, the offspring 

of Seth and the tardily converted souls are reinstalled, that is, are placed where 

they previously belonged, is thus expressed clearly in C III’s text, and the terms 

employed in CII can very well express the same idea, but this idea is not 

presented in the parallel text of BG. That C III, and perhaps CII as well, 

expresses this idea, points in the same direction as the above mentioned hypothesis 

concerning the anticipatory character of the description. When it is not found 

in BG, it may very well indicate that this text’s AYKA@ICTA is corrected from 

an original AYANOKAOICTA, in order to remedy the incongruous composition of 

the manuscript. 

The identity of Seth’s offspring and the tardily converted souls is given partly 

by the section here, but especially in the descriptions in C II 72,35—75,11. The 

point of departure for the interpretation is most readily found in C II 57,17: 

MWYXH NNETOYA[AB]. These, the souls of the holy, are joined together with 

the offspring of Seth, and thus they shall have the same position as Seth’s 

offspring. To acquire this destiny, it does not seem sufficient that one converts 

oneself, because the souls who remained in ignorance for a long time, and thus 

did not immediately convert, but persisted stubbornly until they finally came to 

perception, are merely placed in the fourth light. On the other hand, the souls 

of the holy can apparently enumerate a spiritual kinship with Seth’s offspring 

and, consequently, with Seth and again with Adamas. All of this seems to indicate 

that the author of the Apocryphon of John identifies the souls of the holy as 

the same whom in another context he calls the generation which is unshakable, 

and that Seth’s offspring and the souls of the holy should be understood synonym- 

ously as a self-designation for the group of disciples whose teaching is accounted 

for in the Apocryphon of John. There is hope for those souls who persist and 

have not yet converted, although by their obstinate persistence they take the 

risk of reaching no further than the fourth light. 

The name of the fourth aeon, Eleleth (BG 36,1415), is preserved in BG’s 

enumeration of the contents of the four lights, which the first enumeration of 

the four lights (BG 34,3) has preserved only fragmentarily. In C III’s enumeration 

the name of the second light, Orozael (C III 13,19), which was only fragmentary 

in C III 12,4, has been preserved as well as the names of the third light, Daveithe 

(C III 14,1) and of the fourth light Eleleth (C III 14,7), both of which were 
omitted in the first enumeration. Thus, both BG and CIII confirm the names 

found in CII. 

The conclusion of this paragraph varies in the three texts. Even though all 
of them contain a eulogy of the Invisible Spirit, C II, BG and C III each has 
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its own text immediately preceding. Thus, in 57,23-24, C II reads: NAi 2€NXNO 

NE: “these are the ones brought forth”. BG reads: NMENTAYNOZBOY EPOY (BG 

36,14): “‘the one who (9: Eleleth) bound them to himself”. C III reads: €ycooy2 

€MMA €TMMAY (C III 14,7-8): ‘“‘they are united there’’. It is hardly possible that 

these three variants have had any common source. C II’s words are used as a 

conclusive comment about the three groups: namely, Seth, the offspring of Seth 

and the holy as well as the late to convert. Subsequently, C II’s text also indicates 

clearly that all of these are 2€NxN0, brought forth, begotten, and not revealed as 

were the previous beings in C II’s text (until the enumeration of what the various 

lights should contain). The first begotten is Seth (C II 72,36) and this happens 

because the Protarchon has implanted the lustful desire for procreation in Adam 

(C II 72,28-29), who thereafter raised his offspring (MNxno, C II 72,30) and 

introduced the everlasting procreation (C II 72,26-27). The three groups of 

2€NXN0 is that which, according to C II, praise the Invisible Spirit, undoubtedly 

in thanks for their placement in the three lights. After all, Adamas has praised 

the Invisible Spirit (C II 57,6-11), and, therefore, he should hardly be counted 

among those who give praise, in C II 57,24; it is also in keeping with the fact 

that he cannot be counted among the 2€NXNO named. 

The variant in BG contains a substantiviced relative phrase, and the subject 

refers to the preceding Eleleth. Consequently, it is Eleleth who ties some of 

them to himself, that is, the souls who converted late, having now arrived at 

perception, are placed in the fourth light; that Eleleth embraces them, must 

mean that they cannot rise and enter the same light as the souls of the holy and 

the offspring of Seth—the third light; they must remain in the fourth light; 

bound to it by Eleleth; the verb which BG’s variant uses, NOY2B actually means: 

to bind in a yoke, to put a yoke upon; that is to say that they are bound to Eleleth 

in a very firm manner. 

C III’s variant contains a circumstantial clause; the verb cnoy2 means gather, 

assemble, which is not nearly as strong an expression as that used in BG. The 

two verbs, BG’s and CIII’s, cannot be used synonymously, and so far they 

have not been attested as translations of the same Greek word; therefore, it is 

not likely that both of these manuscripts have had the same source here. NOY2eB 

usually translates Cevyvuvan, while cnoye translates ovAAeyelv. 

This concludes the secret teaching about how the world of light is organized, 

as told in C II’s Apocryphon of John as well as in the two parallel manuscripts 

of BG and CIII. 

57,25-58,19 (4 BG 36,16-38,14 # C III 14,9-15,22) The Fall. 

57,25-35 Sophia’s Independent Deeds (4 BG 36,16—-37,11 4 C III 14,9-14, 

14; C III 14,19-15,4). 

The Apocryphon of John makes a transition here to present an account of 

something new; the conjunction A€ in 57,25 emphasizes this, and there is no 

relationship between the contents of 57,25ff. and the immediately preceding 
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account; to find a point of departure one must, indeed, search as far back as 

to C II 56,20 where Sophia is mentioned. 

Without the approval of other beings of the world of light, Sophia wants to 

reveal an idea of her own. This independent action by Sophia becomes the 

introduction to the entire chain of events in the following account of the genesis 

of the world of darkness, the struggle for the pneuma who originated in the 

world of light, the genesis, destiny, and the final redemption of man. 

L. 25. TCO®IA A€ NTEMINOIA. Epinoia is mentioned before in CII’s AJ in 

56,11, as the first of the three aeons which are in the second light Oriel. Sophia 

is the last of the aeons which according to C II 56,20 are in the fourth light, 

Eleleth. It is conspicuous that Sophia is joined to Epinoia here. Epinoia is often 

mentioned later in CII’s AJ as “The Epinoia of Light”, a strength which is 

sent from the pleroma to help the pneuma in the struggle against Ialtabaoth 

(C II 68,17 cf. C II 68,27). Epinoia is an assistant to Adam (C II 68,17); not 

even the strongest are able to grasp it (C II 70,31). 

It is not clear why Sophia is called TCO#IA NTENINOIA here. It could be in order 

to characterize Sophia as the one who-is joined with étivoia: thoughtfulness, 

plan, consideration. If Epinoia were not feminine, it would be natural to regard 

Epinoia as a syzygy to Sophia, but this is not acceptable because both Epinoia 

and Sophia are feminine terms. Then the possibility remains to interpret the 

use of the expression Epinoia’s Sophia as proleptic, because later on in the text 

it is Epinoia who will restore Sophia’s lack (C II 68,27—28): Epinoia becomes a 

restoration of the mother’s want). However, one must add to this, that C II 

57,25-26 may very well presuppose an unknown account, an account which has 

disappeared from the present composition of the text. Whether or not this is 

the case, is directly connected with another question, namely, the question about 

the composition and integrity of the Apocryphon of John. Once related manuscript 

like Eugnostos’s Letter and Sophia Jesu Christi have been investigated in greater 

detail, there will be a basis for taking up this investigation also, and then the 

question must be raised whether the Apocryphon of John is a combination of 

two portrayals, each having its own treatise originally, as one may believe because 

of the division which seems to occur in C II 57,24-25 (BG 36,15-16 and in 

C III 14,9), or whether this division is merely specious. 

Sophia has only been mentioned once before in AJ, namely in C II 56,20, 

as the third aeon in Eleleth (as indicated above); thereby Sophia is the last one 

in the dodecad. Of all the aeons, this twelfth aeon is, thus, the one which is 

farthest removed from its origin, and the perfection which the primordial father 

contains in its highest degree seems to diminish in the aeons which are “‘revealed”’ 

(emanated) from him, so that the perfection is least in those who are farthest 

from him; consequently Sophia must also be the least perfect. This manifests 

itself immediately. 

L. 25 Ecyoon NAION can be translated either relatively: who is an aeon, or as a 

concessive: although she 1s an aeon, or also causal: since she 1s an aeon. The last 
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translation seems to fit best in this case: just because she is an aeon, she can 

think out a thought, and it happens only by the consideration (evOuunois) of 

the Invisible Spirit and by Prognosis. - 

That Sophia with these powers thinks out a thought does not seem by itself 

to be wrong. The wrong comes forth in the next stage in the development, that 

Sophia will “reveal” an image of herself without permission from the Invisible 

Spirit and without Sophia’s male element. 

That Sophia thinks the thought, happens, thus, with (i.e. with help from, 

hardly, in agreement with) The Invisible Spirit’s Enthymesis and Prognisis; that 

thereafter she will reveal it, takes place without approval and consent from the 

Spirit and from the husband. 

L. 28 AcoYoy[e] the term is not about the future but concerns the volitional: 

she will do it without etc. 

L. 29. OYEINE: it is not stated definitely that this image is the same as the 

thought which according to C II 57,26, Sophia has thought, but it does, however, 

imply that the thought which she has conceived originates from her and contains 

only that which its source contains; therefore, one dares assume that it resembles 

the source, if it has come into existence in the usual manner—with consent and 

help from the highest beings—however, it does not become an image of her, 

for when she will “reveal” this image on her own initiative, i.e. outside the 

usual world system, the result is different: the image comes forth in a corrupt 

and ugly form. 

L. 31: MOK’MEK is an ordinary translation of ppovnols, AoY1oVOS or évOuUNoIS. 

Here it is probably a translation of the latter, é€vOUuno1s, which we have in CII 

57,27. MOKMEK translates évOupnots in Heb 4,12 (B). 

In 1. 29 and 30, the manuscript is slightly damaged; BG’s and CIII’s texts 

contain parallels to C II, but not words which might have stood in the lacunae 

of CII; however, 1. 29 can be reconstructed from C II 57,34 to AX[M noyoy | 

MNeENNA, and line 30 in its lacuna hardly leaves more space than is required for 

AY[Q AXM NE|CYBP N2OQTP, which agrees better with line 31’s AYO AXM NeE4Y- 

MOK’MEK than a AY[Q AXM MECOOYN Mne]cyBP N2oTP which, even though it 

would fit with line 35’s AYO NCOOYN MnecXONY’, would require more space than 

the lacuna in 1. 31 allows. 

The next stresses that is of her own free will that Sophia brings forth an 

image. It might appear to be a circumstantial mode of expression which the 

text employs by first enumerating that the thought is thought by the Invisible 

Spirit’s Enthymesis and Prognosis (57,26—28), that Sophia will reveal it without 

the will and consent of the Invisible Spirit, without her mate and his thought 

(C II 57,29-31), and without the will of the Spirit and her husband’s knowledge, 

she brought it forth all the same (C II 57,31-35). This circumstanciality, however, 

is hardly a sign of the author’s lack of stylistic knowledge, but rather an indication 

that to him it was important to describe the circumstances by this very essential 

sequence of events; then what the author has to relate about the “fall”? of Sophia 

Giversen — 13 
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is this: 1) Sophia has the ability to think a thought by virtue of the fact that as 

an aeon she originates from the Invisible Spirit, sharing, therefore, his spiritual 

strength, which are Ialled Enthymesis and Prognosis. 2) Sophia can reveal it 

without the consent of the Invisible Spirit, but if she does this, she disregards 

the usual order and falls. 3) Sophia does this, and her fall is thereby completely 

voluntary, and the higher powers have neither part nor portion in her fall. 

For the terms, [N€]C¥BP NeOTP and necxONY’, see the following paragraph 

(C II 58,1-7). 

58,1-7 Sophia’s Thought Becomes an Imperfect Creation (# BG 37,12-18 # 

C III 14,14-19 # CIII 15,49). 
According to C II 58,1, Sophia contains the invincible power (T6OM NATXPO 

€POC). Christ also has such a power, as told in C II 57,5: Christ has received 

this power from the invisible. In C11 57,5 this power is furthermore called 

NNOEPON (spiritual, intelligible). On the other hand, nothing has been stated 

previously to indicate that Sophia contains an invincible power, but it must be 

presupposed knowledge since in C II 58,1 it is determined by the positive article 

(T6OM AE NATPO €POC). What, then, is the nature of this invincible power which, 

as we are told here, Sophia possesses? Here, we must remember that Sophia 

was revealed by the invisible, actually she was the last of his twelve aeons. The 

first of these aeons, Pronoia, in C II 54,21 is called “the first strength” ([Teé]4worn 

No[OM]). When the first of the twelve aeons can be called the first power, one 

dares conclude that the last of the twelve aeons can be regarded as a power 

(the last power). By the first is meant the first revealed. Concerning both the 

first and the last power, it remains for us to consider what makes it possible to 

characterize them with the word “‘power’’ (60m). The power undoubtedly refers 

to that power which the invisible contains in the highest degree. All who have 

come from the Invisible Spirit, contain this strength, and they pass it on to 

those they themselves send forth. This situation is most clearly evident when 

we observe the role which the power comes to play in the following. When 

Sophia now—thanks to the invincible power in her—has brought Ialtabaoth 

forth, he is said to to receive a great power from his mother (C II 58,20-21: nai 

ETA2XI OYNOG NANAMIC €[BJOA 2ITN TE4MAAY). This strength is referred to in 

the usual manner in C II 59,21, where it states that Ialtabaoth was ignorant of 

his strength (NATCOOYN MNEYTAXPO), but, in any case, it is certain that it is 

presented again in C II 60,5—8 where the strength is that which makes Ialtabaoth 

lord over his co-archons (C II 60,6-8: AYP XOEIC EPOOY ETBE TGOM’ MNEOOY 

€TYOON’ NAY NOYOEIN NTETEYMAAY). He has certainly not given this power on 
to his co-archons (59,8-10: MN€4TNNEY AE EBOA 2N TGAM MMOYOEIN ENTAYXITC 
NTNTEYMAAY). Later, when Ialtabaoth is lured into giving Adam his portion of 
the strength, Adam immediately becomes wiser than the archons (C II 67,25- 
68-5). The one who has this strength is entirely superior in his sphere to all 
the others, and the strength is activating. This first observation is made in C II 
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60,5-8; 68,2—5 and 74,15-19, and the last in C II 67,25-33. The invincible power 

which Sophia received from the Invisible spirit is, then, that which makes it 

possible for her thought to become reality. The thought, as the strength, must 

also be one of the powers or spiritual qualities which have entered Sophia from 

her source. 

By using the expression T60M NATXPO €POC €TN2HTC in 58,1 C II’s AJ clearly 

departs from the two AJ-texts in BG and CIII, as well as from Irenaeus’s 

excerpt in Adv. haer. I, 29; BG speaks of NPOYNIKON existing in Sophia instead 

of the invincible power in C II’s AJ; C III uses another term here: ®POYPIKON, 

which must either be a mistaken MPOYNIKON or a conscious correction of that 

term which has been thought to represent the Greek ppoupikds (“‘of, for a guard’’). 

In Adv. haer. I, 29,4, Irenaeus reads: “quem et Sophiam, et Prunicum vocant”’. 

CII’s rendering contains a declaration concerning the contents of the power: 

something which irresistibly urges her on. However, nothing is stated like BG’s 

NPOYNIKON which can characterize that strength as something degrading (“lustful”’ 

passionate”). This feature distinguishes the entire portrayal of C II’s fa atl 

presents an exalted and much less anthropomorphic portrayal of the world of 

light in comparison with BG’s and C IIT’s AJ. 

The use of the word A€ in C II 58,1 has a slightly unusual effect. Otherwise, 

this word always occurs in the second position at the beginning of sentences, 

but here it appears to be relegated to the third position. However, in this instance, 

one must interpret €TBE as being so closely related to TéoM, that they read as a 

€TBHT- with the pronominal suffix (€TBHTC), and that they are felt to be one 

term. 

L. 2 NAProN; the thought was (or remained) not without result. &pyos is 

hardly used in the sense of inactive here, but rather in the sense undone, without 

result, because in C II 58,3 following 298 it is apparently a reference to NAPION. 

Therefore, APFON is more about the result, the creation, than of the activity 

itself. 208 ordinarily means case, creation, work or activity, and thus, not including 

this context, it can render both the activity and the achievement; but here it 

indicates that it is revealed as something imperfect. Consequently, it must be 

the result, not the action. If we consider which Greek words 29B can render, 

then we find the word as épyov (Rom 2,7), gpyacia (Acts 16,19) and Evepy OS 

(Ez 46,1); in addition to these, its meanings are multifarious. In our text, it is 

reasonable to accept it as a rendering of a word with the same root as &pyos. 

The logic of this is clearly indicated by a comparison with that which in the 

preceding (C II 55,6-8) has been stated about the thought which would create 

something (CII 55,6 oy2oB), and whose will then became something (C II. 

55,7 OYEPFON). There is an obvious identity between OY2OB and OYEPrON (cf., 

C II 67,10-14). 
. 

Does the fact that the being revealed by Sophia is called OY2OB NATXQK in 

the Apocryphon of John have any particular function? About the appearance of 

this being as well as that of the foregoing beings, it is related that they have: 
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been revealed (C II 58,3 AYOYQN2 €BOA N2HTC cf. CII 53,4, 54,16, 55,21 etc; 

53,15 AC6QAN EBO[A] Nol TNPOFNACI[C] cf. 53,29, 54,32, 55,1 etc.). These are 

definitely in agreement. Nor does the use of the word oY2oB state anything 

unusual, for one of the beings who arrived earlier could also be described as 

both oy2oB and OYePrron, namely the Will, about which it is stated AYM MMEEYE 

AYOYQYE 2ITN MYAXE MMAZOPATON MINA ETAMIO NOY20B AYQ New oYow’ AYYonE 

NOYEPFON AYQ AYGQAN EBOA (C II 55,4-7). Therefore, one must not be led to 

believe that the use of the word Oy2B about Ialtabaoth indicates something 

material. This applies no more here than when it concerned the Will. Conse- 

quently, Ialtabaoth is not in any way characterized by this word as belonging 

in the material world. However, the use of the term ATXQK, imperfect, which 

is added to oY2nB, is unusual. It has a special function in the account of the 

Apocryphon of John. For the first time in AJ, there is an account about something 
imperfect. In this, the latest being created differs from those previously presented: 
that although, like them, it was revealed—and not created—and although like 
them it is called ovy20B and not e.g., UAn, it is imperfect. Neither is there any 
likeness between Sophia and the revealed being; it is different from her in 
appearance. Whether this last feature indicates an inferior qualification is not 
certain; E4YBBIAEIT ANECCMOT is probably intended to emphasize the distance 
between Sophia and the new being. In itself, the use of the expression €E4YBBIAEIT 
ANECCMOT does not seem imply any form expressing inferiority. The qualitative 
YBBIAEIT (from YIBE) is used in AJ in the sense of changeable (C II 76,15 and 
76,17); but this meaning hardly applies here in C II 58,4. One is more inclined 
to accept it in the other meaning, which we find in C II 69,9, 72,32 and 74,20. 
In all four of these places, it is found in connection with the word trveGua: MENNA 
ETYBBIAEIT, which is most aptly translated by the word ““Counter-Spirit”” (—in 
other places, namely in BG and CIII this being is named ANTIMIMON MNNA 
BG 67,15 ¢ CIII 34,16). The shade of meaning which YBBIAEIT receives here, 
is seen, e.g., in the Sahidic translation of Rom 1,27, where TYBBEIN NBEKE renders 
THY dvtivio—iav recompense. Forms of yiBe—and especially the qualitative— 
seem to indicate that something takes the place of, or is diametrically opposite 
something else. This is also true here. €4YBBIAEIT ANECCMOT will scarcely 
indicate that the new being is a “‘ittle different” or merely “changed” in compar- 
ison with her appearance; as seem clearly in 58,6: “it was without likeness to 
its mother’s shape”; on the other hand, the expression contains the sense that 
is completely opposite, as we dare conclude from the use of wBBIAEIT in CII 
69,9, 72,32 and 74,20, where it refers to MEnNA €TYBBIAEIT, which may mean 
counter-spirit. That it deals with a much stronger divergence than just an ordinary 
variation between beings who are otherwise very similar, is also apparent when 
one compares the incidence with two examples where such an ordinary variation 
is mentioned, i.e. PS 249,14 and PS 249,22, where it speaks of the different bodies, 
in which the high powers and the apostles, respectively, have not been and have 
been recast. However, it is used in nearly the same meaning as the one we find 
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in PS 238,23-239,1, where the types of the forms are said to have each its own 

different type: AYO NTYMOC MNECXHMA MMOYA MOYA MMOOY CEYBEIAEIT ENEYEPHY. 

L. 5. An explanation for the difference between the new being and its source 

is now presented. As already mentioned in C II 57,30 and repeated here, it is 

due to the circumstance of the genesis: that Sophia had created it without her 

mate. No expression of inferiority is implied in the fact that it states that Sophia 

has created im (ACTAMIO4) and not that she has revealed him; because we have 

already seen AJ use the word TAMIO, create, concerning the act of the genesis, 

as we see it in C II 55,6, where the Thought will ETAMIO Noy2oB. The wrong, 

and that which causes the imperfect result, is that it happens without her mate, 

AXM NMECYBP N2OTP. NECYBP N2OTP corresponds to NECCYNZYrOc in BG 37,16 

and CIII 15,8. C II’s 57,30 wBP NeoTP is also rendered by cYNzyroc of BG 

(BG 37,4-5) and C III (C III 14,21). Corresponding to the Coptic word in C II 

57,33, MECKONY BG 37,6-7 has neccyM@anoc, while CIII 14,23-24 has 

Me€CCYNZYroc. The meaning of the Greek ovfuyos is clear enough. It can render 

comrade as well as fellow or husband, and it can be employed in Coptic texts as 

a terminus technicus for the partners of the spiritual powers (besides in BG 

and CIII, thus also frequently in Pistis Sophia, cf. PS 43,2 45,21, 49,26, 64,3, 

70,16), a use which is closely related to that which exists with the use of the 

word ovluyia in the astronomy of binary stars which are in conjunction and 

opposition, and about the signs of the Zodiac whose orbits divide the horizon 

in the same places. This expresses the same harmony which ovpovos can also 

be used to render. In BG 37,6-7 we find precisely the word N€CCYM®2QNOC 

while C III 14,23-24, in the corresponding parallel, has meccyNZyroc and C II 

57,33 has the Coptic N€CXQNY’ in the corresponding place. XQNY’ is attested 

only once before in Coptic literature, but in C II’s AJ it is found in a total of 

four places (C II 57,33 57,35, 63,27 bis) and it must be a dialectal variant of 

WON4, which as a substantive usually means unity, fellowship, marriage, and in 

this sense the Coptic word can render ouupavnois or ouluyia; in the Sahidic 

1 Cor 7,5 it renders the adverbial & ouppeavou (“by mutual consent”’). On the 

other hand, although it does not translate oUQuyos in any other occurrence in 

hitherto known literature, it seems to do so here. Here it must either be a 

rendering of oWluyos, or the whole—the unity—must represent the part. It will 

not do to assume that in C II 57,33, the translator has translated a ouCuyos 

incorrectly, unless one will also assume that this was the case in BG which 

uses the word oWyqoevos, and if we refer to the other place where C II’s AJ uses 

the word, i.e. C II 57,35, then, we have here an exact parallel to the corresponding 

places in BG (BG 37,7: CYM@QNOC) and in C III (C III 15,2: cyMeonon). Thus, 

it is better to understand it as the whole said of the part, that is, in the same 

sense as YBP N2OTP. 

Both of the terms YBP and 207P are well known in Coptic literature, but the 

combination of these two—to my knowledge—is not attested before in Coptic 

literature. YBHP means friend, comrade, and in the construct form (WBP-) it is 
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used in Sahidic and Subachmimic to render oWv--a nomen, as we find it in 

1 Cor 3,9, where YBP N2OTP renders ouvepy os co-worker, assistant. YBHP can derive 

from the hebrew 134 as suggested by Ignazio Rossi', while it was called a Hebrew 

loanword by W. Spiegelberg?, who also toke it back to the Demotic (for 

0 ) hbrand New-Egyptian KK y=! * | Rather than 
See | x {al 

call it a Hebrew loanword in the Coptic text, one should probably call it 

a word of common Semito-Hamitic origin. The other link in the structural 

relation 2QTP means, as a verb, bind, unite, and as a substantive bond, tie, yoke 

(also about the bond of marriage). 2QTP is often found with a noun in status 

nominalis preceding it, but as mentioned before, no example of the combination 

of YBP and 2QTP has been attested previously. Thus, the term must probably 

mean the co-bound, companion, literally, and since 2TP can translate ouCuyia in 

other instances, YBP N2QTP must indicate one of the partners in a ouGuyia and 

is, consequently, synonymous with ovCuyos. 

What, then, is this YBP N2QTP to Sophia—or whose oUCuyos is Sophia? No 

evidence concerning this is available from that which we have been able to learn 

so far from the Apocryphon of John. In our investigation of C II 57,25 we have 

come to the expression TCOIA NTENINOIA where at first glance one could be 

tempted to assume that Epionia was Sophia’s syzygy, but we rejected this because 

both words are feminine, and instead we regarded the expression as proleptic. 

Perhaps a text which is related to our text can assist us here. That is Sophia 

Jesu Christi, which in C III 101,15—17 informs us that the syzygy of the expounder, 

the first man (i.e. the Saviour, Christ), is Sophia, who from the beginning was 

destined to a union (€YCYNZYIFIA) in him. The text in C III 101,9-19 reads: 

XEKAAC EBOA 2ITN MIPQME ETMMAY NA@ANATOC €YE+MATE MMEYXAI NCENHOE 

€BOA 2N TBYE 2ITN SEPMHNEYTHC NTAYTNNOOYY MAI ETNMMHTN YA MXOK EBOA 

NTMNT2HKE NNCOONE TEYCYNZYFOC AE TE TNOG NCOOIA NTAYTOWC XIN NYOPN 

N2PAi N2HT4 EYNOY2B 2ITN MAYTOFENHC NEIOT. BG 94,11-95,4 follows this text 

very closely, but instead of CIII’s Greek Te4cyNzyroc it has the Coptic 
TEYYBEEPE, and instead of C III’s Coptic €YNoY2B the Greek €YCYNZYFIA. This 
frequent and, apparently, arbitrary exchange between the terms which we 

encounter throughout the text, indicates that YBHP is equivalent to ouluyos. 

On the basis of the text in SJC, can one venture to conclude that the redeemer 
was the fellow of Sophia, also in AJ? Not directly, even though the two texts 
are very closely related, as we shall see later on. The basis must be that which 
AJ itself teaches us, and if we now return to this, we first observe that AJ actually 
does speak of a mate to Sophia (cf. C II 57,30, 57,35 and 58,5). Secondly, it is 
obvious that AJ has not related everything which belongs to the secret teaching, 
but both presupposes something known, and refers to another text for further 
information. In this manner the comments in C II 57,32 indicate that Sophia 

1 Ignazio Rossi, Etymologiae Aegyptiacae, 1808. 
2 W. Spiegeloerg, Koptisches Handwérterbuch (Heidelberg 1921), p. 190. 
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must be of a bisexual nature—she has a male element—but no mention has been 

made of this previously; however, it fits very well with the fact that (the other) 

Sophia in SJC and in Eugnostos’s Letter is also of a bisexual nature, cf. C II 

81,21-82,5, C III 106,15-24 and BG 102,15-103,7. Here the male aspect is 

called CATHP; the female coolA. It is presented even more clearly in a section of 

Eugnostos’s Letter, which does not have any parallel in either of the two SJC 

(C III’s and BG’s), namely, in C III 82,7-8 where it states: NCQTHP G€ AYCY- 

M@QNEI MN TEYCYNZYFOC TNICTIC COMIA cf. the lengthy account which follows in 

C III 82,8. To say that Sophia had not found her mate makes no sense, unless 

it is implicitly understood that such a meeting between the two is forthcoming. 

58,7-19. Sophia places her offspring, concealed from the rest of the world 

of light (4 BG 37,18-38,13 # C III 15,9-21). 

The three versions are quite similar in their account of Sophia’s attempt to 

conceal her abominable offspring. 

58,19-61,13 (4 BG 38,14-44,19 # CII 15,22-18,25--- >) 

The World of Darkness. 

58,19-27 Ialtabaoth leaves the place of his origin and creates other aeons. 

(~ BG 38,15-39,4 4 CII 15,22-16,6). 

L. 19 Sophia calls the being which she has brought forth iAATABAQ®e; the 

same name is also used in C II 59,16 (although the last letters in the papyrus 

are missing here), 59,35 62,16 and 67,23; but C II 67,29 reads AATABA2O and 

CII 71,36 and 72,12 read AAAABAQ® in the same context; in C II 59,16—-18, 

in addition to iAATABAQ®, he is called CAKAAC and CAMAHA. BG’s AJ uses the 

form iAAAABAQ® five times (BG 38,14 42,10 47,17 61,7 and 62,5); the same text 

also has the name CAKAAC twice (BG 41,6 and 42,10); in CIII’s AJ, we find 

iAAAABAQ® corresponding exactly to the BG form in C III 15,22 18,9 21,19 and 

31,7 as well as probably in the damaged passages in C III 21,19 ((iAJAAABAQO) 

and C III 30,22 (iAAAABAQ[]); the same is called CAKAAC in C III 17,12-13, 

and in C III 18,10 iAAAABAQ® is explained as CAKAA (sic). 

While BG’s and CIII’s AJ consistently use their form iAAAABAQ®, C II’s 

AJ lacks consistency in the use of the two forms attested there, because in the 

first part, the form [AATABA2® (to C II 67,23) is consistently used, and in the 

last part either AATABAQ® or AAAABAQO is used (from C II 67,29-72,12). 

What is the source of this name, and what does it mean? 

In his edition of Adversus Haereses, W. W. Harvey quoted several interpretation 

which he rejected in order to render his own: that Ialtabaoth is taken “from 

the Chaldee ninax37¥x7A?”, which he renders as Dominus Deus Patrum (W.W. 

Harvey, Adv. Haer, I, p. 230). H. Leisegang is of the opinion (Die Gnosis p. 

391) that Ialdabaoth is Hebrew and means “Sohn des Chaos”; this interpretation 

originates from 7. Matter (-H. Leisegang does not indicate the source), who in 
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his Histoire critique du gnosticisme et de son influence sur les sectes religieuses et 

philosophiques des six premiers siecles de I’ere chretienne, Paris 1828, t. II, p. 198 

deciphers the name as a rendering of nina x79 just as F. Greseler also did in 

his Kirchengeschichte, Bonn, 3. Aufl. 1831, t.1. p. 189. Carl Schnudt cautiously 

confined himself in his Gnostische Schriften in koptisher Sprache aus dem Codex 

Brucianus (1892) p. 559, to state that that explanation “heute wohl als die recipierte 

gelten kan---”. W. Bousset (Hauptprobleme der Gnosis, 1907, p.351), was of the 

opinion that the name had nothing whatsoever to do with any divine name in 

the Old Testament, and did not venture to give a philological explanation. 

Neither did Hans fonas attempt to explain the name (Gnosis und spatantiker 

Geist, I, p. 360). In his The Gnostic Problem (1958) p. 230, R. McL. Wilson has 

referred to other discussions of the question. 

Of the interpretations mentioned, two seem to have had supporters, namely 

that which was presented by J. Matter and J. Gieseler, and that which was 

proposed by W. W. Harvey. Even though both of these concern Irenaeus’s text, 

and not that of the Apocryphon of John, it can be useful to evaluate them. We 

cannot ascertain the philological derivation of the name, because the evidence 

is much too slight for this. If one considers the semantic content, it is a different 

proposition. Primarily, it is worthy of note that Ialtabaoth is not mentioned in 

Adv. Haer. I, 29, and in Adv. Haer. I, 30 we have the name in the Latin translation 

only. Here in Adv. Haer. I, 30, Ialtabaoth is not the son of Chaos, as J. Gieseler 

and J. Matter proposed, but he is more likely the source of Chaos. Nor does 

W. W. Harvey’s opinion seem to agree with the context. W. W. Harvey supported 

his rendering of the name as Dominus Deus Patrum by stating ‘‘a name peculiarly 

applicable; Jaldabaoth being said to have made choice of Abraham after the 

flood’’ (Adv. Haer. I, notes p. 230). However, he is called Ialdabaoth long before 

the agreement with Abraham, and it cannot be said that in the following he 

plays a role such as to characterize him as dominus deus patrum. If, now, we 

apply the interpretations proposed to AJ, we find nothing in the text to support 

them. 

It is safest to say, as F. M. M. Sagnard said of Barbelo in La gnose valenti- 

menne::+ (1947) p. 90 “En realité, on ignore l’origine de ce nom”. 

However, in the case of C II’s AJ, one could also imagine a third possibility 

which seems more likely. It is conspicuous that CII’s Apocryphon of John 

usually spells the name with T, where BG’s and C III’s AJ have A; but the form 

which we find only in C II’s AJ, namely AATABAQO (C II 67,29 cf. 71,36 and 72,12) 
is more conspicuous. When, as we shall observe later, C II’s version seems to 
be older than BG’s and C III’s, it is logical to consider AATABAQ® as the oldest 
form, which already in CII’s AJ is about to be replaced by a newer form, 
TAATABAQ®, which later in other texts becomes JAAAABAQ®. It is reasonable to 
recognize that oldest form AATABAQ® as a rendering of miaxn 5x in the sense 
God of the desires, or God of the longings. This fits with his origin (cia GA 5728 
ACOYQY[E E]OYON2 EBOA), with his character later on (C II 69,35), and perhaps 
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with those who worship him; furthermore, it agrees with the fact his mother 

can be called MPOYNIKON (-C) in other texts: (cf. BG 37,11; C III 15,3); by 

comparing it with the Irenaeus text Adv. Haer. I, 29 (which does not mention 

the name) we arrive at a meaning of the word which agrees well with the fact 

that the genesis of this being is due to the mother’s Jonging for her fellow. 

If this interpretation is correct, the other and newer form [AAAABAQ® could 

have originated from MIaNA~YN~ ruler of the God of the desires. It would be a 

determining factor for the correctness of this interpretation of the names AAAA- 

BAQO, AATABAQO, IAATABAQ® and IAAAABAQ®, if we can find a translation of the 

word, in one of the three versions of the Apocryphon of John which compares 

with the rendered above, and such a translation is found in BG 51,3 NIAPXQN 

NTE MENPOYNIKOC # C III 23,21; actually, we do not find a rendering there which 

uses the word “‘god”? about Altabaoth or Ialtabaoth, but the Apocryphon of 

John carefully avoids mentioning him as a god, and only allows him to declare 

himself as a god; therefore, we cannot expect to find him mentioned as a god 

in BG 51,3 (C III 23,21) either; he is called the ruler of desire or lust in BG 

51,3, and the words MIAPXQN NTE NENPOYNIKOC are a confirmation of the above 

mentioned interpretation of AAAABA2O, AATABAQO, IAATABAQ® and IAAAABAQO. 

Ialtabaoth himself is called the first APXQN. The powers mentioned in C II 

58,28ff. are also archons, as indicated by 59,4, where they are called NPPO<OY), 

and C II 59,23 where they are called NAPXON. 

L. 20 It is said of Ialtabaoth that he received OYNOG NAYNAMIC €[B]OA 2ITN 

TEYMAAY. This power refers to the power mentioned in C II 58,1: Té0M NATXPO 

€POC, which the mother has received from the highest being.—The form €TA2XI 

is Subachmimic for Sahidic. 

L. 21-23. Ialtabaoth’s desire for independence is immediately effective; that 

later on (C II 61,27) he can be called AY@AAHC is just a further development. 

By relating about Ialtabaoth’s departure from his origin (C II 58,21—23), the 

author of the Apocryphon of John not only makes a division between Ialtabaoth 

and his origin, but also places the responsibility for the subsequent development 

on Jaltabaoth. 

L. 23-24 Ms. AWE€MA2TE AYTAMIO --- must be read AW EMA2TE {N2NKETONOC) 

AuTAMIO --- (cf. CII 58,23 NTonoc and CIII 16,4) or, perhaps, AWEMAZ2TE 

<NKEMA) AYTAMIO --~* (cf. BG 39,1). EMAZTE is Ag for S AMA2TE. As a transitive 

verb it means grasp with the hand, lay hand upon, seize. If one does not correct 

the text, one must understand €MAZ2TE as an intransitive verbum, and then it has 

the meaning rule. 

L. 24 NeNKeAION; thus, Ialtabaoth is also an AION. CII diverges slightly 

from BG and CIII, since CII speaks about the creation of other aeons, BG 

about the creation of only one aeon, and CIII, correspondingly, about the 

creation of one flaming fiery aeon. 

L. 25. Here as well, CII varies from BG and CII, because CI lets the 

aeons be created in a fire of luminous light, which ts till now (NAi ETYOON TENOY), 
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while the other two texts refer this relative clause to Ialtabaoth: the flaming 

light is that in which he is, that is to say that it refers to the luminous cloud 

in which Sophia concealed Ialtabaoth. The Latin Irenaeus text follows BG and 

CIII by its in quo et habitare dicunt eum. However, the preceding words found 

in the Latin text: firmamentum coeli are not rendered in the texts, but it must 

be this that reference is made to in C II with nAi €TYoon TENOY. 

L. 26. The manuscript reads AYTOMT; the verb must either come from the 

intr. vb. TOMT, which means meet (Crum 416b), or else it must be a Bohairic 

form of TQMNT, which as an intr. vb. means to be amazed, as a tr. vb. disturb, 

disappoint. (Crum 416b); W. Spiegelberg’s Koptischer Handwérterbuch is far from 

being adequate here (on p. 146), since the ordinary Sahidic TQMNT “begegnen” 

not only in Bohairic, Fayumic and Achmimic, but also in Sahidic has attested 

the form TOMT).—Neither of these two possibilities is suitable here. ‘To correct 

AYTOMT to a more impersonal ACTQMT would be tempting, just because 4 is 

often confused with c, but the context hardly allows this; I propose instead 

that a completely different verb be read, namely Tame (from =] dm, 

cf. Erman- Grapow, Wéorterbuch der agyptischen Sprache, Vol. V, p. 453-455; 

Sir Allan Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, 2.ed., 1950, §. 270; neither is W. 

Spiegelberg’s Koptischer Handwérterbuch adequate here, because no form TQME 

is indicated under TOMI (p. 146), as we do have it attested, however, in an 

Achmimic text, i.e., in C. Schmidt, Epistola apostolorum (1919), IV, 8 C€TQmMeE 

€N ANKA2). By reading TOME in the sense of to bind, join, we get a closer agreement 

with BG 39,4—-5 AYNOY2B MN TANONOIA and C III 16,7 AYNOY2B MN TMNTATCOOYN. 

Bohairic TOMI as well as Bohairic NOz€B can render the Greek ouv(evyvuvan 

(cf. Crum 415a and 243a), and presumably, it is this Greek verb which is the 

basis of the Coptic verbs in the three texts. Consequently, we prefer the wording 

and translate: he joined himself with his ignorance. 

— TEYANONOIA; the ignorance is, therefore, something which is characteristic 

of Ialtabaoth; this was true of him from his genesis (cf. C II 57,34-35; 58,13-14); 

later, he can be called a darkness of ignorance (cf. C II 59,10); he is ignorant 

of his strength (cf. C II 59,21); with the exception of his mother he knows 

nothing about the beings who existed before him (cf. C II 61,28ff), and that 

which becomes so vital to the entire plot is that he is ignorant of the strength 

he inherited from his mother (cf. C II 67,27—28). Thus, this state of ignorance 

is in him from the very beginning; and thus it is evident that Ialtabaoth must 

also be an opponent of the things and beings which are characterized by the 

directly opposite principle: wisdom, perception, as we witness in C II 72,12-18. 

58,27-59,10 Ialtabaoth Creates 12 Powers (# BG 39,18-40,19; 41,12-15; 42,13- 

18 #4 CIII 16,15-17,5; 17,17-20; 18,12-16). 

Paragraph C II 58,27-59,10 has parallels in BG as well as in C III, but the 

corresponding presentations in these two texts are not a complete, continuous 
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section, partly because BG and C III contains some lines for which C II has no 

parallel, and partly because the account contains some lines of which the parallel 

in CII has another context; the first-departure is BG 40,19-41,12 and CIII 

C III 17,20-18,12 which —with the exception of a few sentences in BG 42,9-10 

(# CIII 18,8-9)—is found later in the context of CII, ic. in CII 59,26— 

60,10. 
L. 27 2€N€ZOYCIA, even though this concerns some (2€N) powers, the following 

enumeration shows that there are twelve in all. The word €Z0YCIA is attested 

nine times in C II’s AJ. In C II 55,25 it is used, as usual, about power, authority, 

which are attributed to Christ. In the other instances where it is used, namely, 

in C II 58,28 60,11 62,31 63,1 63,7 63,25 75,5 and 76,12, it consistently concerns 

the beings who are attached to Ialtabaoth. The section C II 63,1-25 indicates 

that €ZOYCIA can in this sense be used synonymously with AYNAMIC, as is clearly 

evident in C II 63,7 and C II 63,14. Here in C II 58,27-59,10, twelve éfouvoiat 

are involved and in C II 63,25, seven. 

The twelve é€ouciai are enumerated by name in C II 58,27-59,4. A few of 

them are given two designations; first, their names are mentioned, and then, 

that which the generations call them. NreNeA in C II 58,29-30 must have the 

same meaning as that which in C II 58,35—-36 is called NTENEA NPPOME; in the 

parallel to this, C II 58,33-34, we find the impersonal ‘“‘one’’: METOYMOYTE EPO4, 

and in CII 58,31, the explanatory eTe€ nAi [me]. Thus, like the seven powers 

mentioned in C II 60,27-33, they have two names; there it concerns a name 

which is given by the Protarchon, and this name grants the seven beings their 

powers, and it concerns another name given by “the glory from heaven”, and 

this name is to conquer the seven and make them powerless. (Cf. Jean Doresse, 

Les livres sécrets des gnostiques d’Egypte, I, p. 221). Does this also apply to 

the twelve names mentioned here in our text? Admittedly, we do not have 

evidence that they all have dual names, but from the parallel texts and the survival 

of the dual names of the seven beings, we have a basis for an assumption. 

However, the dual names which are attested give evidence of two types: names 

ordinarily known, and secret names; the latter are those which are enumerated 

here in the secret teaching to John, and it is elucidated that they are their 

names; the first are the names only referred to in a few instances, and it is these 

names which the “generations” or the “‘generations of man’”’ use. Reference to 

these names is apparently intended to identify the hitherto secret name with a 

name that is known. If we examine CII’s parallels in BG and C III, do we 

find definite evidence that these twelve beings have dual names? Yes, it occurs 

in a passage found in BG 40,19-41,12 and in C IIT 17,5-17, but not in CII. 

Werner Foerster has investigated BG 40,19ff. in his article “Das Apokryphon des 

Johannes” (Gott und die Gotter, Festgabe fiir Eric Fascher, Berlin 1958, p.134— 

141) and has done so with reference to Walter C. Till’s introduction to the edition 

of BG. In his treatise, Werner Foerster reached the result that “Die zwéolf 
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éEouciat haben dreifache Namen’’; according to this, one series of names is 

recorded in BG 40,5ff., a second stems from the desire and the anger, and the 

third is given to them by man: “und die dritte haben ihnen die Menschen 

gegeben, nach Till wohl die gewéhnlichen Namen der Tierkreisbilder” (p. 136). 

This interpretation, that the twelve Govoia1 in BG had triple names, must, 

however, be rejected because it is not supported by the text. BG’s text here—as 

in other places—is quite circumstantial, and that circumstantiality manifests 

itself in repetitions. Such a circumstantial mode of expression is found in BG 

41,3, where 2NKEPAN €YKHB, however, only refers to BG 40,5-19 and not to 

any third group of names. C III presents a much more elegant and direct form 

of expression by its: ‘‘in short: the names of all of these are double” (NAi THPOY 

2AMAQC NEPAN CEKHB, C III 17,7-8). Neither is any third series of names referred 

to here. In both texts, only two types of names are considered: names from 

anger and desire, by which Saklas calls them, and names from the glory from 

above; the first serve to strengthen the twelve beings, the latter to expose their 

true nature. Consequently, BG 41,3 and BG 41,5 refer to the twelve names in 

BG 40,5-19, the names from the glory from heaven; BG 41,7’s NNIPAN are the 

same names as those which in BG 40,19-41, are classified with the anger and 

desire. Other names are not involved. Correspondingly, in C III 17,9 we find 

N2HTOY and in C III 17,11 a WAY-, by which both instances refer to names from 

the glory from above (C III 17,9-10), and in C III 17,13 a N€YPAN, which— 

perhaps even more plainly than BG 41,7’s NNIPAN—refers to the names from 

anger and desire; obviously, it must be these names and not names from the 

glory from above, which Saklas employs. Thus, the text does not present any 

triple series of names. Werner Foerster’s reference to Walter C. Till’s introduction 

to the edition of BG where Till treated the creation of the twelve é€ouoict 

p. 43f., seems to concern the identification of a series of names which man should 

have given them using the names usually given to the signs of the Zodiac; in 

any case, Till does not present any treble form of names of the twelve é€ouotan. 

In the edition of Till, it can probably only be found by misunderstanding the 

text. However, such a misunderstanding has already taken place when Werner 

Foerster quotes the words of Till as concerning names which are given to them 

by man (I. c. p. 136: ‘“‘-+ die dritten haben ihnen die Menschen gegeben, nach 

Till wohl die gewohnlichen Namen:--”), while, actually, Till has not said 

anything to indicate that man gave them these names, and when on the same 

page, Till speaks about the two series of names for the five planets, he is not 

speaking about names given by man, but about names used (“gebrauchten”) by 

man. This detail seems insignificant, but nevertheless it is important for the 
understanding of our text also. One must distinguish between the two manners 
in which MOYTE is construed: MOYTE EPO2 and MOYTE E€PO2 NPAN; the latter renders 

that one gives, or bestows a name on someone, the former merely indicates that 
one calls someone something, without stating anything about who has given 
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the name. BG’s as well as CIII’s Apocryphon of John relate that the twelve 

are given dual names, one name is given by the glory from above, the other by 

Saklas; the first type of names are enumerated, the latter are not, but we have 

reason to assume that they refer to names which are commonly known, contrary 

to those names which are enumerated as part of the secret teaching. The names 

which are commonly known are not necessarily connected with those we ordinarily 

attribute to the Zodiac: Aries, Taurus etc., but could have been some of the 

other names which have been prevalent. 

Who are the twelve é€ouociat, or to what do they allude, and—perhaps more 

important to our investigation—why are they present in the text? According to 

the explanation which is found, not in CII, but in BG 41,8-12 (cf. C III 

17,14-17) with the words €BOA MEN 2iTOOTOY NNIOYOEIY YAYCOO2E MMOOY 

NCEP GOB EBOA AE 2N NAi YAYGMGOM NCEAYZANE it is reasonable to assume that 

the author (as W. C. Till rigthly remarks 1. c. p. 43) has had the stellar constella- 

tions in mind, which, as time goes by, now shine more faintly, now more brightly. 

Then the twelve €Goucia here immediately call the twelve signs of the Zodiac 

to mind. However, it is not immediately evident in either C II’s or CIII’s AJ, 

and the words in BG 41,8-12 are not reiterated in C II’s AJ; one could, perhaps, 

just as well imagine that they referred to Dodekaoros. In the astrology of the 

late Classical Antiquity, the signs of the Zodiac ordinarily played a role inferior 

to that of the planets. They do not seem to play any:part in the development 

of the ideas in Apocryphon of John until later in C II 76,14ff. Why, then, are 

they mentioned here—if it is they to whom reference is made,—and why do 

twelve é€ovcial appear? The answer is presented in C II 60,33-61,5, where 

reference is made to the world of the first aeons being a model for the world 

which Ialtabaoth arranged, and so the immediate and subconscious model for 

that world is the twelve aeons in C II 55,30—56,28: as it is related with regard 

to MAYTOFENHC that he is surrounded by a dodecad; thus, Ialtabaoth also creates 

a dodecad of é€ovoioi for himself. The enumeration of the é€ovotc is slightly 

different in C II, BG and C III, and arranged in sequence, we find the following 

series of names: 

C II, 58,27-59,4 BG 40,5-19 C III, 16,20-17,5 

1. Aone [ i€ 1AQ0 2A20 

2. 2APMAC [MBAA] MNKQ2 2E€PMAC MBAA MNKQ2T 2APMAC MBAA 

MNKQ2T 

3. KAAIAAOYMBPI rAAIAA TAAIAA 

4, [ABHA TQBHA TQBHA 

5. AAQNAIOY CABAQO AAQNAIOC AAQNAIOC 

6. KAIN MPH '  CABAQ2O CABAQO 

7. ABEA KAINAN AYQ. KAH KAIN MPH KAINANKACIN MPH 

8. ABPICENE ABIPECCINE ABIPECCIA 
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C II, 58,27-59,4 BG 40,5-19 C III, 16,20-17,5 

9. IDBHA TQBHA JQOBHA 

10. APMOYNIEHA 2APMOYIMIAHA APMOYMIAHA 

11. MEAXEIPAAQNEIN AAQNIN AAQNIN 

12. BEAIAC BEAIAC BEAIAC 

Several of these names occur again, unaltered or only slightly altered in their 

spelling, later on in the text (cf. CII 59,25-35; C II 60,15-25; C II 63,13—23; 

BG 41,16-42,7; BG 43,6-44,4; BG 49,9-50,4; C III 18,22ff and C III 22,8-23,6). 

Preliminarily, let us consider the names listed in the above table. If one 

disregards the minor variations of vowels and consonants which one must expect 

to find in three texts each having its own dialectal character, the most important 

differences between C II, BG and C III are found in the 5th, 6th and 7th name, 

although one must not overlook the fact that C II seems to have a longer form 

of the 3rd and 11th names than BG and C III. In CII, the 5th name AAQNAIOY 

is identified with CABAQ9, while both BG and C III attest CABAQ®@ as the 6th 

name. On the other hand, C II identifies the 6th name KAIN with nPH. Thus, 

there is a difference in the numbering of the names in CII on one side, and 

BG and CIII on the other side. In addition, as a seventh name, C II mentions 

ABEA, which does not occur at all in the enumeration given in the other texts, 

while, inversely, as a 7th name, these texts have a more complete form than 

C II’s 6th name; BG’s and C III’s 7th, as well as C II’s 6th name are identified 

with MPH. 

CII’s combination of AAQNAIOY and CABAQ® could have been inspired by 

combinations which occur in the OT (as Am 9,5) of Adonai and Zebaoth; 

although Sabaoth Adonai is also invoked in the magic papyrus (Leiden CXXII), 

although this text is admittedly strongly influenced by Biblical terms, which is 

otherwise addressed to Hermes (ed. of Carl Wessely)!. Where the combination 

of these two names originated, we are at a loss to say; but the divergent enumera- 

tion shown in our table could indicate that one of two possibilities applied at 

the origin of our present texts: either that C II’s identification of AAQNAIOY 

and CABAQ@ as the fifth €ovoia might have developed into an enumeration of 

AAQNAIOC as the fifth and as the sixth CABAQ® as is now the case in BG and 

C III, or that BG’s and C III’s enumeration of the two as fifth and sixth éGouoia« 

have become a combination and identification in C II’s rendering. In both cases, 

the development is most easily acceptable, if one assumes that in the original 

enumation of the twelve @€ovoici no ordinal number has been given to each 

individual name. 

1 C. Wessely, Neue griechische Zauberpapyri (Denkschriften der Kaiserlichen Akademie 

der Wissenschaften, Philos.-Hist. Classe, 42. Bd., p. 58, Wien 1893), CXXII, Col. 3, 1. 97: 

ooBawt: adaval. In Coptic magical papyri the combination frequently occurs, as well as in 

the Treatise of Rossi (ed. by A. M. Kropp, Ausgewiahlte koptische Zaubertexte, I, 1931, p. 

63-78); 9,2; 11,11-12; 17,7: CABAQO AAQNAI. 
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As mentioned above, several of the names listed in the above table reoccur 

later in the text with unaltered or only slightly altered spelling. This occurs in 

the enumeration of the seven powers (cf. C II 59,25-35 and the other instances 

listed). In its first enumeration here, C II mentions CABAM® as the fifth, and 

in its second CANBAQ®; the sixth is, respectively, AAQNIN and AAQNEIN, (C II 

59,31-33; C II 60,21—23); on the other hand, in the corresponding places BG 

has AAQNAIOC and CABAQ6® respectively as the fifth, and AAQNI and AA[QNI] as 

the sixth (BG 42,3-5; BG 43,19-44,2). Only the first enumeration of CII is 

preserved here, and there the AAQNAI[OC] is mentioned as the fifth, and AAQNIN 

as the sixth (C III 18,3—5). Thus, while the three versions—with a few variations 

in their spelling—agree about the name of the sixth of the seven in their enumera- 

tions (although the second is missing in C III) and names it AAQNIN, AAQNEIN 

or AAQNI, then BG, in addition to C II’s CABAQ®O (or CANBAQ®) can also use the 

name AAQNAIOC for the fifth of the seven. In this manner, we have the same 

identification of AAQNAIOC and CABAQ® as we found in CII of AAQNAIOY and 

CABAQ® as the fifth of the twelve €Govoiat. The fact that the indification of 

AAQNAIOY (-0C) and CABAQ@ is found in C II as well as BG, could indicate that 

the identification is prior to the differentiation of the two, and for this reason 

we shall consider C II’s version of the enumeration of the twelve a primary 

text as compared to BG, and furthermore, we shall assume that the development 

of the enumeration has taken place as outlined above. 

It is doubtful whether one should read nko2’ in C II 58,31, or MKT as in 

BG 40,6-7; C III 16,21-22 reads nk2T, and in this case the two dots over the 

last letter certainly indicate that the letter should be erased!, and by doing so, 

we have the same form in C III as in C II. However, one cannot disregard the 

possibility that this correction in the text was made, not by a comparison with 

the source, but under the influence of an other text like the one we have in C II, 

and thus, it becomes doubtful which reading is the correct one. However, it is 

not of great importance because no NBAA MNKQ2 or NBAA MNKQ2T occur in any 

other place in AJ. On the other hand, it is important that the rendering in the 

texts of NKQ2’, NKO2T and NKNeT with their similarity of spelling, but difference 

in meaning (“the envy” and “the fire”), does not allow us to conclude that the 

texts must have had a common Copftic text at one stage or another in the history 

of their development (cf. the investigation of C II 60,10—25). 

To the last of the twelve @€ovoia1 C II remarks that “‘it is above the depth 

nor in CIII’s AJ. It might be an explanatory remark which has been inserted 

in the text, partly under the influence of the words in C II 59,6 concerning the 

five which are placed above NWIK MMNOYN and partly the late Jewish form of 

Satan, Beliar or Belial’. 

1 Walter C. Till has raised this question in the apparatus of his text edition of BG, p. 120. 

2 It is not unreasonable to assume that BEAIAC refers to Beliar or Belial, particularly in 
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The twelve names which are enumerated here do not seem to play any signifi- 

cant role in the Apocryphon of John; several of the names are mentioned in 

just this one instance. It is impossible to say why these particular names have 

been used. It is reasonable to assume that the freedom with which, in syncretistic 

movements, names from widely separated places have been put next to one 

another, has also applied here, so that the Apocryphon of John found it natural 

to place, e.g., AAQNAIOY, CABAMO, KAIN, ABEA and BEAIAC, on an equal level. 

With the names of the signs of the Zodiac enumerated in Pistis Sophia!, neither 

C II’s, BG’s or CIII’s versions of AJ have anything in common. The series of 

names does not seem to compare with any other enumeration in other texts. 

At this point, AJ may with some justification describe its teaching as “‘secret”’ 

—that is to say, not hitherto obvious. 

The subject for the action in C II 59,4 must be Ialtabaoth. The continuity 

indicates that one must regard both the seven and the five which are mentioned 

now as comprising the twelve which have been enumerated hitherto. The seven 

become “kings” of seven firmaments. The following expression €2PAi EXN 

TME2CAYUE Mre should be understood as an explanation to the preceding words 

from NCAYY to NtTNe€. Something distributive (without iteration) is indicated by 

KATA; one could understand the preceding letter A- as an Achmimic or Subach- 

mimic form of the preposition €- indicating the distributive, but then a numeral 

ought to follow, and it is already expressed by KATA; one ought, instead, to 

correct the text: the manuscript’s NCAY4Y NPPOOY A KATA CTEPEQMA NTNME must 

surely be the result of a copying error from NCAY4 NPPO{OY) OYA KATA CTEPEQMA 

Ntne, and therefore, I propose that we use this wording. 

L. 5 €2PAi EXN can be translated in several ways; BG 41,14-15 uses it in the 

sense of “over”, while C II 59,6, correspondingly reads AXM; but in C IT 59,5, 

€2PAi EXN should certainly be translated by “‘up to” (e.g. ““up to and including”), 

because the relationship to the preceding distributive phrase: “‘Seven kings, one 

for each of heaven’s firmaments”? makes it apparent that this is an explanation: 

it applies only up to and including the seventh heaven. This translation agrees 

well with the fact that €2PAi often serves to define a preposition which includes 

a description of a movement (“up” or “‘down’’). To translate €2PAi EXN by 

“over” here would interrupt the continuity. Although, in antiquity one regarded, 

or, at least, presented the fixed stars as being in the same sphere (the eighth) 

and having the same distance from the earth, the relationship applying to the 

planets was different; these were imagined to be in different distances from the 

earth, each in its own sphere. Our translation of €2PAi EXN TME2CAYYE MME: 

view of the fact that there is a variant to 2. Cor. 6,15 (where the indeclinable BeAiaép must 

be an accusative governed by trpés in the texts Y, D and K) which reads BeAicv which may 

well be considered to be an accusative of a declinable BeAids. 

1 PS 361,17—366,13. It may be valid, however, with the names of planets enumerated in 

the same place in Pistis Sophia, viz., Sabaoth and Hermes. Pistis Sophia in this places counts 

only five planets. 
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each of the seven kings has his own firmament up to (and including) the seventh, 

agrees with this. Considering the astrological character of the entire text, the 

seven kings surely refer to the seven planets or to their rulers. 

L. 6. By referring to 1. 4-5, +oY a NPPOOY must be implicity understood. Thus, 

the rulers of “the depth of the abyss” are also appointed by Ialtabaoth. AXM 

is an Achmimic feature in place of the more classic—Sahidic €XM.—YIK can 

translate words like B&Gos and Bobuvos, but also words like &Buooos (Sir 1,3) 

and taptapos (Hi 41,23); but also NOYN can be employed as a rendering of BaGos 

(Luke 5,4) or BUGos as well (2. Cor 11,25); but the meaning “kingdom of death” 

is most frequent; thus it renders the &Buooos found in Apoc 9,11 as well as in 

Rom 10,7. In comparison with the parallels in BG 41,15 and CIII, 17-19, it is 

obvious that we must understand it to mean “the netherworld”, “kingdom of 

death”, because here we have a combination of the two words: MYIK MMNOYN. 

Thus, the words take on the same meaning as the one we found in C II 59,3-4: 

nwyik’? NAMNTE. 

L. 7: It is stated that all of these—seven plus five—shall “rule”’, or “be kings’’. 

Both the term NPPOOY in line 4-5 and the term ATPOYPPPO here in line 7 indicate 

the possibility that the word 4p xoov is the basis for the Coptic translation. 

L. 7ff. All 12 of these have also received a portion of Ialtabaoth’s strength, 

namely, the fire which is attached to him (cf. C II 58,25), but all of his strength 

has not been shared with them, because the strenght which, according to CII 

58,20-21, he received from his mother is not passed on to them by Ialtabaoth. 

In the Apocryphon this takes on very great significance later on in the text’s 

development of the Redemption. It is implied already in C II 59,10 with the 

reason: for it was a darkness of ignorance. Here, the ignorance indicates the 

circumstance that Ialtabaoth himself was not aware that he possessed the spark 

of light from his mother (cf. C II 67,25-30). This spark or strength remains 

undivided, and temporarily concealed in Ialtabaoth. This opens up the possibility 

of releasing that power which belongs on high. 

As mentioned above, in Classical Antiquity’s syncretistic movements, we find 

names from widely different areas freely placed on equal level’. Even though the 

1 For motives explaining the use of such names and methods in connexion with their formation 

into compound names, see W. Gundel’s remarks in his comprehensive study, Dekane und 

Dekansternbilder (Gliickstadt u. Hamburg, 1936), in the chapter entitled Das agyptische Erbe 

in der antiken Literatur. On p. 39 he writes: ‘“Andererseits wird man sich hiiten missen, in 

den neuen Namen und den Listen bare Willkiir eines einzelnen zu sehen. Der Fabrikant neuer 

Tabellen steht vielmehr unter dem Zwang einer weiteren Abart des Glaubens an den heiligen 

Namen eines Gottes. Man sieht in der Sprache eines Fremdvolkes und in dessen Gotternamen 

die wahre heilige Weisheit, zumal wenn die eigenen Géttervorstellungen und G6tternamen 

ihren urwiichsigen Einfluss langsam verlieren. Das ist besonders stark ausgepragt in dem 

hellenistischen Synkretismus, wo neben die einheimischen Gétternamen fremde Namen als 

wesensgleich und bannkraftig in Hymnen und Gebeten gestellt werden. Wenn also ganze 

Dekanlisten hebriische, arabische und sonstige Namen oder deren Elemente aufzahlen, so ist 

der Verfasser dieser Listen getragen von der Anschauung, dass er in der Sprache des von 

Giversen — 14 
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names of the twelve éEovcia1 enumerated here do not seem to play an important 

role in the context, it can, however, be useful in the final investigation of this 

paragraph to consider the source of these names, because this could serve to 

shed a little light on the character of the Apocryphon of John. However, there 

is a great deal of uncertainty involved when one tries to determine where these 

names had their source; this is due partly to the lack of information concerning 

the function of the twelve, and partly to the uncertain spelling of the names. 

It is appropriate to stress the fact here that, except for a very few of the names 

given in the Apocryphon of John, it does not pay at all to investigate their 

meaning. The exceptions are those names which describe beings who have a 

significant function in the account. The majority of the names occur only once 

in the text. While it can be important to know what the name Ialtabaoth signifies, 

it is less important to clarify the meaning of each of the many other names; 

one gets the impression that the copyist or the translator was not always aware 

of their meaning, and for the author, the enumeration of foreignsounding names 

was a medium in itself. This becomes especially obvious by the accumulation 

of dozens of names within just a few pages of one of the AJ texts, namely, in 

CII where the great number of beings that are associated with the creation of 

the human body are enumerated on C II 63,29-66,35. 

With these considerations in mind, we can cautiously make a few observations 

here where the three texts deal with the twelve é€ovoia1. With a certain degree 

of likelihood, we can compare C II’s Aone! with the Egyptian god Thot, even 

more so since the following 2APMAC is surely Hermes. By doing so, we have 

one more pair like those pairs which seem to occur later in the enumeration 

in CII, whose names are joined together in other places: Adonai and Zebaoth, 

Cain and Abel. BG’s [An and C III’s 2An@ have probably had the same source 

as the form in CII, but at any rate in their present form, just like the names 

for the 5th oucia: AAQNAIOY, CABAQO (CII) and AAQNAIOC (BG and C III) 

and just like the name for BG’s and CIII’s 6th ¢€oucia: CABAN®, they should 

certainly be regarded as a play on the name of the Jewish god?. In texts with 

apocryphical content and magical texts from the same period we often find these 

names used side by side with several names which must be regarded either as 

der Gottheit auserwahlten Volkes die wahren, mit magischen Kraften gefiillten Namen mit- 
teilt”.—These words by W. Gundel on the subject of names and lists of decans are also relevant 
for other enumerations of names within the astrological science of late Classical Antiquity 
and, here, also for instance with regard to the enumerations of the names of the zodiac in the 
Apocryphon of John. 

Thus, also, W. Gundel identified Av€a6 of Testamentum Salomonis with Thot (op. cit., 
p. 40). 

* These names occur frequently in contemporary literature. Thus, in Testamentum Salomonis 
(from the 3. or 4. century, ed. by C. C. McCown, The Testament of Salomon, London, 1922), 
the 9th decan is named *law@; the 11th, cafaw0: and the 13th and the 32nd, ’ASwvat (XVIII 
13, 15, 17, 27). Cf. also A. M. Kropp, Ausgewihlte koptische Zaubertexte (Briissel 1931), I, 
p. 63ff. 
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invented by the author himself, or—with minor adaptations—as rendering of 

the names of familiar gods or powers. Therefore, it is not surprising to find 

Adonis’ name in the form in BG and C III as the 11th €§0uvoia in AJ’s enumera- 

tion; in the corresponding place, C II has the fuller form MEAXEIPAAQNEIN, which 

seems to be a compound word. If one understands the first part of the word 

as an attempt at rendering a Semitic word, which is likely considering the 

character of the list of names, one will instinctively come to the word 7”. The 

correctness of this assumption seems to be confirmed by the circumstance that 

in the Egyptian Rhetorius’s excerpt! from the treatise by Teucer Babylonius 

concerning the Zodiac we find a constellation mentioned as év oVpave Keparat 

Sue, of Aeyduevoi Baoiris te kal "ASavis?. The activity of Rhetorius is usually 

dated to the 5th century? (that of Teucer to the Ist cent. A.D.). As F. Boll 

has shown’, the reading BaoiAis te kal *ASwvis, which is found in only one of 

the texts of Rhetorius®, is due to an incorrect tradition which was vigorous 

enough to sustain up until the 12th century, where it is found in works of the 

Byzantine poet Johannes Kamateros® in the form kal KepoAal Aeyouevat 

*AdaviBao1Aidos’. 

In the constellation under discussion, Adonis, in other texts, is featured 

together with Aphrodite, but as shown by Boll, the latter here more likely repre- 

sents a deity from the Nether World. MEAXEIPAAQNEIN may well be intended to 

render an association of this kind, and it may thus be that we find yet another 

pair enumerated at this point.—It is uncertain what the name of CII’s third 

eEoucia KAAIAAOYMBPI is intended to render, and from where it is derived; it 

is clear that the first part of the name KAAIAA recurs in the corresponding TAAIAA 

of BG and C III. It is also impossible to trace the significance of C IT’s ABPICENE, 

BG’s ABIPECCINE, and CIII’s ABIPECCIA.—It is tempting to regard the ninth 

Eouola in the enumeration of all three texts: i@BHA, which is further mentioned 

as the fourth in BG and CIII, and which is probably identical with C II’s 

fourth éfoucia: TABHA, as a rendering of Hebrew Sai, and thus the enumeration 

of the twelve would at least include a name from the zodiac. In Antiquity, when 

enumerating the constellations of the zodiac, one started with either the Ram or 

the Lion. The former procedure was by far the most common among astrologers ; 

but the other procedure was also applied, and by applying it the Ram becomes 

the ninth sign of the zodiac, just as the iNBHA of our three texts is the ninth in 

1 The text is cod. Berolinensis gr. 173 (Phillip. 1577) fol. 139-146, ed. by Franz Boll in 

his Sphaera, Leipzig 1903, p. 16-21. 

2 The edition in F. Boll, Sphaera, p. 19. 

3 F, Boll writes (Sphaera, p. 11-12) that Rhetorius “sicherlich an die dusserste Grenze des 

Altertums geriickt werden muss,” and is of the opinion that his lifetime can be placed no 

earlier than the 5th century A.D. 

4 Sphaera, p. 251-254. 

5 Berlin Text. Moreover, a closely related text is found in Vienna. 

6 In his poem about the paranatellonta of the zodiac, edited by F. Boll in Sphaera p. 25-30. 

7 The edition in F. Boll, Sphaera, p. 28. 
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their enumeration. It is, nevertheless, doubtful whether we may consider it a 

rendering of the name of the Ram; first, it is also found in the place of the 

fourth ¢Eovoia in BG and CIII, and second, the preference of AJ is not to 

mention the known, but to reveal the secret names. 

It is not a matter of surprise that the names of Belias and Adonis are associated 

with rulers installed over the depth of the abyss; therefore, the five kings placed 

over the depth of the abyss (C II 59,6) are undoubtedly intended to signify the 

latter five of the twelve; this is also implied by the addition to the name of the 

twelfth ovota BEAIAC in C II: nai ne ET2IAN NYIK NAMNTE. 

Why, then, does the Apocryphon of John divide the twelve €Govciat into two 

groups: one consisting of seven who govern the firmaments of heaven, and one 

consisting of five who govern the depth of the abyss? 

The two “sacred” numbers may have been the determining factor in this 

arrangement. It would be better, however, if we can detect an astronomical 

division of the twelve celestial signs of the zodiac into, respectively, seven and 

five. It will be reasonable to assume that a division of this kind was the author’s 

model for dividing the twelve into seven governing heaven and five governing 

the abyss. This division of the twelve signs of the zodiac does, in fact, occur in 

the dividing of the ecliptic by the celestial equator. 

The two constellations in which the celestial equator divides the ecliptic, 

together with those which are above it comprise seven in all; those which lie 

under the equator are the five remaining constellations. If the celestial equator 

intersects the ecliptic at Aries and Libra, the seven constellations which completely 

or partly lie above the celestial equator comprise the signs from Aries to Libra, 

and the five are the signs from Scorpius to Pisces. This definitely presupposes 

that one adheres to the division which applied up until Hipparchus, where the 

equator intersects the centers of the signs of the equinox, while thereafter in 

astronomy the division was made at the beginning of the signs of the equinox?. 

59,10—22 Ialtabaoth’s Weakness and Imprudent Ungodliness. 

This brief paragraph has no parallel in BG’s nor C III’s Apocryphon of John. 

Although in the contents of the last part of the paragraph one can trance an 

agreement with these two versions, to the first part of it, to which we shall 

count the words up to and including the word E4YYONE, not even a similar idea 

is indicated. 

A determining factor in the understanding of the contents is the meaning of the 

expression AYTPEKAKE P OYOEIN (1. 11-12); it can be translated so that one regards 

it as the complete victory of light over darkness, with the result that darkness 

now becomes entirely light and identical with light; with this translation it 

contradicts the following phrases where it is evident that darkness does not 

completely vanquish light, but merely weakens (“‘darkens”’) it. However, it can 

1 Cf. A. Bouché-Leclercq: L’Astrologie grecque, p. 160-161 (Paris 1899). 
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also be interpreted that light does not vanquish darkness entirely, but merely 

makes it somewhat lighter; in this sense, it becomes a parallel to the following 

declaration stating that darkness weakens light. The latter meaning which perhaps 

finds support by the repeated A€ seems to fit the context best, because the 

Apocryphon of John scarcely wants to recount the superiority of light over 

darkness!, but the fact that the blending of light and darkness yields something 

which is weak—no matter whether it is regarded as light or as darkness—and, 

likewise, Ialtabaoth, who is a blending of light and darkness, is weak. The point 

of departure for inserting this line of reasoning is 1. 10’s statement that he was 

a darkness of ignorance, and this should serve to explain the weakness of Laltabaoth 

(lel 5). 

A couple of philological peculiarities are found in the section in 1. 11 and 12, 

where the temporalis form NTAPE4 (bis) clearly indicates a dialectal influence from 

Achmimic (instead of class. Sahidic NTepe4)—In 1. 14-15 we have a periphrastic 

conjugation in the expression Auywane e4wone?. The last verb must be a qualitative 

of the verb WANE instead of the form woone. To my knowledge the form YONe 

is not attested hitherto?; however, a single 0 instead of a double is not unusual 

in Sahidic (cf. the qualitative Tope (S) equal to the qualitative TOOBE (S) of 

the verb TOBE “‘seal’’). 

L. 15-18 nlAPXON must be Ialtabaoth; in C II 62,15, he is named NPQTAPXQN, 

but elsewhere in C II he can also be named merely NAPXON (CII 75,6) like in 

BG 69,8 and CIII 35,13. To stress the word APXQN it is not only modified 

with the demonstrative article, but also brought forth and placed at the beginning 

of the sentence. Ialtabaoth has two other names here: Saklas and Samael. In 

BG (BG 41,6 and 42,10) and in CII (CII 17,12) Ialtabaoth also bears the 

name CAKAAC; in C III 18,10 we have the form CAKAA. On the other hand, we 

do not find the name Samael in BG’s and C III’s Apocryphon of John. In CII, 

it is not only found in AJ, but also in the treatise about the Archons’ Hypostasis, 

where the ruler of the powers is twice addressed as CAMAHA, namely in CII 

135,3 and 142,25-26; after both instances, it is explained that Samael means 

“God of the Blind”. In the same text the same being is named CAKAA, and this 

name is identified as Ialtabaoth (C II 143,7-8). In the following text without a 

title (concerning the genesis of Chaos) in C II Ialtabaoth is also called CAMAHA 

(C II 151,18); there the name is also associated with the meaning “‘blind”’, since 

1 If this were true, one could imagine the section to be inspired by Joh 1,5. Even though 

the term P OYEIN (S; B correspondingly reads €P OYQINI) is also found in John 1,5, it has 

the significant difference that in Joh it is the light which shines or lights, while in the Apocryphon 

of John it is the darkness. 

2 Cf. P, Jernstedt, Zum Gebrauch des koptischen Qualitativs (Comptes rendus de l’Academie 

des sciences de I’U.R.S.S., Leningrad 1925, p. 74-77), and Kurt Sethe: Ein Missbrauch des 

Qualitativs im Koptischen (Zeitschrift fiir agyptische Sprache, 57, p. 138, Leipzig 1922). 

3 To my knowledge only a Sahidic qualitative of the verb is attested; perhaps the qualitative 

which we have here is A or A, and as such is another of the many expression indicating Achmimic 

influence in the text. 
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it is defined as “the blind God”. In Irenaeus’ work we find it in Adv. Haer. 

I, 30, but not in I, 29. Thus, of the three names which C II’s Apocryphon of 

John attributes to the same being, we find two repeated in BG’s as well as 

CIII’s AJ, and the third name is found, in addition to C II’s AJ, also in other 

texts of C II, but all three names are only found in CII’s AJ in the grouping 

in C II 59,15-18. 
L. 18-22. The last word in 1.18 should probably be AN[ONO]IA, cf. CII 

58,26, where Ialtabaoth is also associated with ANONOIA. This imprudence which 

was characteristic of Ialtabaoth already at the beginning (C II 58,26—27), is also 

associated with the ignorance of Ialtabaoth’s own strength and origin, as accounted 

for in 1. 21-222. Now, Ialtabaoth’s ungodliness is added to this; the term WAYTE 

is usually a rendering of the Greek d&oeP1)s5; as we also find it in BG 56,7, where 

MNTYAYTE compares to C II 69,22 MNTACEBHC. In the eyes of the Apocryphon 

of John, Ialtabaoth’s arrogant proclamation in C II 59,20-21 is blasphemy. No 

parallel to the proclamation is found in BG or C III, although, in BG’s Apocry- 

phon of John as well as in C II 61,8-9, we do have the proclamation that God 

is an envious or jealous God (BG 44,14-15; C III has a lacuna here, since pages 

19-20 are missing). This last proclamation, which is made up of the words in 

Ex 20,5 (or 34,14) and Is 46,9 (or 45,5-6), has a function different from the 

first which renders Isaiah 46,93. The first proclamation in C II 59,20-21 is to 

reflect the offensiveness of Ialtabaoth’s daring to call himself God (the second 

serves to introduce new events). Consequently, if we do not have a parallel to 

C II’s tradition in the first proclamation in BG (we must disregard C III because 

of the lacuna), the context does not vary greatly from that of BG 44,14-15. That 

which separates them is the present composition.—It might be pertinent to point 

out here briefly, that C II 59,20-21 is not the only instance presenting this 

version of the proclamation; we find it in the same codex in C II 134,30-31, 

142,21-22 (The Hypostasis of the Archons) and in 151,11-12 (The Anonymous 

Treatise); oddly enough, all three instances present it in connection with Ialta- 

baoth being called CAMAHA, just as here in C II 59,17-21. In spite of the otherwise 

variant composition, this indicates a close association between the contexts. 

The entire paragraph of C II 59,10-22 is, thus, without parallels in BG’s and 

1 See H.-M. Schenke, Theologische Literaturzeitung, 83 (1958), 663-664 (where several 

occurrences of the name Samael (Sammael) are attested), and the same author’s article in 

Theologische Literaturzeitung, 84 (1959), 251 (where the secundary interpretation of the name 

as the blind God is referred to Syriac); see also references in R. McL. Wilson, The Gnostic 

Problem, p. 242, note 163; Wilson when he published the work mentioned, could not know 

that not only Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. 30,9), but also an AJ-text (C II) attests the name. 

The ignorance and the imprudence are constantly emphasized as circumstances of Ialtabaoth 

genesis and behaviour; cf., in addition to C II 58,26-27, mentioned above, also C II 57,34-35 
and 58,13-14. 

UXX. 
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CIIl’s AJ, but only the remarks concerning light and darkness are found 

exclusively in C II’s Apocryphon of John; to the rest of the section we can find 

fragmentary agreements with the teachings of BG’s and C III’s Apocryphon 

of John. 

Are we, then, to regard this as an interpolation in the paragraph of C II’s 

text—or has BG omitted a corresponding passage? 

The clues which we have to go by in the two texts indicate that the later 

possibility is involved, and that C II’s text belongs in the complete text: 1) 

BG 41,6 mentions Saklas without any further comment; but BG relates nothing 

about him, even though this text is otherwise careful enough to enumerate the 

various names of the less important beings. This particular relationship is 

explained if we assume that BG has omitted a passage corresponding to the one 

in C II 59,10-22, which enumerates the three names of Ialtabaoth. Similarly, 

it applies to C III, where 17,12-13 also mentions Saklas without explaining who 

this being is. 2) In CII, the section C II 59,10-22 fits well into the context of 

both the preceding and the following. However, if we compare the composition 

in CII with that in BG and CIII, we immediately observe that it is obvious 

that BG not only contains a passage corresponding to C II 59,10—22, but also 

presents the parallel to the preceding C II 59,7-10 in a completely different 

context, namely in BG 42,13-18, and contains a passage comparable to the 

following C II 59,22-25 in another context, namely in BG 39,10-15. (The 

corresponding relationship is apparent in C III where we find the two sections 

in C III 18,12-16, and 16,11-13, even though the latter instance is a little more 

brief than BG 39,10-15 and CII 59,22-25). The most logical explanation for 

this is that two different editorial methods have been employed; C II using one 

method, and BG and CIII another, because BG’s and CIII’s AJ first present 

a brief resumé of the entire assembly of beings who were created in the world 

of Darkness (BG 39,6-18 # C III 16,8-15) and thereafter reviews the individual 

groups (BG 39,18ff. # C II 16,15ff.), while CII immediately reviews these 

beings, group by group, in its presentation. Since, as mentioned earlier, BG 41,6 

and C III 17,12-13, presuppose a passage mentioning the names of Ialtabaoth 

corresponding to C II 59,15-18, it is reasonable to assume that not only the 

omission of a similar passage, but also the difference in sequence which is found 

in C II’s, BG’s and C III’s present texts of Apocryphon of John is due to editorial 

revisions and changes in BG’s and C III’s Apocryphon of John as compared to 

a more original tradition. 

Consequently, we have only reason to assume that a reasoning comparable 

to the one conveyed in C II 59,10-15, once existed also in the source of BG and 

C III, exactly as the sources from which BG and CIII stem must at one time 

have presented a tradition which defined the name of the archon as being treble. 

Thus, C II’s tradition must be regarded as more original than that of BG or 

C III. BG and C III have merely shortened their texts. 
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59,22-25 —— 365 Angels are Created Gradually |# BG 39,10-15, partly A C 

III 16,11-13). 

The tradition varies in C II, BG and C III. The latter AJ text has not conveyed 

a number for the total of the angels, C II computes 365, BG only 360. The 

details also vary: while C II and C III have the 3. pers. plural as subject prefix 

for TAMIO: AY- (C II 59,22, however, only has the preliminary subject for the 

following NAPXON, C III 16,11), BG has the 3. pers. singular AY-; in C II, seven 

powers are involved, each having six angels, but in BG and CIII there are 

seven angels, each having three strengths: BG, furthermore, involves seven 

angels for each (BG 39,10-11 MnoYA moYA MMOOyY) of the twelve angels or 

é€ouoia1, who are under him, while C III merely states that seven angels are 

created for them (C III 16,12 NAY). Likewise, C II only has a NAY, nor does 

it express a distributive; however, one can logically derive the distributive in 

CII from that which follows where it states concerning the creation of the six 

angels, that it happens ANOYA (C II 59,24~25), and the same undoubtedly applies 

to CIII, since in the following it is added that it happens KATA NINE NmIyopn 

NTYNOC MH ET2A TEYE2H (C III 16,13-15, cf. BG 39,15-18). This refers to the 

world of light where, e.g., the four powers come forth, each having three aeons 

(C III 11,14-12,24). In C III 16,12, NAY signifies the twelve angels; in BG it 

is for each of the twelve that seven angels are created; but in CII it is not 

immediately clear what is meant by NAPXON who create seven strengths for 

themselves. It can be interpreted as the twelve é§ouoiai, but one can also 

understand it-as the seven kings who are mentioned in C II 59,4—-5, because the 

Greek NAPXON (C II 59,23) corresponds with the Coptic NPPOOY (C II 59,4—5). 

By the latter interpretation even more divergences appear between the teachings 

found in the three versions of AJ. The variation becomes especially evident 

when one attempts to estimate how the totals of 365 and 360 angels mentioned 

in CII 59,25 and BG 39,14-15, respectively, are calculated. Even though one 

can, perhaps, remove some of the discrepancy, e.g., by not regarding the NAPXQN 

mentioned in CII as the seven kings, but as the twelve é€ouoiat, or by, e.g., 

regarding the creation of seven powers or angels mentioned in CII and CIII 

as being distributive: for each, a difference still remains which cannot be accounted 

for, and which can only indicate a variation in the teadition of the source. C II’s 

seven powers and six angels conflict with BG’s and CIII’s seven angels and 

three angels, and CII’s total: 365 conflicts with BG’s total of 360. However, 

the final total was probably more important in the Apocryphon of John than 

the individual units of its enumeration. Of cource, one can try to set up the 

mathematical basis for the result, as Walter C. Till has already done for BG}, 

but one must remember that AJ itself apparently placed no importance on giving 

a detailed explanation of how the sum of 360 or 365 was calculated. Walter C. 

Till made the calculation in this manner?: 

1 Die gnostischen Schriften des koptischen Papyrus Berolinensis 8502, p. 42-43. 

2 Op. cit., p. 42-43. 
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each having Fe angels, yn 84 

each of these having 3 powers, Cy 252 

Total--- 348 

To this, another 12 should be added, either as one more power for each of 

the 12 angels, or as the seven kings of heaven plus the five of the nether world 

which BG enumerates later (BG 41,13ff.). Thus, the total of 360 would be the 

result. 

For the sake of completeness, an attempt to arrive at C II’s total of 365 will 

also be presented here; furthermore, this will serve to emphasize the uncertainty 

which is apparent in the nonspecific account in C II, but it will also indirectly 

serve to stress that the establishment of the host of 365 angels was not important, 

but the total of 365 was important in itself. 

One can set up the calculation as follows: 

The three names of the Archons are three (C II 59,15-18):-- +--+ sscrrtts | 3 

TorelveetC 11/58,28259,4)% «=< ae eke ese s SER eek ee ee ees ee es 12 

Seven archons of heaven (ce Il 59,4-5) Ween ale rleda de lelislisene! foie "| slelie, ote) love enero sr 7 

"Phese seven each-has 7 powers (GC 11'59,23)-* <> ss ee tree ee ee eee ees 49 

Meso oo each has 6 anecis (CLP 59 22)6 8 Se Hee oe ee ti eee 294 

365 

However, it can also be set up as follows: 

‘The arcion constitutes one (C IT 5915) 9 8 eres oe ee ieee ee 1 

Whe archon has three names (C If 59,15-18)«*° + +s ~ Ferree eee ewer 

Heaven’s 7 kings are the archons, which create 7 powers each (C II 59,23): 49 

These 49 powers, together with the 3 names, comprise 52, which each creates 

6 angels, in all 312 (CII A oe ee Mc aE ASO eal 312 

365 

More important than speculations concerning the mathematical problem— 

speculations which must remain uncertain because of the nature of the material 

available,—is the final sum of 365 angels. It is obvious that the two numbers 

refer to the sum of the days of the year, and that one of them, 360, surely refers 

to the number of degrees in the zodiac as well. If it concerns the days of the 

year, then 360 must be reminiscent of the civil year of 360 days, before the 

insertion of the five epagomens, while 365 signifies the astronomical year of 

365 days, or the calendar year of 365 days like the year of Sosigenes without 

the intercalary day. 

One cannot determine which one of these was original in the three versions 
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of the Apocryphon of John. Nevertheless, it is clear that each of the texts 

consistently maintained its numeral; this is observed in CII, which in CII 

67,3 once more attests the number of angels as 365, and in BG, which in BG 

50,18-19 once more attests the number of 360, as well as in C III even though 

in the place which corresponds to C II 59,25 and to BG 39,14-15 it has not 

mentioned the total, it seems to attest 360 as the sum of the angels in C III 

23,17-18 (damaged). Nor can one determine what has caused a change in the 

original sum. 

The decanal and decad teaching of astrology with its division of the zodiac 

into zones of the 36 decans, each containing a decad of the degrees of the zodiac, 

still existed after the number of days of the civil year was changed to comprise, 

not 360-5, but 365 (+1, under given circumstances). 

The difference especially shows us that CII digresses from BG and CIII 

not only by its longer and more detailed account, but also in a few particulars 

in the content of its teaching. 

59,26-60,10 The Forms of the Seven, Ialtabaoth’s Multitude of Forms, His Role 

as Ruler, and His Self-Glorification. (BG 41,16—-43,6 # C III 17,20-18,22). 

The text of C II 59,26 is undoubtedly corrupt, because +A€ NE NCQMA NNPIN 

in the manuscript does not make sense; BG’s and C III’s versions do not assist 

us here because they deviate greatly and are mutually different; in the corre- 

sponding 41,16-17, BG reads NPAN A€ MMEOOY NNET2iXN TCAYYE ME, while 

C III 17,20-21 reads NETN2PAi 21XN TCAYYE MME NEYPAN NEOOY NE NAI. It would 

be logical to interpret + as being the verb to give, and then to imagine that the 

copyist made an error by omitting an AY or AY before +: but then it would 

become difficult to carry on the continuity in the sentence because of the NE 

which follows A€; consequently, it is better to imagine that it was originally a 

nominal clause which read NAi A€ NE NCQMA NWPIN. We prefer this reading here, 

because a confusion of a NAi with a + is not inconceivable, and because by 

accepting this we avoid difficulty with the following Né, which must now be 

interpreted as a copula in the nominal clause. Naturally, one cannot completely 

disregard the possibility that the copyist has omitted a complete line which nearly 

corresponded either to BG’s 41,16-17 or to C III 17,20-21. The possibility of 

an attempt to correct CII 59,26 might be indicated by the nearly erased +, 

and if this is the case, the fact that it is only a matter of a correction in the letter 

+, points in the direction of the reading which we prefer here, where + is corrected 

to NAI. 

The seven are enumerated by name for the first time in C II 59,26-35, and for 

the second time in C II 60,15-25. The corresponding enumerations are found 
BG in BG 41,16—42,7 and BG 43,6-44,4, respectively, as well as in C III 17,20- 
18,7 and CIII 18,22ff., respectively, but only the introductory words of the 
latter are preserved. To this we may add that powers attached to each of the 
seven are also mentioned twice, namely, in addition to C II 61,15-25 4 BG 
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43,6-44,4 # CIII 18,22ff. (fragment.), also in C II 63,13-23 4 BG 49,9-50,4 

# CIII 22,18—23,6. 

Formally, however, there is a variance between C II and BG+C III, because 

in C II 59,26-35, it is the different bodies (NCQMA) which the names (NPIN) have, 

which are to be enumerated, while BG and C III state that an enumeration of 

the names which the glory has given those who were placed over the seven 

heavens will follow; however, the names are also mentioned in CII, so that, 

actually, the contents are identical: an account of the names as well as the forms 

of the seven beings. The term PIN in C II 59,26 must represent a designation 

of those who bear the names. The form PIN is admittedly Sahidic, just like the 

usual form PAN, even though PIN is a rare form. 

L. 26 NCQMA is explained by the repeated 20, which can mean “‘face’’, but 

has a much wider meaning; it often renders the Greek TIpdoTrov (nearly always 

plural), and it can also render poppr); the context definitely seems to indicate 

that a definite terminus technicus is implied by the term 20. Neither Carl Schmidt 

nor W. C. Till seem to present this in their treatment of BG. W. C. Till renders 

the word 20 by “‘Gesicht”: “‘damit ist itberhaupt das Aussehen, die Erscheinung 

gemeint” (Die gnostischen Schriften des Papyrus Berolinensis *8502, p. 123, 

notes). This is a correct translation, but the very special sense of the word in 

this instance is indicated by the use of the word Mnpocanon in C II 60,1, where 

it obviously replaces N20, and the use of 20 seven times in C II 59,26-34. The 

sense in which MPOCQNON as well as 20 is presented here compares with the one 

we find in the astrological prosopa-speculation (cf. W. Gundel, Dekane und 

Dekansternbilder, 1936, p. 31 and p. 248ff.), where TedowTrov not only describes 

the face, but includes the entire being who bears the face, or, in other words, 

the shape or forms. This also appears in the example from Testamentum 

Salomonis, which W. Gundel (p. 31) adduces, because there (Test. Salom. 

XVIII, 1) alternatively the terms -1pdcwrTra and -yoppa characterize the appear- 

ance of the 36 decans. While C II, in 60,1, uses the term TpdowrTrov, in the corre- 

sponding place BG 42,10 uses a form of yopgr), and C III also has this in its 

parallel (C III 18,10). Thus, NPOCaQnON, 20 and MOP@H seem, in our versions of 

the Apocryphon of John, to be used in the sense of “shape or form”, and the 

various forms which are enumerated are the NCQMA which C II 59,26 mentions. 

—The use of 20 and Ane in CII 59,30-31 shows that 20 is not intended to 

convey the meaning “face”? but must have the same meaning as MPOCQNON and 

designate the entire shape or form; on the other hand, the term AN€ means the 

head of the body. 

C III 17,22-18,6, instead of C II’s and BG’s Sahidic 20 consistently uses 2A, 

_ which is usually, although not exclusively, found in Achmimic texts. 

The tradition concerning the seven names and the seven bodies is not entirely 

identical in C II, BG and CIII. The spelling varies between the texts, and in 

a couple of instances completely different names are handed down. In CII, 

the first of the seven names is AO in the first enumeration as well as in the 
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second; and as far as the name is concerned, originally, it is certainly the same 

word as the first of the twelve, which is repeated in BG’s iAQ@, which we find 

in both enumerations of the seven in BG, and the same word is found in C III’s 

Ao in the only enumeration preserved there. Thus, this word has developed 

into A@e in the text of C II. 

In CII 59,27-28, the second name is EAMAIOY, but in the same codex in 

60,18, it is EAMAIQ; in BG and CIII, we have the form e€Agaioc. The name 

is undoubtedly derived from Hebrew Elohim, as Origenes (Contra Celsum 

VI, 32) supposed with regard to "EAwatios which he quoted in the diagram 

borrowed from the Ophites. 

CII enumerates the third name in the first enumeration as ACTA®AIOC and 

in the second, ACTPA®AIOC; BG calls it ACTA@AIOC and C III reads ACTO@AIOC. 

The fourth name in CII is iAQ as in BG, but in C III 18,1, it is 1Aza. The 

sixth is named AAQNIN or AAQNEIN in CII and CIII, and in BG AAQNI; in 

C II 59,33, the seventh name is CABBEAE, while in C II 60,25 it is called CABBATEQN 

and in BG as well as in C III, CABBATAIOC. 

More important than these different spellings is the fact that, as mentioned 

earlier, a completely different name has been conveyed in C II than in BG and 

CIII. One of these is the name which is CABAQN® in CII’s first enumeration 

(C II 59,31), and in the second enumerations has the form CANBAQ® (C II 60,20) 

which corresponds to BG?’ fifth name in the second enumeration CABAQ® (BG 

43,20-21), instead of AAQNAIOC as found in the first enumeration in BG and 

CIII (BG 43,3; C III 18,3). Unfortunately, the second enumeration in C III 

is not preserved. As mentioned before, (in the investigation of the twelve €Gouciat), 

by comparing C II 58,27-59,4 with BG 40,5-19 and C III 16,20-17,5, we find 

that the latter two texts attest AAQNAIOC and CABAQO® as fifth and seventh of the 

twelve éE€ouoiai, respectively, while C II identified AAQNAIOY with CABAQ® and 

endowed the fifth €€oucia with these two names. This direct identification of 

AAQNAIOY with CABAQ® is the same as the indirect identification of AAQNAIOC 

with CABAQ® which we find here in BG 42,3 and BG 43,20-21, where the fifth 

strength is given these names in both of these places. The last name, CABAQ®, 

compares well with C II 60,20 CANBAN®; the first is found again in C III 18,3 

AAQNAI[OC]. The most logical explanation for these variations and agreements 

is to assume that in AJ AAQNAIOC was identical with CABAQ®, or it was just 

another name for the same being. In this manner, it is readily understandable 

that the one name can very well have been the only designation used, like in 

C II 59,31 and CII 60,20, but also that the Apocryphon of John can freely 

interchange them as in BG 42,3 and BG 43,20-21 (cf. C III 18,3). 

In the case of the name of the first of the seven which C II calls Ane in its 

first as well as in its second enumeration, it is certainly the same name which 

—as mentioned previously—is repeated in BG’s iAQ®, as found there in both 

enumerations and in C III’s Age in the only enumeration preserved there; this 
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name has then developed into Aeae in CII; cf. above remarks concerning 

C IT 58,29, 

A080 is called OY20 NNECOOY. This could mean: the form of a lamb, or the 

head of a lamb, if one reads OY20 NNECOOY for OY20 NNECOOY, but according to 

the reading of the text, it can also mean: a head for the six. The first possibility 

would be very compatible with the following enumeration of the animal forms, 

and a copying error confusing N with N is frequently found. The second possibility 

renders a good meaning, because the other six beings are mentioned in the 

following; but then it is necessary to interpret 20 in a different sense than the 

one used in the following six instances, namely “forms” (=TpdcwTrov or HOPP7); 

and if this is true, it must be understood in the sense “‘chief”’, to which 20 would 

fit poorly, while An€ or, perhaps, X92 would fit well. However, it does not 

involve the rank which the seven various beings hold, but which CQMA the 

particular name possesses (cf. C II 59,26). Therefore, the second possibility 

must be excluded or considered secondary in the relationship of C II to BG 

and C III, resulting from a lack of understanding of the character of the text. 

Yet, what about the reading of OY20 NNECOOY in the sense of: the shape of a 

sheep? Here it must be noted that a correction of the text may not be necessary, 

because the line above the first N should, perhaps, continue above the second N. 

It remains to compare C II’s text with that of BG and C III. 

The corresponding being in BG and C III does not have the form of a sheep, 

but the form of a lion, because BG attests #0 MMOYi and C III n2A NMOEl, 

respectively, for iAQe@ and Ano. Is there connexion between C II’s portrayal of 

Aone as “the shape of a sheep” and BG’ and CIII’s “the shape of a lion’? 

Moyi usually renders Agwv and ecooy Tedfatov; but in a few individual instances 

we find the term Moyi in the sense of “the ram”’, as we find in the place name 

emoy! (Thmuis). It is reasonable to assume that when a scribe who was copying 

the text which eventually became C II’s Apocryphon of John, came upon a 

MoyYi (comparing to the texts of BG and C III), he interpreted it to be MOYi in 

the sense of “ram”, but being aware of the dual meaning of the word (lion— 

ram), to avoid the dual meaning, he chose to substitute it with the more ordinary 

ecooY. This presupposes a Coptic source for the present Apocryphon of John 

contained in C II. 

C II ascribes a TY#On- form to the second name. Even though the term Tupav 

can be employed in astrological texts about Ursa Major (as found in Teucer 

Babylonius’s text in Cod. Laurentianus XXVIII, 34, ed. of F. Boll in Sphaera 

p. 41ff.), in magical texts the meaning of “ass” is attested, and in this sense 

C II’s TYM@N agrees with BG’s and C III’s Coptic €12 which means ass. 

L. 29 has a lacuna; however, by the help of the context in C IT and BG 42,1 

and C III 17,24-18,1, it can be restored to read: oY2[O N2Oel TE NE. 

L. 30-31, the minor lacuna in the text should certainly be restored to oY2[0 

NAPAXQ]N Ne EYNTEY CAYYE NANE, cf. BG 42,2 0 N2O¥ NCAWYE NANE and C III 
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18,2 N2A NAPAXON N2A Nmoyel. The use of 20 and Ane in C II 59,30-31 clearly 

indicates that 20 in first position as mentioned above, cannot be in the sense 

of “head” or “face”, but must have the same meaning as NPOCQNON and MOPH, 

namely, form, figure or shape.On the other hand, An€ means the “‘head”’ of 

the body. 

With its addition of €YNTE4Y CAWYE NAME C II agrees with BG’s NCAYYE NANE, 

while C III varies by stating that IAZ@ had the form of a dragon with the face 

(head) of a lion. CII and BG describe a creature here which is like the one 

in Pistis Sophia, a basilisk having seven heads (PS 137,18), but C III’s being 

corresponds to the description of Ialtabaoth which C II 58,9 presents (4 BG 

37,20-21 # CIII 15,11), and which in one context of Pistis Sophia is also 

ascribed a single power (PS 141,22). 

In CII, the fifth name, CABAQ®, apparently has the form of a snake which 

resembles that of the fourth name—except for the seven heads; in BG and C III, 

the fifth name (AAQNAIOC) has a similar form. 

In CII, the sixth name has the form of an ape (OY20 NHNE Ne), and likewise, 

one must also (as W.C. Till correctly asserts in his edition of BG p. 125) 

interpret BG’s #0 NeAnel (and CIII’s n2A NeAn!), while W. E. Crum—even 

though formed as a question—placed BG’s ¢ANE€l in connection with KANAI 

(partridge) (W. E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary, 114a). BG and C III have the 

same Coptic word here; C II has a completely different one. On the other hand, 

CII is followed by BG in the description of the form of the seventh name as 

a shining shape of fire with reference to the term K2T, where conversely, C III 

has the word KPOM. 

For philological reasions, the exposition in C II 59,34-35 TAI Té T2@€EBAOMAC 

NTENCABBATON might, with its TAi Té, well refer to the last named, seventh 

being, but the preceding enumeration of seven beings in all indicates that it 

should be interpreted as applying to all seven of them, cf. the corresponding 

exposition in CII 54,8-9: TAi Te TNEN[T]AC N[AIJQN N2ooyTc2ime. C II’s 

T2EBAOMAC compares to CIII’s @€BAOMAC—which is perhaps more elegant, 

while BG has the Coptic TME2CAYHeE; but all three texts use the same term for 

week: MCABBATON; not here, but in another connection, this word can also 

signify Saturday. The question arises whether there is an intentional difference 

in the use of TME2CAYYE in BG, and T2€BAOMAC in C II and C III. Now, 2€BAo- 

MAC can mean week as well as a number of seven or a unit of seven; even though 

the context in CII and CIII makes it apparent that the word must mean 

number of seven here, at first glance the word might cause the reader to be 

astonished because it is not a univocal terminus. But the word which BG uses, 

TME2CAYYE (BG 42,8), in this connection cannot be misunderstood; it can only 

mean the seventh here. Consequently, we have a more precise terminology 

in BG than in CII and CIII, but this does not indicate that BG’s reading is 

earlier than C II’s and CIII’s, because as a Coptic word BG’s reading cannot 

have been taken over from a Greek text, while, on the other hand, C II’s and 
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C III’s can be a transcription of a word from a Greek text. It must be assumed 
that BG (or even a Coptic source for BG) by its use of the term TME2cAWUeE 
has attempted to express itself more clearly than was possible by using the 
word T2€BAOMAC, since, otherwise, it would be expected that in order to render 
EBSoucs BG would have used the ordinary Coptic translation, ANZ (cf. Deut 

16,16 in Sahidic and Bohairic translation; Ex 34,22 in Bohairic. trans.). Until 

now, TME2CAWYE has not been attested as a translation of EB5opds. 

C Il diverges form BG and CIII in that CII, unlike these two texts (BG 

42,9-10; C III 18,8-9), has no explanation of the function of the seven; BG’s 

and CIII’s nearly identical explanation (BG: NAi N€ ETAMA2TE MMKOCMOC; 

C III: NAi NETMA2TE €2PAi EXN NKOCMOC) relating that it is these who rule the 

world, has no parallel in CII. Does this involve an omission in CII, or an 

insertion in the texts of BG and C III? There is no interruption in the continuity 

of the sentences in C II, BG nor C III which could indicate either an omission 

or an insertion. The content of the texts alone can give us an opportunity to 

consider the nature of the matter. The explanatory remark in BG and CIII 

differs from similar phrases found in other places of AJ’s account of the estab- 

lishment of the world of light and the world of darkness by not merely explaining 

what the various units contain, but presenting an interpretation of the meaning 

of this particular unit—the hebdomad of the week; cf., e.g., the explanatory 

remarks in CII 54,9-10 4 BG 29,15-18 # C III 9,9-10. Furthermore, even 

though the construction of BG 42,9 and C III 18,8 is not incorrect, instead of 

NAi NE ETAMA2TE and NAi NETAMAQTE, respectively, one would expect to find the 

ordinary relative connection introduced by €TE€, as we find it in other contexts 

(e.g. BG 29,15; BG 33,16; C III 9,9; C III 12,7). On the other hand, the intro- 

duction to the clause as found in BG 42,9 and CIII,9 would fit well with an 

explanatory marginal note by a commentator, a marginal note which slipped 

into the later during the copying. The clues which we have to go by indicate, 

thus, that C II has not omitted anything, but that BG and C III, on the other 

hand, contain an explanatory phrase not originally found in the Apocryphon of 

John. 

After CII, in 59,26—35, has enumerated the forms with which each of the 

seven names were provided, it now relates that Ialtabaoth himself in contrast— 

expressed by the term A€ in CII 59,36—to these seven had many types of 

forms. From the words NEOYNTAY MMAY NOYMHHY/[€] MNPOCONON (C IT 59,36— 

60,1) and KATA neyoyrnwe (C II 60,3), his form or appearance could be conceived 

to the constant, but this is hardly the intention, because it is more likely the 

idea concerning the emanation of the various beings from Ialtabaoth and his 

participation in the beings subordinate to him which is implied by the expression 

€4OYH2 2IXMOY THPOY 2MCTE ATPEYEINE NOY2O NA2PEOY THPOY (C II 60,1-2). 

Thus, the idea which C II’s Apocryphon of John will present is that Ialtabaoth 

is the one who is responsible for all of them, because he was their source, and 

therefore the different forms of the various beings are also forms of Ialtabaoth. 
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These forms must be conceived as possibilities which are innate in Ialtabaoth, 

indeed as possibilities which Ialtabaoth has realized in the individual forms of 

the beings. The realization occurred when—as it is stated—Ialtabaoth “rested 

upon them all”, and thereby brought a shape to them all according to his will. 

The sentence in C II 60,2, which is introduced by 2acTe-+A-+causative infinitive, 

should be regarded as denoting the intention (“in order to’’) rather than being 

consequential (‘‘so that’’), because consequential clauses with 2acTe€ have a verb 

in the conjunctive, and we do not find a NEHEINE here, but an ATPEYEINE. This 

clause naturally modifies the preceding €40YH2 2IXQ0Y THPOY. 

However, if we compare the passage in C II with the corresponding passages 

in BG and C III, we immediately see that the text in BG 42,12 and C III 18,10— 

11 and the context to which it belongs has a construction very different from 

that of the C II text. BG and CIII are shorter than C II, and, in turn, BG is 

a little shorter than C III. The clause beginning with eacte+the conjunctive 

in BG and CIII, and which seems to be consequential, must depend on that 

which is stated about Ialtabaoth in the two texts: NA tAYH MMOP@H (BG) and 

NA MIATO NMOP@H (C III). It cannot be dependent on a clause comparable to 

C IDs e4oyH2 21xaoY THPOY for such a clause is not found in BG and CII. 

The content is also different since CII states that Ialtabaoth brought a shape 

to all of them, while BG and C III state that Ialtabaoth revealed himself in each 

of the shapes. The consequential clause in BG and C III is obviously dependent 

on the qualification of Ialtabaoth: “‘the one with the multitude of shapes”’ (BG: 

nA +AYH MMOPOH, C III: NA MIATO NMOP@H), while C II’s clause beginning with 

2zacte A- does not depend on JIaltabaoth’s qualification: NEOYNTAY MMAY 

NOYMHHY[€] MPOCaNON, but on the following clause relating that Taltabaoth 

rested above all of them. In BG, we find the word CAKAAC as an apposition to 

Ialtabaoth, not as a relative clause as in C III with €T€::--- ne; in C II it seems 

that there is more of a progressive development, because the connection of 

the sentences here begins with TOTE. 

CII’s account is somewhat more detailed, but it is hardly possible to form 

a conclusive opinion concerning the mutual relationship between the two groups 

of texts on the basis of this section. It seems as if BG and C III presuppose 

the knowledge of Ialtabaoth’s many shapes; perhaps this qualification is the 

essence of Sakla(s), being attested as the second name of Jaltabaoth in the two 

texts, but not in CII. 

The word CAPA@IN in C II 60,4, describes beings which surround Ialtabaoth; 

_ the identity of these beings is not directly stated, but it is most reasonable to 

assume that they are the seven mentioned previously. They are not mentioned 

in BG and CIII. Here, as in 59,7-8, C II allows Ialtabaoth to share his fire, 

but does not mention that Ialtabaoth does not impart any of the strength of 

light he received from his mother, as the text in C II 59,8-10 related; on the 

other hand, the text does state that Ialtabaoth ruled because of this strength of 

light. Perhaps CII presupposes that John—and the reader—remember the 
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information in C II 59,8-10 that the strenght of light was withheld. However, 

it is most certainly not a deficiency in C II’s account that the withholding of 

the strength of light is not mentioned here, even though BG and CIII both 

mention it in this context (BG 42,15-18; C III 18,13—16), because C II motivates 

Ialtabaoth’s position as ruler by his possession of the strength of light from his 

mother. Thus, Ialtabaoth’s exclusive position is sufficiently stressed, for in 

C II 60,4-5, it was only its fire which was shared. 

The presentation in BG is different: there, Ialtabaoth not only shares his 

fire with them, but also his strength (BG 42,14-15 EBOA 2M NEYKQ2T ETE NOY NE 

MN TE4GOM), and, thus, it was necessary for BG to emphasize at once that it 

did not concern the light-strength from the mother (BG 42,15-18). However, 

it would not have been necessary for C III to clarify this point, because C III 

contains no account which compares to BG’s MN Te4coM. All the same, in its 

main features, C III 18,13-16 does follow BG 42,15-18. Nevertheless, a slight 

disagreement gives us the impression that the text of C III may once have been 

different: in BG, the pronominal suffix object in NTAYTAKMEY (BG 42,17) is 

masculine just like the suffix in N2HT4 (BG 42,18); it refers to BG 42,16 noYOIN. 

On the other hand, C III 18,16, lets the object (MMOC) be feminine, even though 

it really should have referred to NOYOEIN (masculine) in C III 18,13. The suffix 

must have become feminine because the author has been thinking of the TAYNA- 

MIC of the sentence inserted in C III 18,14 (but not inserted in BG). This inserted 

relative clause serves to define the preceding NOYOEIN N2IAIKPINEC. The anacolu- 

thon which is recognized by the transition from masculine to feminine is explicable 

by the inserted TAYNAMIC, a word to which yet another feminine suffix has 

already referred (C III 18,15). But it would have been even more obvious if 

also C III had stated that Ialtabaoth had given them from his strength; then, 

perhaps, C III’s source also contained an €BOA 2M NEYKPOM followed by an ETE 

a4 Ne MN TEYAYNAMIC. If this is true, the contrast expressed by the following 

A€ will be most readily understandable, because in that case it will have been 

stated, one, which was his own, and, two, which was his mother’s. 

According to CII 60,8 f., Ialtabaoth’s position as ruler causes him to call 

himself God. C II has already related this in 59,19-21. BG and CIII, on the 

other hand, mention it only now (BG 43,3-4; C III 18,19-20). BG states that 

he “lets himself be” called ([AYT]POYMOYTE €PO4, causative infinitive), and also 

presents a group of Ialtabaoth’s followers, while C III has the same form as CH 

but adds €2zPAi Exaoy (above them.) In all three texts it is obvious that this 

very elevation or selfelevation, is an expression of disobedience, just as in CII 

59,19-21 it was an expression of ungodliness. 

60,10-25 Seven Strengths are Attached to the Powers Surrounding Ialtabaoth 

(4 BG 43,6-44,4 # C III 18,22-25 --- (fragmentary)). 

The powers which surround Ialtabaoth (C II 60,11-12) must be the seven 

enumerated in C II 59,26~-33, since the names given here coincide with those 

Giversen — 15 
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presented in C II 60,11-25, even though the spelling differs slightly. Various 

strengths are now attached to these powers The strengths seem to desig- 

nate conceptions which cover different areas: goodness, providence, divin- 

ity, lordship, kingdom, zeal (or envy), and wisdom. In three of these strengths 

Greek words are used completely or in part (Ist, 2nd and 6th power). It may 

be advantageous to use the Greek words in the following, instead of translating 

them. 

It is conspicuous that the two first strengths mentioned in C II are masculine, 

while the last five are feminine. In BG and C III, the corresponding words are 

indicated as being feminine. The fact that C II uses masculine for the former, is 

probably due to a copying error, caused by a scribe being misled to considering 

PAN (C II 60,14) as the word implied in the following ordinal numbers, cf. C II 

59,26, or it occurred under the impression of the preceding enumeration of the 

seven where they are referred to in the masculine form (C II 59,26-34). While 

writing C II 60,18-19, the scribe forgot to name the strength which was asso- 

ciated with the third power. On discovering this omission, the scribe also realized 

that the feminine form of the ordinal number should be used, but he did not 

notice that because of C II 60,12 NCAWYE NGOM a GOM ought to be implied; 

perhaps under the impression of Ialtabaoth’s self-designation in C II 60,9, he 

thought that a NOYTE (in the feminine) should be implied. Therefore, the scribe 

NOYTE and TMNTNOYTE, undoubtedly a case of haplography. Then the scribe used 

the feminine form for the following four numerals. On the basis of C II 60,12, 

we will read an implied 60m, which must have been in the source, instead of 

the copying scribe’s NOYTE in C II 60,18. 

If we compare C II 60,10-25 with corresponding passages in BG and C III, 

we notice first, that since pages 19-20 are missing in C III, only the introductory 

words are preserved (C III 18,22); in BG, we observe certain variations from 

CII. The sequence of the seven strengths is different in C II 60,10—25 and BG 

43,6-44,4, and there are also disagreements concerning the seven strengths 

involved. However, the sequence of the seven strengths in C II 60,10—25 is 

exactly the same as that in the second enumeration in C II 63,13-23, while 

there is further disagreement in the sequence of the strengths enumerated in 

BG 43,6—44,4 and BG 49,9-50,4. The sequence in the latter enumeration seems 

exactly parallel to C III 22,18-23,6 even though this is very fragmentary. 

Among its seven strengths, C II 60,10—25 has named one Ko2; the word can 

be translated by zeal, jealousy or fervour. This strength is not mentioned in 

BG’s version of AJ, but in its place as the fourth strength Ka2T (BG 43,18) is 

mentioned. This word means fire. Even though these words are used consistently 

in CII and BG, and the second enumeration in C III also has its particular 

tradition (C III 22,22-23) where one must read [KAY]MA, which means fire, heat 

or ember, it would be logical to assume that a confusion occurred in one of 
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the texts. If we venture to assume that C III’s Greek [KAY]MA is not original 

and was adopted from a Greek Apocryphon of John—a logical assumption even 

though it cannot be proved—it could be used to clarify the relationship between 

KO2 and KO2T. The conspicuous fact that in these enumerations in C II, BG 

and C III using Greek terms to designate the strengths, KAYMA alone is mascu- 

line, while all of the other Greek terms are feminine, gives us reason to surmise 

that the word is not original. Thus, we have a rare instance where a Greek 

word in the text (C III) is hardly adopted from the Greek text, but must rather 

be interpreted as an attempt to render a Greek word occurring rarely in Coptic 

texts by a Greek term occurring more frequently in these texts. During this. 

substitution of one Greek word for another, the translator has failed to notice 

that the word chosen was not feminine like the other Greek words. It is likely 

that it is a KAYCIC which was set aside in the Coptic text for a KAYMA. If it were 

a confusion of the two words, one would hardly have had a following n[e€], but a 

T€. The word means the act of burning, corrosion, violence, fervour. It is found 

in LXX in Is 4,4 in év -++ tTrveUyaTti Kavoews in the sense of God’s burning 

spirit (Vulgata: spiritu ardoris), his spirit marked by zeal or burning fervour 

which cleanses. Both the zeal and the characteristic of burning fervour is rendered 

by KQ92 and KQ2T in Coptic. However tempting it may be to believe that an 

exchange of the two words has occurred in one of the texts, it is hardly the case, 

but we can justifiably interpret them as individual, valid attempts to render the 

same Greek word which also C III or its source, has found occasion to substitute 

with another. Thus, we can retain KN2 and KT. The word KAYCIC is not attested 

in the Sahidic NT, and only once in the Greek, namely Hb 6,8. On the other 

hand KAYMA is attested in several places, indeed it has even substituted the 

Greek NT’s kovoov, in Ja 1,11. 

In its two enumerations of the seven strengths, C II has TMNTXPC as the first 

strength in C II 60,16 and a completely spelled out TMNTXPHCTOC in C II 63,14. 

As the fourth strength, C II 60,19-20 and CII 63,18 attest TMNTXOEIC. We 

observe that in his edition of BG, W. C. Till (p. 138, notes; cf. p. 55) has proposed. 

that it is likely that BG 49,13 TMNTXC should be read TMNTXC, because in C III 

(Till: CGI) it reads TMNTX[OEIC] in the corresponding place. The fact that 

W. C. Till in the edition of BG (43,16) has not made a comparable correction of 

TMNTXC already in the first enumeration, is probably due to the circumstance 

that no parallel has been preserved in CIII (C III 19-20 is missing). It is 

possible that XC and X€ are sometimes mutually confused, but there does not 

seem to be any possibility for this assumption in C II’s two enumerations of the 

seven strengths, because there TMNTXPHCTOC as well as TMNTXOEIC have appar- 

ently each taken its position among the seven strengths. However, only one of 

them is mentioned in BG’s enumeration, and on the basis of C II’s text one 

cannot find a reason to make any correction. In BG’s enumeration also a strength 

now appears whose name seems to be C[YNECIC]; this name is not mentioned in 

CII’s enumerations; remnants of the same name are found in C III, but the 
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complete name is not preserved in the corresponding places in BG nor C III, 

and we could perhaps read a CYN@ECIC instead. However, considering the number 

of letters, one should probably prefer cYNecic.—In the matter of text, C II with 

its clear tradition of TMNTXPHCTOC as well as TMNTXOEIC seems to read more re- 

liably, while BG and CIII not only indicate an uncertain tradition by their frag- 

mentary CYNECIC, but also hesitate between the tradition of TMNTXC (BG 43,16 

and BG 49,13) and TMNTX[OEIC] (or perhaps TMNTX[C) (C III 22,21). It is not 

easy to determine which form was earlier here, but it is reasonable to assume 

that C II’s form is the earliest, and that BG and C III have had a source whose 

scribe has interpreted a XC and a XC as being one and the same, and therefore 

has corrected two names which actually were two different names in the source 

to one name; and to complete the seven he has inserted a CYNECIC as the sixth 

strength preceding the seventh CO#IA as a new name. The occurrence of ovveo1s 

and copia, sometimes almost as pairs (cf. LXX, Ex 31,3 and Ex 35,3), could 

have drawn CYNECIC into the tradition. 

Judging from the names of the strengths, the seven strengths in C II as well 

as in BG and CIII seem to mean spiritual powers of different content; they 

are all of such important nature that they contribute to the subsequent creation 

of man (C II 63,13-23 4 BG 49,9-50,4 # C III 22,18-23,6). 

60,25-61,5 The Powers of Ialtabaoth, of which Each of the Dual Names has its 

own Effect, are Arranged in the Image of the Incorruptible World. (BG 44,5-9; 

C III lacuna). 

L. 25 One instinctively refers NAi to the preceding seven strengths which are 

consequently arranged so that each has its own firmament in the same manner 

as their powers from Athoth to Sabbateon, cf. the declaration about the kings 

in C II 59,4 ff. 

L. 26. The identity of NAi, however, immediately seems less clear; undoubtedly, 

it is best to go on the correspondence which seems to exist between NAi MEN 

and NPAN A€. These words certainly reflect a Greek text which has had a T& 

Mev reese T& Se 6vouata. Thus, if we imply a PAN in |. 26, the meaning becomes 

clear, since it then states: these (scil., names) were given according to the glory 

from heaven --:-: but the names which were given by their archigenetor -:--- : 

Thus, the names with which glory endows these strengths, are given for their 

own destruction. This means that if one knows these names which reveal the 

innate character and capacity of the beings, one has at once made them powerless. 

But if one uses the names which stem from Ialtabaoth, they are able to exercise 

their power. 

L. 28-29 contain lacunae which can be restored with the help of C II 60,32 

to read: ENYO[PYP MNOY|GOM NPAN AE ENTAYTAAY €PO[OY 2ITN MJOYAPXIFENNH- 

TAP. In place of the classical Sahidic possessive article ney in 1. 28, one should 

probably read noy (A, or A), cf. 1.29 noy. We are thus faced with a case of 

Achmimic influence. 
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L. 28 NPAN is the above mentioned names. As such they are endowed by 

Jaltabaoth and are powerful. The other names, those from glory, are undoubtedly 

those named in the first enumeration (C II 59,26-35), which are their names, 

i.e. their real, true names. 

L. 33-34 NKA A€ NIM’ AYTCENOHY seems to initiate a final concluding comment 

which merely intends to state that the lower world uses the higher, imperishable 

world as a model. Nevertheless, the obvious idea that Ialtabaoth must have 

seen the “incorruptible” beings is immediately rejected. This agrees well with 

the instance in another context (C II 61,29-30) that Ialtabaoth does not believe 

that anyone, except his own mother, existed before him (cf. C II 62,15-18). The 

lower world, on the other hand, is created in the image of the higher world 

because of the strength which Ialtabaoth contains and which comes from the 

higher world. The strength from the mother also plays a decisive role here; 

even when serving Ialtabaoth, it has the ability to arrange an orderly world, 

although it has the shortcomings which result from the shortcomings of the 

archigenetor. Thus, the strength accounts for the similarity between the world 

of Ialtabaoth and the world of light. 

Now if we compare C II 60,25-61,5 with BG 44,5-9, we immediately observe 

that BG is much shorter, but also that a certain difference is involved in the 

content. One can interpret BG as an abbreviation of a text which compared to 

CII’s, and then one would instinctively stop at the word AION in C II 60,26 

and the same word in C II 60,35 because it is the intervening section which is 

missing here in BG’s tradition, and also because BG presents the same word 

twice in the same line (BG 44,7) precisely where C II’s longer tradition com- 

mences (C II 60,26-35). It is not possible to say at which stage such an abridg- 

ment occurred, but it seems more reasonable to assume that there was an 

abridgment in BG than that C II was expanded at this point, for BG 44,7 is 

hardly intelligible with its reference to the aeon which is created in the image 

of the first aeon to exist, while C II 60,2535 fits well with the preceding and the 

following. There is a good transition in C II from the more specific which is 

told in the preceding, and which is still the theme at the beginning of CII 

60,25-61,5 where the double names are involved, through the passage containing 

the names from the glory from heaven, to the more general conclusive remarks 

that everything in Ialtabaoth’s world is fashioned after the world of light. This 

rounding-out of the creations which is plainly introduced by the words NKA A€ 

NIM in C II 60,33-34, is not found in BG. How did the AJ text we find in BG 

happen to omit a section corresponding to C Il 60,26-35? It seems that the 

explanation must be sought in the circumstance that BG’s AJ already in BG 

40,19-41,8 presents a few remarks about the double names of Ialtabaoth’s beings 

and speaks of names both from heaven’s glory and names which Saklas uses; these 

remarks to no small degree recall an extensive part of the text in C II 60,26-35, 

and one who was revising or editing the source of BG’s AJ, remembering 

the words in BG 40,19-41,8 has omitted a section comparable to C II 
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60,26-35, and thereby a concluding remark corresponding to C II’s has also 

been dropped. 

A significant difference appears between C II’s and BG’s conception of the 

form of Ialtabaoth. C II denies the possibility that by his own strength Ialtabaoth 

should have created the world of darkness in the fashion of the world of light 

(C II 61,1-5); this limitation of Ialtabaoth’s creative ability is not directly made 

in BG. 

Dialectal peculiarities which indicate Achmimic or Subachmimic are found 

in C II 60,35 €NTA2- (A,), C II 61,1 CMAT (A, A F) and C II 61,2 NTAY (A A, F). 

61,5-13 The Proclamation of Ialtabaoth that he is a Fealous God, and the Only 

God (# BG 44,9-19; C III lacuna). 

Nearly as a contrast with the preceding emphasis of the fact that Ialtabaoth 

did not see the incorruptible beings, the following stresses that he saw his own 

work, that which was created and the multitude of angels. Seeing this completed 

creation, which Ialtabaoth believes to be entirely his own, although as the author 

of AJ has just informed us it has received its likeness with the perfected world 

order in the world of light, causes Ialtabaoth to proclaim himself God. His 

proclamation is based on false premises. This is the third time that the Apocry- 

phon of John in C II relates that Ialtabaoth calls himself God (cf. C II 59,20-21; 

C II 60,8—-9), but it is the first time that he calls himself a zealous or jealous God. 

Jaltabaoth’s words here as in C II 59,20-21 are a clear reference to the OT and 

an intentional identification of Ialtabaoth with the God of the Old Testament 

(cf. Ex 20,5; Isaiah 45,5—6; cf. also Ex 34,14). The repeated accounts of Ialtabaoth 

calling himself God hardly refer to the various revelations of Jahve in the OT, 

but shall probably serve to emphasize Ialtabaoth’s erroneous overestimation of 

himself, for in the context of C II 59,20-21 he is described as ignorant, imprudent 

and without knowledge of his strength; in the context of C II 60,8-9 it is 

emphasized that the important strength is the one which entered Ialtabaoth 
from Sophia and that he is disobedient. The context of C II 61,9-10 also points 
out laltabaoth’s limitations. The Apocryphon of John by way of reasoning 
points out the exposure which Ialtabaoth gives himself by his declaration, and 
makes use of the double meaning of the word KQ2: zealous-jealous. 
BG in 44,9-19 has a rather exact parallel to C II’s account, although BG 

merely has an ANOK (BG 44,14) which is not quite as strong as C II’s ANOK’ 
ANK’ (C II 61,8); and BG seems to prefer Coptic terms in place of C II’s TKTICIC 
and PCHMANH. KTICIC in CII 61,5 can, of course, render the act of creation, 
but it can just as well be read in the sense of the created, and the latter meaning 
seems to fit best here where the situation takes place after the completion of the 
act of creation; then the use of KTICIC compares with that in the Sahidic trans- 
lation of Rom 8,39. 

In C II 61,5-6, there is a reference to Gen 1,31. C II 61,11 reads WAPO-, but 
BG 44,13 reads 2APO- which means under; C II’s YAPO- cannot have the usual 
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meaning of to in this context; a confusion of Y and 2 is possible, but C II 63,1 

attests it again. Thus, it remains that YAPO- has the meaning of with, just like 

the word from which it is derived: ~ . ; ef. W.C. Till, Koptische Dialekt- 

grammatik 33 q. 

61,13-62,15 (4 BG 44,19-47,16 # (partly) C III 21,1 (from the end of the 

lacuna)—21,18 (fragmentary). 

The Repentance and the Restoration. 

61,13-17 Sophia’s Perception of the Event (4 BG 44,19-45,5; C III lacuna) 

While Sophia’s son was the main character in the preceding extensive paragraph 

of the account of the Apocryphon of John (C II 58,19-61,13), the figure of 

Sophia now takes the leading role. Actually, she is referred to as the mother 

(TMAAY), but one can only identify her as the mother of Ialtabaoth (cf. C II 

57,25 and 58,20-21), namely, Sophia. She is the one who has conceived the 

thought of revealing an image of herself without the consent and aid of the 

Spirit and her fellow (C II 57,25-31), and by realizing her thought (C II 

57,35) she is responsible for the existence of the imperfect thing (C II 58,3-4) 

and, therefore, responsible for the series of events which commence. At first, 

she merely becomes aware of the change in herself: her light darkens. She has 

indeed given light-strength to Ialtabaoth (CII 59,9), and thereby her own 

portion of light was reduced, but she has moreover interrupted the harmony of 

the world order by emanating Ialtabaoth without the consent of her fellow. 

How the latter point should account for the darkening of her light, is not 

immediately seen. C II 61,16-17 uses nearly the same terms as AJ used previously 

to emphasize Sophia’s wrong behaviour (C II 57,30-35; 58,5) and which AJ also 

uses later (C II 61,35-36). Thus, apparently it is important for AJ to establish 

Sophia’s error firmly with precisely these expressions. This makes the idea 

obvious that these are didactic phrases belonging to the core of the teaching 

which is the basis of AJ. 

As indicated by the text a little further on in AJ, the scene of the mother 

going to and fro is then identified with Gen 1,2. In C II 61,13-14, the term YEEl 

is used; but in the parallel in BG 45,1 enie[ere] is used. In itself this one term 

does not suffice to show that AJ refers to Gen 1,2. This is seen by C II 61,19-21. 

The fact that BG here in 45,1 has preserved the Greek term with its Enlo[ePe], 

makes it clear that it is actually the expression érregépeto in Gen 1,2 (LXX) to 

which reference is made. 

Another Coptic term in C II, yBP 20TP (CII 61,17), also has a Greek parallel 

in BG: cyNzyroc (BG 45,3). 

Both texts agree that the mother’s lack, WTA, is that there is something in 

her which has diminished, but in C IT it is her light (NPPI€ MNECOYOEIN), while 

in BG, it is her perfection (xok). This difference can hardly be explained by 
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two different renderings of one word. Here we must ascertain a significant 

departure in the tradition, a departure, the commencement of which we have no 

possibility to explain; nor can we say which of these was original. 

61,17-26 Sophia’s Repentance (# BG 45,5-19; C III lacuna). 

For the first time in the long teaching in the Apocryphon of John, John 

interrupts to ask Christ something, namely, the meaning of the expression used 

about Sophia’s motion: weel. Christ refers to that which Moses has said, and 

as shown in C II 61,20-21 21XN MMOYEIOOYE, it is a reference to Gen 1,2 concern- 

ing God’s spirit which moved above the waters. This scripture is now disclosed 

to John by Christ as being said about the repentance of the mother. 

The brief dialogue in this paragraph takes us back to the situation which 

precedes the long teaching in C II 48,24-61,17. Again, it is the questioning 

John who receives an answer from Christ. Abruptly, though, this answer in 

the dialogue turns into a new and long teaching during which one might easily 

forget the situation which the entire Apocryphon of John professes to narrate, 

namely, the dialogue between John who inquires, and Christ who replies. 

In CII 61,18 the term WE€€l is used about the movement of the mother; the 

following lines show that this is a reference to something which Moses is to 

have said (C II 61,20), and by the words in C II 61,20—21 one can see that it 

recalls Gen 1,2. However, it is conspicuous that none of the customary trans- 

lations of Genesis in to Coptic uses this term (Weel) to render Gen 1,2’s etrepepeTo 

but they do use the expression 21XN MMOYEIOOYE to render étra&vao TOU UdSaTos. 

That Gen 1,2 is recalled, is supported by the fact that BG’s text does not read 

WEE, but the Greek Enl[EPE] instead, that is, a clear reminiscence from Gen 1,2 

(LXX). What is the result of this observation? That the author or copyist of the 

present version of the Apocryphon of John did not have a Coptic translation 

of Genesis 1,2 in mind, for then AJ would certainly have taken care to ensure 

that this particular word which one would interpret in its own way were precisely 

the same term as the particular translation; on the contrary, it is a Greek trans- 

lation of Gen 1,2 which is underlying. Thus, a Greek version of the Apocryphon 

of John probably (as in BG’s AJ enie[epe]) read a érepépeto corresponding to 

LXX’s. In one instance of the translation of the Apocryphon of John (BG) has 

preserved the Greek word, in another, namely, our C II’s AJ, the translator has 

chosen a term which he thought was comparable to the Greek term without 

considering what a possible Coptic translation of Gen 1,2 might have used. 

This, together with other evidence, indicates a Greek source for the Apocryphon 
of John. 

It is important for the tenability of this argument that C II’s AJ consistently 
uses the term weel during the discussion of the meaning of the word, namely 
C II 61,13-14; CII 61,18; CII 61,26. weei is not previously used to render 
eTripepeoGau, but, contrarily, TepipépecGai as in Ephes 4,14. 

L. 22-23 NXI ENTAYXITY Nol NECYHPE’ literally means “‘the taking away which 
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her son had taken’’, i.e., “that which her son had taken”. This points to the 

same as CII 61,2-3 T6OM ETN2HTY TAI ENTAYXITC and as CII 59,9-10 T6AM 

MNOYOEIN ENTAYUXITC points to, namely, C II 58,20-21 mAi ETA2XI OYNOG 

NAYNAMIC €[B]OA ITN TEYMAAY. In other words, the mother has realized that 

the son has decreased her light-power. BG 45,11-13 has a different tradition, 

since the word ANOCTACIA is used in BG. This word is rendered by W. C. Till 

in the edition of BG by “die Abtrtinnigkeit’” (‘‘--sie sah die Schlechtigkeit 

(kakia) und die Abtrtinnigkeit (4tTrootacia), die ihrem Sohne anhaften wiirden’’). 

Ordinarily, &trootacia in its religious sense can also be translated by this word, 

but the context in BG and the text in C II (nx!) indicate that another equally 

likely translation should be preferred, because &éTootaoia can mean departure or 

disappearance (cf. Liddell & Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon (1953) 218 b, art. 

étrootacia, 2). BG 45,4-5 shows that what depresses the mother is the decrease 

(nTPOYwere) of her perfection; her light-strength has diminished. Likewise, BG 

45,10-13 must refer to this and does not refer to any solicitude for the offspring. 

Therefore, it is more fitting to interpret BG 45,11-12 as a statement about the 

decrease of, or the disappearance of, her light-power, owing to her son. This 

interpretation of BG agrees well with C II 61,22-23’s words about that which 

her son had taken. The wickedness (KAKIA) which is mentioned in both texts 

must also be interpreted as a statement about the condition of the mother and 

her light-strength, not about the son or his powers. 

C II 61,2425 might seem ambiguous, but this is partly due to the construction 

using AY9—AYQ, which is hardly intended to express two correlating events; 

the first clause should rather be rendered as a subordinate clause and the latter 

as a main clause. It is best to regard AYBYE as dependent on NTAPECNAY in C II 

61,21, just like ATKAKIA (C II 61,22) and nx1 (CII 61,22). The preposition A- 

is then repeated before oYBY€, which must consequently be regarded as the 

subject for an infinitive yone (cf. W. C. Till, Koptische Grammatik (1955), 

§ 340). 

The oblivion which came over the mother, refers to her wrong which 

precisely according to C II 58,13-14 occurred as a result of her ignorance. This 

is referred to by the fact that the oblivion occurred in the darkness of igno- 

rance (C II 61,2425), but also probably to Ialtabaoth being called a darkness 

of ignorance in C II 59,10. 

It is remarkable that in this section we have a distinct attitude towards a 

proclamation from the Old Testament, a proclamation which has its own hidden 

meaning here, and which the revealer relates to John. 

In CII 61,21 NTAPEC we have a dialectal influence which cannot be the final 

TAPEC with a N placed before it, but must be temporalis as in Achmimic texts, 

corresponding to the Sahidic NTEPEC; MMAN in the same line also points toward 

Achmimic or Subachmimic influence; it compares to Sahidic MMON. Furthermore, 

as often found in the text, we find the preposition A- (A, A,, O) for €- (S) in 

C II 61,22 and possibly in CII 61,24 as well. 
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61,26-32 Ialtabaoth’s Egotism (# BG 45,19-46,9; C III lacuna). 

We find no declaration in the text to indicate that the explanation of the 

problem which John raised is now concluded, and that what is now narrated 

is a continuation of the teaching; the following context alone makes this evident. 

Once more the word concerning the son’s having taken a strength from the 

mother are involved, but now they are immediately followed by an emphasis 

on the ignorance of the son, corresponding exactly to C II 58,19-27. Here, 

however, the ignorance is defined as ignorance of the existence of the world of 

light; he is only aware of the existence of the mother, and she has indeed shunned 

him away to conceal him from the immortal beings. This probably implies that 

nor is he able to see the immortal beings. Consequently, he is in no way aware 

of his own genesis nor his imperfection. This makes the description of his feeling 

of self-esteem even more impressive, when he looks down upon his host of 

angels. In relationship to the rest of the account in the Apocryphon of John, 

the section in C II 61,26-32 has the effect of an explanatory amplification of the 

reason for Ialtabaoth declaring himself as the only, jealous God in 61,5-9. 

According to AJ, the reason for this proclamation must be sought in his arrogant 

egotism and an exaggerated opinion of himself on false grounds. 

L. 27 calls the one who creates the angels MAY@AAHC; the prefixed definite 

article signifies that AYOAAHC is not a proper name, but a characteristic of his 

being; he is the impudent, complacent, obstinate one. The parallel text in BG 

also describes him with this word; in both of these versions of AJ, the word 

is used only in this one instance. There is no doubt that MAYOAAHC designates 

Ialtabaoth. 

L. 28 NAYO must be imperfect and express an Achmimic influence of the 

Sahidic NEYO, just as in 1. 29-30 we have an Achmimic feature with a €IMHTI A- 

for a Sahidic €IMHTI €-. In its corresponding text, BG 46,2 also attests the form 

NAYO. In C II 61,30 we find another instance of A- for €- in ANAYAI. 

L. 29-31 in the text of C II we find minor lacunae owing to the tear in the 

papyrus. These lacunae can, however, be restored with reasonable certainty— 

even though BG contributes very little—so that 1. 29 reads MN[ AAAY YOO]N’ 

1. 30 ++ OYAAT[C AYNAY] AE and 1. 31 ---NAT €[NTAYCO]NTOY. 

BG’s corresponding paragraph in BG 45,19-46,9 is probably a parallel to 

C II 61,26-32, admittedly, with a few variations in its presentation. These 

variations occur by BG also relating that the obstinate being does not know that 

there are many who are superior to his mother, and BG describes the host of angels 

as great. It is not possible to determine whether C II’s or BG’s text is most 

original; as BG’s text stands now, it could without other changes be shortened 

to C II’s, and C II could be revised to compare with BG’s text merely by adding 

the extra words from BG. 

61,32-62,15 The Pleroma’s Prayer for the Mother and a Temporary Help 

(4 BG 46,9-47,16; C III lacuna, thereafter 4 C III 21,1-18). 
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C II has, admittedly, just mentioned (C II 61,23) that the mother of Ialtabaoth 

repented, but then it was merely a link in the explanation of the word ACWEEl, 

and therefore C II’s AJ does not concentrate on the account of the mother’s 

repentance until now. She becomes aware of her error simultaneously with the 

revelation of her lack. By using very human characteristics like the mother’s 

weeping and her associates’ praise of the highest, a teaching about the first help 

to the mother is presented. This help is given by the Holy Spirit who grants her 

some of his fulfillment; the mother must remain outside her own aeon in the 

heaven of the son until the lack which has occurred in her is completely restored. 

The word in 2Bc9 in C II 61,33 seems to be important for an understanding 

of the text. It can mean “veil” or “clothing”? or “‘garment’’, and one could 

interpret it with the meaning “veil” in the connection here T2BCQ MNKAKE, as 

describing the increasing darkness which the mother noticed when she realized 

that her own light-power had decreased, but since directly afterwards there is a 

declaration where the pronominal suffix in the masculine obviously refers to the 

son, one surmises that the present text is perhaps not a true rendering of the 

original text. The transition from the feminine term 2BCQ to the masculine 

pronominal suffix is too sudden for us to disregard the difference. If one compares 

CII’s text here with the corresponding BG text, it only strengthens the idea 

that the text of CII has been changed. BG 46,9-11 relates that the mother 

recognized that the abortion of darkness (wOY2€ MNKAKE) was not perfect, because 

-, etc. However, in BG it is merely a natural continuation of @oyze in the 

following N42N OYXOK AN. The latter compares well with C II’s Mnewwane eN 

OYXOK. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that CII or its source has altered an 

expression which compared to ®0Y2€ MNKAKE (the abortion of darkness), to its 

T2BCQ MNKAKE (the veil of darkness or raiment). BG’s tradition “the abortion 

of darkness” can only be said of the son, Ialtabaoth, while C IT’s tradition (“the 

veil of darkness” or “the raiment of darkness”) has a dual meaning. ‘The 

raiment of darkness” can describe the one who wears the clothing of darkness, 

i.e. Ialtabaoth. But “the veil of darkness” can describe the faultering of the 

mother’s light-power which results in the increasing darkness (as mentioned 

above). In the latter interpretation (TeBca MNKAKE) this becomes an expression 

of that which must be implied in C II 61,24-25 where the oblivion (or slip of 

memory) which arose from the darkness of ignorance, must also refer to the 

mother’s relationship to the world of light where she belongs. 

The alteration of CII’s text which we seem to be able to trace here, thus 

illustrates a weakening of the anthroporphic character of the high beings: “the 

abortion of darkness” has become “‘the veil of darkness”. The difference between 

C II 61,24~25 and BG 45,14-15 should perhaps also have been in this relationship. 

Obviously, BG also has a play on the word (ENI@EPE) ae is by its “‘she walked 

to and fro (€CNA €CNHY) in the darkness of i ignorance’, while C II seems more 

distant from any reference to this word with its tradition of “‘an oblivion (forget- 

fulness) came upon her in the darkness of ignorance”. We do not have linguistic 
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criteria that there was a text revision in this particular place, as we have in 

C II 61,33-34, but by comparing it with the obvious change it seems prepon- 

derantly likely that a text change also occurred in C Il 61,24 from an earlier 

text which corresponded to the one preserved in BG €CNA €CNHY 2M MKAKE, to 

the form we now have in CII AyBYe Wane NAC 2M NKAKE. This also involved 

a diminishing of the strongly anthropomorphic character: the mother no longer 

goes to and from as a desperate woman out in the dark, but an oblivion exists 

for her in the darkness. 

The text parallel to C II 61,36—METANOE! commences again in CdIL2iI 

with +++ ]METANOE! ACPIME, (the parallel which was interrupted by the lacuna 

comprised by the missing pages in C III 19-20). 

C II 62,3-4 MENAHPOMA THPY’ with its THPY’ indicates the assembly of beings 

in the Pleroma, while the NAHPOMA in 1. 6 must describe this assembly’s special 

quality of strength or light. The text of the manuscript is corrected here, the 

letter Y having been added above the line after née, so that it should not read 

“the total Pleroma’”’ but “¢heir total Pleroma’’; thereby excluding any misunder- 

standing: it must involve the power which makes the beings perfect. MAHPQMA 

in line 8 of the same page must indicate the same. It is impossible to say when 

the change was made, but it is likely that it was made by the copyist who discovered 

an error in his script or wanted to amplify the meaning. It is difficult to find 

any support in BG and CIII, since BG 47,3 reads nxoK, while C III 21,7-8 

reads NEYNAHPOMA, and the context in BG and CIII varies greatly from that 

in C II. However, C III 21,7-8 by its MEYNAHPQMA seems to make it reasonable 

to assume that also C II may have had a form in its source which corresponded 

to the correxted text in C II 62,6. 

The help which according to C II comes to the mother, does not come from 

her own fellow, but from the highest, namely, from the Holy Spirit who must 

here be identical with the Invisible Spirit. The help does not immediately 

result in the restoration of her perfection, but it aims at a situation where this 

restoration can occur. The plan which is carried out in the following, namely, 

the gradual release of the power from the world of light which was bound in 

the world of darkness, is presented here as an objective: the lack must be restored 

and until this is accomplished, the mother must remain in the kingdom of her 

son. The heaven of the son must be the heaven of Ialtabaoth. It is said that 

the mother should be in “‘the ninth’’, (NMA2wiIT). By this word which is preceded 

by the definite article in masculine, one would instinctively imagine that there 

must be an implied NAION (masculine) owing to the AION mentioned in C II 

62,10, and not a n€ as mentioned in C II 62,11 which is feminine; nevertheless, 

one cannot exclude the possibility that the masculine form NMA2vWIT can be a 

true rendering of a Greek word which referred to the word which in the Greek 

text was the foundation for our NTN, i.e. the masculine word oupavos. C II has 

previously mentioned the seventh heaven (C II 59,9-6), and here “‘the ninth” 

also designates a sphere, no matter whether we call it an aeon or a heaven. It 
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is the heaven of the son, e.g. Ialtabaoth’s heaven, which with one common 

heaven for the twelve powers (as the sign of the zodiac) and one for each of the 

seven archons (as the signs for the planets) under it becomes the ninth.—In 

his edition of BG, W. C. Till translated (p. 135) BG 47,11-13 with “‘ist sie in 

der Neunheit, bis sie ihren Mangel richtig stellt’’. We believe that we must reject 

this translation of TMEe2vITe ““Neunheit”’, because the prefix M€2- is not used to 

form a collective numeral in Coptic; for this the prefix AN- is used, or the Greek 

numeral substantives. On the other hand the prefix M€2- is used in BG 47,12, 

which is the usual method of forming ordinal numbers, and there is no reason 

to assume that a different method was used here. Consequently, one ought to 

read TME2wiTe in BG 47,11—-13 in the sense of the ninth, i.e. heaven (sc. MNE). 

That “the ninth” in C II 62,12 means the ninth heaven, agrees well with the 

following statement that a voice came from the eternal heaven (C II 62,13-14). 

The words which come from the eternal heaven to the mother who is now 

in the ninth heaven, must understood as a comforting reassurance to the mother, 

while she is still outside of her rightful environment. 

Several places of the text in C II 61,32—62,15 show archaic forms and influences 

from Achmimic or Subachmimic, e.g., the prefix MA2- (C II 62,12), which is 

attested several times in C II’s AJ, and is probably an archaic insertion in the 

Sahidic text, even though Mé€2- is more frequently used. Furthermore several 

instances of A- for €- (prep.) occur as in C II 61,33 62,1 62,10 and 62,11. 

Even though the paragraph has much in common with both BG 46,9-47,16 

and C III 21,1-18, but the decisive factors in C II’s tradition depart from the 

two other texts, which also mutually have disagreements in their tradition. The 

divergence in the tradition of the two texts is hardly directly due to scribal 

errors, but to different sources, and even if they are not important in themselves, 

they are important for two reasons. The first reason is that the teaching of the 

texts consequently varies somewhat, the other is that in spite of the great extent 

of the agreement it is otherwise evident that the traditions which preceded our 

versions of AJ have at times followed different ways. 

The most significant difference is the one that according to C II the mother’s 

fellow does not come to her, while both BG (47,4-5) and C III (21,8-9) relate 

that her fellow comes down to her and helps her—C III’s text, in spite of the 

slight damage, does not seem to vary from BG’s. Both BG and CIII present 

the very human picture of her brothers making a plea for her, while C II has 

the more philosophical tone that the entire Pleroma praises the invisible for her 

sake. BG and C III both relate that the Invisible, Holy Spirit mercifully gives 

its promise (AYKATANEYE). This feature is not found in CII, while BG is the 

only source to repeat quite circumstantially hereafter that after the Invisible 

Spirit had given her promise with a nod, then, etc. All three texts mutually 

vary in the following, since C II merely allows the Invisible Spirit to shed some 

of their entire Pleroma over her, while BG states that it is a spirit which is shed 

over her and C III, moreover, calls it a holy spirit. As mentioned, that which is 
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shed comes, according to both CII and C III, from their fulness; according 

to BG, it merely comes from the fulness. In CIlI’s AJ, that which comes 

to her from the fulness in C II 62,8 undoubtedly means that which, according 

to CII 62,5-6, is shed over her from the fulness. It cannot be a case 

of an obvious scribal error in C II’s account that her fellow does not come to 

her; CII is quite convinced that her fellow does not come. This is seen clearly 

in the following AAAA (C II 62,8) which serves to emphasize that which on the 

other hand did come to her. Neither is there any parallel to this in BG or C III. 

Nevertheless, the fact that both BG and C III relate that Pronoia played a role 

in the restoration of the mother’s lack, and at least BG (C IJI—21,13—has a 

lacuna here) also states that it is the great ignorance which has been discovered 

in the mother which causes her to remain in the ninth heaven; C II makes no 

mention of this. The rather human features of the account at this point are also 

missing in CII. In turn, CII is the only text to stress the exaltation of the 

voice which sounds, since only C II 62,13-14 relates that it comes from the 

eternal, high heaven. 

Otherwise, the three versions of AJ have so much in common that one wonders 

why and when certain changes have been made in the tradition, and where they 

were made. Has C II’s tradition been changed, or BG’s and C III’s? When, as 

in our opinion, it is C II’s tradition which has undergone changes, it is due, 

not least, to observations in the evaluation of C II 61,33 ff. where we believed 

that the original text was changed in comparison with BG 46,9-11, and from 

which we also believed that we could prove an alteration in C II 61,24-25 in 

comparison to BG 45,14-15. This also involves a decrease in the human features 

in the account of C II in comparison to BG’s tradition. On the basis of obser- 

vations in C II 61,33—34, we also venture to assume that the same decrease was 

continued in the entire account of precisely this series of events in C II. 

62,15—68,5 ((partly) BG 47,16-52,11 # (partly) C III 21,18-2). 

The Creation of Man as an Immaterial Being in the World of Darkness. 

62,15-34 An Image of a Man is Revealed. (# BG 47,16—48,10 4 C III 21,18- 

22,3 (fragmentary). 

The words from the high heaven to the mother comfort her, but they also 

have the effect that when Protarchon heard them and saw the image of a man 

shine in the darkness, he decides to imitate the image in order to have a light. 

Ialtabaoth makes the false assumption that it must be his mother who has spoken 

the words; this is due to Jaltabaoth’s ignorance and isolation from the world 

of light—the mother had surrounded him by a cloud (C II 58,14 ff.). Here, 

Ialtabaoth is called NPQTAPXQN for the first time in C II’s AJ. This designation 

is used ten times in all in this manuscript; however, it is merely the form which 

is the basis of the Copticized designation NYOPN NAPXQN which initially find in 

CII 58,20, and which is found a total of 5 times in this version of AJ. Consequently 
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both forms are current. The definite or indifinite article is never used in connec- 

tion with NPQTAPXON in CII’s AJ; the word seems to be used as a personal 

name. } 

L. 19 MHTPONATOP here as well as in C II 53,6 ff. must indicate Barbelo, even 

though it is masculine here, whereas in C II 53,5-6 it was feminine. In C II 

53,9 Barbelo is described as male-female, and among the designations used about 

Barbelo in C II 53,4 ff. both masculine and feminine words are used. In C II 

53,4—5, Barbelo is called the first thought in his image; according to C II 53,1-3 

she is perfected by the Spirit, and in C II 53,16, she is obviously called Pronoia. 

The same assertions are used here in C II 62,19 ff. about the Metropator. Here 

is the important explanation of why the Metropator can be called the first man: 

it is because the Metropator or Barbelo, as this being is also called, which 

according to C II 53,4-5 is in the image of the Invisible Spirit, has the shape 

of man.—Here the Invisible is called MIA2OPATOC; the ending -0C certainly does 

not require an implied NEINT, but can easily indicate an implied MANA since we 

have the words A2OPATOC MMNA in both CII 54,4 and CII 54,26. Whether it 

is the Invisible Spirit or the Metropator (Barbelo) who is called the father of 

the All could seem dubious, but the relative clause which is a nominal clause 

with its demonstrative NAi points back to MIA2OPATOC, so it must be the Invisible 

who is called father of the All here. 

The Metropator taught them, or as it should probably be translated: showed 

himself to them;—the word TCe€BO can mean instruct, teach or show, and in 

this context it is probably reflexive. At any rate, the teaching consists in that 

the Protarchon and his powers are allowed to see an image of the Metropator. 

This is indicated by the phrase in C II 62,23 which is introduced by the explana- 

tory X€. In the parallel texts, both BG and C III are damaged, but C III 21,21 

seems to have an A[4]OYQN2 NAY €BOA corresponding to C II 62,19. This merely 

supports the translation chosen here (cf. W.C. Till, Koptische Grammatik 

(1955), § 262, note 27). A common Greek word is certainly the basis for the 

different translations of the two texts. C II’s choice of the term AYTCEBOOY, is 

probably due to the influence of that which is stated immediately prior to the 

new chain of events: that Ialtabaoth did not know, etc. This ignorance is somewhat 

remedied when the Metropator makes him wiser by showing himself to him, or 

by teaching him and his powers; both of these meaning are contained in the 

word. 

The last of the designations which are used about the Metropator in CII 

62,19-23 is the first man; the image which Ialtabaoth and his powers are allowed 

to see is an image of a man. This seems to indicate clearly a connection with 

the words which the voice from the eternal heaven let the mother hear: “Man 

exists and the son of Man”’. 

Now we are better prepared to determine what the Apocryphon of John means 

by this assertion. We have seen that the Metropator is called the first man (cf. 

C II 53,5-6), and in C II 54,15-16 Christ is called the only son of Metropator.— 
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We could also use the words Barbelo or Pronoia as designations of Metropator. 

Consequently, man is Barbelo (or Metropator) and the son of man is Christ 

(e.g. the only son). 

In the coming struggle which according to AJ involves the flame of light from 

the eternal heaven, it is constantly these two, Barbelo (Metropator) and Christ, 

who aid this spark of light. The words about man and the son of man refer 

to these two assisting strengths, but at the same time, as we see now, to comfort 

the mother they also serve to introduce an action in the world of Ialtabaoth, 

an action which commences when Ialtabaoth and his powers see an image of 

something which they have not seen before, namely, a man. 

Ialtabaoth and his powers’s view of man is most indirect: it is just a reflection 

in the water they see. The lowest region of the heavenly light casts its glow 

upon the water. The water is defined as lying above the matter; the word MOOY 

can mean rain, but the idea behind C II 62,26-28 may also be inspired by Gen 

1,7. It is by looking at the water that the Protarchon and his powers see the 

image. Although it actually states that they see all of the lowest region which 

glowed, apparently they did not see an image there; it is definitely emphasized 

that it is in the water that they see it (the emphasis consists in that 2PAi 2M 

nmooy is brought forward in front of the object and placed just after the verb). 

The details concerning Ialtabaoth’s looking at the waters is undoubtedly an 

attempt to stress the distance between the world of light and the world of 

darkness; the exalted character of the light world is stressed. The revelation 

which is mentioned in C II 62,29-30 consists of the appearance of the image 

as related in C II 62,33-34. 

The corresponding accounts in BG and C III are handed down in damaged 

condition in these two papyri. C II is also damaged here, but the lacuna is very 

small and it is easier to restore it (a proposed reading in C II 62,38: A4P[OYOEI|N 

in C II 62,29: noy[oeIN NtTN]J€ and in C II 62,30: oYQNe [AY]Q). We will retain 

the conjecture which W. C. Till proposed in his edition of BG p. 134, note 20, 

to BG 47,20 €[BOA 2M MxIce A4¥::-], but we will continue it so that it reads 

€[BOA 2M Mmxice AYTCABJOY (cf. C II 62,18-19 and C III 21,19-22). The text 

handed down in CIII is even more impaired. Nevertheless, one can see that 

this text as well as BG’s deviates from C II’s; particularly by being somewhat 

shorter. C III and BG have not—nor have they ever had—the long series of 

assertions about the Metropator and the Invisible Spirit which C II 62,19-23 

contains, but the assertions found in BG and the remnants of those in C III 

are also found in CII’s series. The account of circumstances at the revelation 

is also significantly shorter in BG and C III than in CII. BG and CII relate 

nothing about the quaking or trembling (the phenomena which, as stated earlier, 

often accompany the revelation), and they relate nothing about the role which 

the light and the water above matter have played. C III does not even seem to 

have stated that the image was a figure of man, although BG does include this 

information. BG and CIII, moreover, depart from CII by having a slightly 
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different tradition at the end of the account: according to BG and CIII the 

one who reveals himself is The Blessed, C III in 21,24 involves a NTEYIAEA and 

not as in C II 62,21 a T2iIKQN; BG and C III both relate that the revelation was 

welcomed with acclamation (KATANEYE€) by the powers—BG more precisely 

states the seven powers—which in both texts comprise a troop of archons 

(APXONTIKH). On the other hand, C II describes the reaction of the powers as a 

stare, and prior to this described their trembling. 

How can this difference in C II’s tradition from BG’s and CIII’s account 

be explained? The tenor of the preceding paragraph of C II seems to be an 

emphasis of the sublime and a diminishing of the human features. The same 

tenor is found here in C II 62,15-34 in comparison with the account of BG 

and C III: the great number of assertions about the Metropator and the Invisible 

Spirit have the effect of a series of lauding words where each word leads to 

another. The extreme indirectness of the revelation discloses a reluctance towards 

the idea that the world of darkness should be able to perceive the beings of 

light, and the details in the revelation in C II stress the exaltation of the light. 

Actually, BG and C III merely present the same teaching as C II, using fewer 

words and a less dramatic presentation: by the reflection in the water of an 

image the powers are allowed to see the figure. C II has also stressed the sublime 

in its rendering, and during the history of the tradition this may have caused 

an expansion of the text. 

The words which CII, and then BG and CII use to describe the reaction 

_ of the powers deserve special attention. They are, respectively, elapme (C II 

62,30) and KATANEYE (BG 48,6; C III 22,1). To my knowledge the word €lNPME 

in this form is found only in one other instance in Coptic literature, also in 

CIl’s AJ, CII 68,32, where it must mean stare. On the other hand, an other 

form €19PM is frequently attested as in CII’s AJ. This word usually means 

stare, and often means stare with amazement or surprise, agape; but precisely in 

this text it is found in the meaning of approve, sanction—a sense which has 

never been attested previously, but which compares exactly to BG’s KATANEYE 

in the parallel instance (e.g., C II 54,34 # BG 31,6-7). Nevertheless, we have 

an isolated instance of €19PM for veUeiv in Prov 4,25 instead of LXX’s VEVELV. 

This word veweiv could have been the basis for both C II’s eiapme (C II 62,30) 

and BG’s and CIII’s KATANEYE (BG 48,6; C III 22,1) since it could have the 

meaning of stare as well as approve. 

63,1-13 The Powers Reproduce the Image of Man (# BG 48,10-49, # CIIl 

22,3-18 (damaged)). 

Ialtabaoth’s and his powers’ objective in creating a man is clearly expressed. 

in C II 63,4-5: it is to attain light. The same is presented again as the motive 

for calling him Adam (C II 63,12-13). Ialtabaoth’s request to his powers to help 

him create a man uses nearly the same words as Gen 1,26. The purpose of the 

revelation in C II 62,18-34 is not stated, but as indicated by the subsequent 

Giversen — 16 
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action it is to make Ialtabaoth and his powers recreate the image which they 

saw. The plan is completely successful: in the image of the reflection they have 

seen the powers create a man of their own substance, each power contributing 

that which is characteristic of himself. The fact that the powers want to call 

the creation Adam in order to attain a light-strength does not indicate that the 

author of the Apocryphon of John did not know the meaning of the word Adam, 

but should rather be interpreted as an expression of the author’s subtle presen- 

tation of the powers of darkness as being ignorant: man was named as an 

introduction to the coming of the glow of light (C II 62,14 ff.), and in order to 

make their creation shine the powers also call it man (C II 63,11-13). 

C II 60,24 ff. related that Ialtabaoth created everything in the image of the 

light world, but it emphasizes that he did not see these images, but imitated 

them unconsciously. However, now he has seen a picture of the First Man, 

and this is also imitated. Thus, the world of light remains the world which is 

imitated in Ialtabaoth’s creation. 

C II 63,6 MAIN means sign, symbol, feature or peculiarity. The interpretation 

of this word is very important to the understanding of C II 63,6-9. Does KATA 

MMAIN refer to the prototype’s peculiarity or to the characteristic features each 

of the powers bore? The same question arises with regard to AYt NOYMAEIN 

in C II 63,7. The words in 63,6 ENTAY+ MMOOY give little help, since they are 

just as ambiguous. On the other hand, the limitation which seems to be implied 

in the words as a result of the insertion in C II 63,8, more closely defining 

OYMAEIN, namely 2PAi 2N TEYWYXIKH (C II 63,9), might help us. They show that 

it involves features which do not have character of the light world, but merely 

the psychic wYXIKH nature of the world of darkness. Thereby, it seems certain 

that the signs which are given to the powers in C II 63,6, do not designate 

their own peculiarities, but are signs which characterize the prototype, while 

the symbols they give to the figure (C II 63,7) must be symbols of a lower 

nature, although they compare to the higher nature of the ideal they themselves 

had. 

L. 8-9 the masculine suffix in ENTAY- and AY- must modify the individual 

power, even though C II 63,7 clearly uses the feminine form to modify the same 

word. 

There are pronounced influences of Achmimic in this section. We find them 

in CII 63,2 where AMHEINE is Achmimic 2nd plural imperative for Sahidic 

AMHEITN, and in C II 63,4 where AP€- NA- is prefix for II future in Achmimic 

for Sahidic €Pe- NA-. 

BG and C III vary somewhat from C II in their corresponding sections, but 

mutually there are only slight variations. However, C III is severely damaged. 

In BG and C III, the summons to reproduce the image is initiated by a majority 

of powers, and not by just a single power as in C II. The verbal forms employed 

agree well with this, since BG and CTIII express the mutual request by an 

optative, while C II begins with an imperative and continues with a conjunctive. 
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The choice of terms in all three texts’ rendering of the request are very similar 

to the Coptic translation of Gen 1,26; but there are disagreements. All three 

texts use the expression ‘“‘God’s image’’, where Genesis reads ‘“‘our image’’, but 

C II is the only one of the three texts which continues as Gen 1,26 with NNEINE 

(C II 63,3) cf., e.g., the Genesis text edited by R. Kasser, CSCO vol. 177; the 

form quoted by P. de Lagarde (Der Pentateuch Koptisch) TENINI must be an 

error, since INI is masc.; instead of “‘our likeness” C III (and BG) reads “‘his 

likeness’’, and BG—by using an ellipsis—reads God’s image and (God’s) likeness. 

On the other hand, the introductory optative in BG and CIII agrees exactly 

with Gen 1,26. BG and C III do not state that he creates a being (OY2YNOCTACIC) 

like CII, but that they (the powers) formed a creation (OYMNAACMA); (CII 

63,9-10; BG 48,16-17; C III 22,8). CII merely relates that the name (CII 

63,12) will shine for them, but BG 49,8 relates that it is both his name and 

strength (TE460M) which will shine, and in the nearly fragmentary C III 22,16-17 

it appears as if there was a similar tradition. All three texts relate that it is in 

this manner that the powers will procure light for themselves. BG’s and C III’s 

words concerning the name and the strength undoubtedly testify to the presence 

of an idea which is revealed later in the Apocryphon of John: that which causes 

the form of man to shine and dominate is the strength which Ialtabaoth infused 

in it. However, this is an event which is not related until later, and thus, the 

fact that these versions of the Apocryphon of John also mention the strength 

as a source of light, must depend on a subsequent development, and C II’s 

version which does not mention the strength here must be an earlier form. This 

also applies to CII’s initial reference to the image as a source of light (C II 

63,4). Here where the others are urged to make a creation, a motive like that 

found in CII naturally belongs, and when such a motive is not found in BG 

and C III, it is reasonable to assume that it has been omitted because one has 

been thinking of the words in Gen 1,26, and because the following motives for 

calling him Adam (BG 49,7-9, cf. the fragmentary C III 22,16-18) could replace 

the omission to some extent. The above mentioned dialectal variations are found 

at this very point in C II 63,4 (and 63,2); in any case they suggest a certain 

age, and should probably be regarded as stemming from an earlier source which 

was influenced by Achmimic rather than being interpreted as more recent 

interpolations, for such would have been completely revised in to Sahidic. 

63,13-23 The Powers First Create Seven Spiritual Substances (4 BG 49,9-50,4 

# CIII 22,18(19)-23,6 (damaged)). 

While the preceding paragraph in C II merely related the main features of 

the creation of man, it is now followed by a teaching of the details of this creation. 

From this appears that the Apocryphon of John visualizes man created by the 

powers as consisting of seven substances: bones, sinews, flesh, marrow, blood, 

skin and hair, all having “‘psychic’”’ character and each one produced by one 

of the seven strengths which Ialtabaoth earlier associated with his powers. Each 
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of these seven strengths has names indicating qualities or ideas which the Apo- 

cryphon of John intends to indicate as inherent in the substances which they 

produce. Just as the qualities and the ideas are of an immaterial nature, thus 

the designation “soul” wYxH describing the seven substances also designates 

something immaterial. The use of the term agrees well with the traditional 

distinction between spirit, soul and matter, and the founding of the material 

body in which the immaterial qualities are enclosed is not accounted for until 

later in the Apocryphon of John (C II 68,5—70,28). 

BG and CIII here diverge from CII, but they also vary mutually in so far 

as it is possible to ascertain from the extremely damaged text of C III. When 

BG and CIII both have had the powers start at the bottom, while C II merely 

states that they began, it agrees with the sequence of the seven substances in 

the remembrance where the coarser and heavier parts are mentioned first (bones, 

sinews, flesh, etc.), and there is an increasing degree of delicacy in the emanations 

(from bones to hair). C II has nothing which compares to BG’s (and C III’s) 

XIN MECHT. It is possible that it is omitted by CII, because its following text 

presents a detailed account of the formation of the human being, and introduces 

this account by saying that the first began by creating the head; thereafter, it 

itemizes the individual parts of the man, from the head and downwards (C II 

63,29 ff.). The fact that this description goes from top to toe might have resulted 

in the omission of a remark that the powers began from the bottom (as in BG 

49,10 and CIII 22,19) in the emanation of the substances. BG and C III, 

however, contain no description comparable to C II 63,29 ff, and therefore, they 

have nothing which contradicts the words relating that the strengths began at 

the bottom. 

While C II’s enumeration of the seven different strengths in 63,13—23, follows 

the same sequence as its first enumeration in C II 60,10—25, as mentioned before 

(p. 226), BG’s enumeration in BG 49,9-50,4 varies from its first enumeration 

in BG 43,6-44,4; furthermore, this enumeration (as mentioned before) also varies 

from C II. CIII’s tradition is very fragmentary here, but its tradition consisting 

of the remnants of one single word ([-+-KAY]MA in C III 22,22-23) is of signific- 

ant value for the understanding of the development of the text. See also p. 226f. 

—Except for the type of “‘soul’’, the long addition in BG 49,17-19 is not found 

in C III in the account concerning the fourth power, but after the words about 

the soul of the sixth power (C III 23,45); even though the assertion is a little 

shorter it does concern the entire body as in BG. Furthermore, there is the 
important difference between C II on one side, and BG and CIII on the other 
side, that in the latter texts the seven powers themselves are the particular 
seven “‘souls”, but in the former the seven powers create the seven “‘souls” 
mentioned there. C II must have an earlier tradition than BG and C III which 
by being concerned with a definite teaching regarding the problem with which 
powers the different substances could be identified, disregarded the foundation 
for this teaching and neglected to record how each of the powers created the 
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substances. It may have happened under the influence of the first enumeration 

of the powers which is also merely an identification. Instead, their creation is 

mentioned collectively at the end. 

63,23-65,6 The Host of Angels Creates the Individual Parts of the Body (C II 

63,23-29: BG 50,6-11 # C III 23,7-11). 

Apparently it was important for CII’s AJ to present a detailed account of 

the construction of the human body. While the text in C II 63,1-13 initially 

taught the general features of man’s genesis, it made a transition in C II 63,13-—23 

to explain the details where the substances entered the nature of man; thereupon 

the text proceeds to relate the minute details telling who has created each and 

every part of the body, who was responsible for it, which passions govern man, 

and which powers are responsible for these. Of the long enumeration in C II, 

we find parallels to its introductory and concluding lines in BG and CIII; a 

long section of CII, running from C II 63,29 to C II 67,10 must be regarded 

as a tradition completely exclusive to Codex II’s Apocryphon of John. Whether 

or not one regards this long section as an organic part of the Apocryphon of 

John, in its present tradition it contributes to give C II’s Apocryphon of John a 

very specific character in comparison to BG’s and C III’s Apocryphon of John. 

The host of angels in C II 63,23 is mentioned before in C II 61,6 and CIl 

61,30-31; it is comprised of the 365 angels which are enumerated in C II 59,25 

(cf. C II 67,3). The work of this host is represented by the psychic substances 

created by the powers, and their creativity consists of the creation of the individual 

parts as well as the combination of them. 

BG and CIII agree to some extent with CII’s account here, even though 

the expression “‘host of angels” is not used in them. In BG it does not appear 

until the text which corresponds to the end of the long enumeration in C II, 

i.e. in BG 50,13-14 ¢ CII 67,11 (where it merely reads ail the angels and 

demons). Unfortunately, C III is quite fragmentary. The texts correspondingly 

say that the angels place themselves; CII is the only one to mention the seven 

substances, but otherwise the texts also agree in their remarks about them.— 

The ending of 2ixaoy in BG 50,7 must have caused the copyist to forget a 

TAMIOY (cf. W. C. Till’s ed. of BG, p. 141). 

So far the texts agree fairly closely with each other, but then CII in 63,29 

commences its long teaching about the details, while BG 50,11—and C IIl’s 

remnants in 23,12-14 seem to agree—very briefly presents a conclusion of its 

account about the angels. 

Unfortunately, C II’s special material is not handed down entirely without 

holes in the papyrus, nor is it always rendered in correct linguistic terms; therefore 

our understanding of parts of this specific material must necessarily be encumbered 

with a degree of uncertainty, although this only applies to parts of it. Since 

we have no basis for comparison with BG and C III here, our investigation of 

this section can be brief. 
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It is important to establish firmly that the section in C II which is introduced 

by C II 63,29 nyopn ---- in its present form seems to join the preceding section 

as a natural continuation of it. When C II has hitherto mentioned a number of 

beings collectively, it usually introduced a following enumeration of their names, 

their type or their functions; this occurs in C II 58,28, 59,16 59,26 60,15 and 

63,14. This enumeration is consistently begun with the first (NYOPN or TYOPN). 

Therefore, it falls completely within C II’s usual mode of presentation when 

in C II 63,29 just after having named the work of the host of angels collectively, 

an enumeration of the details commences with its nyopn ---. This merely 

illustrates the usual composition of C II’s Apocryphon of John. Nevertheless, 

it is unusual that it does not continue by mentioning the second, the third, etc., 

which is otherwise generally used, but this can easily be explained by observing 

that the great number which are to be enumerated would hamper such a number- 

ing. Thus, if C II 63,29 ff. is an interpolation which did not originally belong 

in CII’s AJ, at least it is inserted in such a way that one is not aware of it here. 

Perhaps the contents of the section and its conclusion can give us another 

impression. 

Unfortunately, as mentioned before, there are lacunae in the text, and no 

parallel texts assist us in restoring them. Nevertheless, the context indicates that 

it first states that the creation began with the head, and thereafter the actual 

enumeration follows beginning with the angel who created its (man’s) head. 

Only the beginning is composed in complete sentences; first the name of the 

angel involved is mentioned, then the verb follows in I perfect, and then the 

object in the accusative, as we find in C II 63,31-32. The verb is soon dropped, 

and the accusative mark before the object is also frequently missing (e.g. C II 

63,34 NMAAXE, C II 64,32 NMHPOC), so that one only has the sequence presented 

in the beginning of the sentence to show the function of the units and where they 

belong. The necessity of adhering to this sequence is indicated by the question 

concerning the frame of reference for the word AABHPNIOYM in C II 65,6, where 

there are several other possibilities, if one does not maintain the first sequence 

presented. Not only because of the linguistic mistakes the transcript is charac- 

terized by a certain degree of carelessness, but the writing also reflects a lack 
of precision; e.g., even though the scribe usually renders the names of the 
individual angels with a horizontal line above, he occasionally omits it as in 
MIAMAI in C IT 65,6 or in BEAOYK’ in 64,28. Something also seems to be missing 
in the contents. The text usually mentions the pairs of bodily parts separately: 
first, the right palm, then the left, first the right hand, then the left, etc; but 
this detailed enumeration even fails to mention some of the bodily parts; thus, 
although the left shoulder is mentioned (C II 64,6), the right is not, and even 
though the left hip (or loin) is mentioned (C II 64,18), the right one is not. 

Several of the designations used for the parts of the body are of Greek origin 
as, €.g., OTAPUAN (C II 64,3), opdvBuAos (C II 64,4), KoiAia (C II 64,15), UTroyév- 
Spios (CII 64,16), etc. On the other hand, it is more difficult to determine the 
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origin of the names of the angels which CII’s Apocryphon of John names as 

the creators of the various parts of the body. A few of them are Greek or Greek- 

sounding, others, as for example those which have the endings -HA or -2® are 

more reminiscent of Semitic terms. If one disregards the mentioning of some 

of the seven powers, there remain in this and the following section Citi Li's 

AJ’s account of the creation of the human body more than a hundred names 

which are only mentioned this one time. All of them are names which sounded 

foreign to those who employed the language in which our present Apocryphon 

of John is extant, but they are names which perhaps by their very unfamiliarity 

are intended to impress the reader. That this particular paragraph in the Apocry- 

phon of John must have had one or more sources, even though neither BG nor 

C III contains a parallel, is indicated by two features. In this manner, one can 

most easily explain the isolated position which the term AABHPNIOYM in Cll 

65,6 assumes by concluding that something following this word in the source 

has been forgotten, for the word AABHPNIOYM cannot modify the preceding 

NEIEIB NOYPHTE, since the sequence in the enumeration has so far been that of 

subject-+ (possible) verb+-object. Nor can it modify the following, because in 

C II 65,7 a Greek conjunction follows which must assume the second position 

in the clause. The fact that the long enumeration of unfamiliar names have 

also been successful in avoiding repetitions (most closely related are C II 65,27 

APXENTEXOA and C II 65,33 APXENAEKTA), could indicate that the Apocryphon 

of John is not citing names derived from pure imagination, but names which 

have an established tradition in a source. The omissions which the text seems 

to contain also implicate a source; the copyist has confused the first NTNA2BE 

of a source with its last NTNA2Be and therefore did not follow it by NOYNAM but, 

on the contrary, by NeBoyP (C II 64,5-6), and the same has occurred with a 

MNKEAENKE2 of the source (C II 64,6-7) and NT+ne (C II 64,18). 

In its present form the section in CII 63,23-65,8 seems to enumerate the 

names of 69 angels, even though a couple of names are only partially preserved 

because of the damage of the papyrus. If one includes the three names which 

must have been omitted by a scribal error, we reach a total of 72 as the probable 

number of angels enumerated in this section. 

The section is a melothesis which combines the internal organs of the body 

as well as its exterior parts with the angelic powers. C II 65,7-8 informs us that 

these angelic powers are installed by the seven. It seems as if AJ has forgotten 

how it previously related that each one of the angels created its part, and now 

instead teaches that the angels are merely placed as rulers of the individual 

parts. Admittedly, the Apocryphon of John states that the seven installed them, 

but nevertheless only mentions the names of four, namely the first four of the 

twelve powers enumerated in C II 58,27 ff., since the one mentioned in C II 

58,32 KAAIAAOYMEPI, is merely called KAAIAA, a name which compares well with 

the name which BG and CIII both have in their parallels to C II 58,32 in 

place of C II’s KAAIAAOYMBPI, i.e., FAAIAA (BG 40,8 and C III 16,23). 
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65,8-32 Other Powers Ruling the Parts of the Body, and the Rulers of these 

Powers. 

A total of 30 other powers are now enumerated as being active in the parts 

of the body. They are names having the same character as those in the preceding 

enumeration. The parts of the body which are now enumerated, with the 

exception of a few, are all included in the preceding enumeration, and they 

are found here in nearly the same sequence; nevertheless, this second enumeration 

varies from the first in certain respects. With the exception of the seven which 

are mentioned at the end as being above the others, the enumeration comprises 

only thirty powers here, while the first enumeration involved more than twice 

this number, probably seventy-two angels. Furthermore, the latter enumeration 

does not seem to involve the internal organs which the first also included, but 

only the more exterior parts. It is conspicuous that the second enumeration of 

the parts of the body uses only relatively few Greek designations, actually, only 

four out of thirty, while the first uses Greek words for at least every fourth of 

the parts of the body listed. Moreover, the Greek words employed in the second 

enumeration all seem to be used in the first enumeration as well. On the other 

hand, none of the seven powers mentioned at the end of the second enumeration 

is included in the first; indeed only one of the names, OYPIHA (C II 65,30) 

resembles any of the names which C II has mentioned elsewhere; it can resemble 

but certainly has nothing in common with OPIHA in CII 56,9 and QPQiHA in 

C II 57,14, which designate a being in the kingdom of light, namely, the second 

light. Nevertheless, there was an exact agreement between the four of the seven 

powers mentioned in the first enumeration (C II 65,8) and the first four of the 

twelve powers mentioned previously in C II 58,28 ff, even as the first name 

(65,8) is already mentioned in C II 58,29, 59,26 and 60,16. In the second enume- 

ration of the thirty parts of the body, the Apocryphon of John has consistently 

rendered the particular part in the definite form, apparently nominative, but 

actually having an implied 2PAi 2N before it based on C II 65,9 2PAi 2N NMEAOC, 

while in the first enumeration it seems as if the accusative was originally used 

in connection with the object. 

Is there any connection between the two enumerations, and what is the 

relationship between them? In spite of the digressions which have been pointed 
out, there are, as mentioned, also similarities which indicate that the two enu- 
merations are placed side by side merely by coincidence. With the exception 
of one part of the body—tTMecTzHT—the second enumeration only mentions 
parts which were all mentioned in the first enumeration, and moreover, in the 
same terms. Furthermore, it is significant that none of the sixteen Greek desig- 
nations which the first enumeration has in addition to the second, is rendered 
in the second by Coptic designations. If the second enumeration had been 
completely independent of the first, it would have been logical that both enu- 
merations used different designations for the same part of the body, and this 
would have stood out clearly where the one enumeration had used Greek desig- 
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nations. However, such is not the case. The relationship between the two 

enumerations seems to be that the latter shall be interpreted as an excerpt of 

the first, and excerpt comprising a definite group, where other angelic powers 

were also active (cf. C II 65,9 KATA MeEPOC). This interpretation is not shaken 

by the circumstance that the second enumeration, as stated above, has mentioned 

one part of the body which is not found in the first, because this circumstance 

can easily be explained when one recalls the carelessness which the copyist 

displayed elsewhere in the preceding section. 

This paragraph is only impaired by single lacuna, but unfortunately it occurs 

precisely where the verb has been, CII 65,29; two readings seem possible, namely, 

either NEY[TOWOY] E2PAi 21XN NAi THPOY, which is supported by CII 65,7 

NENTAYTOWOY AE E2PAi EXN NAi THPOY, or NEY[WOON] E2PAi 21XN NAi THPOY. 

On the basis of C II 65,7, however, the first should probably be preferred, but 

this phrase is scarcely important for the proposed interpretation concerning the 

two enumerations. 

65,32-67,2 Powers who Rule Human Abilities and Passions. 

While the preceding account in CII’s AJ from CII 63,29 to CII 65,32 

expounded the construction of the human body and the angelic powers which 

were involved, now it is no longer man’s body, but its abilities and passions 

which are reviewed. This review is just as thorough as the preceding one, but 

here the Apocryphon of John is not content to present a systematic enumeration ; 

it includes a systematic explanation of the source of the various passions and 

the activity of each of them. Neither do the versions in BG and C III contain a 

parallel to this explanation. 

C II 65,32-33 has the plural forms N€T2IXN NAICOHCIC, whereas the singular 

is consistently used in the following; this, however, is scarcely an error in CII 

65,32-33 but the plural form NAIC@HCIC must be used to denote the individual 

senses here, not perception which seems rather, to be expressed with the following 

TANAAHMWIC in C II 65,33-34. In addition to the senses, it seems to involve 

the conscious mental life: understanding and imagination are named, but because 

of a lacuna the third term in the series cannot be determined with certainty. 

It appears to be a masculine word sinse a is preserved just before the lacuna, 

and this n is probably the definite article in the masculine form. The three 

areas which the Apocryphon of John named before were all feminine words, 

and thus, if the term were Greek, one could probably expect a feminine word, 

but since it seems to be followed by a masculine word, one ventures to assume 

that a Coptic word followed. However, since we have nothing certain to go on, 

a conjecture must be made with extreme caution; a word like NnX[ON]4, union, 

unicy, would fit well into the context and the remnants of the letters as found 

in Pl. 65 line 35 are not difficult to combine with a reading like NnX[ON}4. 

C II 65,32 ff. should either be interpreted as nominal clauses with implied 
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copula, or as units in the succinct enumeration where the verb is not necessary 

to the understanding. 

The four powers who are named as being above these abilities sound like 

names which are just as foreign as the preceding names. The most conspicuous 

name is APXENAEKTA C II 65,33, which resembles the name used earlier for 

one of the angels who rules over the body: APXENTEXOA (C IT 65,27), however, 

it is imperative to point out that the words are not spelled exactly alike, and 

that the pronunciation of them was different enough to allow one to hear the 

difference so that it is not necessary to interpret the similarity as a mistake. 

Oddly enough, the Apocryphon of John in C II 66,2 abruptly proceeds to 

relate, not about angels, but about daemons which rule over certain things. 

The Apocryphon of John has not used this term before in the text in C IT;it 

is used only six times in all in C II’s Apocryphon of John, and of these, three 

occur in the paragraph exclusive to this version, the fourth occurrence makes 

the transition from this specific material to the resumption of the parallel account. 

The fifth time, it is used in C II’s Apocryphon of John is the only time that 

it has a parallel in BG 72,7 and C III 37,10 where it is the only instance in the 

AJ of these two texts; the sixth instance in C II (C II 79,18) has no parallel 

in BG nor CIII. 

This clearly illustrates that it is particularly C II’s Apocryphon of John which 

teaches about the daemons. It is also done with thoroughness. First, it relates 

about the sources of the daemons, comprising the pairs of contrasts: heat— 

cold, dampness—dryness, which in turn is ascribed to T2YAH. Only then are 

the names of the daemons mentioned who are the rulers of these four. The mother 

of these four daemons who is mentioned in C II 66,11-12, ONOPOOXPACAEI, 

should probably be understood as the ruller of T2YAH, who is indeed the mother 

of heat, cold, etc. 

The daemon-mother’s close connection with the substance is explained by 

the fact that she nourishes them, and this must mean that the four sources of 

the daemons stem directly from T2YAH, and that the four daemons themselves 

are indirectly dependent on T2YAH. These four daemons and the four sources, heat, 

cold, etc., seem to be conceived of as being outside the body, for the following 

enumerates four leading daemons which must have had their station inside the 

body (C II 66,14-18); these four daemons must stem from the four ‘‘founts” 

mentioned in C II 66,2 as the fount of the daemons for the whole body. The 

four daemons are characterized by the pairs of contrasts to which they are 

attached: lust—pain, desire—fear, just as the four founts mentioned above were 

also pairs of contrasts. In C II 66,18-19, the mother of these daemon-designations 

is also mentioned, but it first seems to name the power to which the daemon 

is attached. This seems especially apparent in the rather vague C II 66,33-67,2 

where it speaks of their true thought; unfortunately, a small lacuna appears 

precisely here in the text so that only the first letters of the key-word in this 
connection are preserved: ANA[  ]. To read ANA[IKH] can fit well with the 
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length of the lacuna, and this reading can fit the context well. However, it is 

certain that this power can be called their true thought because it is joined with 

€COHCICZOYXENINTOH (C II 67,1-2). This being must be identical with the one 

mentioned in C II 66,18-19 ECOHNCICOYXENINTOH, who is indicated there as 

being mother of the daemons of lust, desire, fear and pain. If our conjecture 

is correct, then it is ANATKH from which lust, desire, pain and fear are derived. 

When ANATKH is not mentioned before, it is owing to the fact that the Apocryphon 

of John intermittently expounds the passions and torments which these four 

have caused, and exposition containing a whole catalogue of depravity. 

The account of the beginning of these passions and depravities is systema- 

tically constructed, since for each of the four basic concepts a consequence is 

given. Here, human experience seems to form the basis for the exposition; e.g., 

fear can cause both consternation and flattery, or desire is the root of insatiability 

(or greed) as well as anger. 
This account which is otherwise so thoroughly developed, shows particularly 

by its repetitious, succinct reference to similar depravities or passions (C II 

66,23-24: “--+ and the rest”; C II 66,26: “‘--- and things which are like these” ; 

CII 66,29: ‘“-+ and things which are like these’’) that this is scarcely the original 

forms of the tradition. On the basis of the form we have here, we can surmise a 

little about the development of the text into its present form. The reference to 

“things which are like these” could indicate that, prior to the present tradition, 

during one phase in the history of the development of the Apocryphon of John, 

a more copious and more detailed text existed which also named each of the 

units which the present tradition merely makes reference to by “the rest’’ or 

“things which are like these”. Thus, that which we have here is just an excerpt. 

That this must be so is illustrated by the fact that our version of AJ has otherwise 

been very careful to go into details (e.g., C II 55,30-56,28 where there is an 

exhaustive account of the four lights and the four powers each having three 

aeons). This was also true of the enumerations prior to this section, where each 

individual part of the body and its angel was enumerated (C II 63,13-23; CI 

63,23-65,8; C II 65,8-32); but now the Apocryphon of John seems to have 

tired from the thorough enumeration. In addition to this, we have the distinct 

reference which AJ gives in C II 67,6-10: “There are, however, others over the 

remaining passions, those of whom I have not told you, but if you wish to know 

them, it is written in the book of Zoroastros”. Thus, the Apocryphon of John 

admits not having related everything in this connection, but states where it can 

be found, and at the same time, undoubtedly, where one should seek the source 

which the Apocryphon of John has drawn on here.—In a couple of places where 

the Apocryphon of John mentions the names of the different daemons a question 

arises, whether these names have a meaning or whether it is pure coincidence 

that they resemble, e.g., Greek words. This applies to the name of the daemon 

which according to C II 66,6-7 rules over the heat: ®AOZO%A. The name in- 

stinctively recalls the Greek pAO€=fire, or flame, or to connections with pAd€ as 
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e.g. pAoywtrés=burning; and it might be a conscious construction of the name 

which without actually meaning anything shall, however, lead the reader’s 

thoughts in a definite direction. The same can be true of the name of the mother 

of the daemons which rule over heat, cold etc. About her it is stated that “she 

is unlimited’, and that “she mingles with them all”, and that her name is 

“QNOPOOXPACAEI”, but it also states that she “placed herself in their midst” 

(C II 66,10-13). The name indicated, with its elements, can recall Greek words 

like 6966s, Kp&o1s and derivatives of these. Now it is remarkable that the verb 

which in CII 66,11 expresses the act of the mother: she “places herself”: 

CA2E€ €PATC, sometimes actually translates the Greek dpfotcOat (e.g., Ep Jer 26, 

Bohairic), and it is just as remarkable that the verb which in C II 66,12 is used 

to state that she “mingles” with them: To2 can translate the verb Kepavvuelv 

related to (Isaiah 5,22, Bohairic). The use of this name can also be a conscious 

play on the effect of the daemon without involving actual meaning of the name. 

However, in CA2€ €PATC and in the words from €CYoon to THPOY (incl.) in C II 

66,12-14, it can just as well be an attempt to define the name; and that this 

is probably the case seems to be indicated by the circumstance that the Apocryphon 

of John does not ordinarily contain such an interpretation of the daemons’ actions. 

Nor is there any reason to associate the name of the four leading daemons’ 

mother, who in CII 66,18-19 is called ECOHNCICOYXENINTOH and is certainly 

the same who in CII 67,1-2 is called ECOHCICZOYXENINTOH, with any definite 

meaning, however much it may resemble Greek words like aio@nois or EoOnors 

and Ton. 

67,2-10 Concluding Remarks about the Creation of Man. 

The number of angels comprises a total of three hundred and sixty-five; the 

number compares to that attested in C II 59,25 as the sum of the angels who 

stemmed from Jaltabaoth, but not to the number of names which are recorded 

in the previous section; even though many names are mentioned, it is still far 

from three hundred and sixty-five—for the remaining names John is referred 

to the book of Zoroastros. It seems as though those who are not named include 

only the daemons which are attached to the passions (cf. C II 67,7-8); in this 

manner, one can consider the enumeration of angels attached to the individual 

parts of the body as being complete. Oddly enough, the exclusive material in 

CII’s Apocryphon of John concludes by allowing the work of the angels to 

involve the completion of both the psychic (WYXIKON) and the hylic (2YAIKON) 

human body; it is as if a transition has occurred from the original subject (cf. 

C II 63,6-10 and C II 63,13-29) concerning the creation of the ‘“‘psychic”? man 

to a creation of both the psychic and hylic man (cf. C II 66,34~-35 and CII 

67,3—-6). That man becomes a mortal man with an earthly body, is not related 
until in C II 68,32-69,14. In the context in which this specific paragraph is 
now presented, in spite of the use of the term 2YAIKON, something immaterial 
must be meant by this term, and it must designate the same as that which the 
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text earlier, at the creation of the body, described as N2YNOCTACIC NTETWYXIKH 

(C II 63,25-26), as OYVYXH NCAPZ (C II 63,17-18), as OYWYXH NKAC (C II 63,15) 

or as, €.g., OYWYXH NYAAPE (C IT 63,1-22). On the other hand, it may very well 

be that in the context in which this paragraph perhaps originally belonged, the 

term has signified something quite different from WYXH, as this word is otherwise 

used in C II’s Apocryphon of John. In 67,5—6 both terms seem to have a meaning 

slightly different from the usual one, in that they describe the individual man as 

being equipped with an immaterial body and with a personality which could 

be affected by passions under the influence of the daemon powers. 

The reference to the book of Zoroastros is surely correct, in so far as it appears 

that AJ has made use of another work here, but the title can very well be ficticious, 

used merely to emphasize the authority. However, texts bearing this name were 

in circulation in circles which do not seem distant from texts like the Apocryphon 

of John (cf. Carl Schmidt, Gnostische Schriften in Koptischer Sprache aus dem 

Codex Brucianus, p. 614 ff. and cf. Jean Doresse, Les apocalypses de Zoroastre, 

de Zostrien, de Nicothées, The Bulletin of the Byzantine Institute, II, 1950, p. 

255th); 

Besides Porphyr (Vita Plotini 16), Clemens Alexandrinus has stated that 

manuscripts bearing Zoroastres’s name were in circulation in such groups 

(Cl. Alex. Strom. I, cap. XV. 69,6 (Stahlin p. 144); also Strom. V. cap. XIV. 

103,3 (Stehlin 2, p. 395) mentions Zoroastres as author). Important is Doresse’s 

demonstration that the cryptogram which is placed as a colophon under one of 

the manuscripts from the same find as CII, actually contains an occurrence of 

the title of “Zoroastres’s Treatise” (+--+ AOFOC ZQPOACTP[OY]), but as long as 

this text is not available, any possibility for establishing a connection between 

this text and the one in C II 67,10 is beyond our reach. 

67,10-15 The Body Which Was Created Lies Inactive. (# BG 50,11-51,1 4 

C III 23,12-19). 

The parallels to C II’s tradition are now resumed in BG and C III, although 

they do not immediately compare closely with the text of CII. The latter is 

significant because of its renewed mention of the work of the angels and the 

daemons; its purpose is probably to stress the limitations of the power of these 

beings, which is expressed by the fact that although all of them have taken part 

in the creation, they were not able to make the body move. 

The peculiarity in this repetition of the description of the angels’ creation is 

that here it only involves the embellishment of the ““psychic” body, while only a 

few lines before in the text it related that they perfected both the “psychic” and 

the “hylic” body. The explanation is surely that we have now returned to the 

original idea in C II which was expressed in C II 63,6-10 and C II 63,13-29 

where the creation of the “psychic” man was involved, so that once more only 

the creation of the ‘“‘psychic’”’ is involved. The intervening paragraph’s narration 

about the creation of both the “psychic” and the “‘hylic” body is consequently 
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most aptly interpreted as an interpolation which is adopted from another source 

whose teaching has digressed from the one we have had in the earlier presentation 

in CII’s Apocryphon of John. The use of the terms WYXIKON and 2YAIKON is 

clear evidence supporting this theory, and it supports our interpretation that 

the special material which C II has handed down without parallels in BG and 

C III must be insertions coming from somewhere else. 

The repetition of the narrative concerning their creation of the body is also 

thus explained, in that C II’s Apocryphon of John originally had only the last 

account of it (C II 67,10-12), while the first stems from the text in which the 

insertion occurred. 

‘ The emphasis on the word THPOY in the Coptic text is difficult to render in a 

translation of C II 67,10-11. Literally, the text states: “‘and they all worked, 

namely these angels and daemons”; the word THPOY (‘all’) covers both NIATrEAOC 

and NAAIMQ, so that one must understand the text as: all of the angels and all 

of the daemons worked until the body was completed. 

Thereby, it also becomes clear that this emphasis on all of the angels’ and 

daemons’ efforts leads up to stressing the inferior result which is accounted for 

in C II 67,13-15. That the immobility of the created body is expected by the 

Metropator and its powers, indeed that it is an essential part of the plans for 

the redemption of the fallen power, is not stated here, but this is evident by 

the general context of C II’s account. 

The fact that CII’s account in C II 67,10-15 varies somewhat from BG 

50,11-51,1 and from C III 23,12-19, is best explained as being brought about 

by the editor who inserted the lengthy specific paragraph in C II. This editor 

can very well have found it expedient to omit a remark like the one in BG 

50,13-14: €BOA 2M MMHHWE NAFFEAOC NTAIXOOY NYWOPN because it could be 

misunderstood in connection with CII’s NAi €T€é, MNIXOOY NAK in CII 67,8. 

In the same manner, it is possible that an editor has preferred to revise the 

mention of the seven, as well as the 365 (BG: 360) angels’ powerlessness (BG 

50,16-51,1) to a comprehensive powerlessness of the works of all the angels, 

because the 365 were just names (C II 67,2); the daemons were added because 

they are mentioned in C II’s specific material. 

67,15-68,5 The Spirit is Breathed into Man (~¢ BG 51,1-52,11 4 C III 23,19- 

24,20). 

The endavours to release the strength originating with the mother from the 

Protarchon are carried on, and the motive for making the Protarchon and his 
Powers create a body which at first must lie motionless is now revealed: it was 
an essential part of the scheme to entice the Protarchon to relinquish the power 
he inherited from his mother. The powers of light now succeed in persuading 
the Protarchon to breathe his spirit into the lifeless body. The meaning of the 
text seems clear, but it is vague in certain details, and its relationship to individual 

points in the parallels in BG and C III also need clarification. 
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The temporalis form in C II 67,15 NTAPECOYQWE A-, which, incidentally, is 

an Achmimic form for Sahidic NTEPECOYQWE E€-, must not be understood as a 

new desire of the mother, but should probably be interpreted as a reference to 

the mother’s prayer of repentance, as mentioned in C II 62,2. 

L. 19-20 relates that five lights are sent forth. To whom does this refer? 

In CII’s Apocryphon of John, specific reference is made to five lights in the 

world of light as comprising a special group; the first of these is Christ who 

in Cll 54,13 is referred to.as a:spark of light, indeed, in C11 55,30—-31 the 

light is definitely and clearly identified as Christ; in C II 55,30 ff., it states 

that the four lights came from him. The first and the four following lights, 

mentioned in C II 55,30 ff., are the five lights sent out by the Metropator here. 

As the text is handed down in the manuscript, it states in C II 67,20, that they 

are sent to the place of the Protarchon’s angels: €2PAi €XM NTONOC NNAFTEAOC, 

but C III 24,3 reads instead: MNTYNOC NNAP[F]€[AOC: -], i.e., that according to 

C III the angels are sent in the form of the Protarchon’s angels, and this compares 

with BG 51,10-11: 2m MeCMOT NNArreAoc. However, a confusion of TYNOC with 

TONOC is not unusual in Coptic texts (cf., e.g., Evangelium Veritatis 23,3), and 

it is likely that this also occurred here, so that in C II 67,20 we should read 

nTYnoc instead of nTonoc. Thereby, to the Protarchon the list seems even more 

to be a prominent feature in the plan to release the strength from the mother: 

even disguise plays a role in the drama. The Protarchon’s ignorance is that which 

makes it possible for the light-angels who act as Ialtabaoth’s own angels, to 

make him give away his strength. Actually, BG does not mention five lights 

like C II, but four lights. C III’s parallel to BG 51,10 agrees by also mentioning 

four lights (C III 24,2-3); however, in addition to the narrative relating that she 

prayed to the very merciful father, C III 23,23-24,1 reads: ‘‘and the five lights” 

In his edition of BG, W. C. Till (p. 142, notes) demonstrates that C III 23,23 

(Till: CG I 23,23) ntoy cannot be correct: “finf Lichter ist aber unmdglich, 

da es ja nur vier gibt”. According to W. C. Till, BG has the correct reading 

MNOYTE NOYOEIN, and the copyist, in the source of the Cairo text, has found the 

abbreviation nt; he did not understand the meaning of this abbreviation and 

substituted it with ntoy. Commenting on this, one might say that even though a 

group of four lights is enumerated, it cannot be correct that only four lights 

should be found; BG has also specifically named Christ as a light (BG 30,11), 

and BG 32,20 defines the light as Christ, relating thereafter that from him four 

great lights emanated. 

W. C. Till’s supposition that a copyist has substituted a n+ (abbreviation for 

MNOYTE) with a ntoy (=fem.) can well be correct even though the basis for not 

allowing a reading “‘the five lights” must be rejected as untenable. 

We also find the five lights mentioned in Codex II’s Apocryphon of John 

(C II 67,18-19), but this occurs in the same place where C III and BG mention 

the emanation of the four lights; contrarily, C II does not continue its remarks 

about the mother’s prayer to the merciful father with the further elucidation 
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that the prayer was also directed to the god of light or to the five lights, as do 

BG and CIII. The problem concerning NtOY M@acTHP in C IT 67,18-19 has, 

thus, a different significance than in C III. If we did not have a tradition like 

the one in BG and CIII that there were four lights which were emanated, 

there would be no reason to discuss the reading of C II: the five lights, because 

the text has obviously mentioned five lights: Christ as the light and the four 

lights which go forth to him (cf. above and C II 56,20-21). It is not decisive 

whether we can determine from the text if it were the four lights or the five 

lights who persuaded the Protarchon, but the question which spontaneously 

arises: is there any connection with the mentioning of five lights in both C III 

and CII so that we can trace the traditions of the two texts? BG and 

C III both have: 1) passed on a tradition after the mention of the merciful 

father, and 2) passed on that four lights are emanated. C II has no unit after 

mentioning the merciful father, and allows five lights to be emanated. BG’s 

form of the tradition of the second unit under 1) must be considered as earlier 

than CIII’s because BG’s tradition under point 2) does not conflict with that 

under 1), while C III’s tradition under 2) conflicts with the one under 1). For 

paleographic reason, C II must be established as being an earlier manuscript 

than CIII. It must be assumed that a manuscript existed before both of these 

manuscripts, which after mentioning the merciful father contained a unit like 

n+oY (from m+) NOYOEIN. This part then disappeared from C II’s tradition 

because a copyist has either confused it with the MEYTOOY NOYOEIN (or: M@QCTHP) 

which must have followed in the source, or has felt that there was a contradiction 

between the tradition about the five and the four lights, and since he knew that 

there were five lights, he chose to correct the tradition’s text. In the first instance, 

it is most likely the word repeated in the source: light, which has caused the 

confusion. This is a frequent copying error, and it is probably the reason. 

The main thing is that apparently we have an indication here that at one stage 

in the history of development of the texts nearly the same reading existed in both 

traditions. 

The event in this section of the teaching in AJ: the breathing of the spirit 

into the lifeless body, is a clear reference to Gen 2,7 concerning the breathing 

of the spirit of life into the man formed from the dust of the ground which 

becomes a living being. 

L. 30 A- in AWYXIKOC should hardly be interpreted as an alpha privativum, 

but as a preposition which serves to amplify the preposition €20YN; this amplifica- 

tion seems necessary to clarify the movement inside the body. The fact that we 

then have A-(A A,) instead of €-(S), is not unusual in C II’s Apocryphon of John. 

68,5-73,16 (A BG 52,11-64,13 # C III 24,20-32,22). 

The Struggle for Man between the Powers of Light and Darkness. 

68,5—70,28 The immaterial man is confined in the material body, but is assisted 

by the Epinoia of light (4 BG 52,11-59,6 #¢ C III 24,20-29,12). 
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The moment the light-strength from the mother, the pneuma, emerges from 

the Protarchon and is installed in the being created by spiritual strengths in 

the image of the first man in the world of light, a struggle beings for man who 

is in the world of darkness. The contest is for the spirit of this man, and that 

which happens to man and around him is all the result of the two opposing 

parties’ plots against each other. 

When the spirit has been concealed in man, Ialtabaoth’s powers make the 

first move. Although they have accomplished their wish: to attain a being which 

could shine for them (C II 63,4-5 and C II 63,12-13), this being is still superior 

in wisdom to these powers; the physical strength, is, however, stronger and is 

set in action. What is meant by the powers placing man in the lowest region 

of the substance is not immediately comprehensible; it could have been said 

about a removal of the psychic man from a higher aeon to the lowest, but it 

can also be an anticipation of the teaching which is more explicitly narrated 

in C II 68,35-69,14, namely, the creation of an earthly, material, and mortal 

human body which serves as a mortal frame to encase the psychic man imbued 

with the strength from the world of light. This agrees with the fact that C II 

68,5—7 is also just a brief anticipation of the narration of that which is described 

in greater detail in C II 68,28-33 as man’s disclosure of his own superiority, 

thanks to the effects of the light strength which he now possesses. Nevertheless, 

the words of C II 70,7-9 which tell about casting him down to the lowest region 

of the earth, undoubtedly imply both meanings: a casting down to the lowest 

aeon, and a casting down into the prison which the material body is (C II 

69,9-12). 

In preparation of this onslaught from the powers of Ialtabaoth, the Metropator 

has already taken measures to counteract the expect threat, which C II 68,13-14 

presents as the reason for the Metropator’s actions: also because they want to 

take power over the psychic and the sensual body. The Metropator has placed 

an assisting spirit in Adam, light-Epinoia, who teaches him the truth (CII 

68,21 ff.) and wakens them (C II 71,5 ff.); the purpose of Epinoia is to be a 

restoration of the mother’s want, (C II 68,27-28, cf. C II 61,1415). This resto- 

ration is obviously that which according to CII 62,5-9 is to come from the 

Holy Spirit and restore the mother’s lack. 

Whether AJ has made a distinction between the mother-figure whose light- 

strength diminished, the loss of which is to be restored, and the light-strength 

concealed in man who is in the world of darkness, sometimes seems vague. 

The Epinoia of Light is called an assistant (BOH@OC) and receives the name 

ZOH. This is an obvious play on Gen 2,18 (LXX) and Gen 3,20 (LXX) where 

we are told, respectively, about making a Bon@ds for Adam, and that the woman 

was called Zoo. The help consists of a teaching (C II 68,21-24), which must be 

directed to Adam, or more precisely: actually to the strength from the light 

world which exists in him. However, AJ also anticipates the subsequent develop- 

ment here by letting the help benefit the whole creation (C II 68,19-20). 

The word NAHPOMA (C II 68,21) must designate the state of being fulfilled, 

Giversen — 17 
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and points toward the final result which does not exist until the light-strength 

is finally released. On the other hand, ecwen 2ice (CII 68,20-21) designates 

the whole deed of the Epinoia of light. 

The teaching is a message concerning the genesis, the fall, and the redemp- 

tion. 

C II 68,22-23 ncnepMA is spontaneously understood as relating to the offspring 

of the mother, Ialtabaoth, in whom the strength was concealed, but this expression 

should also be understood in a wider sense as an anticipation of something to 

occur later, because it involves an assistance to the whole creation, and conse- 

quently it would be logical to interpret it as being stated about the generation 

of man which is called CNnEPMA in C II 73,10. 

C II 68,32 renders the subject of the sentences in 3. pers. plural, and it is 

merely a paraphrase for the host of archons and angels mentioned in C II 

68,34-35. 

C II 68,35 ff. That which is created now as the body of man, is also created 

from four elements, just as the daemons (C II 66,2 ff.) were said to have their 

fount in four things. Strangely enough, there is a degree of similarity between 

these two groups, each having four elements: the daemons had their fount in 

heat, cold, dampness and dryness, while here it is fire, earth, water and wind 

which are joined together in a creation. In this combination of the two descriptions 

apparently, the latter is to describe the genesis of a body having a less refined 

nature than the first. Thus, it would be reasonable to regard the two groups 

as designations for elements having a more loftly nature in the first, and a more 

substantial nature in the second creation. Whether this distinction would also 

have been possible if C II 66,22 ff. had been handed down in its original context, 

is uncertain, but in the present composition of CII’s AJ, there is a distinct 

advance in the presentation: the created being becomes more and more substan- 

tial. 

C II 69,4-5 T2AiBeEC MNMOY is an augury of the metamorphosis which takes 

place, and which is mentioned in C II 69,12-13: man has now become mortal 

because he consists of material things which are perishable; the shadow of 

death probably is intended to paraphrase C II 68,8-9: the lowest region of the 

matter and C II 70,1-2: Amente. 

C II 69,5-6 EYNANAACCE NKECON corresponds to the substantive TANANAACIC 

in C II 69,10. 

C II 69,6-9: the four elements are identified with the matter, T2YAH, just as 

matter, T2YAH, in C II 66,5-6 is specified as the mother of the four elements 

mentioned in C II 66,2 ff. Certain powers or passions are also associated with 

the elements here, but it is done directly and not by introducing specific 

daemons. 

C II 69,9-10 ere nai ne can hardly define the immediately preceding neynNA 

ETYBBIAEIT, but goes back to C II 69,5-6 to modify EYNANAACCE NKECON and 
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defines what the re-creation consists of: the grave in which the bodily creature 

is now placed by becoming enclosed in a material, mortal frame which will 

fetter the strength firmly in oblivion. 

C II 69,13-14 NTA2El E2PAi NYOPM’ refers to 68,8-9 where it tells about the 

descent to the lowest region of matter. However, what is meant by C II 69,14 

nopx, is not clear. In his edition of BG (p. 151 notes), W. C. Till has asked 

whether the n€2oyelT MNOPX4 EBOA (BG 55,14—-15) refers to the dual nature 

of man. One can also imagine that it refers to the decisive separation from the 

world of light, since C II’s noapx not only means division, but separation as well. 

Furthermore, it is worth remembering that no@Ppx has several meanings; in the 

Bohairic translation of I Cor 14,33, it translates dxataotacia, and here it seems 

to correspond to the Sahidic translation YTOPTP, which, like the Greek term, 

means confusion. 

C II 69,19 The word cPye, which can mean ease, freedom, must render the 

same as TPYH, as indicated by the following. BG 56,1—2 and C III 27,7-8 seem 

to agree with this because these two texts actually reas TPY@H in the same context 

in which CPue occurs in C II. CII is the only one of the three texts which has 

the imperative OYQM. 

C II 69,19 ff. is an exposure of the new move on the part of the powers of 

darkness when they placed man in paradise. 

The intention is to present a secret teaching which allows John to understand 

the idea behind that which is related in Gen 2,9. In denunciation of the customary 

interpretation of the tree of life and the tree of knowledge, the ordinary conpection 

is turned upside down: in reality, the tree of life is the tree of death of which 

Ialtabaoth’s powers want man to eat, and the tree of knowledge is the tree from 

which the redeemer, not the serpent, allows man to eat. The fruit of this tree 

is explained as the Epinoia of light who enters man in this way. In this connection, 

it does not seem to recall that the installation of the Epinoia of Light in man 

was discussed before (C II 68,24-26). Since the procreation which the serpent 

teaches them is also characterized by the same expression which was previously 

used about the tree of life (e.g. C II 69,35), it must be identical with that which 

is called to eat from the tree of life. 

C II 70,9 ff. John now commences with a question; incidentally, this occurs 

more frequently in the following, giving the teaching the effect of a conversation 

or perhaps, rather a catechesis. The revealed saviour is constantly the friendly 

teacher, who with a smile—which expresses patience rather than superior 

knowledge, frees John from delusions as they are bound to occur if, for example, 

one only has the words of Genesis without the true interpretation to serve one 

as a guide. 

C II 70,15 ff. shows that Ialtabaoth is now aware of the reason for man’s 

superiority, namely, that man has the light of Epinoia as a helping strength. 

Therefore, Ialtabaoth’s new move becomes an attempt to seize this strength. 
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This is also a reference to Genesis (Gen 2,21), and a new question from John 

gives his master an opportunity to teach him the truth of the matter by referring 

to Isaiah 6,10. 

A comparison with BG’s account in BG 52,11-59,6, the text in C III 24,20- 

29,12 which is much damaged, and C II 68,5—70,28, by and large shows a close 

agreement between all three texts, but there are, however, certain variations 

which are worthy of attention. One must observe, first, that a couple of lines 

in CIII’s tradition are obviously placed in the wrong position, since C III 

24,26-28’s contents must be placed after C III 24,17 NNEYAYNAMI[C]; C III’s 

scribe already seems aware of this, since he has otherwise never written more 

than 26 lines on one page and usually uses only 24-25 lines per page. Nevertheless, 

here (C III p. 24) he has as many as 28 lines of text, obviously in order to add 

that which he has forgotten higher up on the page. This circumstance becomes 

especially clear because both the preceding and the following page are very 

short with respect to their number of lines, having only 23 lines each. When 

this correction has been made, the text also follows BG’s. 

While C II 68,13 reads X€ CE€NAoMoOM (I future, 3. pers. pl.), BG 53,2-3 

corresponding to this reads: X€ €C€6MGOM, which must be III future, 3. pers. 

singular fem. Consequently, BG lets the strength from the mother (BG 52,20) 

be that which shall take power over the body, while C II lets several do this; 

this plural is best understood as referring to the powers of the Protarchon. 

Even though C II’s C€NA- could be defined as I future, 3. pers. singular fem., 

it is not necessary to correct the text; both BG’s and CIII’s text give a good 

meaning, and if we do not have basis for a necessary correction, it is better to 

let the disagreement stand as a result of a different tradition.—C III lends no 

assistance, because the text is damaged precisely here.—However, at the end 

of its phrase in BG 53,3, BG has an AN, which as W. C. Till correctly asserts 

in his edition of BG (p. 146 notes) cannot be the negation. Peculiarly enough, 

C II 68,13 has an ON in front of X€ CENAGMGOM. This Sahidic ON, which in 

A A, and F read AN, in CII must be read as an amplification of the preceding 

AYQ: and also, while by itself it means: again. As far as the form is concerned, 

the AN which BG has (BG 53,3), may well be the adverb corresponding to 

Sahidic ON, and there are also Subachmimic influences in BG;; this understanding 

of the text seems to be supported by the text of C II. We would then understand 

BG 53,2-3 as follows: in order that it should again have power over the body. 

In BG 53,2-3 ece- III future, 3. pers. sing. fem.) there can also be a confusion, 
namely with ce- (I pres., 3. pers. pl.), and if so x€ should be translated by a 
because. This solution is supported by the likelihood that the x€ in front of the 
€ce- may have contributed to the confusion, and we will propose this reading 
for BG, since by doing so we avoid letting AN stand as a word without a meaning, 
as happens in the adition of BG. Each of the two texts has had its own under- 
standing of ON/AN; CII has interpreted it as introducing another reason for 
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the Metropator’s help, while BG has interpreted it as belonging to the verb, 

describing a return of the former relation of power. 

Although C II 68,21 is in common agreement with C III 25,14 in handing 

down the word Me€4nAHPOMA (in C III 25,14 which is damaged only a AHPQMA 

is left), BG 53,13-14 has neupn€ €TXHK. BG’s Coptic terms may have caused 

the variation, since they may be an attempt at a derivation of NEHNAHPQMA. 

The severely damaged BG 54,1-2 and C III 25,20-21 have not been in mutual 

agreement; W. C. Till calls attention to this in his edition of BG (p. 148-149, 

notes); nor have they agreed completely with C II 68,27-28, since this text does 

not mention the “‘co-sister” nor ‘“‘Sophia’”’, as do C III+BG and C III, respec- 

tively. The damaged texts, however, do not permit any conclusion with regard 

to the mutual relationship of the texts. 

C III 26,18 reads MNKAKE, which W.C. Till in his edition of BG (p. 150- 

151, notes) proposes to emend by means of BG 55,7 MN NKAKE; however, C II 

69,7-8 in the parallel to BG and C III reads eTe TAI TE which obviously serves 

to define the preceding word TeYAH. BG correlates the words @YAH, MKAKE, 

TEMIOYMIA and NenNA NANTIKEIMENON in order to explain the preceding four 

elements. T2YAH in C II represents a collective designation of the four elements, 

and in turn it is defined by the three following: the ignorance of darkness, desire, 

and the opposed spirit. Thus, we can also construe the text of C III where it 

is not necessary, as done by W. C. Till, to emend the text from BG; T2YAH 

MNKAKE can represent a genetive relation denoting what T2YAH consists of, 

corresponding to the defining ete TAI TE of C II. 

Unlike BG and C III, C II (in C II 69,19) has a direct quotation of the powers’ 

request: eat! in reference to Genesis 2,9 where it tells that the trees in the garden 

are good for food, and to the words of the Lord God in Gen 2,16-17 concerning 

what man may eat. 

In the statements concerning the imitated spirit, the opposed spirit, in C Il 

69,29, CII also digresses from C III and BG, since unlike them CII states 

nothing about the purpose of this opposed spirit (BG 56,15-17; C III 25,19-20). 

C II can have omitted something here, but it can also involve a different tradition. 

Later on in the texts, during the treatment explaining what imitated Pneuma is, 

the motive is also stated (C II 77,25-26), and this shows that CII was well 

aware of it. 

CII 70,24~25 is considerably shorter than BG and C III, but there is no reason 

to suggest that a transcription error occurred here: AUXTO MMOU AAAA 2N NEYAICOH- 

cic is merely an elliptic construction for a more lucid AUXTO MMOY AAAA AYXTOY 

2N NEYAICOHCIC. C III is, in turn, shorter than the form of BG, but here it merely 

involves a more elegant form of expression than the circumstial account in 

BG (CIII 29,5-7; BG 58,17-59,1). 

In this section, all three texts mutually make extensive use of Greek words; 

only a few of these vary from text to text. The translation in W. C. Till’s edition 
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of BG 55,11 (4 CII 69,10) should not lead one to believe that in this place 

BG uses a different word than C II’s CQMA; it is merely by mistake that odya 

was omitted after ‘‘des Leibes’’?; the same error is also found in the translation 

of BG 51,20. 

Three remarks having the same nature are found in BG (BG 56,2-3; 56,16-17; 

57,12-16) and C III (CIII 27,7-8; 27,19-21; 28,10-12 (fragm.)), where C II 

knows no corresponding tradition. All three are assertions intended to motivate 

something—this happens by the word Xe; the three assertions help to give the 

situations in BG and C III a more common and human quality, since the cunning 

attacks of the powers of darkness come forward more clearly as if they were 

inspired by human reasoning. C II does not present these three motivations, 

and therefore it has not diminished the impression of loftiness which characterizes 

this particular text in several places where the character of the powers is discussed. 

A strong influence of Achmimic or Subachmimic penetrates several places 

in the section of C II 68,5-—70,28: e.g., prep. A- for €- in C II 68,8 68,21 68,32 

70,7 (bis) 70,9 and 70,18; AXN (for EXN-) C II 68,11 70,21 and 70,26; verbal 
prefix A2- in CII 68,31 and 69,13; ntTeko (for NTAKO) in 70,14; III future, 

neg., NNOY in C IT 68,26 and 70,27 is A, (of the Gospel of John type) for S 
NNEY, 

70,28-73,16 The Epinoia of Light who is Concealed in a New Creation, Escapes 
the Conspiracies of the Struggle for Man in whom an Imitated Pneuma is Implanted. 

(4 BG 59,6-64,13 4 C III 29,12-32,22). 
In the struggle for man, which, in reality, is a struggle for the strength of 

the mother which is concealed in man, several of the attacks made by the powers 
of darkness have a result entirely different from the one intended, because 

the Epinoia of light takes precautionary measures. Consequently, the contest 
wavers back and forth. 

In spite of the attack against man which caused his perception to sleep, light’s 
Epinoia could not be seized by the enemy (C II 70,31-32). This Epinoia is 
ATTE20C; this term is not preserved elsewhere in C II’s AJ, but if we revert 
to BG’s AJ, we find it used in BG 26,2 about the Invisible Spirit; BG 26,2 
seems to have had a parallel in C II 52,10, but here, as in the rest of the first 
pages of the papyrus, CII is very seriously damaged. Even though the term 
is not preserved in the initial description of the Invisible in C II’s AJ, it agrees 
well with that which we can surmise about this being from the remnants of the 
assertion about him in the first pages. All of these are characterized by a negative 
expression, and this also agrees with the impression we get indirectly later on 
in the text. Strangely enough, apparently something else besides light’s Epinoia 
can be removed, if not seized, from the Invisible Spirit: that is ‘‘a part of his 
power”. Here the Apocryphon of John refers to Gen 2,21 f., but repudiates that 
it should be man’s rib from which woman was made. It is the power from him 
which is implanted in a creature which the Protarchon has made (C II 70,3436) 
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according to an image, just as the first human creation was formed according 

to an image (C II 63,9-11). The motive for the creation of the woman and for 

placing some of the strength in her is first announced in C IT 72,15-32: in part, 

this makes it possible for Ialtabaoth to bind the power from the world of to 

the bodies in the world of darkness by the constant reproduction, and in part 

to implant an opponent to the Epinoia of light, his opposing spirit, in man. 

Before this motive is expressed, AJ has related the positive importance the 

creation of woman has for man, thanks to the Epinoia of light which is placed in 

her (C II 71,4-35). At first, the Epinoia of light removes that which hinders 

man in exercising his perception, and when it has regained this ability, the sight 

of the new creature becomes a perception of himself (C II 71,9). Later on, it 

involves a message about the knowledge of salvation (C II 73,13); nevertheless 

the revelation in 71,26-35 is probably merely the same which is mentioned 

once before in 71,5-7, only it is elaborated in the latter description: already 

then the redeemer assisted, bringing the truth in the form of an eagle. Here, 

in CII 71,28, as earlier in C II 70,5, the Epinoia of light is made identical with 

the tree of knowledge. 

The text in C II 71,11-20 is corrupt, because the copyist, by mistake, probably 

by confusing TaMAAY (71,16) with TE4MAAY in 71,12-13, has repeated himself; 

the words from C II 71,17 AYQ NYTOSY’ incl. to CII 71,20 THMAAyY incl. should 

thus be dropped, eTBe nAi in CII 71,11 introduces an explanation why the 

combination should be made, and line 16 repeats the words concerning the 

father and the mother in order to explain who the mother is by the reference 

in CII 71,20-21 TNCQNE AE TCOPIA, which is a closer definition of TYMAAY, 

therefore A€ should be translated by “‘namely”’. 

C II 71,23 epoc must refer to the woman; thus, it is she who is named Zoe, 

the mother of all living. If, instead, one refers the word €POC to the nearest 

preceding feminine being, Sophia, neither the assertion that she became the 

mother of all living, nor its reference to C II 58,18 and to Gen 3,20, receives 

its due importance. In C II 58,18, the holy spirit is mentioned as “the mother 

of the living”, and undoubtedly, here the living meant the beings in heaven 

in the kingdom of light. In C II 68,19 the Epinoia of light who is sent to Adam 

as helpmate is called “<79e@?, Now the idea of C II 71,23-25, is that woman in 

whom the light of Epinoia has revealed itself (C II 71,5: cf. C II 70,34-36) can 

also be named Zoe because she becomes the mother of the living, i.e. helps to 

release them to live. 

The metaphorical expressions in C II 71,25-35 are to describe the manner 

in which the perception will appear: it can be tasted, especially by enjoying 

the fruits of the tree of knowledge; the tree is identified with Epinoia, and from 

the tree the sleeping are awakened by the teaching words of the saviour who 

sits in the tree in the shape of a heavenly bird. These metaphorical expressions 

are intended to explain the words of Genesis concerning the tree of knowledge, 

rather than actually explain the deeper meaning of the perception. 
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The following events are, likewise, references to or explanations of Genesis. 

C II 72,2 MMYCTHPION must mean the resolution, which is referred to in 

C II 67,19, where the very same terms are used; it is the resolution to save 

the spark of light by allowing Jaltabaoth to create a man in which the light can 

be transplanted and through which it can be saved. 

Zoe is rescued in time from the woman whom the Protarchon makes pregnant. 

AJ’s teaching that Zoe is meanwhile removed from the woman is designed to 

ensure that the Epinoia of light is not combined with the powers of darkness; 

in this instance, it is Eloim and Iave who appear as the sons of the Protarchon. 

Thus, it is the presence of Epinoia in woman which allows her to be called 

Zoe. 

Admittedly, it states that Eloim and Iave have each received two elements 

to govern, but it is hardly intended that these two powers are mentioned just 

to teach who governs the elements; its purpose is much rather to explain how 

the sexual intercourse so abominable to the Apocryphon of John came about 

thus, it began with the powers of darkness. That Adam produced offspring, as 

stated in C II 72,28-32, probably refers to Cain and Abel who are identified 

with Eloim and Iave, but presumably to later generations also. 

—What is meant by TAAAAM in CII 72,29? Presumably it does not concern 
an urge for procreation devoid of desire, but, on the contrary, TA- refers to 
Adam’s woman. 

Eloim and Iave govern the graves of the later generations, i.e., their bodies 
(cf. C II 69,9-10), because they: govern the elements of which the bodies are 
composed; there is a distinct agreement between C II 72,22-24, and the expla- 
nation of the construction of the material body in C II 69,6-7. 

In the meantime, Adam has become aware of his high origin; he no longer 
sleeps; since thereby he has become aware of his prototype, the perfect man in 
the world of light, he also produces an image of the son of the perfect man 
(cf. C IL 57,11-12) and calls this son of man by the same name as the son of 
man in the world of aeons: Seth. Thus, C II 73,2 KATA must be connected 
with 73,1 AYMOYTE €POY X€ CHO’. The spirit which comes from the mother 
must be a heavenly spirit who also enters Seth. 

C II 73,6 NAIQN (N)€TNNHY should perhaps be read for NAION ETNNHY. This 
text correction will make it necessary to interpret the prepared eternal place as 
being in heaven, while in the sense which the manuscript conveys the place 
descends: the text correction allows the place to the prepared for those who 
come down, i.e., the generations who by the fall of the spirit to the world of 
darkness gradually become implanted in the kingdom of the Protarchon. The 
text correction zs mot necessary, since the text of the manuscript 7s grammatically 
correct and can make sense. 

CII 73,7. The substantive which is implied by A4-, must either be the 
Protarchon himself, or the imitated spirit. Moreover, the following alludes to 
general conditions: the existence of the offspring, i.e., the generations, was 
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hampered by the opposed spirit and alleviated by the helpful Epinoia; the 

resurrection does not occur until the final arrival of the spirit, but at that time 

the goal, recorded in C II 62,8-13, is also reached: the restoration of the 

lack. 

By and large, a comparison between the paragraph of C II and C III and BG 

shows agreement, but significant digressions are also apparent. However, to 

this must be added not only that C II’s text must be considered as being corrupt 

(C II 71,11-20), but there are also confusions in the text of BG even though 

they are of less importance: BG 16,16 has its A€ added above the line, BG 63,10 

has had a T (after AY-) which has been dropped. Nevertheless, it is not necessary 

to agree with W.C. Till (edition of BG p. 166) that the text in BG 63,16 f. 

is corrupt, for the text is grammatically correct and makes good sense if one 

interprets BG 63,18 NAC as an ethical dative: ‘for her”, and does not interpret 

it as in W. C. Till’s translation purely local: ‘‘zu ihr’’. Admittedly, it is a tradition 

different from that of CIII, but the two texts do not necessarily have to 

agree. 

As usual, C III mainly follows the tradition of BG, but as far as we can see 

because of the many breaks in the text of C III, there are passages in C III 

which contained something corresponding to C II’s tradition, while finding no 

parallel in BG. This applies to C III 32,8, which just as C II 73,2 lets KATA 

join a comparison directly to the preceding, while BG 63,14 by an AY® could 

allow the reader to believe that it introduces something new—as it also seems 

to be interpreted by W. C. Till (edition of BG p. 167). However, in other places 

CIII is followed by BG, since BG 62,10-11 like C III 31,12-13 describes Iave 

as having the appearance of a bear and Eloim the appearance of a cat, while 

the reverse is true in C II. Nevertheless, it is more significant that C II states 

that the saviour reveals himself in the shape of an eagle, while in BG as well 

as CIII it is Epinoia. This does not mean that this revealed figure teaches 

them to eat perception as in BG and CIII; this has been mentioned before 

in CII (CII 70,9), but now it seems to be invalidated and substituted by 

expressions as teach and wake; thus a more sublime rendering of Genesis seems 

to penetrate at the end, at the same time as there is an exposition giving a longer 

account of the figure of the saviour. CII is the only one of the three texts to 

relate about the water of forgetfulness being a drink which caused man to sleep. 

This involves a reference to Greek mythology, which may give us some indication 

concerning the editor of C II. 

C II’s oYMooy NBYE would be a translation to be expected for a Greek text’s 

AxOns USep, but the reference to the waters of Lethe does not necessarily presup- 

pose a Greek text. The myth has been so well known (e.g., from Plato’s Polit., 

Book 10, 621) that it may have been familiar also to a translator acquainted 

with Greek. 
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73,16-78,11 (4 BG 64,13-75,18 # C III 32,22-39,11). 

The Different Destinies of Man and the Reasons for them. 

73,16-75,31 Man’s Chances for Salvation and for Damnation (#4 BG 64,13-71,2 

# CIII 32,36,15 (fragm.)). 

A paragraph which is strongly marked by catechesis presents the Apocryphon 

of John’s view of man’s approaching salvation and his chances for rebirth in 

the matter until perception and thereby salvation come at last (C II 73,16-74,22), 

its teaching about the dwelling place and destinity of those who are redeemed 

and those who are not (C II 74,22-75,31). The form of the account is joined 

together by the questions of John and the answers from the Saviour. These 

answers usually contain initial appreciative words addressed to the questioner, 

but if we disregard the frame of the questions and the introductory words of 

the replies, a didactic account remains which could have stood by itself without 

the frame. If, on the other hand, one considers the entire section C II 73,16— 

75,31, in its relationship to the other composition of AJ, one must admit that 

the former is a digression in the teaching concerning the struggle for man which 

persists between the powers of light and darkness. It is only after the questions 

asked by John in C II 75,31-33, that the account reverts to its description of 

the individual phases of the struggle. 

John’s first question involves the problem whether all souls will be saved. 

Initially, the answer implies that all souls to which the spirit of life comes will 

be saved. John’s next question does not become manifest in the text of CII 

because something is evidently missing in the text, so that the question runs 

into the answer. The error is a typical copying error, the scribe having mistaken 

the words of the question, ‘‘over whom the power of the spirit of life descended, 

namely, the spirit’, (74,9-11), for the corresponding words of the answer (cf. 

BG 66,15-18 and BG 67,1-3). The text of C II must be emended. It then shows 

that the Saviour rejects the idea that there might be a possibility that the souls 

which he just mentioned would not be saved; they simply cannot go astray 

with the spirit of life in them. Following this assurance, it is stated that rest, 

TANANAYCIC, is that which is in store for them after the redemption. 

Next, John’s questions refer to those who do not reach perception. This 

must be a reference to people who have not been wakened by the spirit of life. 

Salvation is in store for them too, although not until they have been fettered 

in a prison and then, some time, succeed in receiving the same spirit as those 

mentioned above. At this point, by means of a reference to the rebirth of the 

body, the conversation turns to the problem of the reincarnation of the soul in 

a new body. However, it does not involve the actual rebirth of the body, for 

the saviour rejects this; on the contrary, the soul of the dead is joined with 

another soul which still dwells in its earthly prison, chained to the material 

body, but this is a soul in which the spirit of life has entered. The idea that 

the soul of the dead should be implanted in a new body is rejected; instead, 
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it must mean that the soul of the dead which has not yet reached perception 

is joined with another as a co-spirit. Thus its trials are also those of the co-spirit, 

but the redemption through knowledge is also shared. That John’s question 

expresses doubt about the possibility that the soul could become small again 

and enter a man shows something about the conception of souls as it is entertained 

here. As W. C. Till correctly remarks (in his edition of BG p. 179, notes), the 

soul is imagined as being spacious. This is only to be expected in accordance 

with the teaching the Apocryphon of John has previously conveyed about the 

genesis of the “‘psychic’’ man. It was created by the ‘“‘souls’’ of the seven powers, 

but in the image of the perfect man. Only later is it cast into that prison which 

the material body constitutes. Thus, perhaps the soul involved is imagined to 

be of the same size as the material body, because it is patterned after man, but 

in any event, it is conceived of as having extension in space. This, as mentioned, 

is only to be expected, but what is surprising is that so much is said about the 

soul being the object of salvation. Actually, it was the power which had entered 

the realm of darkness owing to the mother’s misdemeanour, namely, the spirit, 

or the spark of light from heaven which was to be saved from the realm of 

darkness; now, however, it becomes a matter of saving souls. The explanation 

of this apparent discrepency must be looked for in an oscillation in meaning 

of the term for “soul’’; for in C II 74,26, we have a definition of the soul as 

the power: TWYXH €TE T6OM’. The power is the customary designation for the 

part of the heavenly spirit, the pneuma, which was encased in the world of 

darkness as a result of the fall; the word power, Té0M, has been encountered 

in C II in a context which is very important in this connection: in C II 60,12 ff., 

63,5-6 and 68,3, it was used about the strength with which Ialtabaoth endowed 

his seven powers (C II 60,12 ff.), and which these seven powers used to procure 

the seven souls from which man was created (C II 63,5-6, cf. 63,13-23), and 

with regard to which it turned out that it had been handed over to man and 

surrendered completely by the seven powers (C II 68,3). Man did not come 

alive until he acquired the pneuma which Ialtabaoth had retained in himself, 

the power of life which he had not given to others (C II 59,8-9); that which 

Ialtabaoth had given them, was his own fire and, later, strength. Here where 

it is a matter of souls being saved, the word soul is not likely to have been used 

as denoting the substance originating with Ialtabaoth, and which the powers 

had used in creation; C II 75,22-31, seems to teach that some souls will forever 

be lost, and the word cannot then have been used to denote the strength of 

light from the mother, which was infused into mankind by Ialtabaoth, for 

according to the teaching of the Apocryphon of John it will eventually be saved 

in its entirety, and none of it will be lost. Soul, therefore, seems to be used 

about the personality of the individual human being as an immaterial being, AJ 

not having made the usual distinction between NNA and WYXH in this connec- 

tion. 

Damnation can become final for certain souls, namely for those who fail 
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after they have reached knowledge; it is conceived as blasphemy against the 

spirit—a clear allusion to Matthew 12,31. 

Instinctively, one may ask whether this use of the word soul wYXH, does not 

signify that this is an interpolation in the text originating from another teaching 

whose terminology was different from C II. If we now return to compare C II 

with the corresponding sections in BG and CIII, we observe that the same 

condition applies in these texts; if interpolations are involved, then these must 

have occurred early in the history of the development of the Apocryphon of 

John, since the tradition is common to all three texts. We have characterized 

C III 73,16-75,31 above as a digression in AJ’s account, because the advancing 

events in the teaching of the history of salvation is interrupted here by a 

catechetic insertion. Meanwhile, the subject which the digression discusses may 

have caused a slight change in the terminology; the section specifically discusses 

the destiny of different types of persons, i.e., the contemporaries of John— 

not the destiny of the first people; therefore, it is not unreasonable that the 

terminology is slightly different here. During the composition of the Apocryphon 

of John, the section we have now in C II 73,16—75,31, could have been taken 

from another context, but all available evidence suggests that it must have come 

from the same intrepretation of the teaching as the rest of the Apocryphon of 

John; ‘its specific topic alone necessitates the altered terminology, and therefore 

it is not necessary to interpret C II 73,16—75,31 as being adopted from another 

context. The digression can very well be understood as an integrated part of 

AJ’s account of the teaching. 

BG and C III follow C II’s account. A comparison between the texts furnishes 

two important details. BG 66,5-6 with its Greek demonstrates clearly NINA- 

PAAHMNTOP that it is thought that fixed powers in the world of light had the 

function of receiving the redeemed; C II’s corresponding Ne€TXI (C II 74,1) is 

a good rendering of the Greek terminus, but in itself this Coptic expression 

would not allow us to accept the interpretation that specific powers with fixed 

functions are involved. BG 68,18 reads the Greek NNA NANTIMIMON where C II 

74,27 correspondingly reads the Coptic NNA €TYHC. The term YHC is probably 

to be derived from Yay, to make equal, to imitate; in this connection an indication 

that the spirit which Ialtabaoth produces was fashioned as an imitation of the 

assisting spirit of the world of light, but admittedly as an opposite image. 

The text of C II here exhibits similar dialectal features as elsewhere in C II. 

Thus, C II 74,33 and CII 75,5 have Mme (A or A,), CII 75,13 has NAY22 
(ALor S®) ete. 

75,31-78,11 Heimarmene, the Deluge and the Opposing Spirit (4 BG 71,2- 

75,10 A C III 36,15-39,11). 

The question about the origin of the opposing spirit also causes a teaching 
on two other plots against man: Heimarmene and the deluge, and according to 
the Apocryphon of John it is apparently the intention to present the coming 
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and the work of the opposing spirit as the culmination of cunning on the part 

of Ialtabaoth, a climax reached only after other evil plots have been essayed as, 

e.g., the origin of the inexorable fate -(C II 75,31-76,34) and a violent attempt 

to destroy everything with the power of darkness (C II 76,34-77,17); eventually, 

this opposing spirit seems to bring results for Ialtabaoth in his plot against 

mankind (C II 77,16—78,11). 

C II 75,33-34: MMHTPONATOP can be regarded as the subject of a nominal 

clause so that we can translate as follows, the Metropator who is rich in grace 

(is) the Holy Spirit in every form -::: 

Ialtabaoth’s constant endevour to acquire the Epinoia of light is still the 

reason for his acts; now the hard fate which binds everything is appointed 

master of everything; the circumstance that measures, times and seasons are 

bound (C II 76,30-31), must be construed to express that the course of all events 

is fixed. The Apocryphon of John for the first time seems to admit the notion 

of time. ‘‘the changeable chain” may be a reference to astrological speculations, 

but we cannot entirely dismiss the possibility that C II 76,15-16 may also be 

translated: the imitated chain, i.e., the last imitation of the world of light which 

is otherwise the pattern for the world of darkness. The context would indicate 

that the former translation is preferable, for in C II 76,17 the verb is alternatingly 

in the plural and in the singular and the first verb with its plural form expresses 

the very changing of the constellation which celestial bodies mutually assume. 

Also the deluge becomes the object for a specific interpretation by the Apocry- 

phon of John. It looks as if the Apocryphon of John rejects the usual understand- 

ing of Genesis 6,6 ff. It is not directly stated that a deluge was not involved, 

but CII 77,15 seems to show that the Apocryphon of John considers that a 

darkness came over the earth; the meaning of water as darkness has been 

met with before in the Apocryphon of John in CII 61,19-25; and here, in 

CII 77,6-15, water must also have been interpreted as darkness owing to the 

fact that those who are saved are placed not in an ark, but in a place surrounded 

by light which separates them from darkness. 

The opposing spirit is created from a heavenly pattern; the creation seems 

to entail no difficulties, but it is decisive whether Ialtabaoth succeeds in implant- 

ing the opposing spirit into mankind. After vain attempts he is successful owing 

to slyness and fraud. The narrator of the Apocryphon of John has turned the 

suspense to best advantage to the limit by, first, relating the efforts which failed 

before relating the attempt which succeeded. 

In a few lines the Apocryphon of John then reviews the bitter lot of humanity 

after Ialtabaoth succeeded in bringing the opposing spirit into mankind. Ignorant 

of the true God, the whole creation remained slaves until the time of John. 

CII 76,21-30 seems to have no parallel in BG or CIII, but otherwise the 

three texts follow each other almost precisely; only C III is considerably damaged 

and does not always, therefore, permit a reliable comparison. 

There are examples of Subachmimic influence also in C II 75,31-78,11; e.g., 
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GAYAN for GAYON (CII 78,5). The character of this section is quite as were to 

be expected from the numerous Achmimic-Subachmimic features previously 

noted in the text. 

78,11-79,25 The Deed of the Redeemer. 

78,11-79,1 (cf. partly BG 75,10-15+76,1-5 and C III 39,11—-14+ 39, 18-21) 

The Three Comings of the Redeemer. 79,1-25 The Raising and the Sealing. 

The entire section C II 78,11—79,25 is concerned with the acts of redemption, 

first with regard to the repeated intrusion into the realm of darkness by the 

redeemer and then about the act of redemption itself. Neither the Apocryphon 

of John of BG nor that of C III has any parallel to this teaching of the Apocryphon 

of John of CII. Only about ten lines of these two versions can be utilized in a 

comparison of the texts, and there are only faint resemblances with the tradition 

of CII in these lines. C II 78,11-79,25 must be regarded as specific material 

in the tradition of the Apocryphon of John. 

The redeemer, who has so far been addressing John, now presents himself as 

the perfect Pronoia. This Pronoia has entered the realm of darkness on three 

occasions. The first time it was unknown to the powers of darkness, but not 

without effect because the foundations of darkness were made to tremble, one 

of the usual signs of the revelation of or the intrusion by heavenly powers into 

the world of darkness. The same signs of tremblings also occur at Pronoia’s 

second coming, but they are then of such strength that Pronoia must again 

withdraw because the realm of darkness will collapse and thus also crush those 

who were to be saved. The third coming fulfills salvation, and on this occasion 

external circumstances seem to play no role. 

In this description of the work of the redeemer it is conspicuous that the 

redeemer is nowhere referred to as Christ, nor as Jesus or Saviour or Lord. 

Although they all occur in the AJ of CII, these terms are not used as self- 

designations by the one speaking. Words which suggest the realm of light are 

used as self-designations. Pronoia and the memory of Pronoia, or the memory 

of fulfillment (Pleroma), the light which is in light, the richness of light, such 

are the self-designations which are used. 

The term “‘the memory’, NPMMEEYE, is used here about the one that brings 

memory of something, i.e., makes those who have gone to sleep remember their 

true origin (fulfillment, Pronoia), by which they reach perception. 

The actual rising of the one sunk in the “prison of the body” is described 

as an awakening of one who sleeps in a deep sleep. Then, a sealing of the one 

who has been raised follows as a final confirmation. This sealing occurs with 

five seals by “the light of water”. The purpose of the sealing is to safeguard 

against death. 

This section of CII is important for two reasons, one, with regard to the 

special teaching which this version of the Apocryphon of John provides, and, 

two, with regard to the fact that only C II brings it. This is significant for the 
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teaching of the Apocryphon of John and for the tendency in the composition 

of the AJ in CII. 

We have thus in C II 78,11-79,25 information concerning how a surrection 

has occurred, and the words said about the sealing are surely a reference to a 

ritual act. Whose surrection is involved? No name known to us is mentioned, 

but the term meTcaTm, “he who hears’, must refer to the one who reaches 

perception, the reason for this being that in C II 79,8-9 the one concerned 

has considered this address as his name. In addition to this we have the peculiar 

phrase in C II 79,15: NTOK N€ NTA2CQTM, which means: you are he who has 

heard, and not merely: you have heard. No doubt the phrase contains a refer- 

ence to a specific term for the one who will arrive at the knowledge concerning 

the origin of his own self. Such a term may be a terminus technicus within 

the circles which have used the Apocryphon of John, a term detoning the one 

that arrived at perception. 

Admittedly, in its context with the preceding part of the Apocryphon of John, 

C II 78,11-—79,25 is placed in such a way that the latter section must be interpreted 

rather as a description of the redeemer and his work than as an actual description 

of the acts of redemption, but the last part of the section (C II 79,1—25) in 

itself is, nevertheless, an account of the way this redemption took place, and 

it will be reasonable also to connect this account with that which is found in 

the Apocryphon of John elsewhere concerning the redemption. In C II 73,7-16, 

we found a description of the existence of the ‘“‘slumbering’’, an existence which 

is brought to an end only when the coming of the spirit awakens them. In C II 

71,26—35, there is a reference to the deep sleep from which they are awakened, 

and there it is the redeemer who, in the first person, relates how he awakens 

them and brings them to perception as the Pronoia, or Epinoia, of the pure 

light. Both passages refer, like C II 79,1-25, to the redeemer who awakens the 

sleeper to perception either as Pronoia, the spirit, or Epinoia, and hence it is 

tempting to consider that C II 79,1-25, refers to a disclosure of the secret which 

the redeemer alone could unveil, viz., how the first redemption took place. 

It is possible, however, to adopt a different interpretation of C II 79,1-25. 

It may be a description of how knowledge came to him who wrote the book, 

i.e., John. It is true that during his conversation with the saviour John introduced 

his own speach by “I, I said’, but from C II 79,32 onwards John is referred 

to in the third person only, as was the case at the beginning of the text to C II 

47,10. The description of the saviour’s third coming in C II 78,32 ff. fits sur- 

prisingly well with description of the revelation to John which we have in BG 

20,19-21,2, a description of which there are only fragmentary remains in C II 

47,30-33, where faint traces of letters suggest an agreement with BG 20,19-21,2, 

and nothing more. The third coming, then, is the saviour’s revelation before 

John as it is described in the Apocryphon of John; only with this revelation 

has John been informed of the actual lofty origin of himself; the exclusive 

character of the treatise has thus also been emphasized. 
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We conclude that the latter interpretation of C II 79,1-25, is the more likely 

one, because the section acquires the closest connection with the entire preceding 

treatise in this way. John has heard about the deed of Epinoia and Pronoia 

before; now, in C II 78,11-79,25, it is related how the saviour makes himself 

known to John as the Pronoia which John had heard about, and which had 

appeared on two previous occasions; and it is related how the redeemer calls 

forth perception in John who doubted and feared at the beginning of the story 

(C II 48,9-11, cf. BG 21,13-16). This interpretation is also supported by the 

references to the John figure at the end of the Gospel of John which may be 

detected in CII 79,15 and CII 79,24-25. In CII 79,15 it is said that he is 

to follow the saviour, an order which is given also by Jesus in John 21,19, and 

which is complied with by John in John 21,20. CII 79,24-25 contains an 

assurance that death shall acquire no power over him, and Joh 21,23 contains 

a corresponding statement with regard to John (cf. Joh 21,22 and Joh 21,24). 

In the Apocryphon of John of CII as well as in the Gospel of John these state- 

ment are made immediately before the end of the text. Other cases of such 

conscious attempts at playing on certain words in the Bible (cf., e.g., C II 61,18) 

support the conclusion that references or hidden quotations are indeed involved. 

The transition which occurs from referring to the one redeemed in the third 

person to addressing him in the second person and, again, to mentioning John 

in the third person (C II 79,22-34), does not detract from the correctness of 

the interpretation; the transition is merely a result of the composition of the 

Apocryphon of John, the reason being that the frame story, in which the teaching 

of the Apocryphon of John is contained, and the attempt to endow the treatise 

with authority by referring to an experience and to the words of the Saviour, 

is responsible for this change. 

In the tradition of the section with regard to the self-presentation of the 

redeemer, there is a clear tendency towards emphasizing the heavenly being; 

there is no room whatever for any image corresponding to the man Jesus of 

the New Testament, indeed the spiritual is emphatically stressed, and there is a 

total disregard of anything personal in the account of the redeemer (cf., the 

redeemer calling himself, e.g., the wealth of light, the light which is in light, 

Pronoia). This agrees well with the over-all character of the version of the 

Apocryphon of John otherwise found in C II. 

As mentioned, BG and CIII have no parallel to C II 78,11—79,25. The text 

of BG as well as C III seems to be incoherent, as W. C. Till correctly remarks 

(in his edition of BG, p. 191). BG 78,10-15 plus BG 76,1-5 (and, correspondingly 

C III 39,11-14 plus C III 39,18-21) seems to be very brief—and incomplete— 

digest of that which C II 78,11—79,25 relates. BG 75,14-15 reads NYoPN Aieéi 

€2PAi ENIAIQN NTEAIOC; this appears to be an abridged presentation of the words 

which, in C II, frame the section to which BG has no parallel, viz., C II 78,13-14 

Neiyorpn rAP NYOPM’, which introduces the section, and C II 79,26-27 €INABQK 

€2PAi ANTEAEION NAIQN, which concludes it. BG 75,10-13 and BG 76,1—5, seems 
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to be an adapted version of the fuller tradition of C I, and BG 75,14-15, 

therefore, probably has not come into being by an error as the result of a merging 

of her two statements provided by C II, for which reason the entire text between 

those points has not been omitted owing to a copying error, but was left out 

by reason of the editorial revision which has, however, assumed the character 

of an incoherent exposition. The editing of BG 75,10-13, consists in the tradition 

having been transposed into a statement about the third person, and TA2H of 

BG 76,1-5, must denote John, TMAAY must be, the same as the Pronoia of 

CII 78, and 79; but also in this place it is no longer the saviour’s own words 

which are recorded; the entire redemption as related in C II 79,1-25 has been 

reduced to the following brief statement: “but this is what she has done in the 

world: she has resurrected her offspring” (BG 76,2-5). 

The fragmentary tradition of C III here follows BG, and this shortening of 

a more comprehensive tradition has been a common feature in the history of 

the development of the texts. 

Influence from Subachmimic is present also in CII 78,11—79,25, such as 

€MNTE (for AMNTE) in C IT 78,26 and C II 79,1; NTA2- (for NTA-) in C II 79,15; 

and oY2A- (for oYA2-) in C II 79,15. 

79,25-80,6 (4 BG 76,5-76,6 +75, 15-76,1+-76,7-77,5 # C III 39,21-22-+- 

39,14-18+39,22-40,9). 

Concluding Frame Story. 

The preceding section was a transition which served, in the composition of 

the Apocryphon of John, to connect the account of the secret teaching with the 

situation in which this teaching could be set forth. The teaching of redemption 

through the coming of perception by Pronoia has become reality when John 

reached perception in C II 79,1-25. Now follows a conclusion of the story of 

John’s experience of meeting the Saviour after the clash with Arimanios. The 

beginning of the section C II 79,25-80,6 is clearly conceived as the conclusion 

of the account of how perception came to John: C II 79,25-32 furnishes the 

motivation of the detailed revelation of the secrets; the motivation is that the 

Saviour himself will go to his aeon again, and he has therefore caused John to 

have such detailed information that he can hand the teaching on. The restriction 

that it may take place only to his brothers in spirit adheres to this handing on 

of the teaching. This probably denotes the same as the unwavering generation 

(C II 79,31-32), whereas the co-disciples (C II 80,4-5) must be imagined as a 

circle within this unwavering generation. 

The concluding injunction against money or presents for passing on the 

teaching indicates nothing to the effect that attempts at luring initiates to disclose 

the secrets are involved, but with its words is directed exclusively against accept- 

ing anything material in order to hand on the teaching. In a different fashion 

this is already restricted to the chosen to whom it will be passed on. 

Giversen — 18 
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In terms of contents, BG and C III have nearly the same tradition as C II 

for their conclusion, but they present the tradition in a slightly different sequence 

and also review it slightly differently. BG 76,10 has the curse said to “me”, 

whereas CII states that it was to “him”. BG 76,5-6 reads: “I will proclaim 

to you (plural) that which will happen’’; the usage of the 2. pers. pron. in the 

plural is unusual and conflicts with the other account where, so far, only one 

has been addressed; we should probably consider, therefore, that BG 76,5—6 

was edited on the basis of a different source which read approximately like C II 

79,27-28: “I have completed everything for you (singular) in your ear’; BG 

must have found it difficult to utilize such a tradition after having omitted or 

rewritten the account of the coming of perception to John. It has therefore been 

changed into a general promise of prediction to several, presumably the readers. 

The change of sequence which BG and C III seem to exhibit in their relation 

to C II, has presumably been occasioned by the previous adaptation. 

80,7-9 (4 BG 77,7-8 # C III 40,10-11) 

Explicit. 

From the heading—which even in its damaged condition clearly states that 

the text deals with a teaching (TECBOOY)—it would be tempting to assume 

that in the explicit of John’s Apocryphon a TECBOOY is implied; and, there- 

fore, the title of the manuscript should be translated: “John’s secret teaching”’ 

and not “John’s secret book.’ Although this question presents itself in the 

very first words of the preamble to the text, it is logical to include this pro- 

blem in this investigation which concerns the explicit of the text. We have 

parallels to C II’s explicit both in BG and CIII, where BG in 77,6~-7 reads 

NANOKPY@ON NiQ2ANNHC and C III, 40,10-11 also reads MANOKPY®ON NiQ2ANNHC; 

in both places ANOKPY®@ON is clearly understood as a masculinum. This coincides 
with an original, now implied, NXQmeé, which gradually became superfluous!. In 
the same manner, it is most reasonable to assume that the explicit in the Apocryphon 
of John, which we have in C II, should be translated as John’s secret book, that 
is, with an implied NXQME in the text, or that ANOKPY®ON is to be used in the 
technical meaning of secret book, as we find it in Clemens Alexandrinus. 

As in BG and CIII, CII indicates the title of the treatise at the end of 
the text. As we just have mentioned, BG’s and CIII’s nAnoKPY@oN, which 

1 This interpretation seems obvious to me when one considers the use of the word &TroKpugov 
in Clemens Alexandrinus. When Clemens in Strom.I, 69,6 (II, 44 59-7) can relate that the 
followers of Prodicus the Gnostic boasted about their possession of Zoroastres’ BiBAovs 
a&troxpugous then Clemens can also be content to use the term &troKpugov about the secret 
book, as he does in Strom. III, 29,1 (II, 209,17) with the words: "Eppun S& avtois TO Sdyya 
&k Tivos ciroKpUgou, where the quotation in the following Strom. III, 29,2 (II, 209,21-26) 
clearly indicates that the word drékpugov alone means a secret book. 
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is a masculine, suggest that a NXOME (masc.) is implied, not, e.g., a TECBOOY, 

which is fem. With the KATA iN2@ANNHN NANOKPYQON of C II, we may then also 

imply a MXOme or take ANOKPYON in the sense of secret book (as in Clemens 

Alexandrinus’ work) so as to read The Secret Book of John. 



The Relationship Between the Different Versions 

of the Apocryphon of John. 

The study which we have undertaken of the Apocryphon of John as contained 

in CII, with constant reference to the versions of the same treatise according 

to BG and CIII, has clearly revealed the close mutual relationship of the texts, 

but also brought out certain differences. It is not only a case of a clear differen- 

tiation between a shorter and a longer tradition, but also of a clear difference 

in the tradition of many details in accounts which are otherwise parallel, a 

difference which frequently reflects a distinct tendency. 

In the following, we shall attempt to present the conclusions which may be 

drawn concerning the relationship between the different versions of the Apocry- 

phon of John from this investigation. 

It will not be amiss to anticipate these conclusions with a consideration of 

the method adopted. When trying to interpret the Apocryphon of John we 

find ourselves almost without information with regard to the question how the 

author of the treatise—or the readers of his time—would interpret the statements 

of the treatise. At this point, however, the three versions of the Apocryphon of 

John assist us in some measure in that the numerous small divergencies with 

regard to the choice of words, the syntax of the clauses, etc., which exist in the 

tradition of the three texts that are otherwise nearly identical, may sometimes 

guide us. The “specific material” which the AJ of C II contains in its relationship 

to the AJ of C III and BG, therefore, is not so very important, however interesting 

this separate tradition may be by itself; it is rather the common tradition—with 

its shades between the texts—which must remain a decisive factor, and therefore, 

first and foremost, we must lean on this common tradition. The significance of 

the specific material is on a different level of importance by contributing primarily 

an essential part of the specific character of the Apocryphon of John in C II. 

The Apocryphon of John of CII is a copy from another Coptic text of AJ. 

This is shown by the usual scribal errors which forever in Coptic texts testify 

to the process of copying (cf., thus, C II 56,32, where a verb AYOYOQN2 EBOA 

must have been mistaken for the construct relation NYOPM’ OYON2 €BOA). In 

this respect the AJ of C II resembles the AJ of BG and C III which must also 

be regarded as copies from Coptic texts as W. C. Till (edition of BG, p. 12) states 
with regard to BG. 
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It is also important to decide whether the Apocryphon of John of C IT was 

taken down from dictation, or whether the scribe had a written source lying 

before him. A copying error like the one found, e.g., in C II 59,26 where instead 

of nYorpneAene of the manuscript one must read nYorn (NE AON, cannot have 

occurred by mistake though hearing, for the first word must be pronounced 

pe-scho-rep; but the error is easily explained as having occurred by copying a 

written source. The serious error extant in C II 71,17-20, where the copyist 

has mistaken the THMAAY of 71,16 with TEYMAAY of C II 71,12-13, can also be 

explained only as an error which has occurred by copying a written source; the 

error is typically visual, not auditive, and of the same kind is an error like 59,45 

NPPOOYAKATACTEPEOMA for NPPOOY (OY)A KATA CTEPEQMA. 

Nowhere in the AJ of C II do errors occur which suggest that the text may have 

been taken down by dictation, but only errors which indicate copying from 

written sources. Therefore, we believe that the Apocryphon of John of CII 

came into existence by a scribe having another copy of the Apocryphon of John 

in Coptic lying before him using this as his source. This dies not imply a scribal 

school with one dictator and, perhaps, many scribes who prepared other copies 

of the Apocryphon of John simultaneously. The AJ of C IT has, broadly speaking, 

the same linguistic peculiarities as BG and C III. The AJ of CII is written in 

Sahidic with dialectal features. In the AJ of CII, these dialectal features are 

forms which we otherwise find in Achmimic, Subachmimic or Fayumic texts, 

but by virtue of the fact that in the AJ of CII there are no examples of that 

which particularly characterized Achmimic or Fayumic texts as suche gthe 

letter 2 and lambdacism—the dialectal features in the Sahidic text must be 

considered an influence from Subachmimic. This is also characteristic of the 

AJ of BG, perhaps to a lesser degree characteristic of the AJ of C III. 

Once we have established the linguistic agreement, the question arises whether 

there was a common Coptic source of the AJ of C II, BG and C III, or whether 

there was a common Greek source distinct though one or several links further 

back in the development of AJ, a source which might have formed the basis 

for varying translations into Coptic. Is it at all possible to establish a stemma 

for our texts? In addition to this, we shall also have to consider a question of 

importance for our understanding of the teaching which AJ brings: whether the 

relatively original version is contained in C II, in BG or in CIII. 

We shall attempt to solve the latter question from the investigation of AJ 

which has now been undertaken. Our study of the AJ of C II with constant 

reference to the versions of AJ in BG and C III has resulted in several observations 

to illustrate this relationship, and these have led us to drawing the conclusion 

that we cannot generally regard any one of the texts as the original version, 

but that the evidence must be evaluated in individual places. The only general 

conclusion which we may draw from our investigation is that the AJ of CII 

represents a more original form in terms of comprehensiveness as compared to 

the two other versions, and BG as well as C III must represent abridged editions. 
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In CII it is possible to detect a distinct tendency towards emphasizing the 
sublime and playing down anthropomorphic elements; for this reason BG and 
also C III must at times be regarded as somewhat more reliable in terms of 
content. 

We shall here resume one or two of the observations which have led to this 
conclusion. When dealing with C II 59,10-22, we saw that BG 41,6 mentions 
Saklas without any introduction, although BG has not mentioned him before; 
BG, like C III 17,12, at this point introduces Saklas as if this being were well 
known, but the two texts have made no previous reference to him; this situation 

made us assume that BG and CIII had omitted a passage which must have 
corresponded to that which we find in C II 59,15-18. From this we concluded 
that at this point C II had retained the original tradition, but we proceeded 
to assume that at one time the entire passage C II 59,10-22 must have parallels 
also in the sources of BG and CIII, and that, furthermore, the discrepancy 
discovered in the sequence of the common material which BG and C III exhibit 
in their relation to C II in the context of this codex to 59,10-22, must be due 
to the fact that an editorial revision of one of the sources of BG and C III had 
been undertaken simultaneously with the shortening. In that connection we 
found that in their versions of AJ, BG and C III first provided and initial review 
of the entire assembled host of beings in the world of darkness, whereafter they 
dealt with details accounting for group after group (BG 39,6-18 # CIII 16,8-15; 
BG 39,18 ff. # C III 16,15 ff.), whereas CII immediately accounts for these 
beings, group by group. The latter procedure must be considered more primitive 
than that adopted by BG and C III, where the description is further from being 
an account of the development and has acquired rather the character of a dogmatic 
exposition of a closed didactic system. Also here we must then consider the AJ 
of C II a more original account. 

BG and CIII do contain remarks, however, which are not met with in CII. 
In connection with C II 59,26-60,10, we thus saw that C II contained no remark 
like BG 42,9-10 4 CIII 18,8-9, which we interpreted as a marginal note added 
by a commentator, which was subsequently adopted into the text. The reason 
for doing so was that at this point we found an expounding of the text’s explanation 
of the coherence of the matters, which was unusual and conflicting with the 
ordinary presentation of the texts. Here, too, C II must be preserved in a more 
original form. 

Other places in BG (and C IIT) bear traces indicating that the text is edited 
in comparison with CII. By a comparison of C II 60,25-61,5 with BG 44,5-9 
(C III has a lacuna here) during our investigation of C II 60,25-61,5, we found 
that an adaptation of the tradition of BG must have occurred, because BG has 
obviously been abridged in comparison with C II; the abridgment of the tradition 
of BG in BG 44,5-9 by omitting a section which must have corresponded to 
C II 60,26-35 could have been made by an editor who felt that the words in 
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BG 49,19-41,8 had said enough about the matter. Here, too, C Il’s tradition 

was preserved in a more original form than BG’s. 

We found another example while investigating C II 63,13-23. Here we 

observed that the second enumeration of the seven powers in C II was an exact 

repetition of the sequence in the first enumeration in C Il 60,10-25, while BG 

49,9-50,4 digressed greatly from its first enumeration in BG 43,6-44,4 (C III 

is quite fragmentary); the editor of BG and C III, versions which we found 

less original than the tradition of C II, has disregarded the foundations for the 

teaching identifying the strengths with the substances, and merely related which 

strengths were identified with which substances, while in C II, we have a more 

thorough account which we must consider as being more original. 

During our review of CII 78,11-79,25, we found that BG 75,10-15+BG 

76,1-5 and C III 39,11-14+C III 29,18-21 must be a very brief account of the 

tradition we have in C II 78,11-79,25, an account which in spite of its incoherence 

still contains the words which correspond to the introduction and conclusion 

of CII’s presentation (in C II 78,13-4 and CII 79,26-27), and shows that a 

conscious shortening of the tradition is involved, therefore we have a more 

original form in C II’s AJ. 

By our investigation of the various versions of the Apocryphon of John, 

primarily, we can deduce that with regard to BG and CIII, these two texts 

were shortened in several places in comparison with the version of CII. On 

the other hand, no change seems to have been made in the tendency of their 

teaching. When an abridgment has occurred in BG’s and C III’s tradition of 

the Apocryphon of John, it was not intended to give the didactic content a 

specific turning, and in general, the alterations in the tradition are primarily of 

an editorial nature. 

If we then turn to Codex II, we are faced with a different result. The Apocry- 

phon of John of CII has not experienced the shortenings which we found in 

BG and C III. The text of C II, in general, is handed down without abridgments, 

and in this respect we find that the AJ of CII represents the most original 

text of the three with which we have dealt. To this we may add, however, that 

the AJ of CII does contain examples of insertions, some even fairly long. In 

so far as we are able to determine which passages of the text of C II must be 

considered insertions, we may take from this version the tradition of the Apocry- 

phon of John, which, as far as comprehensiveness goes, most closely approaches 

an original tradition of the three tests involved. 

It does not follow from this that the AJ of CII presents an account of the 

teaching which these circles round AJ had taught from the very beginning, nor 

does it follow that the tradition of the teaching has been expounded in a less 

distorted form than the didactic exposition of BG and C III. For it must be 

remembered that the AJ of CII contains a clear tendency towards a distinct 

didactic system, a tendency which repeatedly turns out to represent an innovation 

in the tradition of AJ. 
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This tendency of the Apocryphon of John of CII is a tendency towards 

detracting from the anthropomorphic character of the high beings and towards 

stressing the lofty. A clear example of this was disclosed by linguistic analysis, 

e.g.. when we examined C II 61,32-62,15; by examining C II 61,33 and the 

parallel accounts we noted that the text of C II had been subjected to a tendenti- 

ous change in relation to BG, where Ialtabaoth in BG is referred to as the abortion 

of darkness, whereas C II had changed it into ‘‘a veil of darkness”. We have 

seen another example when dealing with C II 61,24~25, where in the parallel of 

BG 45,14-15, the fallen Sophia is described as a desperate woman walking back 

and forth in the darkness (BG 45,14-15), whereas the text of C II knows no 

more than to state that oblivion came forth for her in the darkness of ignorance. 

This tendency is naturally not noticeable everywhere, yet frequently in the 

Apocryphon of John of C II, and one must bear it in mind when trying to define 

the original teaching of the Apocryphon of John. Where the versions of BG 

and C III are equally primitive in terms of comprehensiveness, they occasionally 
contain accounts which in the version of C II have undergone changes according 

to the tendency of C II. 

Our examination of the AJ of C II showed that this vesion of the Apocryphon 
of John in C II 63,29-67,10, contained a very specific tradition. It is the largest 
section of “specific material” in the AJ of C II. We found, however, that with 
its introductory words it is closely connected with that which precedes that one 
cannot at this point assume that the specific material does not constitute an 
organic part of AJ. Examination of C II 65,32-67,2 showed that this specific 
material contained traces suggesting abridgement from a more comprehensive 
source, and by examining C II 67,2-10, we found indications in this section to 
suggest semantic transition in the words WYXIKON and 2YAIKON, whereas when 
examining the following paragraph C II 67,10-15 where the parallels in BG 
and CIII have again become available, we arrived at the conclusion that the 
text had now reverted to using the words in the same sense as that which applied 
before the large section of specific material commenced. From this we must 
conclude that the specific material which was introduced by C II without parallel 
in BG and CIII should be considered an insertion taken from elsewhere, an 
assumption which was supported by C II 67,6-10, which refers the reader to 
further information in the Book of Zoroastros. The question is, then, whether 
this long passage of specific material was adopted into the Apocryphon of John 
at such an early stage of its development that it was present also in one of the 
sources which, during the development became the AJ of BG and CIII or 
whether it came into AJ at a later time when the branch of the stemma of AJ 
which developed into the AJ of C II began to grow, and thus at a time when 
the AJ of BG and C III were not affected by the insertion. 
We cannot prove that this insertion entered AJ only when the tradition of 

BG, CIII, and CII began to follow their separate paths, but if we consider 
the general tendency of the passage, it seems clear that it agrees well with the 
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tendency which has otherwise been found to characterize the AJ of C II, and 

in consequence hereof we shall assume that the large insertion entered the tradi- 

tion of CII at the time when the tendency towards playing down anthropor- 

morphic features made itself felt in C II. The extensive passage in C ITI 63,29- 

67,10, in fact, deals with the structure of the human body, and it is worthy of 

notice that everything in this connection, even the minutest details, is connected 

with angelic powers and daemons in such a way that earthly and human qualities 

are diminished, and the point of gravity is referred to the world of superhuman 

beings. 

When evaluating the three versions of the Apocryphon of John as sources, 

we shall postulate, therefore, that as far as comprehensiveness is concerned, the 

Apocryphon of John in C II represents a form which is more original than that 

of BG and CIII, but when utilizing the three texts, e.g., for an account of the’ 

didactic contents of the treatises, one must realize that C II has experienced a 

revision as far as its teaching goes. 

When we consider the translation of the Greek source of AJ into Coptic, 

it is evident that all three texts seem to indicate that each had its own previous 

source in Coptic, and that no single common Coptic source was extant. In view 

of the circumstance that there was no common Coptic source behind the two 

texts which are most closely related, i.e., the AJ of BG and CIII, each must 

presuppose a separate translation from Greek, and it would be a tempting 

assumption that these were to go back to a common Greek text, but the two 

Coptic translations, nevertheless, exhibit so many discrepancies that we must 

believe that two slightly different texts are behind the translations; it will suffice, 

however, to assume that the same abridged form of the text which has lived 

on in C II without significant changes is represented by a text which is no more 

than one or a few links further back in the stemma. This text, the translated 

form of which represents the third Greek source, has adopted insertions from 

other sources in addition to the tradition which is or has been common to all 

three versions; as an example to this we may quote C II’s own indication that 

there are names which are not included in C II, but may be found in the Book 

of Zoroaster. It seems that with this reference C II admits to have borrowed 

material from “the Book of Zoroaster”. We can only guess what this book was; 

no clear information is given by the text, nor by Clemens Alexandrinus who 

relates that the men of Prodicus, ‘“‘the Gnostic’’, took pride in possessing secret 

books from Zoroaster (Stromat. I, Ch. XV. 69,6 (Stahlin p. 44), conveys infor- 

mation in this respect. We must, therefore, calculate that the book of Zoroaster 

is a source otherwise unknown when trying to establish the stemma which we 

shall now bring (c=Coptic text; g=Greek text): 
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AJ 

c c c 

AJ of Cll AJ of BG AJ of Clll 

Carl Schmidt’s demonstration that Irenaeus, in Adv. haer. 1 29, has used 

a version of the Apocryphon of John as a source is important in this connection. 

The version of C II is apparently that which is most closely related to the excerpt 

of Irenaeus; but we cannot determine whether the specific tradition of BG and 

C III took form before or after Irenaeus. 

Carl Schmidt, in his article Irenaéus und seine Quelle in Adv. haer. I, 29 

(Philotesia Paul Kleinert zum LXX. Geburtstag, Berlin 1907, p. 315-336), 

demonstrated that the Apocryphon of John in the Berlin text, then the only 

version of the text which was known, was a Sethianic treatise, and the newly 

discovered versions of the text have produced no evidence to change this concep- 

tion. The Apocryphon of John must be regarded as an account of the Sethianic 

teaching. The texts which we have at our disposal under this name, and have 

examined in the preceding pages, are only some of the texts of approximately 

identical didactic basis now available; but the versions of the Apocryphon of 

John which have been discussed here will serve for an account of the Sethianic 

teaching and its historical development when, in the future, necessary investiga- 

tions have been undertaken to determine the contents of a larger number of 

Sethianic treatises which constitute an essential part of the Nag Hammadi find. 

When the time arrives, the three versions of the Apocryphon of John will have 

to be used concurrently with the other Sethianic treatises. No one of the three 

versions can be used in preference to any other as a better general source; they 

will have to be utilized with a view to their own individual and separate nature 

and with a view to what their combined evidence may teach us. The Apocryphon 

of John according to CII is advantageous as compared to the two others by 

containing no abridgments, whereas the others may here and there furnish a 

better documentation with regard to earlier stages of Sethianic teaching. The 

tendency of the AJ of C II which we believe to have traced is by itself significant 

as an important testimony to a development which occurred within Sethianic 

teaching. Taken together the three texts enable us to reach a better understanding 

of the contents owing to the slight differences between them, and once the 
necessary preparatory work and a critical evaluation of the sources has been 
undertaken in connection with the other Sethianic texts, the Apocryphon of 
John will have to be examined in its relationship with these. 



Appendix 
Extract from Irenaeus Adversus Haereses I, 29 (Massuet). 

The text established by W. W. Harvey. 

Super hos autem ex his qui preedicti sunt Simoniani multitudo Gnosticorum 

Barbelo exsurrexit, et velut a terra fungi manifestati sunt, quorum principales 

apud eos sententias enarramus. Quidam enim eorum AXZonem quendam nunquam 

senescentem in virginali spiritu subjiciunt, quem Barbelon nominant. Ubi esse 

patrem quendam innominabilem dicunt: voluisse autem hunc manifestare se 

ipsi Barbeloni. Ennoeam autem hanc progressam stetisse in conspectu ejus, et 

postulasse Prognosin. Cum prodiisset autem et Prognosis, his rursum petentibus 

prodiit Incorruptela: post deinde Vita eterna: in quibus gloriantem Barbelon, 

et prospicientem in magnitudinem, et conceptu delectatam, in hanc generasse 

simile ei lumen. Hanc initium et luminationis, et generationis omnium dicunt: 

et videntem Patrem lumen hoc, unxisse illud sua benignitate, ut perfectum fieret. 

Hunc autem dicunt esse Christum: qui rursus postulat, quemadmodum dicunt, 

adjutorium sibi dari Nun, et progressus est Nus. Super hec autem emittit pater 

Logon. Conjugationes autem fient Ennoiz et Logi, et Aphtharsias et Christi: 

et AZonia autem Zoe Thelemati conjuncta est, et Nus Prognosi. Et magnificabant 

hi magnum lumen et Barbelon. Post deinde de Ennoia et de Logo Autogenem 

emissum dicunt ad representationem magni luminis, et valde honorificatum 

dicunt, et omnia huic subjecta. Coémissam autem ei Alethiam, et esse conjuga- 

tionem Autogenis et Alethie. De lumine autem, quod est Christus, et de incor- 

ruptela, quatuor emissa luminaria ad circumstantiam Autogeni dicunt; et de 

Thelemate rursus et Ronia Zoe quatuor emissiones factas ad subministrationem 

quatuor luminaribus, quas nominant Charin, Thelesin, Synesin, Phronesin. Et 

Charin quidem magno et primo luminario adjunctam; hunc autem esse Sotera 

volunt et vocant eum Armogen: Thelesin autem secundo, quem et nominant 

Raguel: Synesin autem tertio luminario; quem vocant David: Phronesin autem 

quarto, quem nominant Eleleth. Confirmatis igitur sic omnibus, super hec 

emittit Autogenes hominem perfectum et verum, quem et Adamantem vocant: 

quoniam neque ipse domatus est, neque ii ex quibus erat, qui et remotus est cum 

primo lumine ab Armoge. Emissam autem cum homine ab Autogene agnitionem 

perfectam, et conjunctam ei: unde et hunc cognovisse eum qui est super omnia: 

virtutem quoque ei invictam datam a virginali spiritu: et refrigerant in hoc 

omnia hymnizare magnum Mona. Hinc autem dicunt manifestatam Matrem, 
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Patrem, Filium: ex Anthropo autem et Gnosi natum lignum, quod et ipsum 

Gnosin vocant. 

Deinde ex primo angelo [qui adstat Monogeni,] emissum dicunt Spiritum 

sanctum, quem et Sophiam, et Prunicum vocant. Hunc igitur videntem reliqua 

omnia conjugationem habentia, se autem sine conjugatione, quesisse cui aduna- 

retur: et cum non inveniret, asseverabat et extendebatur, et prospiciebat ad 

inferiores partes, putans hic invenire conjugem: et non inveniens, exsiliit te- 

diata quoque, quoniam sine bona voluntate patris impetum fecerat. Post deinde 

simplicitate et benignitate acta generavit opus, in quo erat ignorantia et audacia. 

Hoc autem opus ejus esse Proarchontem [Protarchontem] dicunt, fabricatorem 

conditionis hujus: virtutem autem magnam abstulisse eum a matre narrant, et 

abstitisse ab ea in inferiora, et fecisse firmamentum coeli, in quo et habitare 

dicunt eum. Et cum sit ignorantia, fecisse eas que sunt sub eo potestates, et 

angelos, et firmamenta, et terrena omnia. Deinde dicunt adunitum eum Autha- 

diz, generasse Kakian, Zelon, et Phthonum, et Erinnyn, et Epithymiam. Genera- 

tis autem his, mater Sophia contristata refugit, et in altiora secessit et fit deorsum 

numerantibus octonatio. Ila igitur secedente, se solum opinatum esse, et propter 

hoc dixisse: Ego sum Deus zelator, et preter me nemo est. Et hi quidem talia 

mentiuntur. 



Summary in Danish 

Dansk resumé 

Indledningen til bogens forste del gor forst rede for den serlige betydning, som 

man ma tillagge Apocryphon Johannis. Det fremheves, at Apocryphon Johannis 

ikke umiddelbart kan forventes at pakalde den samme interesse, som de skrifter 

fra Nag Hammadi, der indeholder agrapha, som f. eks. Thomasevangeliet gor, 

men at Apocryphon Johannis alligevel er af den storste betydning for udforsk- 

ningen af den sakaldte gnosticisme, fordi den ikke blot bringer en nogenlunde 

sluttet leremessig fremstilling, men iser fordi den er overleveret i flere versioner ; 

en sammenligning af disse versioners forskellige ordvalg vil kunne bidrage ve- 

sentlig til faste holdepunkter for en fortolkning af tekstens indhold, men de for- 

skellige overleveringer rejser samtidig sporgsmalet om forholdet mellem de for- 

skellige versioner. 

Der peges derefter pa metodiske principper, som ma anses for grundleggende 

for forskningen af den sdkaldte gnosticisme. Overfor W. Boussets programma- 

tiske erklering i »Hauptprobleme der Gnosis« om at malet var at fremstille de 

for de fleste gnostiske systemer til grundliggende anskuelser, snarere end at be- 

handle de enkelte anskuelser, fremheves vigtigheden af, at man foretager enkelt- 

undersogelser. Det fremhzves, at det er nodvendigt at lade disse enkeltunder- 

sogelser ga sd langt tilbage som til undersogelse af kildematerialet 1 litterer 

henseende, og at de forste opgaver ma vere en kritik af kilderne og en tilveje- 

bringelse af et sikkert grundlag bestaende af en vurdering af kildernes indbyrdes 

forhold, samt tilvejebringelse af nye kilder i tilforladelige udgaver. Der gives her 

udtryk for tilslutning til de metodiske principper, som er fremhevet af E. de 

Faye, J. Munck og H.-Ch. Puech. 

Indledningen gor derefter rede for planen for den foreliggende studie, der er 

koncentreret om to opgaver: at fremlegge en ny kilde og at vurdere forholdet 

mellem denne kilde og tidligere kendte kilder, herunder at give en ny vurdering 

af hidtil kendt kildemateriale. Denne plan seges derefter bragt til udforelse med 

en udgave af den sdkaldte »lange« version af Apocryphon Johannis, hvis koptiske 

tekst ledsages af en oversettelse, medens et forudgaende afsnit bringer resulta- 

terne af en nojere undersggelse af papyrusen, paleografiske og sproglige ejen- 

dommeligheder, og et folgende afsnit bringer et glossar til teksten; derefter 

foretages der en nojere undersggelse af teksten set i stadig relation til de to bedst 

bevarede kortere versioner. 
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Indledningen slutter med en kort opregning af de fa, men vigtige publikationer, 

med direkte relation til Apocryphon Johannis, der hidtil har foreligget, herunder 

det af Pahor Labib udgivne bind fotografiske plancher af papyrusen med den 

lange version og W.C. Till’s kritiske udgave af den korte version i Papyrus 

Berolinensis 8502, hvor Till ogsa offentliggor alle varianterne i den parallelle 

korte version, der findes i en papyrus fra Nag Hammadi, samt Carl Schmidts 

studie over Berlinerpapyrusens Apocryphon Johannis. 

Handskriftet, som rummer den her publicerede lange version, soges i det fol- 

gende nermere undersogt og bestemt. Forst soges det fastslaet, hvor mange 

sider det pageldende handskrift, der er en kodeks, som har udgjort eet eneste 

leg, har og har haft. Herunder gores der rede for tidligere bestemmelser: J. Do- 

resse’s bestemmelse af papyrusen som en kodeks med 175 sider (1949) og senere 

(1959) som rummende 168 sider afvises, ligesom ogsa H.-Ch. Puechs angivelse 

af antallet til 157 sider (1950) forkastes, og i stedet gores der rede for, at kodeksen, 

da undersogelsen fandt sted (1957), rummede 150 sider, og at den oprindelig 

har rummet 152 sider. Af de 150 sider er 145 beskrevne, 4 blanke og 1 side har 

svage spor af bogstaver. Ved opgorelsen er det sogt bevist, at 4 af de af P. Labib 

publicerede plancher (Pl. 49, 50, 51 og 52) i virkeligheden kun udgor resterne af 

to sider og ikke af fire. Da kodeksen engang forela komplet, har dens 38 dobbelt- 

blade ligget saledes, nar bogen var opslaet pa midten, at der forneden har ligget 

27 dobbeltblade med vertikale fibre nedad og horisontale fibre opad; oven pa 

disse blade har der ligget 11 dobbeltblade med de horisontale fibre nedad og de 

vertikale fibre opad. Sidernes storrelse bestemmes derefter, idet J. Doresse’s an- 
givelse af storrelsen som 27x 15 cm og H.-Ch. Puech’s tilsvarende angivelse 
ligesavel som J. Doresse’s senere angivelse af storrelsen som 21 x 27 cm afvises, 
og malene bestemmes til at vere konstant for hojden mellem 28,3 og 28,4 cm, 
medens bredden varierer fra 13,8 cm for den inderste til 15,5 cm for den yderste 

(malelige) side. Den betydelige forskel i bredden gor, at de midterste siders 
skriftspejl kun er 10 cm mod de yderstes 12 cm. De her konstaterede ejendomme- 
ligheder stemmer godt overens med en enkeltlegs kodeks’s saedvanlige trek. 

For at placere Codex II i den boghistoriske sammenhzng opregnes derefter 
andre koptiske enkelt-legs codices, og der gores ganske kort rede for den anvendte 
indbindingsteknik og udsmykningen af bindet med hankekors. Indbindingstek- 
nikken synes at placere Codex II meget tidligt, og den af J. Doresse anforte 
opfattelse, at brugen af hankekors pA bindet godtgjorde, at bindet forst kunne 
vere fra efter Serapeums odeleggelse i 391, afvises under henvisning til M. Cra- 
mer’s (Das altagyptische Lebenszeichen, 1943) og J. Simon’s (Orientalia 1943) 
arbejder og til forholdet mellem Rufins, Sokrates’ og Sozomenos’ beretninger. 

Palzografiske iagttagelser soges derefter forst anvendt til en relativ datering af 
handskriftet, d. v. s. til et forsog pa at fastsla hvilke andre handskrifter det synes 
samtidig med, tidligere end eller efter. Her synes handskriftet tydeligvis i paleo- 
grafisk henseende at sta nermest ved det achmimiske 1. Clemensbrev (Berlin), 
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den sahidiske tekst med Deuteronomium, Jonas og Acta (British Museum) og 
den sahidiske Ecclesiasticus-tekst i universitetsbiblioteket i Louvain. Codex II 
bestemmes derefter til at vere efter Ecclesiasticus-teksten og for papyrusen med 
Deuteron., Jonas og Acta; den forste af disse tekster antoges af L. Th. Lefort 
for at vere fra slutningen af 3. eller begyndelse af 4. arhundrede, medens den 

sidste udfra greeske fragmenter i bindet og en kursiv efter Acta dateredes til at 

vere ikke senere end midten af 4. arhundrede, formentlig fra 340-350. Ved 

sammenligning med handskriften i et koptisk brev fra ca. 330-340 (British 

Museum Pap. 1920) fores vi derefter til en absolut datering af Codex II som 

verende fra omkring 330-340, i videre forstand fra forste halvdel af 4. arhundrede. 

Sproglige iagttagelser af teksten indskrenkes bevidst til kun at gelde een tekst, 

nemlig Apocryphon Johannis. Dette sker, fordi flere tekster i een codex ikke ngd- 

vendigvis har samme oprindelse i sproglig henseende. Vi kommer her til det 

resultat, at den koptiske oversetter ikke bare har kunnet det sahidiske, som han 

i almindelighed anvender, men at han ogsa har haft kendskab til subachmimisk, 

saledes at forsta, at de subachmimiske former ma have veret anvendt af oversette- 

ren i hans daglige sprog, og derfra har de slaet igennem i hans littereere virk- 

somhed. 

Med varsomhed mener vi dernest at kunne fastsla, at sproget ma hore hjemme 

i et grenseomrade mellem dialekterne, hvor sahidisk var treengt frem pa sub- 

achmimisk bekostning, saledes at egnen omkring Nag Hammadi og lidt nord 

derfor (Det hvide Kloster) kunne passe. De sproglige ejendommeligheder tyder 

kun pa rigtigheden af den paleografiske bestemmelse af teksten. 

Det folgende afsnit bringer en udgave af den koptiske tekst til Apocryphon 

Fohannis, som vi finder den i Codex II. Papyrusens tekst er gengivet pa plan- 

cherne 47-80 i den af Pahor Labib besorgede fotografiske udgave (Coptic Gnostic 

Papyri in The Coptic Museum at Old Cairo, Vol. I, Cairo 1956). Til disse plan- 

cher refereres der med Pl. (eller med C II)+planchens nummer. Den koptiske 

tekst folger i udgaven linie for linie teksten i papyrusen, og oversettelsen lober, 

sa vidt det er muligt, parallelt hermed. Da plancherne ikke altid er lige tydelige, 

er der i tekstudgaven tilstrebt en sa tro gengivelse af papyrusteksten som muligt. 

Det vil sige, at medens lakuner i teksten nok er udfyldt, hvor dette ma anses for 

forsvarligt, sa er forbedringer af den overleverede tekst (udeladelser, tilfojelser 

eller rettelser) anfort i fodnoter og ikke i selve teksten. Det skulle derved vere 

lettere for leseren at fa et indtryk af, hvorledes teksten ma antages at have lobet, 

da den forela fra skriverens hand, og dermed lettere at vurdere de foreslaede for- 

bedringer. 

En vesentlig ulempe er det, at de forste sider af papyrusen er sterkt odelagte. 

Ved hjelp af lasemaderne i tilsvarende afsnit i den af W. C. Till publicerede 

Berliner-version af Apocryphon Johannis kan en del af lakunerne udfyldes med 

en vis sandsynlighed, men kun hvor dette skonnes forsvarligt, er det gjort. 

Plancherne 49, 50, 51 og 52 foreslaes lest i rekkefolgen Pl. 51+ 50 og Pl. 49+ 52, 

idet 49 og 52 ma vere dele af samme side, og 51 og 50, der ogsa ma vere dele af 
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een side, ma udgore recto til 49+52’s verso. Lakunerne mellem 51 og 50 og 

mellem 49 og 52 kan tilsyneladende udfyldes med en vis sandsynlighed. Teksten 

er rimeligt nok mest beskadiget forrest i papyrusen. Men i sig selv har kopistens 

arbejde ikke veret fejlfrit, idet det kan pavises savel overspringelser som gen- 

tagelser. Eksempler pa det forste finder vi f. eks. i Pl. 58,24 og 70,9 og pa det 

andet f. eks. i Pl. 71,17-20. Ogsa rettelser findes i manuskriptet som f. eks. i 

Pl. 60,18, hvor der er tilfojet flere ord over linien, medens f. eks. Pl. 60,19 har 

fire bogstaver slettet ved overstregning. 

I oversettelsen, der tilstreeber at lade forskellige muligheder for forstaelsen sta 

aben, hvor udtrykkene ikke er enstydige, er den koptiske teksts brug af graske 

ord markeret ved, at de greske ord er anbragt i parentes lige efter ordet, saledes 

som det er skik i vesterlandske oversettelser af koptisk litteratur (substantiverne 

er angivet i nominativ, verberne i infinitiv). 

Tekstudgaven og oversettelsen folges af indices over de i den koptiske tekst 

anvendte koptiske ord, over de i teksten brugte greske ord, samt over egennavne; 

navne pa vesener, der kun nevnes i forbindelse med beretningen Pl. 63,29-67,2 

om det menneskelige legeme er for overskuelighedens skyld registreret for sig. 

Part II begynder med en analyse af indholdet i den udgivne tekst, til at begynde 

med suppleret med referat af de forste sider af Berliner-papyrusens version af 

Apocryphon Johannis, da de forste fire sider af Codex II’s Apocryphon Johannis 

er sterkt beskadigede. Indholdet soges delt i afsnit efter den tankemessige ud- 

vikling. Analysen munder ud i den opfattelse, at indholdet af den publicerede 

tekst trods afvigelser fra de to andre kendte versioner af Apocryphon Johannis 

er sa ner op ad disse, at det vil vere rimeligt at anlegge en undersogelse af Codex 

II’s Apocryphon Johannis som en sammenligning med Berliner-tekstens (BG) 

version og med Cairo-tekstens (C III). 

Den folgende kommentar til Codex II’s Apocryphon Johannis (AJ) er da sogt 

anlagt som en ngje undersegelse af C II’s Apocryphon Johannis under stadig 

hensyntagen til BG’s og CIII’s versioner af Apocryphon Johannis. 

Kommentaren er sogt anlagt over det samme skema, som analysen af indholdet 
har opbygget. 

Sa vidt det er muligt, soges der ud fra det overleverede gjort rede for savel 
enkelthederne som hovedlinierne i den i Apocryphon Johannis bragte belering. 
Denne belering giver sig ud for at vere af hemmelig og eksklusiv karakter, idet 
skriftet henforer den til en abenbaring af Jesus, der skal have vist sig for Johannes. 
Denne abenbaring er ifolge skriftet forbeholdt »den slegt, som ikke rokkes«, og 
den bringer oplysning om tilblivelsen af lysets og morkets verden, om menneskets 
oprindelse i lysets verden, om dets fald og om dets forlosning fra morkets verden. 

Tankegangen er i store trek den samme som i BG’s og C III’s versioner af 
Apocryphon Johannis, men den tekstmessige overlevering rejser en rakke 
sporgsmal, som en undersogelse af enkelthederne i teksten ofte kan besvare. 

Under disse iagttagelser bliver det klart, at de tre sammenlignede tekster 
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ikke bare har tydelige vidnesbyrd om et nert slegtskab, men ogsa at der er visse 

betydelige afvigelser. 

Disse afvigelser tyder de fleste steder pa at vere fremkommet som resultat 

enten af en tendens til forkortelser i overleveringen i BG og C III, eller ogsa 

som folge af en bevidst leremessig tendens i C II. 

Resultaterne af hvad denne undersggelse lerer os om forholdet mellem C IT's 

BG’s og C III’s Apocryphon Fohannis gores op i det folgende afsnit. 

Det er udfra disse iagttagelser f. eks. klart, at C II’s Apocryphon Johannis er 

en afskrift af en koptisk tekst. Det viser bl. a. sedvanlige kopistfejl (f. eks. C H, 

56,32). Kopisten har efter alt at domme skrevet efter forleg, ikke efter diktat. 

Generelt kan der ikke ud fra undersogelsen af versionerne siges, hvad der er 

oprindeligst. C II synes at vere oprindelig for sa vidt angar omfanget af over- 

levering, men den har en leremessig tendens. Af undersegelsen af C II 61,32- 

62,15 fremgar det, at medens Jaldabaoth i BG omtales som »meorkets misfoster«, 

s4 er det her endret til »morkets slor«. Medens BG 45,14~15 skildrer den faldne 

Sophia som en jamrende, fortvivlet kvinde, der gar frem og tilbage ude i morket, 

sa er denne menneskelige skildring i C II blevet til, at der opstod en glemsel 

for hende i uvidenhedens morke. 

Tendensen i C II er bestandig at understrege det ophojede og afsvekke de hoje 

veseners menneskelige karakter. Det store afsnit i C II 63,29-67,10 rummer en 

serlig overlevering, der er det storste stykke »serstof«, som vi finder i CIT’s 

Apocryphon Johannis. Dette serstof er ganske vist nu noje forbunden med den 

ovrige fremstilling, men dets tendens falder i god trad med den tendens, som vi 

andetsteds har fundet karakteristisk for C II, nemlig en afsvekkelse af anthropo- 

morphe trek. 

Ved vurderingen af forholdet mellem de tre versioner af Apocryphon Johannis 

finder vi, at alle tre tekster synes at pege pa hver sit forleg pa koptisk, og at der 

ikke har foreligget en felles koptisk kilde, men at der allerede, da teksten forela 

pa gresk, var tale om forskellige versioner. 

Nar der ikke har veret noget felles koptisk forleg for de to tekster, der ligger 

hinanden nermest, nemlig BG’s og C III’s AJ, ma de ga tilbage til hver sin over- 

settelse fra gresk, og det ville vere fristende at antage, at det var fra en felles 

gresk tekst, men de to koptiske oversettelser udviser alligevel sa mange uover- 

ensstemmelser, at man ma antage, at der har ligget to lidt forskellige greske 

tekster til grund for oversettelserne, som dog et eller flere led tilbage kan fores 

tilbage til den samme forkortede form for den tekst, der er gaet videre til C Ili 

mere eller mindre uendret skikkelse. 

Undersogelsen konkluderer i, at de her behandlede skrifter vil kunne benyttes 

til en fremstilling af den lere, der var gengs i sethianske kredse, nar man engang 

har gjort de nodvendige forundersogelser af et storre antal af de beslegtede 

skrifter. 

Bogen slutter med et appendix, et uddrag af Irenzus’ Adversus Haereses 

1,29 (Massuets inddeling, Harveys tekst), samt en bibliografi og en navneliste. 
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